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Abstract 
This thesis discusses the experience and the aftermath of the First World War and the way it 
problemitised ostensibly secure masculinities and femininities, and family relationships, as 
depicted by some Commonwealth women authors over three generations. With a particular focus 
on the character of the psychologically wounded returned soldier, I contend that the authors’ 
depictions of the home-front aftermath of the First World War challenge the dominant 
constructions of gender which existed at the time of the war, and that such subversions have a 
specific relationship to each author’s historical and social positionality. I analyse why the 
returned soldiers are represented in the manner that they are and the significance of this 
representation in the trajectory of women’s writing. Some of the novels are set during the First 
World War, while others take place many years after the Armistice. The novels are discussed 
chronologically and grouped according to the period at which the texts were written. In all the 
novels, the characters’ notions of their identities and their world are challenged to various 
degrees. The home fronts where struggles continue are in New Zealand, Australia, Southern 
Rhodesia (now known as Zimbabwe), and Britain.  
The female authors studied in this thesis write about the pervasive condition that was named 
shellshock, its manifestations and its rippling domestic effects, as symptomatic of patriarchal, 
capitalist, and imperialist systems in crisis. The first chapter addresses the representation of 
returned soldiers in novels by first-generation First World War authors, those writing at the time 
of the war and in the years immediately following. Rose Macaulay’s Non-Combatants and 
Others (1916), Rebecca West’s The Return of the Soldier (1918), and Virginia Woolf’s Mrs 
Dalloway (1925) are read as war novels that highlight and critique the association between 
shellshock and the exhibition of “unmanly” behaviour; the effect that expectations of manliness 
had on those soldiers who were victims of shellshock; and how the past and present trauma 
experienced by the returned soldiers is filtered, perceived, and absorbed by the female characters 
in the novels. The narrative point of view is most-often female and this consequently facilitates 
my discussion of how women characters perceive men’s bodies in trauma. Non-Combatants and 
Others is the centre of the chapter’s discussion as it poignantly depicts the extent of the social 
malaise that the First World War highlighted.  
The second chapter considers tense and traumatic pasts in the autobiographies and 
autobiographical fiction of Doris Lessing and Janet Frame, both of whom were daughters of First 
World War returned soldiers. In this chapter I suggest that their fathers’ war service and the 
trauma both men sustained shaped each author’s understanding and consequent depiction of 
war’s inexorable infiltration of the domestic sphere. In considering each author’s depiction of the 
war, I explore how its presence crystallised pre-existing gender conflict. Both authors spent their 
 
 
 
 
formative years, the 1920s and 30s, in households seething with resentment and financial 
hardship and shadowed by grief. I propose that, in writing autobiographical fiction – Lessing’s 
Martha Quest (1952) and Alfred and Emily (2008), and Frame’s Towards Another Summer 
(written in 1963 and published posthumously in 2007) – both engaged in a therapeutic act. In 
doing so, each author re-imagined her father’s history and its bearing on her life as a means of 
mitigating her own trauma as a daughter of violence. 
Chapter three is a comparative reading of the returned soldier and war-wounded characters 
in the eleven novels Frame published during her lifetime. In considering these characters and the 
significance of their presence in her work, I suggest that Frame’s writing is haunted by the 
emotional debris of war. In creating returned soldier characters, Frame wrote against the 
glorification of war – which served to reinforce notions of the triumph of imperialism, and was 
endemic in Britain and its former dominions – and also about the “sex war” that had taken place 
since much earlier times in the patriarchal family.  
The final chapter of the thesis explores contemporary representations of returned First 
World War soldiers in Pat Barker’s Another World (1998), Life Class (2007), and Toby’s Room 
(2012) – three of Barker’s war novels in which the narrative point of view moves between 
women and men and combatants and non-combatants – and Brenda Walker’s The Wing of Night 
(2005). The shell-shocked soldiers of Barker and Walker are characters that represent their 
authors’ contemporary knowledge of, and perspectives on, the interplay between expectations 
about gender roles and war-induced psychological trauma. This study highlights how the novels 
imagine and articulate the haunting significance of the returned First World War soldier 
characters’ trauma in the lives of other characters, and in the light of what each author suggests 
about the way the First World War produced a heightened sense of the problematics of 
conventional masculinities and femininities.  
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Introduction 
  
This thesis focuses on the figure of the psychologically wounded returned soldier, in the context 
of the family, as depicted in some Commonwealth women’s fiction that in varying ways 
represents the repercussions of the First World War. I analyse the depiction, by various women 
writers, and at different points throughout the last ninety or so years, of prevailing hegemonic 
constructs of masculinity and the interplay between such constructs and the experience of war 
trauma, or shellshock. In discussing women’s representations of traumatic war experiences, I 
consider how the war, and the soldiers who returned from it, crystallised a conflict already there 
between the sexes in the home and family environment, and how, under some circumstances, the 
war significantly contributed to the traumatic upbringings of children who were born into this 
environment. I propose that the authors’ representation of returned soldiers is emblematic of 
such gender conflict. The period in which each author was or is writing affects the nature of the 
problematisations of dominant conceptions of masculinities and femininities as these are shown 
in their fictions. My contention is that the women’s novels studied in this thesis reflect the social 
and, more specifically, domestic understandings of gender roles of the period in which their 
novels were written. These understandings are articulated in part in the female authors’ 
depictions of returned soldiers and their relationships with other characters and their pasts. 
Subsequently, the changing representation of soldiers in the women’s novels intersects with 
developing understandings and subversions of conceptions of gender. Studying women’s 
representations of the role of the returned soldier in the family is a microcosmic approach to 
articulating how war illuminates gender divisions and the oppression of women inherent in the 
structure of imperialist and capitalist societies. 
The after-effects of the First World War on the societies to which some soldiers returned 
were enormous. The scale of death was entirely unforeseen, with an estimated nine million 
soldiers perishing on all sides (Phillips, Manipulating 1)1 due to the introduction of large-scale 
industrialised warfare.2 As the centenary of its declaration in August 2014 approaches, interest in 
the war, and its legacy, is high, since this war has the dubious honour of being “not just the war 
to end all wars,” but “also the war of wars, a paradigm of technological combat, which with its 
trenches and zeppelins, its gases and mines, has become a diabolical summary of the idea of 
                                                
1 In addition to the deaths of soldiers in First World War battles, countless soldiers and civilians died during and in 
the initial years following the war from the devastating epidemic of Spanish flu, “a disease that affected every area 
of Europe,” and in the Russian Civil War (Atkin, Daily 45).  
2 Martin Shaw writes that the first half of the twentieth-century saw a new kind of warfare, what he calls 
“industrialised total war.” This new kind of warfare was realised through “industrialisation and state control over 
society” (20). War was both industrialised and total because “mechanised weaponry and transportation enabled 
‘total’ killing and destruction, and because expanded state control (or surveillance) of societies enabled ‘total’ 
economic and ideological mobilisation” (20). 
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modern warfare – Western science bent to the service of Western imperialism” (Gilbert 197). 
The war was the culmination of several preceding years of enormous social and political turmoil, 
a period during which it became apparent that “Britain’s worldwide pre-eminence required 
shoring up against economic and military competition” (Bush 170), which came particularly 
from Germany. A battle of rival imperialisms, the war was a “realisation of the catastrophic 
consequences of the system of great power alliances” (Claeys 9). Gregory Claeys notes that, for 
its critics, the system of imperial rivalry that developed in the late nineteenth century, “tended to 
fuel jingoistic nationalism and militarism both at home and abroad,” the result of which was that 
this system “was increasingly prone to instability and eventual self-destruction” (287).3 The 
discourses of such nationalism and militarism served to reinforce the exploitation of those who 
were subjugated by capitalism, centrally: the working class; non-Europeans in Britain and the 
former colonies; and the oppression of women and homosexuals.  
Since the early years of the war, women have depicted its domestic repercussions in their 
fiction. This introduction outlines the structure of the thesis and discusses some terms that, in 
their interplay and overlap, have founded the critical framework of my argument. These terms 
include notions of normative masculinities and femininities, particularly as they relate to public 
and private spaces. The spaces I am concerned with are the battlefield, an area almost entirely 
populated by men and consequently gendered masculine, and the home, which is traditionally a 
feminine space.4  
Philomena Goodman notes that “women were historically located in relation to the 
domestic sphere whatever the reality of their lives” (15). From the early nineteenth century in 
Western societies, “[t]he category ‘woman’ was explicitly located within the construct of family 
and kinship, just as ‘man’ was assumed within the economy, polity, and realms of knowledge” 
(Davidoff 169). From this marginalised domestic space, women have written novels that depict 
regimes of gender in the family and around the home, and how these regimes are cast into relief 
by the repercussions of war.  
Recent studies of gender have pluralised the terms masculinity and femininity, to 
accommodate the many and varied forms genders have taken, and acknowledge the existence of 
                                                
3 Robert Johnson notes that, for the Bolshevik leader Lenin, “overseas investment and the subsequent acquisition of 
colonies was an inevitable stage of capitalism” (41). In a Marxist interpretation, the rivalry between different 
imperialisms in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries was “a period of crisis” in which “[t]oo many 
nations were chasing too few lucrative markets, which induced protectionism, stiff competition and colonial rivalry” 
(Johnson 41).    
4 In the late nineteenth century, the development of mechanised industrialisation caused men in urban societies to 
work further from homes and closer to cities (Micale 55). In bourgeois society, this meant that domesticity and the 
day-to-day running of the household came to represent a solely feminine arena, and for a man to be integrally 
involved in this operation was considered to be decidedly unmasculine (Tosh, A Man’s 7). For Christopher Lasch, 
the idea that the family was a haven “took for granted a radical separation between work and leisure and between 
public and private life,” and represented “the bourgeois perception of society as something alien, impersonal, 
remote, and abstract – a world from which pity and tenderness had been effectively banished” (44,45).  
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aberrant masculinities and femininities, which fall outside the normative constructs. Similarly, 
the distinction between public and private, and the associated concept of “separate spheres,” has 
been critiqued in various disciplines, significantly by “feminist solvents which stress 
multiplicity, plurality, and the blurring of boundaries” (Davidoff 165). My thesis, however, is 
concerned with notions of the normative and how characters consciously and subconsciously 
contest such notions. I focus on hegemonic constructs of masculinity and femininity, since it is 
the normative that dictates what is expected to be a “manly” and “womanly” comportment and 
physique, and consequently isolates those who are physically or psychologically unable to 
conform to such images. I regard all the authors chosen for this project as feminist writers, who, 
in their depictions of soldiers and war’s domestic effects, are consciously concerned about the 
role expectations of masculinity and femininity play in the expression and repression of war 
trauma. I also consider the works studied in this thesis to be feminist, because they problematise 
notions of gender, as well as those of the family home as a “haven in a heartless world” (Lasch 
44). Each author I address has at one time or another been critically regarded as a feminist 
novelist, with the exception perhaps of Brenda Walker whose novels are recent and has not yet 
had a great deal of criticism published regarding her work. Walker has, nonetheless, written 
critical studies on the relationship between fiction and gender.5   
Another key term is traumatic memory, or, more specifically, traumatic memories of war. 
For Eric Leed, war trauma, which was initially significantly made highly visible by the First 
World War, is defined by the sufferer’s “inability to forget, as an uncomfortable consciousness 
of being possessed, ‘haunted’ by a past they cannot put behind them, and which continually 
intrudes into their present lives, waking and sleeping” (“Fateful” 86). Judith Lewis Herman notes 
that “[a]fter a traumatic experience, the human system of self-preservation seems to go on 
permanent alert, as if the danger might return at any moment” (35). As a consequence, the 
trauma sufferer is plagued by “flashbacks, nightmares and other reexperiences, emotional 
numbing, depression, guilt, autonomic arousal, explosive violence or a tendency to 
hypervigilance” (Leys 2).  Many of the characters I discuss are haunted by their war experience 
throughout their lives; notably, Pat Barker’s one-hundred-and-one-year-old returned soldier, 
Geordie, in Another World (1998), who, eighty years after the war, wakes from battle nightmares 
only to understand that the horror is “still happening” (68), and Janet Frame’s Hercus Millow, 
from The Carpathians (1989), who wonders (but knows) why the environment of his 
neighbourhood, which he studies daily, was “not etched as deeply in his mind as his landscape as 
a prisoner and soldier” (65). Traumatic memory is a broad term which has been theorised in 
                                                
5 See, for example, Poetry and Gender: Statements and Essays in Australian Women’s Poetry and Poetics, edited by 
David Brooks and Brenda Walker.  
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many ways, in many disciplines. In my thesis, traumatic memory encompasses a range of sub-
terms, both psychological and literary, which I consider in my analysis of the texts. Included in 
this range are understandings of war neuroses and shellshock, concepts of postmemory and 
scriptotherapy, the emplotment of traumatic memory and ideas of haunting. These terms are 
drawn upon, explicated, and discussed in my chapters.  
In comparison with theorisations of femininity, understanding masculinity is a relatively 
new endeavour. This is largely because, as Pierre Bourdieu notes, the “androcentric vision 
imposes itself as neutral,” so that the masculine gender “appears as non-marked, in a sense 
neuter, in opposition to the feminine, which is explicitly characterized” in both language and 
social perception (9). Bourdieu refers to the social world and its order as an “immense symbolic 
machine” founded on masculine domination (9). In challenging women to comprehend and 
suspend the “hypnotic power of domination,” Virginia Woolf in Three Guineas called for 
women to become aware of the machinations of the masculine social order which imposed their 
difference and subordination, marginalised and oppressed them, asked women to question the 
“mystic powers” and “mystic rites” through which masculine domination maintained its 
authority (qtd. in Bourdieu 2). For Máirtín Mac an Ghaill and Chris Haywood, “analysing men 
as a politically gendered category removes it [the category of men] from its normative location 
as transparent, neutral and disembodied” (29).  
Masculinity is an elusive term. However it is defined, Lynne Segal claims, it “condenses 
a certain engagement with power, however unrealised and largely unrealisable,” and this is “the 
source of misery and crisis. Men will fail, and fail again, to measure up to its promise. 
Masculinity is always in crisis” (Segal 239). The First World War exacerbated many men’s 
inability to measure up to the promises of idealised masculinity, simply because the expectations 
of dauntless courage and stoicism became, in the face of the horrors of industrialised warfare, 
unattainable. In saying that masculinity is only likely to become noticeable as a result of its 
“perceived absence” (Reeser 12), Todd W. Reeser refers to normative or hegemonic expectations 
of masculinity. This “absence” is apparent in Rose Macaulay’s Non-Combatants and Others, 
when a young soldier named Ingram claims that “there are some men out there who ought never 
[in the trenches] to be there at all; not strong enough in body or mind” (156). Conversely, 
Septimus Smith, in Woolf’s Mrs. Dalloway, becomes so immune to violence that he fears, in 
moments of lucidity, that he can no longer feel anything. For Septimus, death becomes the only 
logical escape from the burden of his imperviousness. Conventional masculinity, according to 
Kaja Silverman, is largely based on attributes such as “the denial of castration, alterity and 
specularity” (3), which are attributes associated with the consciousness of the female subject. 
Normative, conventional masculinity embodies the characteristics of ideal manliness within a 
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given period, and consequently determines most people’s “perceptions of society and their place 
within it” (Mosse, The Image 12).  
Kaja Silverman notes the force with which masculinity impinges on femininity (2). In 
writing about men’s experiences of war, exposing their trauma, its effect on the lives of those 
around them and its relationship with their image of their own masculinity, the work of these 
feminist writers can be read as an attempt to deconstruct dominant ideals of masculinity, 
exposing the mythologising of a hegemonic masculinity that is greatly magnified in times of war 
and the traumatising effect of this on both soldiers and their families. In so doing, these novels 
also problematise the dyadic image of the feminine, in which women are represented as passive 
and selfless, ready to sacrifice all for the survival of their heroic men. The novels discussed are 
set either entirely, or mostly, on the home front, with occasional flashbacks to events on the 
battlefield, or visions of how the female characters imagine the battlefield to be. They tell the 
stories of people whose lives were affected by this experience, directly or indirectly, and point to 
how the war exposed the traditional family and the home environment as isolating and 
psychologically debilitating to those who performed aberrant gender behaviour.  
Numerous critics have commented on the ways in which war acts as a gendering agent, 
reinforcing traditional gender constructs of the masculine warrior and the feminine nurturer. The 
war-provoked binaries, “patriotic femininity” and “patriotic masculinity,” fostered “a heightened 
sense of heterosexuality,” which “led to a proliferation of discourses concerning women’s space 
and sexuality” (Goodman 16). Susan Kingsley Kent notes that, in the early years of the war, 
there was “a widespread, seemingly overwhelming desire on the part of British society to take 
refuge in the apparent comfort and simplicity of separate spheres, and to efface the disruptive 
and disturbing tensions of the prewar period” (Making 15). Among the tensions she refers to, 
were suffragism and dilettantism, both of which represented the “diseased and decadent state of 
Edwardian society,” and the presence of which contributed to the belief “that England had 
brought the war upon itself by offering the Germans a soft and tempting target” (Making 13,14).  
Suffragism became a definite concern for conservative Britains when the Women’s 
Social and Political Union, founded by Christabel and Emmeline Pankhurst and active between 
1903 and 1914, engaged in more militant tactics in the battle for women’s enfranchisement.6 
Such militancy led to the accusation from men, and from many women, that the “suffragettes 
were defeminised, masculine, brutalised” (Lessing, Preface 9), as if men had a monopoly on the 
very act of self-assertion. The 1890s were “the decade of the new woman, an increasingly 
                                                
6 Julia Bush notes that campaigns demanding women’s suffrage had existed in Britain since the 1860s. In 1897, the 
“moderate suffragists” united to form the National Union of Women’s Suffrage Societies, while those who were 
more radical joined the Women’s Social and Political Union. The women who joined the Women’s Social and 
Political Union became known as the suffragettes. 
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assertive and self-reliant individual who demanded the Vote as an essential adjunct to education, 
employment and a more independent lifestyle” (Bush 170). The new woman, frequently depicted 
in late nineteenth and early twentieth century literary texts,7 fostered the stirrings of First Wave 
feminist ideas, questioning the notion that women’s place was in the home sphere. Several of the 
novels examined in this thesis depict female characters who embody the persona of the new 
woman: particularly, Macaulay’s protagonist Alix, who moves “in circles where everyone 
thought, as a matter of course, that they [women] ought to have the vote” (87); Woolf’s Lily 
Briscoe, who believes the worst human relations to be between men and women because they 
“were extremely insincere” (To the Lighthouse 101); and Barker’s Elinor Brooke, the protagonist 
in Life Class and Toby’s Room, who rebels against the conservative Victorian notions of 
femininity which her mother and sister advocate. Simultaneously, these authors also depict 
characters who oppose the antics and desires of the new woman, such as Macaulay’s Mrs. 
Frampton, and Barker’s Mrs. Brooke, Elinor’s mother. Woolf’s portrayal of Mrs. Ramsay, while 
an adoring wife and mother, the outward embodiment of Coventry Patmore’s Angel in the 
House, chides herself for her vaguely subversive thoughts that her husband’s constant demands 
for praise and reassurance left her feeling “exhausted in body” and that “she did not like, even 
for a second, to feel finer than her husband” for he was “infinitely the more important” of the 
two of them (44-45). 
The family is an institution “charged with ensuring the perpetuation of the order of the 
genders,” for “it is here that early experience of the sexual division of labour and the legitimate 
representation of that division, guaranteed by law and inscribed in language, imposes itself” 
(Bourdieu 85). The authors in this study depict the family unit at the time of the First World 
War, and for the generation that followed, as a repressive construct, which enforces and 
perpetuates masculine domination, and harbours notions of “filter[ing] out most of our 
experience” and “depriv[ing] our acts of any genuine and generous spontaneity” (Cooper 8). 
Carole Ferrier notes that “critiques of the mutual dependence of the family and the oppressive 
state” which thrived in the first and second waves of feminist thought, and deemed the family as 
the site in which women’s oppression is grounded, “have been sidelined since the 1980s” (“So, 
What” 1).8 In addressing the ideological and gender codes informing the period of the First 
                                                
7 Ann L. Ardis notes that between 1883 and 1900, there were more than one hundred novels written about the new 
woman. The “majority of these narratives, many of which went through numerous editions in quick succession, are 
by writers who were as unfamiliar to the Victorian reading public as they are to most Victorian specialists today. 
And the critical establishment responded hostilely to the success of these unknown writers in particular” (4). Among 
some of the more famous depictions of new women were Leo Tolstoy’s Anna Karenina, Edith Wharton’s Lily Bart, 
Thomas Hardy’s Tess d’Urbervilles, Henry James’s Daisy Miller, and Gustave Flaubert’s Emma Bovary.   
8 Ferrier notes several mid-twentieth-century critical studies that explored and exposed the role of the family in the 
oppression of women, including David Cooper’s The Death of the Family (1962), Betty Friedan’s The Feminine 
Mystique (1963), and Kate Millett’s Sexual Politics (1971).  
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World War and its aftermath, the texts discussed in this thesis suggest the structure of the family 
exacerbated the trauma of war for both men and women, by crystallising notions of ideal 
masculinity and femininity. While the texts of the first two generations of authors I examine 
mostly focus primarily on women’s oppressive experiences of, and responses to, the war and 
family life, those novels written in the last fifteen years by Pat Barker and Brenda Walker more 
explicitly draw attention to how the family unit and hegemonic ideals of masculinity 
significantly contributed to the returned soldiers’ suffering.       
For Jean Gallagher, war both “illuminates and recasts the workings of gender” (2) and, in 
the novels I discuss, the First World War’s influence on social expectations of masculine and 
feminine behaviour is a central concern. Often when women write about war they challenge 
normative constructs of gender, writing stories about women who are far from the passive, 
helpless and adoring figure waiting faithfully for her man; they write, rather, of men who are 
severely traumatised by the experience of war. While the women characters are not passive or 
helpless, they are often portrayed as being suffocated by the “protection” of their home life. The 
expectations of mothers and sisters, the bravery and suffering of fathers and brothers, and the 
overarching social call for personal sacrifice for the “national interest” (which actually 
represented the interests of capitalism), all demand that female characters compromise any 
independence for which they have fought, and return to the safety and submission of the family 
environment. As a corollary, the soldier characters who return from the battlefields 
psychologically traumatised are depicted as experiencing the home as an unfamiliar and 
oppressive environment. Far from offering comfort and support, the homes and families to which 
the characters return inadvertently reinforce the soldiers’ sense of their own inadequacy as men. 
Given that “literary feminisms were built out of novels of opposition,” reacting against “the 
masculine and/ or patriarchal culture” (Vickery and Henderson 3), writing about the traumatic 
response to warfare and life after war is a reaction against a culture of masculinism that 
celebrates overcoming the enemy.  
In Literature after Feminism, Rita Felski poses the question, “does plot have a gender?” 
(20). This thesis suggests that the plot of the returned First World War soldier who is traumatised 
by his inability to conform to normative masculinity when confronted with domesticity is a 
gendered plot, which, in its imagining of the traumatic experience of war, emphasises the 
trauma’s effect on the returned soldiers’ families. In the women’s texts upon which I have 
chosen to focus, there are few heroes, and the authors do not mythologise war. This is, in part, 
what allows them to be read as gendered texts, in that they depict war as a condition affecting all 
members of the societies involved. In this way, they “make plain the collective nature of the 
isolated woman’s pain” (Wilson, “Yesterday’s” 72), and how she was “defined by the ideology 
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of the day as war’s ‘other’” (Ouditt 217).  More than this, these novels suggest how war reveals 
that the female characters, because of their femaleness, were always already isolated.  
This thesis comprises four chapters, all of which address female authors’ depictions of 
soldier characters. I discuss some writing by three generations of female authors: those who 
experienced the First World War, and wrote their fiction during and in the initial years following 
the war; those who were daughters of First World War soldiers, and were raised in the 1920s and 
30s; and contemporary women writers who are granddaughters of First World War soldiers. All 
of the novelists discussed are Commonwealth authors in that they were raised in Britain or in one 
of Britain’s (former) dominions and write fiction that considers notions of British imperialism 
and empire. The texts and chapters are arranged chronologically.  
My first chapter considers three novelists, all English, and four novels: Rose Macaulay’s 
Non-Combatants and Others (1916); Rebecca West’s The Return of the Soldier (1918); and To 
the Lighthouse (1927) and Mrs Dalloway (1925) by Virginia Woolf. Like all the female authors 
addressed in this thesis, none of these women travelled to the war front and the central concern 
of their novels is the war’s domestic repercussions. The depictions of war trauma in these four 
novels, unlike much of the other propagandistic fiction written during and in the years 
immediately following the First World War, subverted understandings of gendered behaviour 
that existed at the time. While the two former novels were written and published as the war 
continued, Woolf’s novels were written in the decade following the Armistice, and are 
consequently imbued with a sense of mourning and loss. Within Woolf’s novels and essays the 
figure of the returned soldier and the presence of the First World War and its aftermath are 
significant tropes. Tammy Clewell notes that, “Woolf used her writing to critique her culture's 
symbolic resources for suturing the private and public ruptures wrought by the war” (199).  
While Leonard Woolf believed his wife to be “the least political animal . . . since Aristotle 
invented the definition” (qtd. in Hussey 59), recent readings of Woolf have ventured beyond the 
depiction of her as an effete feminine modernist, and have come to regard Woolf as being a 
highly political figure. West’s The Return of the Soldier was, until recently, “both faintly praised 
and curtly dismissed” (Bonikowski 513), the relevance of its representation of shellshock in the 
domestic setting falling on deaf ears. This exemplifies how women’s war writing has at the least, 
undervalued, at most, entirely ignored, a fact which has been attributed to past understandings of 
war’s place in society, wherein war was considered something that was experienced only on the 
battlefields, by combatants. Dorothy Goldman suggested that women’s voices were not heard 
because “they were not part of the physical agony of the trenches,” and to listen to other voices 
concerning the war, was to appear to “demean that suffering” (2). Carol Acton explains that, 
“when war is defined as combat,” the male combatant “speaks of war from a privileged position. 
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Seeing and its attendant knowledge gives him the right to speak and by definition deny the 
woman who has not seen a voice” (“Diverting” 55).    
Margaret Higonnet noted, in 1987, that the writing of women in times of war had “passed 
into obscurity” (Introduction 13). The importance of the work of many women authors writing 
about twentieth century wars was only realised when scholars of feminism began their 
exploration of “the literary history of ‘minor’ authors” (Introduction 13). The novels discussed in 
my first chapter were (re)discovered as part of the retrieval strategy adopted by second-wave 
feminist critics in the nineteen sixties and seventies. This retrieval strategy, according to Annette 
Kolodny, garnered “a return to circulation of previously lost or otherwise ignored works by 
women writers” (2). In the last thirty years, both Woolf’s and West’s novels have been 
republished many times over, although Macaulay’s novel has not received the same attention to 
its circulation.  
The novels in my first chapter frequently depict female characters as observers, 
witnessing the war’s destructive repercussions, but feeling helpless to influence or obstruct the 
events which shape their own and others’ lives. Alix, the female protagonist in Macaulay’s 
novel, is an artist, as is Lily Briscoe in To the Lighthouse. Alix longs to escape the stifling duty-
driven fervour of war-time London, to stop “seeing her friends in scattered bits” and resume her 
peaceful lifestyle painting, for “[p]ainting and war don’t go together” (33). In novels in chapter 
one I consider how the female artist views the domestic sphere and the war from an outsider’s 
perspective. War is, for the female characters in these novels, and for their authors, an 
exclusionary and isolating experience.  
In many ways, the insistence that the sacrifices of battle were made for the combatants’ 
women and children, for society, founded in non-combatants a sense of guilt and humiliation, 
particularly in women who were unmarried and did not have children to look after (Linett 6).9 
Yet, as noted by Angela K. Smith, the combatant’s experience of war was that of a minority 
(Women’s 1). The First World War experience for everyone who was not a soldier in combat was 
vastly different. For many women whose men had left for combat, the war granted new 
freedoms, such as opportunities to participate in the war effort and engage in paid work, but 
simultaneously imposed stricter social obligations to honour their departed men and maintain the 
established patriarchal authority. Debra Rae Cohen claims that, “[t]hough the war brought an 
expansion of opportunities for women in the public sphere . . . women’s labor was mobilized in 
                                                
9 A dominant motif in wartime propaganda was the notion of the necessity of women’s sacrifice. In her analysis of a 
1914 article titled “For Women Must Weep,” Carol Acton claims that in sacrificing her sweetheart, husband, or son 
to the war, “and possibly to the ‘supreme sacrifice’ of death, she is persuaded that she can participate equally in the 
mythology of her country” (Grief 18). Simultaneously, she notes, “[t]he parameters of sacrifice are clearly 
delineated: the women’s sacrifice takes place in the home and the man’s in the action of combat” (Grief 20). 
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the context of a complex and contested system of representation that relied on the enduring 
image of the domestic sphere as the raison d’être of the war” (8). As a consequence, any new 
freedoms granted were both contradictory and illusory, and were revoked when peace was 
declared and the soldiers returned.10 In a similar vein, Laurel Forster comments that:  
ideologically and in terms of propaganda for the men in the trenches, it was 
essential to maintain the image of women remaining passively at home, waiting 
patiently, maintaining the much-loved status quo as a significant part of the 
idealised “home and country” at stake in war. . . . women were expected to be 
contributing to the war effort in some way whilst also accepting a more passive 
role embodying the image of those remaining stolidly at home, being fought for 
and thus giving the sacrifice at the front a purpose. (230) 
Macaulay, Woolf, and West’s novels all, to varying extents, contest such expectations. The three 
authors depict their female characters as either battling with or against the restrictions of the 
“much-loved status quo” and the confining domestic conditions of war, or mourning the loss of a 
male character to the war, through illness, insanity, or death. As a corollary, these novels subvert 
ideals of hegemonic masculinity in the authors’ representations of shellshock and how 
shellshock is perceived by the victims’ families and acquaintances.  
In Chapter One, I also address the development of the idea of shellshock as a 
psychological illness. I compare modern understandings of war trauma – often diagnosed as the 
condition of post-traumatic stress disorder – and understandings of shellshock at the time and in 
the years following the First World War. Peter Leese notes that “post-traumatic stress disorder, 
like shell-shock before it, is the product of historical conditions: of the particular institutions 
where patients are treated, of the preconceptions brought by those who treated it and those who 
suffered it” (10). Kent cautions that post-traumatic stress disorder “should not be understood to 
apply universally to regimes of trauma across time or space . . . we should insist on treating 
trauma historically, understanding its manifestations to be a product of the period and conditions 
of life from which it emerges” (Aftershocks 12). I consider how Woolf, West, and Macaulay 
represented the condition of shellshock during and in the initial years following the First World 
War, and discuss the manner in which they articulate the traumatised soldier’s return to the 
domestic sphere.11  
                                                
10 Kent claims that, in the years after the war, “the pressures on women to leave their jobs and return to the domestic 
sphere were intense – and successful” (Making 101). In the postwar years, compulsory heterosexuality and “a more 
insistent ideology of motherhood” were enforced to replace the population. As a result, women’s “primary 
occupation – their obligation, in fact – would be the bearing and rearing of children” (Kent, Making 108). 
11 The symptoms of shellshock varied greatly, and there was much overlap between the diagnostic symptoms of 
hysteria and neurasthenia. Common symptoms included fainting, fits, hallucinations, mutism, paralysis, blindness 
and battle nightmares, none of which appeared to be grounded in an organic cause. First World War soldiers 
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  In my second chapter, I look at the autobiographies and autobiographical fiction of two 
novelists, New Zealand writer Janet Frame, and Persian-born novelist Doris Lessing, who was 
raised in Southern Rhodesia, and lived in London from 1949 until she died in 2013. I discuss the 
first volume of Lessing’s autobiography, Under My Skin (1996), and her autobiographical novels 
Alfred and Emily (2008) and Martha Quest (1952) (the first novel in her five-part Children of 
Violence series); and Frame’s posthumously published autobiographical novel Towards Another 
Summer (2007), and her three-part autobiography, published collectively as Janet Frame: The 
Complete Autobiography (1989), and An Angel at My Table (2008). Joy Damousi suggests that 
“the impact of a world war was played out over the decades that followed it, both outside and 
within the domestic realm” (114). Lessing and Frame were both raised in repressive domestic 
environments, in which the memory of the First World War was very much alive. Their 
childhood experiences and memories of their parents’ trauma are recalled in both authors’ 
autobiographies and portrayed imaginatively in their fiction, and reading these depictions 
together forges a fruitful comparison. 
Central to my discussion is the presence of the war in the domestic space, and how the 
authors represent the war’s role in their upbringing, as a subject of fixation for their fathers, and 
a frequent notion of upset and contention. Lessing, who was born in 1919, spoke often of her 
parents’ involvement in the war – her father was a Captain on the Western Front whose leg was 
amputated after a shell burst near to him, her mother a nurse in England – and of the great 
sadness, “like a dark grey cloud, like poison gas,” that hung over her childhood (Under 10). 
Frame, born in 1924 into a working-class family, was also aware of her father’s experience of 
the First World War, but George Frame spoke little of his time at war. Frame notes in her 
autobiography, that the word “trenches” was “only used by Mum to explain why Dad was so 
often either sad or angry” (122). Both authors also struggle to reconcile their pity for their 
mothers, with an at times overwhelming resentment of each woman’s submission to their 
husbands’ constant demands. As Gina Mercer suggests, Frame frequently depicts in her writing 
“a major part of the denial of women’s individuality and creativity” as the result of women being 
“forced to spend much of their time in rituals of cleaning, mending, and the creation of order in 
male-centred households” (Subversive 37). While Lessing was, “[w]hen away from” her mother 
“capable of achieving a decent level of pity” (Under 156), she and her mother clashed violently, 
and Lessing claims that, as a teenager, her anger at her mother was “[o]ut of all proportion” 
(Under 172). In shrinking from her mother’s touch, Lessing knew she was defying her mother, 
implicitly saying, “‘I will not be infected by your illness, by your hypochondria, the diabetes, the 
                                                                                                                                                       
experienced such symptoms in epidemic proportions and even today the exact number of cases is unknown, though 
it is estimated that two hundred thousand British soldiers were discharged during the First World War as a result of 
psychological disorders (Leese 10). 
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scarred pitiful shrunken stump, by the war, the war, the war’” (Under 173). Lessing thus reveals 
that she, perhaps irrationally, holds her mother responsible for the sadness of their family, and 
the continuing repercussions of both parents’ trauma. 
 For Claire Tylee, “[t]he children born with no personal memory of the First World War 
had to find some way to circumvent the underlying pain, and the social resentment, if they were 
to make their own sense of the national past and of their own present” (5). In their 
autobiographical fiction, both Frame and Lessing claim that as children they believed that they 
had somehow acquired memories of the First World War, although neither of them experienced 
it. I propose that both authors articulate what Marianne Hirsch calls postmemory, a term which 
“describes the relationship of the second generation to powerful, often traumatic, experiences 
that preceded their births but that were nevertheless transmitted to them so deeply as to seem to 
constitute memories in their own right” (“The Generation” 103). In this chapter, I consider the 
role of the war in the childhoods of Lessing and Frame, as depicted in their autobiographical 
works. I suggest that Lessing, in writing Alfred and Emily, and Frame, in writing Towards 
Another Summer, engaged in the practice of scriptotherapy, a term coined by Suzette Henke. The 
experience of the First World War by the protagonists’ fathers (and, in Lessing’s case, by her 
mother) is imaginatively recreated by both authors in these novels; I propose that this is the 
authors’ means of “writing out and writing through” (Henke, Shattered xii) traumatic memories 
of childhood.  
Returned soldiers and other victims of war are present as characters in all of Janet 
Frame’s novels. While war – and themes relating to war – in Frame’s fiction have been discussed 
by several critics, including Patrick Evans, the pervasiveness of soldier characters has not 
previously been addressed.12 My third chapter focuses entirely on Frame’s fiction, and the 
recurring character of the returned soldier in the eleven novels she published during her lifetime. 
Frame’s life is deeply intertwined with her work; her novels are imaginative meditations on her 
upbringing, her nationality, and her life experience. Her novels are not, typically, “about war.” 
Rather, they consider war as a part of a violent past, which infiltrates into the novels’ presents 
and into the domestic sphere. The characters’ war participation or memories of war are not 
central to the plots of Frame’s novels; instead, these characters are a structural characteristic in 
her fiction.  
Frame’s depictions of war are similar to Woolf’s, in that both authors are suggestive in 
their allusions to its devastating repercussions. Both Frame’s and Woolf’s novels also critique, 
with subtle aggression, the role of the family in oppressing marginalised groups and destroying 
individualism, to which R.D. Laing, and the anti-psychiatry movement drew attention in the mid-
                                                
12 See, for example, Evans’s article, “‘They Kill on Wednesdays’: Janet Frame, Modernity and the Holocaust.” 
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twentieth century. I consider Frame’s novels, like Woolf’s, to be her means of critiquing “the 
public and private ruptures” (Clewell 199) the war evoked; Frame’s images and motifs of war 
are, however, vastly different from Woolf’s, in that Woolf’s novels are imbued with a sense of 
mourning that every character feels as they step gingerly around the crater that was and is the 
war. Frame, however, did not experience the war and, as a consequence, she depicts the First 
World War as being part of a dark past to which neither the reader, nor Frame, is privy. 
Dominick LaCapra notes that approaching trauma, “particularly its rendering in narrative, has 
long been accompanied by a paradox or double bind: the traumatic experience is unspeakable, 
yet it calls for endless speech” (54). The inexplicability of Frame’s repeated representations of 
soldiers negotiates this paradox. In portraying the war as a past event, Frame’s fiction contrasts 
with many of the novels I explore in my first and fourth chapters, in that, for Frame, the soldiers 
are a kind of societal debris, a perturbing but largely unexplained presence, which suggests that 
her novels are in some way haunted. Comparatively, the soldiers of Woolf, West, Macaulay, 
Barker, and Walker are integral to the movement of the plot of each novel, and their trauma is 
explored. The presence of returned soldiers in Frame’s fiction offers a different possibility for 
reading war in women’s novels. 
In this chapter, I discuss how Frame frequently critiques the glorification of war and the 
reverence for soldiers as figures of ideal masculinity in the New Zealand national consciousness. 
This is particularly apparent in my discussion of A State of Siege (1966), a novel in which a 
woman is haunted by a dead soldier, who, the protagonist believes, is suffering the “cliché 
indignities” of battle (168), and “spilling platitudes,” as he talks of his time at war (169). In 
writing returned soldiers who are “broken,” physically or emotionally, Frame subverts notions of 
patriarchal authority in the working-class household. The returned soldier father figure is a 
character frequently depicted by Frame, and this character, particularly in Owls Do Cry (1957), 
The Edge of the Alphabet (1962), and Intensive Care (1970), is both domineering and cruel as he 
presides over his cowed wife and children. In this chapter I propose that Frame’s novels are 
haunted by the figure of the returned soldier. Deploying theorisations of haunting, and Hayden 
White’s concept of the emplotment of traumatic events in memory, I analyse how the soldier 
appears in various forms in Frame’s novels.  
My final chapter discusses four novels by two contemporary women writers: the English 
writer Pat Barker’s Another World (1998), Life Class (2007), and its sequel Toby’s Room (2012), 
and the Australian writer Brenda Walker’s The Wing of Night (2005). Both Barker and Walker 
were granddaughters of returned soldiers and were raised in households where the memory of 
the First World War cast “a long shadow of loss” (Spittel 31). While Another World is set in 
modern-day Britain and revisits scenes from the First World War in the flashbacks experienced 
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by a one-hundred-and-one year old returned soldier, the other novels discussed are largely set 
during the war, although Walker’s novel concludes in 1922. These three novels also depict real 
historical figures, and imaginatively recreate the role of the war in the lives of these historical 
counterparts.  
Rewriting and re-viewing the First World War is a trend which has remained popular in 
British and Commonwealth literature, especially since modern scholarship has taken to exploring 
the plurality of war experiences, and now focuses beyond the perished combatants and on the 
“survivors, writers, artists, victims, the wounded, crippled, mutilated veterans, as well as their 
families, their widows, their orphans” (Winter and Prost 205). How fiction addresses and 
reconstructs war is of particular interest, as understandings of the war’s historical influence in the 
twentieth century have come under critical enquiry. Higonnet asks, when deconstructing the term 
“war literature” and its temporality, if literature which discusses or is concerned with the First 
World War, but was written in the latter half of the twentieth century, should be included in this 
category, and whether we can “formulate a difference between nostalgic mimicry and ‘authentic’ 
but belated texts?” (“Whose Can(n)on” vi). These days, a novelist can recount stories told by 
their parents, grandparents, or other loved ones; they can research and read memoirs, analyses, 
and histories of First World War experiences. But these texts upon which the writer relies to 
inform their fiction, the depictions of historical figures, letters, or other relics, and the author’s 
consequent scattering of these “remnants of the past within their own textuality” (Renard 290), 
have been significantly influenced by literary representations of war as well as historical fact, 
meaning that contemporary women’s writing about the First World War is informed by the 
centuries of literature about war which precedes its creation. Bentley notes that in recent 
criticism:  
the idea of history has been pluralised to accommodate the sense in which 
accounts of past events are different according to the position from where they are 
viewed, especially in terms of the ideological agendas that may lie behind what 
appears to be an impartial view of historic events. (129) 
This statement has great resonance for my discussion of gendered perspectives on the First 
World War and the different stories women tell, both of the war and of the soldiers who return to 
them.  
Barker’s and Walker’s novels are consciously concerned with gender. Each author writes 
from a perspective informed by feminist understandings of the relationship between war and 
hegemonic masculinity and femininity. Barker has been critiqued for her reliance on feminist 
analyses of shellshock and its relationship with the Victorian condition of hysteria, particularly 
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in relation to her Regeneration trilogy.13 Like the characters of Alix and Lily Briscoe discussed 
in my first chapter, and Frame’s Malfred Signal discussed in my third chapter, Elinor Brooke, 
the protagonist in Barker’s Life Class and Toby’s Room, is an artist. I discuss how Barker 
questions and subverts notions of gender through the female artist’s perspective, and draws on 
current understandings of the war’s reverberations in the domestic setting. Walker’s novel also 
focuses on the domestic sphere, but the novel’s setting in outback Western Australia creates 
another layer of isolation with which the female protagonist, Elizabeth Zettler, must contend. In 
what Sue Rowley refers to as “the bush mythology” in Australian literature, “spatial 
differentiation is central to the construction of gender difference. . . . The domestic sphere is 
represented as feminine space, and the outside, the bush and the world at large as masculine 
spaces” (79). Elizabeth, however, must occupy both spaces, when her husband is killed at 
Gallipoli. Walker’s novel is largely about mourning, but it also grapples with the notion that for 
most, the war did not end with the signing of the Armistice. 
The novels discussed in this thesis all, to varying degrees, consider the domestic 
relationship between war-traumatised men and women during or in the years after the First 
World War. Selecting texts written at a greater remove from the First World War, such as 
Barker’s and Walker’s, and reading them together with novels written almost one hundred years 
earlier, which are, by contrast, directly influenced by the experience, rather than the memory, of 
the war, I compare how women authors have represented war-traumatised masculinity and the 
relationship between their literary representation and their generational contemporaneity. This 
reveals a historical trajectory of women’s depictions of returned soldiers. In their depictions of 
soldiers and the families to whom they return, these authors subvert dominant expectations of 
gender which existed at the time of the First World War, and reflect upon, and engage with, 
theorisations of gender that have developed over the previous century and into the present one.  
                                                
13 See, for example, Esther MacCallum-Stewart, “Female Maladies? Reappraising Women’s Popular Literature of 
the First World War,” in which she critiques Barker’s reliance on Elaine Showalter’s work on the relationship 
between shellshock and “the daughter’s disease,” hysteria, claiming Showalter’s work has had “a disproportionate 
impact” on these novels (79). As both disorders experienced similar symptoms (which were very diverse), 
Showalter claims that for most men diagnosed as shell-shocked, “the anguish . . . included more general but intense 
anxieties about masculinity, fears of acting effeminate, or even a refusal to continue the bluff of stoic behaviour” 
(The Female 172). This leads her to draw a connection between the combatants who “felt themselves rendered 
powerless, unmanned, by the barrage of horror to which they were subjected, and by their uncontrollable physical 
and emotion responses to it” and the female experience of powerlessness (The Female 173). Showalter notes that in 
the nineteenth century and early twentieth century, hysteria was a common diagnosis for women who acted 
“rebelliously” and expressed a desire to make “unconventional” choices about their futures, rather than fulfilling the 
conventional roles of wife and mother. She claims that, “of all the nervous disorders of the fin de siècle, hysteria was 
most strongly identified with the feminist movement” (The Female 145).  
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Chapter One 
A Woman’s Gaze: Returned Soldiers in Novels by Rose Macaulay, Rebecca West, and Virginia 
Woolf 
 
War’s beastly and abominable to the fighters: but not to be fighting is much more 
embittering and demoralising, I believe. Probably largely because one has more 
time to think. To have one’s friends in danger, and not to be in danger oneself – it 
fills one with futile rage. Combatants are to be pitied; but non-combatants are of 
all men and women the most miserable. Older men, crocks, parsons, women – 
God help them.  
   (Rose Macaulay, Non-Combatants and Others 227)14 
The last thirty or so years has witnessed the recovery, reappraisal, and republication of some 
women’s fiction written during and just after the First World War which the literary critical 
hegemony had not previously considered compatible with the genre of war writing. While this 
was once exclusively masculine combatant literature,15 the Western canon of First World War 
literature now acknowledges, indeed celebrates, non-combatant literature, including much 
women’s writing, as a valuable testament to the experience of the First World War. This chapter 
is a study of representations of returned soldiers in novels by women who experienced the First 
World War on the British homefront. In exploring early depictions of shell-shocked returned 
soldiers I am to establish a foundation for comparative study with some representations of 
traumatised First World War returned soldiers in mid-twentieth century and contemporary 
women’s novels.16 The returned soldier characters in the novels studied in this chapter, found in 
Rose Macaulay’s Non-Combatants and Others (1916), Rebecca West’s The Return of the Soldier 
(1918), and Virginia Woolf’s Mrs Dalloway (1925), are all explorations of how the war 
infiltrated the family and home, the “social context of belligerence” (Tylee 13), and testament to 
the trauma experienced by the men who fought on the battlefields and the families who remained 
                                                
14 This is said by Reverend C.M.V. West to the protagonist, Alix, who tearfully agrees. His words are a response to 
her question: “‘If we could go out there [to the battlefront] and try, . . . we shouldn’t feel so bad, should we?’” (227). 
15 Some of the most famous examples of Western First World War combatant literature include: Siegfried Sassoon’s 
Memoirs of a Foxhunting Man (1928); Edmund Blunden’s Undertones of War (1928); Eric Maria Remarque’s All 
Quiet on the Western Front (1929); Wilfred Owen’s Poems (edited by Blunden, 1930); Frederic Manning’s Her 
Privates We (now known as The Middle Parts of Fortune) (1929); Robert Graves’s Goodbye to All That (1929); and 
Guy Chapman’s A Passionate Prodigality (1933). Lynne Hanley notes, that when the first anthologies of First 
World War literature appeared in the 1960s, the texts included were exclusively male-authored. See, for example, 
John H. Johnston’s English Poetry of the First World War: A Study in the Evolution of Lyric and Narrative Form 
(1964) and Bernard Bergonzi’s Heroes Twilight: A Study of the Literature of the Great War (1965). 
16 The name shellshock was coined during the First World War; conditions with similar symptoms had, however, 
been described in previous wars, particularly since war became industrialised. As noted previously, industrialised 
warfare pertains to the use of long-range artillery, barbed wire and machine guns, which forced soldiers to assume a 
more passive stance, in trenches (Leed, No Man’s 164). 
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behind and to whom these men returned, physically if not in spirit. I also briefly consider 
Woolf’s To the Lighthouse (1927). While this novel does not have a returned soldier character 
(the Ramsay’s eldest son Andrew dies at war), the subtlety of Woolf’s indirect depiction of the 
war illustrates the pervasiveness of war trauma in a society “intent on forgetting” (Levenback 
89) the horrific and painful memories of both war and death.  
In discussing returned First World War soldier characters, I address how these novels 
illustrate the relationship between hegemonic masculinity – dominant social expectations of 
masculinity which enforce particular individual behaviour and more widely maintain patriarchal 
dominance – and shell-shock, a condition which has been well documented in recent years. Also 
considered is each author’s response to and involvement in the war, and in what ways this 
shaped her depiction of the homefront experience during or in the aftermath of war. I analyse 
Rose Macaulay’s novel more extensively than the other novels, as it is a novel which thoroughly 
explores dominant social expectations of what women’s responses to the war should be (as well 
as those of men). Recent years have not brought Non-Combatants and Others nearly as much 
critical attention as The Return of the Soldier and Mrs Dalloway. Although it is frequently noted 
in anthologies of women’s war writing as a pacifist novel, and is briefly mentioned or discussed 
in books of criticism, Macaulay’s novel has rarely been read closely.17 I thus explore aspects of 
Non-Combatants and Macaulay’s detailed depiction of soldiers in juxtaposition with the more 
widely read depictions of soldiers in the novels by West and Woolf.     
In Virginia Woolf’s To the Lighthouse, the First World War interrupts the story, splitting 
the beginning of the novel from its conclusion, set ten years later. “Time Passes” is the interlude 
depicting the Ramsays’ ten years of absence from their holiday home in the Hebrides in Scotland 
from 1910 to 1920: 
[n]ight after night, summer and winter, the torment of storms, the arrow-like 
stillness of fine weather, held their court without interference. Listening (had 
there been any one to listen) from the upper rooms of the empty house only 
gigantic chaos streaked with lightning could have been heard tumbling and 
tossing, as the winds and waves disported themselves like the amorphous bulks of 
leviathans whose brows are pierced by no light of reason, and mounted one on top 
of another, and lunged and plunged in the darkness or the daylight (for night and 
day, month and year ran shapelessly together) in idiot games, until it seemed as if 
                                                
17 Some notable exceptions to this include: Debra Rae Cohen’s doctoral thesis chapter, which is titled “Conscripting 
Closure: Rose Macaulay and the Oppression of Vision”; Seonae Ha-Birdsong’s doctoral thesis, “‘To Seize 
Fragments of Truth’: A Study of Rose Macaulay’s Pacifist Novels”; and Claire Tylee’s The Great War and 
Women's Consciousness: Images of Militarism & Womanhood in Women's Writings, 1914-64 (see, in particular, 
112-21). 
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the universe were battling and tumbling, in brute confusion and wanton lust 
aimlessly by itself. (146-47) 
This interlude portrays the fall of the Ramsays’ holiday home into dilapidation in the absence of 
care and attention while the family remains in London enduring the war and its additional 
punishments: the death of the eldest son, Andrew, in a shell explosion in France; the sudden 
death of Mrs Ramsay; and the death of the eldest Ramsay daughter, Prue, in “some illness 
connected with childbirth” (144). All these deaths are mentioned only briefly and in parentheses, 
as if the significance of death were so paramount in this period of “time passing” that its worth in 
noting became inversely proportionate. Conversely, the prevalence of death was so great that the 
“conventions of mourning” that existed prior to the First World War “seemed superfluous and 
irrelevant” (Cannadine 218). 
  Woolf does not depict the First World War, though her manuscript of To the Lighthouse 
did contain many overt references to the war and its shocking legacy. Woolf, Mark Hussey 
claims, “wants the reader to become aware for herself in the process of reading; she is not 
writing manifestos but creating art that subtly transforms our perspectives by enacting in its form 
a subversive content” (10). Macaulay’s prose, in comparison, is far less subtle and far more 
immediate. The fact that Non-Combatants and Others was written in the early years of the war, 
while the two Woolf novels discussed in this chapter were written well after the Armistice is 
apparent in Woolf’s retrospective tone. In “Time Passes” the war’s presence is felt in the neglect 
of the house, and its seemingly endless witnessing of the absence of humanity. The passage 
above can be read as a representation of war’s barbarity and pointlessness. The words “gigantic 
chaos,” “no light of reason,” and “brute confusion” are all images of the large-scale destruction 
of industrialised warfare and signify the lack of logic, purpose, or significance in the lives of 
those who lived and those who died. In her introduction to the Penguin annotated edition of the 
novel, Hermione Lee writes that the subject of the novel “is death, not just people dying and 
being mourned, but the wish for death,” and that Mrs Ramsay’s “deep sense of the cruelty and 
sadness of being alive are at the bottom of the whole novel” (xxxix). Indeed, Mrs Ramsay admits 
that “she felt this thing that she called life terrible, hostile, and quick to pounce on you if you 
gave it a chance” (66). Mrs Ramsay’s thoughts in “Time Passes” are prescient in the novel. She 
speculates that her youngest son, James, “will never be so happy again, but stopped herself, 
remembering how it angered her husband that she should say that. Still it was true. They were 
happier now than they would ever be again” (65). Her own happiness is of little consequence to 
her, since it is the happiness of her family that she desires, and she values it above her own. 
There is, in Mrs Ramsay’s thoughts, although she does not survive the war, a belief that the war 
and all the tragedy it brings will render happiness impossible – that happiness can never be 
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experienced to the same degree after the horror humans will wrought upon themselves. The 
cruelty and sadness Lee suggests Mrs Ramsay is plagued by were endemic in the war years and 
those that followed, undoubtedly influencing the work of those writing at the time. But Woolf’s 
stream of consciousness prose in “Time Passes” is far from the explicit and detailed accounts of 
the First World War that traditionally fulfils the practice of war literature. Tammy Clewell writes 
that critics of Woolf’s writing have recently come to recognise that Woolf’s writing “redefines 
mourning as an ongoing experience, an endless process where the living separate from the dead 
without completely severing attachments” (197). However, Clewell counters, “what has been 
less widely appreciated . . . is that Woolf’s reinvention of mourning was stimulated by the 
cataclysmic traumas of the First World War. In her sustained effort to confront the legacy of the 
war, Woolf sought not to heal wartime wounds, but to keep them open” (197).  
That the war is largely omitted from To the Lighthouse, but that it is an undeniable 
undercurrent in the text, is testament not only to the subtlety of Woolf’s prose but to her ability 
to write of the war implicitly and peripherally while evoking the sense of loss that is almost 
tangible in all women’s war writing. War itself Woolf referred to as “a preposterous masculine 
fiction” (“To Margaret” 76), but its victims and repercussions are found in all of her post-war 
novels, and perhaps most significantly in Mrs Dalloway, discussed below. James Longenbach 
remarks, “[a]lthough the pressure of the war is most keenly felt in Mrs. Dalloway (1925), it is no 
exaggeration to say that every postwar novel by Virginia Woolf examines the linked battles of 
modernism, sexism, and the Somme” (115). In her 1932 discussion of Woolf’s prose, Winifred 
Holtby wrote that Woolf spent long periods of the war ill and the “war passed over her” (qtd. in 
Stewart 57). She also notes, however, that Woolf was preoccupied with the war and its 
aftermath, and made reference to it repeatedly in her work. Victoria Stewart remarks on the 
contradictory nature of Holtby’s two statements (which clearly express the complexity of 
Woolf’s response to the war), and surmises: “[w]hat Holtby seems to be attempting to 
acknowledge is that the impact of the war on Woolf was an indirect one, which could be 
accessed only in mediated ways in her writing, and only after a lapse of time” (57). Likewise, 
Woolf’s fiction echoes this indirectness in her understated depictions of the war. In her diary on 
the twelfth of November 1918 (the day after the Armistice), Woolf wrote, “The moment has 
meaning, it has emotion, but there is ‘no centre no form at all for all this wandering emotion to 
take’” (qtd. in Smith, Women’s 316). Woolf’s novels can be read as her means of articulating her 
complex relationship with and understandings of the war. The sense of mourning in her novels is 
an acknowledgement that one does not – should not – recover from the experience of war, but 
carry it with one.  
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In the novels I discuss in this chapter, the soldier characters’ experiences of combat are 
vast lacunae. The stories move around these experiences to concentrate on their effects, 
delineating “not the war itself but its ripples, its side effects” (Hanley 75). In so doing, the 
authors appear to acknowledge what the British soldier and historian Guy Chapman wrote of the 
First World War: “[i]t was – I think it still is – impossible to make those who had no experience 
of this war understand it, as it must be understood, through all the senses” (qtd. in Cannadine 
212). Yet, as the epigraph to this chapter suggests, these authors simultaneously refute the 
implication that the war existed only on the battlefields and address the fearful, frustrating, and 
psychologically debilitating home-front experience and, in Woolf’s novel, the years of mourning 
which followed the Armistice. While only those at the front were privy to the gore and 
devastation of battle, the years of mourning were experienced by all who survived. A distinction 
between combatants and non-combatants cannot measure or compare the suffering of either 
group, but rather acknowledges the collective misfortune of all involved. To this, the novels 
discussed in this chapter bear witness.  
In the last thirty years, when theorists have written about women’s involvement in the 
First World War, be it from a historical, sociological, or a literary perspective, they have written 
about gender and about wartime constructions of femininity (Smith, Women’s 4). Focusing on 
“women’s involvement” in the war or “women’s writing” does pose the question of how one 
could avoid a feminist reading of war novels. Until recently, however, studies which explored 
war novels written by men would have no such need to write of “men and the First World War,” 
for the studies would simply be addressing the First World War: that the focus was on men was 
presupposed. Smith claims that this is because “there is no need to extrapolate masculinity from 
man – in the soldier they become one” (Women’s 4). Only recently has the history of war been 
theorised with reference to masculinity (Tosh, The Pursuit 286-9). Rita Felski claims that, 
“ideas, symbols, and myths of gender saturate literary works” (Literature 12). This is significant 
in war literature as it is well documented that gender mythologies are deeply entrenched in any 
literary representation of war, regardless of the sex of the author, simply because the subject of 
warfare has for centuries fostered dichotomies that divide male from female, and warrior from 
weakling. Indeed, Tosh depicts the years preceding the First World War as a time when colonial 
society’s perception of the difference between genders was the most dramatic in modern history 
(A Man’s 7).18 At the time of the First World War, and still today, the battlefield and the 
homefront were and are gendered spaces. The clearly defined roles and expectations of the 
battlefield and the homefront are both deeply and inextricably linked with gender. As Lynne 
                                                
18 Tosh attributes the belief in absolute sexual difference to the interpretation of anatomy, physiology, emotions, 
character, and intellect in a “sexually polarized way” (7).  
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Hanley points out, the “breathtaking maleness of the terrains of both the military and its 
symbiotic sciences and technologies, is what first impresses most women writers bold enough to 
assert an opinion on these matters” (135).  
The novels discussed in this chapter are subversive in that they question the expectations 
of gendered behaviour in the context of war. For Judith Butler, gender is performed, but it is not 
an “effect of choice” (Bodies ix). The nature of gender performance is not decided by the 
subject, but rather “gender is part of what decides the subject” and is “constructed through 
relations of power and, specifically, normative constraints that not only produce but also regulate 
various bodily beings” (ix). An individual’s gender performance is part of the “compulsory 
gendered matrix that supports the order of things” (Bodies 24) and those who do not perform 
their gender normatively – or who critically question the nature of gender – work to destabilise 
this matrix. In creating characters of both sexes who conform to traditional gender norms and 
juxtaposing them with characters who fail to perform their gender successfully – often as a 
symptom or a result of the war – these novelists critique the society which perpetuates such a 
segregated ideology of gender. The war itself, which illuminated and crystallised gender 
ideologies, prompted novelists to question a class-based society that was built upon exploitation 
and oppression.        
The passage from To the Lighthouse, quoted above, exemplifies what Susan Stanford 
Friedman wrote in her study of the First World War novelist, H.D: “Art produced after the First 
World War recorded the emotional impact of this crisis [the war]; despair, hopelessness, 
paralysis, angst, and a sense of meaninglessness dominated the scenarios of various wastelands 
in modernist literature” (97). Friedman’s statement is also true of some literature written during 
the First World War, including Non-Combatants and Others and The Return of the Soldier. In 
recent years, critical work has addressed the latter’s depiction of shellshock in West’s character 
of Chris Baldry, and Septimus Smith’s war trauma in Woolf’s Mrs Dalloway. While Macaulay’s 
novel is often mentioned as a woman’s novel which depicts combat neurosis in the First World 
War, Macaulay’s various representations of shellshock and the nature of her characters’ trauma 
has received less in-depth critical analysis. In fact, while Woolf’s and West’s novels have both 
been, particularly in the last thirty years, published many times over, Macaulay’s novel was not 
printed between 1916 and 1986 (when it was released by Methuen in limited edition), and then 
not again until 2010, when Capuchin Classics published the novel with a foreword by Sarah 
Lefanu, Macaulay’s most recent biographer. The story is told from the perspective of a female 
protagonist, Alix Sandomir, who is an artist attending the Slade School of Fine Art and living in 
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London in 1915. 19 Alix feels smothered by the war: “[i]t pressed round her; there was no escape 
from it. Everyone talked it, breathed it, lived in it” (26). She, meanwhile, seeks refuge from the 
fervent, alarming patriotism, only to accept, at the novel’s conclusion, that “[h]er actions – 
whether in support, in evasion, or in opposition – are all merely reactions, taking their meaning 
from militarisation. Like all so-called “non-combatants,” she is enclosed and defined by the 
discourse of total war” (Cohen 108). Alix discovers that her world is not her own; her reactions, 
like those of everyone she knows, both combatants and non-combatants, have little to no 
consequence. The story is unusual in that it was written in the early years of the war, without the 
author knowing when or how the war would end, and how great the losses from this war would 
be, although by 1916 it was becoming clear that the war would not be short. This sense of not 
knowing is pervasive in the novel: in the conversations between characters and in Alix’s own 
indecision regarding her role in fighting the war on the homefront.   
Defiantly anti-war, Macaulay’s eighth novel, Non-Combatants and Others, “was so 
blasted by the wartime press that when the smoke cleared, Macaulay had lost not only her 
publisher but her readers” (Levenback 84). D.A. Boxwell comments that “if the Parliamentary 
Recruiting Committee urged the women of Britain to ‘Say Go!’20 Macaulay’s work of fiction is 
remarkable for its message that mothers ‘Say No!’” (“The (M)Other” 89). But the review 
published in the Englishwoman suggested that the novel was “belittling those who fight” (qtd. in 
Lefanu, Rose 110), an opinion that is puzzling in its disregard for Macaulay’s clear sympathy for 
all victims of war, both combatants and non-combatants. In fact, Macaulay dedicated the novel 
to her brother Will, who had joined the R.A.F. in 1914, “and other combatants.” In concentrating 
her attentions away from the battlefield, Macaulay sought not to disregard the soldiers’ horrific 
experience but to highlight the broader social context and consequences of the war. Macaulay 
was not a writer who shied away from asserting anti-war sentiments (also apparent – as Boxwell 
notes – in her Spanish Civil War novel, And No Man’s Wit (1940) and her World War Two 
novel, The World My Wilderness (1950)). Ha-Birdsong notes that Macaulay’s novels written 
after the First World War reveal that she was concerned about the social repercussions of war, 
specifically “the impact of war on non-combatants as well as combatants, the gender division 
with respect to war, the relation between war and literature, and war’s effect on civilisation” (1). 
Born in 1881 in England, Macaulay was a prolific writer who, like Woolf and West, 
                                                
19 Elinor Brooke, the protagonist in Pat Barker’s Life Class (discussed in chapter four of this thesis), is also a student 
attending the Slade in the early years of the First World War. Many similarities can be drawn between the two 
female characters.  
20 The “Women of Britain say—GO!” slogan was written in a wartime propaganda campaign (Boxwell 89). Cohen 
claims that this “often-reproduced recruiting poster,” “encapsulates all the contradictions inherent in the spatial 
rhetoric of wartime. Exploiting separate spheres ideology to conjure up a comforting (yet threatened)” domestic 
space, “it nevertheless urges women to play an active public role by recruiting their menfolk” (12). 
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moved in London literary and journalistic circles in the early to mid-twentieth century. She is 
known as one of a very few women of this period, like the better-known Woolf and West, who 
made her living solely from writing (Lefanu, Rose 2). Eight months after the war began, in May 
1915, when Macaulay was thirty-three, she joined the Voluntary Aid Detachment (V.A.D) and 
began nursing at a military convalescent hospital in Great Shelford, outside Cambridge (Lefanu, 
Foreword 7). After six months in the hospital, Macaulay became a land girl on a farm in 
Cambridgeshire, and then eventually found a less physically demanding position in the war 
office in London. Prior to her revelatory experience of working in the hospital, her poem “Many 
Sisters to Many Brothers,” published in late 1914, had lamented her womanhood, the limitations 
imposed on her sex, and expressed her naïve longing to be a part of the great excitement of war. 
In the poem, the speaker expresses her indignation and frustration at being left behind, on the 
homefront, in the question: “Was there a scrap or ploy in which you, the boy, Could better me?” 
The final two stanzas read: 
Oh, it's you that have the luck, out there in blood and muck: 
         You were born beneath a kindly star; 
    All we dreamed, I and you, you can really go and do, 
         And I can't, the way things are. 
     
In a trench you are sitting, while I am knitting 
         A hopeless sock that never gets done. 
    Well, here's luck, my dear; ― and you've got it, no fear; 
        But for me . . . a war is poor fun.      
Although the poem was “immediately and widely anthologised” (Lefanu, Foreword 7), after the 
great number of casualties in the Somme in 1916, Macaulay’s poem was “to seem obscenely 
inappropriate” (Emery 149). It is apparent in a contemporary reading how the poem seems to 
sentimentalise, trivialise, and glorify the reality of war. Simultaneously, through Macaulay’s 
desire to participate in the war and her enthusiasm in September 1914, the poem portrays the 
patriotic fervour, the spirit of “high adventure” (Emery 149), and the bellicosity sweeping Britain 
in the first weeks after the declaration of war.  
Revealed in Macaulay’s poem is a “sense of humiliation” (Linett 6) that many women 
experienced, particularly those who, like Macaulay, were not wives or mothers and felt 
themselves to be “superfluous” (6) to the war effort.21 She did not consider the options available 
                                                
21 The sense of humiliation women experienced in the First World War is explored by Claire M. Tylee in The Great 
War and Women’s Consciousness, in a discussion of propaganda and the effects of war on women (250-57). Tylee 
claims that “the main thrust of the official propaganda was an essentially Victorian ideal of war, which has 
dominated the British imagination [and the British dominions’ imaginations] of the Great War ever since. It 
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to women, such as nursing, to be equal to the glory of the battlefields. Macaulay soon recognised 
that she had romanticised the reality of war, and suffered greatly after her close friend, the poet 
Rupert Brooke,22 died from blood poisoning on his way to the Dardanelles in April 1915. Critics 
have read the character of Basil Doye, whom Alix loves, in Non-Combatants as based on 
Brooke, though Macaulay was “horrified” when scenes from her novel were considered 
autobiographical (Emery 152). Macaulay joined the V.A.D. two months after Brooke’s death, 
and her six short months at the convalescent hospital – a horrific experience for one “hyper-
sensitive to physical pain and also uncontrollably squeamish” (Smith, Rose 78) – also 
contributed to her transformed opinion of the war. During this period she began writing Non-
Combatants and Others, and, in her depictions of hospitals as “beastly places” (Non-Combatants 
101) full of “labyrinthine and sad ways” (Non-Combatants 106), she “vented her distaste and 
resentment” (Smith, Rose 79). Lefanu refers to the novel as “one of the first novels of the Great 
War, if not the very first, to deal with the reality of war rather than the fantasy of it” (Rose 108). 
In the novel, as Alix’s mother travels around the world advocating peace, attending peace 
conferences, and recruiting members for the Society for Promoting Permanent Peace (the 
S.P.P.P), Alix’s younger brother is in the trenches, and her cousins and aunt and uncle, with 
whom she stays at the beginning of the novel before moving to the house “Violette,” are all 
efficiently and adequately involved in keeping the home fires burning: cousin Dorothy is a 
V.A.D. member; cousin Margot is in the Women’s Volunteer Reserve; cousins John and Terry 
are fighting on the Western Front; and Uncle Gerald (a special constable) (6) and Aunt Eleanor 
(secretary of the local Belgian Committee) are housing a Belgian refugee named Mademoiselle 
Verstigel. Alix herself, to her cousins’ chagrin, has yet to commit herself to the war effort and 
struggles to maintain an existence as untouched by the war as possible. But the series of letters 
that reaches her from her brother, Paul, and her beau, Basil, who are both at the front, are “like 
bullets and bits of shrapnel crashing into her world” (13), and the raging patriotism of her well-
meaning relatives evoke in her both fear and a desperate need to escape the suffocation of this 
environment. The joviality and enthusiasm regarding home-front war duties are beyond the 
scope of her willingness. She realises that while she has read and listened to many accounts of 
the psychological effects of warfare, she doesn’t believe that any of these views: 
had laid enough emphasis on the mental and moral collapse that shook the 
foundations of life for some people. . . . Observers seemed more apt to take the 
cases of those men and women who were improved; those who were 
                                                                                                                                                       
promoted a chivalrous myth of British soldiers as pure young men who sacrificed their lives, innocently and 
willingly, to save their Mother-country and their womenfolk from violation” (252). 
22 Rupert Brooke’s death in 1915 was also greatly mourned by Virginia Woolf, and it “marked a change in Woolf’s 
vision of the war” (Levenback 10). 
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strengthened, steadied, made more unselfish and purposeful (that was the 
favourite word), with a finer sense of the issues and responsibilities of life. (203) 
Alix does not begrudge her relatives their newfound purposefulness, but cannot fathom her own 
immersion in such an ideology, supporting a war that she despises. The need to escape is 
magnified when Alix hears her cousin, John, who is at home wounded from active duty, crying 
in the night. John, who earlier in the evening had sat opposite Alix, looking “brown and square 
and cheerful,” although his eyes “nervous and watchful, with the look in them that was in so 
many young men’s eyes in these days” (18) suggested his unease, stands outside his bedroom on 
his balcony, deep in sleep:  
gripping with both hands on to the iron balustrade, his face turned up to the moon, 
crying, sobbing, moaning, like a little child, like a man on the rack. He was saying 
things from time to time . . . muttering them . . . Alix heard. Things quite different 
from the things he had said at dinner. Only his eyes . . . had spoken at all like this; 
and even that had not been like this. His eyes were now wide and wet, and full of 
a horror beyond speech. They turned towards Alix and looked through her, 
beyond her, unseeing. (27-28)  
Terrified, Alix wakes her cousin Dorothy so she may assist John, and then vomits violently. Her 
responses to direct encounters with the horrors of war, Sarah Lefanu notes, are frequently 
“visceral” (Foreword 9). When Daphne returns to Alix she explains, “[t]hey often do it, you 
know. It’s the nervous shock . . . I say, don’t tell him, Alix; he wouldn’t like it. Specially to 
know he was crying. Poor old Johnny. Just the thing he’d never do, awake, however far gone he 
was” (28-29). This passage gives one of the first representations of shellshock in a literary text, 
and reveals the frightening degree to which the experience of shellshock was perceived by the 
victim (and in some cases, by those who witnessed his illness) to be both shameful and 
emasculating and, perhaps subconsciously, in violation of hegemonic expectations of masculine 
comportment. While wounds to the body were respected and granted prestige and admiration, 
mental illness was treated with scepticism, associated with effeminacy, and frequently linked 
with cowardice (Bourke, Dismembering 117). Observing Alix’s pallor, Dorothy chides her 
gently: “[y]ou’ll never be any use if you don’t forget yourself, Alix. You couldn’t possibly nurse 
if you were always giving in to your own nerves. After all, what they can bear to go through, we 
ought to be able to bear to hear about” (29).23 But as Dorothy returns to sleep, Alix lies awake, 
turning her cousin’s words over in her mind: “[w]hat they can bear to go through. . . . But they 
can’t, they can’t, they can’t . . . we can bear to hear about . . . but we can’t, we can’t, we can’t. . . 
                                                
23 The term “nerves” was, in medical discourses of the time, an indication of mental fragility and a symptom of 
hysteria. 
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.” (30). Alix, “blessed – or cursed – with an artist’s vision” (Lefanu, Foreword 7), is aware that 
neither those who fight, nor the non-combatants who wait for them, are psychologically 
equipped to endure the years of brutal inhumanity she foresees lying ahead of them all.  
Alix shares many similarities with Woolf’s character Lily Briscoe in To the Lighthouse. 
Both are artists, and each is an outsider or observer in the text, watching, and only peripherally 
involved in the occupations and relationships that ebb and flow around them. In her doctoral 
dissertation, Rebecca Anne Gershenson Smith considers the role and image of the window and 
the woman at the window in modern feminist texts. This woman is “a holder of her own gaze, a 
real and ideal figure in Western culture inhabiting a classic vantage of both the modern artist and 
the domestic woman” (5). For Smith, the woman is represented: 
as a type around whom the dreams and anxieties of modernity circulate, an 
archetypal modernist figure belonging in a category with the flâneur and actually 
richer—more evocative and complex—in key ways. Whereas a man can find a 
relatively new figure to represent his position in the modern world, the flâneur, it 
is this older figure around whom concerns about women’s roles, visuality, 
mobility, domesticity, and space circulate. (6) 
 While To the Lighthouse is a modernist text, Macaulay’s novels are more commonly known as 
being on the fringes of modernism, and more typical of the feminine middlebrow (Scott 22).24 
But though Non-Combatants and Others is not written in a modernist style, Alix’s point of view 
shares many likenesses with a modernist character’s – she is disillusioned and wanton, a natural 
outsider, one who questions and critiques. Lily and Alix are women who see the world through a 
metaphorical window. Their observations of their fellow characters shape the stories’ events, and 
their points of view often act as the mouthpiece of the author, but each remains outside the 
romances and disasters that befall other characters in the novels. There is a certain symmetry 
between the perspectives these women offer and the perspectives of women who witness the 
trauma experienced by soldiers. It is a peripheral, observational perspective, not without 
sympathy, but still from a vantage point that acknowledges the impossibility of truly knowing or 
penetrating someone else’s experience.    
 The following day, as she attempts – unsuccessfully – to paint, Alix recalls what John 
had said on the balcony the night before:  
something about a leg . . . the leg of a friend . . . pulling it out of the chaos of 
earth and mud and stones which had been a trench . . . thinking it led on to the 
entire friend, finding it didn’t, was a detached bit . . . Had John cried at the time? 
                                                
24 Nicola Humble claims that the feminine middlebrow of the 1920s to 1950s was a genre written and read largely 
by middle-class women, and one that paid “a meticulous attention to their shifting desires and self-images, mapping 
their swings of fortune at this most volatile stage in their history” (3). 
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Been sick? Probably not; John was a self-contained young man. He had waited till 
afterwards, when he was asleep. (32-33) 
John’s appearance of being by day psychologically unscathed is belied by the vivid battle 
nightmares he experiences. Such nightmares were one symptom of the condition that became 
known as shellshock in the First World War. John has also developed a stammer, which the 
doctors attribute to damage to the nerves in his tongue. A stammer, however, was another of the 
“bewilderingly diverse” (Loughran, “Shell Shock” 102) “range of afflictions” (101) with which 
sufferers of shellshock presented. British doctors in the years of the war commonly sought a 
physiological explanation for the manifestations of shellshock, because in the late nineteenth and 
early twentieth centuries British psychiatry was without a “purely psychological paradigm” 
(Loughran, “Hysteria” 29).25 In February 1915 in the Lancet, Charles S. Myers published the 
first study of a condition that had become known amongst combatants as shellshock. His study 
focused on three patients, all of whom experienced a combination of physical and psychological 
symptoms, including loss of memory and an impaired sense of smell, taste, and sight. Myers 
postulated that the onset of these symptoms was a reaction to the three soldiers each having been 
within close proximity of an exploding shell. Myers also noted that the myriad of symptoms the 
soldiers experienced was closely related to those of hysteria (320), a “woman’s disease,” which 
was first classified and treated in the nineteenth century. The hysterical patient exhibited a 
variety of unusual symptoms such as hallucinations, fits, fainting, mutism, vomiting, and 
paralysis. Elaine Showalter claimed that the shellshock experienced by soldiers in the First 
World War “can be seen as the first large-scale epidemic of male hysteria” (“Rivers” 63).26 
Victorian psychiatrists thought the symptoms of hysteria were typically feminine, in that they 
eluded common methods of treatment and were seemingly immune to basic male rational 
thought (Showalter, The Female 130).27 The male body experiencing symptoms of shellshock 
“does not enlist an air of defencelessness” – as was expected of a soldier – but rather “provides a 
threat to the masculine ideal because it reveals the instability of the masculine identity” (Koureas 
118). The suggestion was that the symptoms experienced by shellshock sufferers were in 
opposition to normative masculinity, and this compounded the shame associated with the 
disorder.      
                                                
25 As a result of this, Loughran explains, when an organic change causing an undiagnosed illness could not be found, 
the diagnosis was not one of psychological disturbance but, rather, “was predicated on the notion of an organic non-
event” (“Hysteria” 29). 
26 More recent fiction such as Pat Barker’s Regeneration trilogy (1991-1995), which is informed, to a degree, by 
Showalter’s understanding of shellshock as male hysteria, has opened up ground for debate about Showalter’s 
argument. I address this debate in the fourth chapter of this thesis. 
27 In the nineteenth century, Jean-Marie Charcot was the first to discover that both men and women could 
experience hysteria. However, he claimed that those men who suffered it did not fall victim to the “feminine 
symptoms” and their appearance was “robust” (Mosse, “Shell-Shock” 102).  
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For George Mosse, the First World War phenomenon of shellshock is “an excellent 
example of the fusion of medical diagnosis and social prejudice which had taken place during the 
previous century and a half” (“Shell-Shock” 101). The social prejudice to which he refers 
encompasses the trend in European thought from the beginning of the modern age to ostracise all 
those who exhibited “abnormal behaviour,” hence not conforming to the “ideal types which had 
come to symbolize society’s values” (101), and who consequently were seen as outsiders. In 
western and central European thought, the social expectation of soldiers at the time of the First 
World War was that they performed an ideal type of manliness (Mosse 101), what we refer to 
now as hegemonic (or normative) masculinity.28 The ideal man “was a man of action who 
controlled his passions, and who in his harmonious and well-proportioned bodily structure 
expressed his commitment to moderation and self-control” (Mosse 101). The outsider, 
conversely, was stereotyped as “nervous, ill-proportioned, and, above all, constantly in motion” 
(Mosse, “Shell-Shock” 102), and those who fitted this stereotype became “harbinger[s] of social 
disintegration” (102). The popularity of belief in social Darwinism – what Rogers defines as “the 
application of Darwin’s theory of natural selection to the evolution of human society” (265)29 – 
was influential in shaping the perception that abnormal or abhorrent behaviour could lead to 
social dissolution.  
In the years before the First World War, the application of Darwin’s ideas to humankind, 
ideas of heredity, and the tainting of humanity with unsound minds meant that both neurasthenia 
and hysteria were increasingly regarded as emblematic of social decline and dangers to be feared 
(Loughran, “Hysteria” 39). These two disorders were not seen as either opposing or wholly 
distinct; rather, they were linked by the “crucial aetiological role attributed to heredity or 
inheritance” (Loughran, “Hysteria” 37). Sufferers of both disorders were condemned; they were 
perceived as “morally depraved, wilful and egoistic” (Bogacz 231). As both disorders were 
considered by the medical and social establishment to be above all “women’s disorders,” their 
prevalence reinforced the belief in masculine superiority. For men, athleticism was a vital 
element in Victorian and Edwardian public school education systems, breeding healthy 
competition in young middle-class men and strengthening the common association between 
games and soldiering. Due to the influence of Darwinism in the late nineteenth century, club life 
prospered as it never had before. Outdoor sporting and games provided the homosocial 
                                                
28 Hegemonic masculinity was defined and theorised by R.W. Connell in 1995. 
29 Social Darwinism is a theory difficult to define and thus definitions are much disputed by scholars (Hawkins 3). 
Rogers’ definition is a simple, perhaps what some theorists would call overly simple, understanding of this theory, 
but it is a succinct explanation that suits the purposes of this study. Mike Hawkins writes that Darwin’s theory of 
natural selection was “embedded within and formed part of a wider world view,” this world view being “a 
configuration of assumptions concerning nature, time and human nature which gave natural selection its relevant 
meaning” (30).  
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environment necessary for creating and maintaining a healthy masculinity (Tosh, A Man’s 7). A 
spirit of competition and a persistence to find and maintain victory nurtured the perceived 
“natural” warrior spirit in man. It was commonly thought that sociability and gregariousness 
were indicative of a healthy mind, while solitary, brooding behaviour was a definite sign of 
mental disorder (Clark 83).       
Mosse’s assertion that the diagnosis of shellshock represents the fusion of medical 
diagnosis and social prejudice rife at the time of the First World War, underpins Tracey 
Loughran’s recent hypothesis that to talk about shellshock is not to talk about “a type of 
suffering which exists in nature independently of being named,” but is to talk about “the 
historical creation of the diagnostic category of shell-shock . . . a collection of ideas about illness 
rather than about an illness” (“Shell Shock” 100). It is commonly assumed that those who were 
diagnosed as shell-shocked at the time of the First World War would today be diagnosed as 
suffering from post-traumatic stress disorder. Loughran argues against such a belief in “a 
timeless core of traumatic experience” (103). Instead, she postulates that: 
without denying the suffering which can result from combat experience, it is clear 
that across the decades and the centuries, such suffering has manifested itself 
differently in different individuals and in different conflicts. . . . Elsewhere, and 
above all during the twentieth century, it has been “diagnosed” and therefore 
“treated” in different ways, and consequently experienced differently. . . . At the 
level of both individual experience and social meaning, divergence has been as 
evident as recurrence in the history/ies of “war trauma. (103) 
The fact that Myers was reluctant to draw a likeness between hysteria and the symptoms of 
shellshock, lest his suggestion resulted in an unfavourable or feminised public perception of 
those soldiers’ suffering (Mosse, “Shell Shock” 103) firmly positions the diagnosis of shellshock 
in the past. As the epidemic proportion of soldiers suffering hysterical symptoms in the First 
World War revealed, hysteria was far from a woman’s illness: the condition came about in both 
men and women experiencing similar emotional trauma from a kind of enforced passivity, both 
physical and psychological, and was a reaction against the psychosocial codes that dictated 
acceptable (and unacceptable) gender behaviour.30 Hysteria (and consequently shellshock) can 
thus be understood as a kind of traumatised performance of gender, whereby the sufferer reacts 
against their subconscious failure to meet the expectations their society imposes. For Juliet 
                                                
30 In his study No Man’s Land (1979), Eric Leed notes that the powerlessness men experienced on the battlefront, 
and which often resulted in symptoms of shellshock (which he refers to as war neurosis) was due to the conditions 
of large-scale industrialised warfare. Leed claims that “the cause of neurosis lay in the dominance of material over 
the possibilities of human movement. In a real sense the neuroses of war were the direct product of the increasingly 
alienated relationship of the combatant to the modes of destruction” (164).   
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Mitchell, “[e]very context which describes hysteria links it to gender” (6). The condition of 
powerlessness and a lack of agency experienced by soldiers may create a link between the 
shellshock suffered by combatants both during and after the war, and the outbreaks of hysteria 
amongst middle and upper class women in Victorian and Edwardian England. Contemporary 
discussions of shellshock considered “loss of control” to be central to its foundation (Meyer, 
“Separating” 7). Likewise, control was central to contemporary understandings of masculinity 
(Meyer, “Separating” 7). In the case of women’s hysteria, the limited options for nineteenth-
century women, their lack of agency and the weight of society’s expectations on their behaviour 
and their futures, caused their bodies to express their mental anguish. Similarly, men who 
volunteered for service in a search for glory and freedom, eager to assert their manliness in its 
ultimate test, found the experience gruelling, horrifically confronting and a debilitating exercise 
in upholding and maintaining the cheery and stoic demeanour expected of them. As Paul Fussell 
depicted it, to complain was to be “unmanly.” Furthermore, Gabriel Koureas claims, the bodily 
manifestations of hysteria have all in various ways been described as “infantile and by 
implication unmanly” (122). Alix’s likening of John’s moaning to that of “a little child” suggests 
this connection.  
Returning to Dorothy’s request that Alix not tell John of his nightmare-induced tears, it is 
clear she does not wish to make her brother feel humiliated by his emotional vulnerability. The 
fact that he would never cry in a conscious state, “no matter how far gone he was,” and the 
shame Dorothy anticipates John would experience if he were told of his response to the 
nightmare, illustrate the care with which both reveres and protects his masculinity. John’s sense 
of his own manliness is integral to the preservation of his self and (perhaps subconsciously) the 
maintenance of social stability. 
 There are many allusions to shellshock in Non-Combatants and Others, but perhaps the 
most revealing is when Alix learns that her brother Paul’s death was not, as she had been 
informed by the War Office telegram, from enemy-inflicted wounds, but rather from a self-
inflicted gun-shot wound. Walking with friends in the mountains, Alix begins talking to a young 
man, a subaltern on leave, named Ingram who was the guest of her cousin Terry. Telling Alix of 
his time in the trenches, Ingram claims that there are many men who should not be fighting war, 
as they are “not strong enough in body or mind” (156). He goes on to tell of one young man who 
was so desperate to leave the trenches that he shot himself in the shoulder – a wound which 
proved fatal. Ingram, unaware that he is recounting the death of Alix’s brother, spares no details 
of the young man’s cowardice. He explains: 
[t]here was a man in my company; he was quite young; he’d got his commission 
straight from school; and he simply went to pieces when he’d been in and out of 
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trenches for a few weeks. He was a nervous, sensitive sort of chap, and delicate; 
he ought never to have come out, I should say. Anyhow he went all to bits and 
lost his pluck; he simply couldn’t stand the noise and the horror and the wounds 
and the men getting smashed up round him: I believe he saw his best friend cut to 
pieces by a bit of shell before his eyes. He kept being sick after that; couldn’t 
stop. And . . . it was awfully sad . . . he took to exposing himself, taking absurd 
risks, in order to get laid out; every one noticed it. But he couldn’t get hit . . . and 
one night he let off his revolver into his own shoulder. I imagine he thought he 
wasn’t seen, but he was, by several men, poor chap. No one ever knew whether he 
meant to do for himself, or only to hurt himself and get invalided back; anyhow 
things went badly and he died of it . . . I can tell you this, because you won’t 
know who he was, of course . . . I was there when he fired. . . . Some of us went 
up to him, and he knew we’d seen. . . . I shan’t forget his face when we spoke to 
him. . . . I can see it now . . . his eyes. . . . (156-57)   
Ingram finds himself looking into a pair of eyes that mirror those of the boy he is speaking of 
and, because he guesses his ghastly mistake, Alix too becomes aware that the young man in the 
story is her brother. Recalling Mosse’s depiction of an “outsider,” as one who was considered 
most susceptible to psychological disorders at the time, a nervous temperament was key. Ingram 
refers to Paul as “nervous,” “sensitive,” and “delicate,” all adjectives which indicate that Paul 
was not man enough to survive the battlefields. After listening to Ingram’s bungling attempted 
apologies, Alix summons Terry and tells him she is leaving. Although Terry tries to tell Alix that 
Ingram’s story isn’t true, she is not convinced, and Terry admits, “‘I hoped you’d none of you 
ever know’” (161). Alix had guessed from the quality of Paul’s handwriting and the infrequency 
of his letters that he was finding life difficult in the trenches (14); but, knowing her brother’s 
temperament and how much he had “so loved being alive” (161), Alix is sick at the thought of 
how great his suffering must have been for him to have done what he did. The careless behaviour 
Paul exhibited (a symptom of shellshock that was quite pervasive amongst soldiers in the 
trenches) may have been consciously overlooked by his fellow soldiers, but his decision to shoot 
himself would more than likely have been regarded by authorities as desertion, and, had he lived, 
he might have been shot for his cowardice – his betrayal of his country.31 Terry hopes to comfort 
Alix by reminding her that Paul’s time at the front had not been long; but Alix knows that for 
Paul, “‘[i]t seemed . . . hundreds and hundreds of years, of being hurt like that, hurt more than he 
could bear, till he had to end it’” (161). Terry counters that for Paul, the horror of the experience 
                                                
31 G.D. Sheffield notes that of the 3000 men in the British army who were sentenced to death due to desertion or 
cowardice, 351 were executed. He claims that, “the vast majority of British generals, even the more enlightened 
ones, believed in the importance of executions to maintain discipline” (68).   
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is over and that, if he had lived, he would have been one of those who “kept on remembering all 
the things one tries to forget. More than most people . . . He was that sort” (162). While Terry 
himself manages to eat and sleep properly, and think about other things, he knows that Paul 
would not have been so fortunate. He “‘would have minded awfully always; it might have spoilt 
his life a bit . . . And worse things might have happened to him, too; he might have been taken 
prisoner’” (162). Paul, Terry concludes, “‘is better off than lots of men’” (162). Terry’s belief 
that Paul is better off dead is a sad truth that triggers Alix’s question: “‘what on earth are we to 
do about it all? It – it’s going on now – this moment. . . . I’ve tried so hard not to let it come near 
. . . and now . . . now’” (162-63). 
The events of the day are, for Alix, the defining moment of her war experience thus far, 
the point at which she realises that, despite her best efforts, she cannot escape the war and its 
consequences. She acknowledges that if she cannot ignore it, and cannot become a combatant, 
then she must attempt to fight against it, “‘[o]therwise it’s like a ghastly nightmare, swallowing 
one up’” (292). The novel concludes with Alix deciding on her course of action, the most likely 
being that she will join her mother in her quest for peace. She explains to her sceptical brother: 
“‘this society of mother’s mayn’t be doing much, but it’s trying to fight war; it’s working against 
it in the best ways it can think of’” (292). Cohen cautions, however, that the novel should not be 
read “only in terms of its ending,” as this figures it as a “pacifist conversion narrative . . . which 
requires one to ignore not only the first two-thirds of the novel, but also the multitude of 
structural and textual messages with which Macaulay undermines what resolution the ending 
offers” (99-100). Despite Alix’s resolve to contribute to the war effort, her actions signify her 
lack of agency. The final chapter of Non-Combatants consists of various snapshots of many of 
the characters on New Year’s Eve, 1915. The soldiers (John and Terry Orme, Evie’s new beau, 
Hugh, and Basil) have returned to the trenches, and the non-combatants remain on the 
homefront, quietly toasting the New Year. The final passage marks the sense of disillusionment 
the war caused in both combatants and non-combatants: “The year of grace 1915 slipped away 
into darkness, like a broken ship drifting on bitter tides on to a waste shore. The next year began” 
(305).   
Prior to Paul’s death, Alix’s decision to leave her aunt and uncle’s house and move to the 
house called “Violette,” under the pretence of being closer to her art school, is prompted by her 
aunt’s assertion that the inhabitants of Violette were the sort who were “so dreadfully out of the 
currents; probably know nothing about the war, except that there is one” (36). Yet, “[a]ll the 
enclosures to which Alix looks for sanctuary prove to be permeable to militarized vision,” and 
Violette is no exception (Cohen 89). Violette – a name which evokes images of pressed flowers 
and womanly innocence – is the home of her cousin-by-marriage Emily Frampton, and Emily’s 
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two daughters, Kate and Evie. While the former is a pious twenty-nine year old, the latter is one 
year Alix’s junior and very attractive and gregarious. When Basil Doye, Alix’s close friend 
whom she loves, returns from war with a wounded hand, he is immediately taken with Evie’s 
wholesome beauty and the good health she radiates. Although he recalls that before the war, “he 
had been a little in love” with Alix, and “[i]f the war hadn’t come just then, he might have 
become a great deal in love with her” (116), he now regards Alix as “too nervy” (115). From his 
time in France, “[s]ome nerve in him which had been badly jarred by the long ugliness of those 
months in France winced from contact with nervous people” (115-16). He muses on his changed 
regard for Alix: 
[b]efore the war one had wanted a rather different sort of person, of course, from 
now; more of a companion, to discuss things with; more of a stimulant, perhaps, 
and less of a rest. He remembered that they had discussed painting a great deal; he 
didn’t want to discuss painting now, since he had lost his finger. He didn’t 
particularly want cleverness either, since trench life, with its battery on the brain 
of sounds and sights, had made him stupid . . . (116)        
To Alix’s dismay, Basil quickly becomes smitten with Evie, whom he meets while sitting in a 
tearoom with Alix. He explains to Alix, “‘being out there, and seeing people smashed to bits all 
around the place, and getting smashed oneself, makes one long for people like that, sane and 
healthy and with nothing the matter with their bodies or minds’” (121-22). He continues, “‘a 
person like that, who looks like some sort of wood goddess . . . and looks as if she’d never had a 
day’s illness or a bad night in her life, is so – so restful. So alive and yet so calm’” (122). Basil’s 
portrayal of what he wants in a woman is telling, for he does not want complexity, intelligence, 
or companionship. He wants someone to admire physically, someone simple and 
straightforward. He does not want Alix, who is physically imperfect (she has a lame leg), 
intelligent, and nervy. She is, for Basil, a site “of untenable indeterminacy” (Cohen 93). Basil 
attributes his desire for Evie – or for the kind of woman she is – what he once would have 
mocked as the epitome of “Woman” (154), to the fact that her womanliness satisfies “some deep 
need in him; the eternal masculine, roused from slumber by war” (155). The implication is that 
the carnal, base nature of the male is summoned by the brutality of war, and women (such as 
those women who inhabit Violette), as “the handmaidens, madonnas and patriotic mothers” 
(Bourke, An Intimate 297) of war, further promote this divide. Hence the practice of war 
illuminates the gendered matrix underpinning the framework of society. Basil is no longer 
seeking an equal, particularly since he feels the war has left him at a disadvantage, the loss of his 
finger on his dominant hand meaning he will have to relearn to be an artist, and the hammering 
of the trenches making him feel less intellectually adept. Rather, he wishes to fulfil his newly 
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identified (but, in his mind, innate) masculine urge to protect and instruct; not to debate, as he 
would have with Alix, but to be trusted as the natural authority on all things outside the domestic 
sphere. There is an audible warning here that for women the war’s danger reaches beyond the 
time and space of the battlefield, an insidious threat that the ideas of progress and women’s 
emancipation, which had propelled society forward since the late nineteenth century were being 
halted and reversed by war.   
 Although the First World War opened doors for women in terms of employment and 
independence, it also crystallised gender stereotypes, war itself being a gendering operation that 
reinforced, and also exaggerated, the limitations of sex roles. Macaulay’s character, Alix, greatly 
detests the war and the horrors it imposes and she, like Macaulay, is angered by war’s ability to 
divide the sexes to an even greater extent. She questions, “why divide humanity into sexes, 
further than nature has already done so?” (259). Basil’s objectification of Evie as “Woman” and 
his eventual rejection of Alix, whom he once greatly admired, exemplify his retreat from the pre-
war infatuation with progress and movement towards sexual equality, which was common 
amongst those who moved in artistic or bohemian circles in London at the time,32 to the comfort 
of traditional gender landscapes. The split of masculine mind and body into two distinct entities, 
the mind being a separate and supreme entity, goes back in Western thought to the Greeks.33 At 
the beginning of the twentieth century a belief in “psychophysical parallelism” was common 
amongst medical physicians. This theory postulated that “closed mental and physical systems co-
existed in a healthy man in a certain relational balance, but did not normally interact with each 
other” (Bogacz 229). In cases of mental disturbance, however, the harmony between the two 
systems was destroyed and the autonomy of the mind was suspended (Bogacz 229). Women, 
conversely, had been seen as bodily creatures for centuries, the fusion between their body and 
mind so profound that a woman’s thoughts were never accepted as independent from the feelings 
of her body. Butler explains that the “classical association of femininity with materiality can be 
traced to a set of etymologies which link matter with mater and matrix (or the womb) and, hence, 
with a problematic of reproduction” (Bodies 6-7). Basil’s re-acquaintance with “the eternal 
masculine” after his time in the trenches changes his perception of women, and for him the 
simplicity and perfection of Evie’s beauty appears to mirror the purity and health of her mind. 
Alix’s lameness and her frailty thus represent to Basil her confusion and complexity, her 
                                                
32 Virginia Nicholson notes that in the early years of the twentieth century, “[a]rtists fought tooth and nail for liberty 
on so many fronts, emotional and sexual, aesthetic, social, political. Slowly but surely, feminism was winning 
ground. A new freedom was entering the relationship between the sexes” (249). Patricia Juliana Smith also mentions 
that advocates of the New Woman – the “preferable alternative” to the Victorian woman epitomised in Patmore’s 
“The Angel in the House” – were “freethinking writers and activists of both sexes” (79).  
33 Genevieve Lloyd writes that the exclusion of the feminine from a capability to attain the “ideals of Reason” and 
disengage from the unpredictable feelings of their bodies dates from the time of the Pythagoreans, in the sixth 
century BC (3). 
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dissatisfaction with the “natural order” and her questioning nature. Basil’s adoration of Evie is, 
however, too intense for her. He is right in assuming that she is carefree, but wrong to assume 
that her temporary interest in him in any way equals his need for her. His infatuation with Evie 
becomes Basil’s means of coping with the war. Sensing his growing attachment, Evie realises 
her flirtation may have gone further than she wished, particularly when he questions her: “you 
don’t suppose I’m going to give up seeing you” (192). The narrator explains: 
Evie liked flirtation, but did not understand passion; it was not in her cool head 
and heart. It was the thing in Basil that made her at times, lately, shy of him in 
their intercourse; vaguely she realised that he might become unmanageable. She 
liked him to love her beauty, but she was occasionally startled by the way he 
loved it. She thought it was perhaps because he was an artist, or a soldier, or both. 
(192-93) 
An artist, who observes and lovingly appreciates beauty, and a soldier, living in the trenches and 
starved of colour and feminine beauty, is a combination that is perhaps too passionate, too needy, 
even perceived as dangerous by Evie.  
In Woolf’s To the Lighthouse, the distinction between the entities of mind and body in 
men, and the supremacy of the mind, and the fusion of mind and body in women, can be 
understood through the separation of the thinking characters, men, and the feeling characters, 
women. Mrs Ramsay, from whose point of view the story is principally told in part one of the 
text, muses on the “sterility of men” (91), what she perceives as their sex’s collective lack of 
emotional expression. The choice of the word “sterile” is interesting in that it also connotes – in 
women – an inability to conceive children, as if women’s emotional fecundity is the product of 
their child-bearing capacity. Both she and her husband comment, seemingly without resentment, 
on the distinction between thinking and feeling as respectively masculine and feminine 
characteristics. Mrs Ramsay reveals that she often felt “she was nothing but a sponge sopped full 
of human emotions” (37), while of her husband she muses that “a great mind like his must be 
different in every way from ours. All the great men she had ever known . . . were like that (78). 
Mr Ramsay regards his wife as “astonishingly beautiful” (132), after noting that he “exaggerated 
her ignorance, her simplicity, for he liked to think that she was not clever, not book-learned at 
all” (131). These comments are made in “The Window,” part one of the novel, the events of 
which take place throughout one day, in a time before the war. Levenback suggests that “The 
Window” is Woolf’s attempt “to embody the pervasive sense of sentimentality and myth that 
invited participation in and support for the Great War, but disallowed its reality” (93). The 
Ramsays’ view of the characteristics of sexual difference as a polarised or binary opposition 
plays into such a myth. Only Lily Briscoe, the second major female character (and often seen by 
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critics as a symbol of androgyny), opposes this distinction, believing the faculties of thinking and 
feeling are both necessary for self-fulfilment. She questions, “if one can neither think nor feel . . . 
where is one?” (210). Gillian Rose writes of the typically masculine trait of denying a body-mind 
fusion. She refers to “somatophobia” or fear of the body, as something that has affected men for 
centuries. Rose echoes the thoughts of Simone de Beauvoir, who wrote of the masculine 
character, “[h]e may think of his body as a direct and normal connection with the world, which 
he believes he apprehends objectively, whereas he regards the body of woman as a hindrance, a 
prison, weighed down by everything peculiar to it” (xxii).   
Throughout the novel, Alix hears many discussions about women’s roles or purposes in 
the war, and mentally debates and questions her own opinions and responses to the arguments at 
hand. She acknowledges, observing a war recruitment advertisement, that there was little point in 
hoping for women’s involvement in battle: “[a]nyhow she was lame, and not the sex which goes 
either, worse luck. (On that desperate root of bitterness she never dwelt: that way madness lay.)” 
(58). The tone of the sentence in parenthesis contrasts significantly with the flippancy of Alix’s 
preceding words. She appears to be disguising the depth of her own feeling from herself, 
presenting herself as one who observes the silliness of conventions and the pitfalls of society at 
war with cynicism and refrains from becoming involved. It is clear, however, that Alix has 
resigned herself to what she perceives as the insurmountable obstacles women face as a kind of 
protective mechanism. Her words, “that way madness lay,” imply that she has known – or 
known of – others who sought liberation from suffocating social conventions but were overcome 
by its strictures.  
At the house Violette, the women receive their friends, the Vinneys, for an after-supper 
visit. The Vinneys are accompanied by their cousin, a Miss Simon, who is a suffragette, and 
according to Evie, “talks the weirdest stuff” (55). Miss Simon is regarded by both the Vinneys 
and the women of Violette, excluding Alix, as a peculiar specimen; her argument that women’s 
war work is equally as valuable as men’s, is at best puzzling. Miss Simon is “the fat girl in the 
sailor blouse, which was, it seemed, her evening toilette also” (84). In the narrator’s 
unfavourable remarks about Miss Simon’s appearance and the fact that she did not change for 
dinner (the narrator’s comments reflecting the Violette ladies’ point of view), Macaulay 
ironically depicts contemporary stereotypes of suffragettes and their lack of respect for 
convention. In this scene between the Vinneys, Miss Simon, and the ladies, Macaulay draws 
attention to the ideological chasm between the Vinneys and the Violette ladies, whose opinions 
reflect Victorian ideals, and the opinions of Alix and Miss Simon, who both – in different ways – 
embrace the new opportunities modernity offers women.  
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Macaulay herself had not grown up in London. As a young novelist she was reluctant “to 
embrace wholeheartedly the literary and cultural ferment of London life,” though to observe and 
write about this life gave her the greatest pleasure (Lefanu, Rose 101). Lefanu notes of 
Macaulay’s novel, The Making of a Bigot (1914), that, while the author herself, “unlike many 
other writers, was not engaged in the maelstrom of struggle for political reform, the 
repercussions of revolution and repression break through the witty amusing surface of the novel” 
(102-103). Non-Combatants and Others is similarly revealing. In “Evening at Violette,” as the 
chapter is named, Macaulay’s keen interest in the repercussions of contemporary social unrest is 
evident, as is her connection with Alix, who is simultaneously amused and disturbed by the 
conversation about women’s suffrage she hears, and wonders “if social evenings at Violette were 
often like this” (88). Macaulay also subtly highlights the particular politeness of the conventions 
followed throughout the evening at Violette in that the characters mostly refer to each other as 
Mr, Mrs, and Miss, despite their apparent familiarity. Miss Simon is referred to by the narrator 
throughout the entire scene as “Miss Simon”; her Christian name is mentioned only once, when, 
on her suggesting the equal importance of women’s war work and the comparative lack of glory 
women received, Mrs. Vinney laughingly admonishes her for addressing the subject.   
Mrs. Vinney giggled and looked at the others. 
   “Now Rachel's off again. She's a caution when she gets on the woman question. 
She spent most of her time in Holloway in the old days, didn't you, dear?” 
   “She thinks she ought to have the vote,” Sid Vinney explained to Alix in a 
whisper. Alix, who had hitherto moved in circles where every one thought, as a 
matter of course, that they ought to have the vote, disappointed him by her lack of 
spontaneous mirth. (86-87) 
Holloway here is Holloway Prison, to which a number of suffragettes were sentenced for militant 
action. Mrs. Vinney’s poking fun at Miss Simon’s fervent interest in the question of women’s 
rights is telling, as is Sid Vinney’s assumption that Alix would find Miss Simon’s belief 
amusing. Miss Simon asks, “‘[w]ho keeps the country at home going while the men are at the 
war? Who brings up the families? Who nurses the soldiers? What do women get out of a war, 
ever?’” (87). To which cousin Emily replies, “‘[t]he salvation of their country, Miss Simon . . . 
won for them by brave men’” (87). Evie, though tired of a conversation she finds tedious, 
contributes, “‘[a]fter all, when it comes to fighting, we are left in the lurch, aren’t we?’” (88). 
Sid Vinney responds sarcastically, “‘[o]h dear no, Miss Evie. What price Christabel and Co.? 
They ought to have had the iron cross all round, the militants ought. They did more to earn it 
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than the Huns ever did’” (88).34 Sid’s belittling sarcasm reveals his contempt for the militant 
suffragettes’ actions, particularly when compared to the gravity and hardship suffered by soldiers 
on the battlefield.35  
One of the men asks:  
“What I’d like to know is, where is a woman to get her knowledge from, if she’s 
to help in public affairs? A man can pick up things at his work and his club, but a 
woman working in the house all day has no time even to read the papers. And if 
she did, her husband wouldn’t like her to start having opinions, perhaps different 
to his. There are far too many divorces and separations already because husbands 
and wives go different ways, and it would be worse than ever.” (90) 
Cousin Emily helpfully responds to this by recounting a recent incident, which could be an urban 
myth, where a woman, carrying her baby, attended a public meeting, “‘something about foreign 
politics . . . and her baby fell on to the fire and was burnt to a cinder, poor little love’” (90). For 
the women of Violette, this woman’s attempt to gain some knowledge, to have opinions, 
becomes a defining example of how compromising and harmful such ideas can be to a woman’s 
domestic responsibilities. Here, too, Macaulay critiques the dominant ideology through Emily’s 
farcical logic that the woman’s interest in politics resulted in her harming her child. Such 
arguments, and the lightness with which the group discusses the subject, eventually reduces the 
politically committed Miss Simon to tears and immediately the group become uncomfortable. 
Emily, attempting to comfort Miss Simon, says, “‘[c]ome, come, my dear, it’s only talk. It isn’t 
worth crying about, I’m sure, with so many real troubles in the world just now’” (91). Far from 
comforting, these words are nails in the coffin of Miss Simon’s attempt to persuade her audience 
on the woman question.36 That it isn’t worth crying about, nor considered a “real problem,” is a 
final frustration for Miss Simon, who cries, “‘[y]ou won’t see . . . Except her’ – she indicated 
Alix – ‘and she won’t talk; she only smiles to herself at all of us’” (91). Miss Simon’s accusation 
of Alix does ring true, as Alix holds herself above the discussion at Violette, finding it “all too 
                                                
34 “Christabel and Co. is a reference to Christabel Pankhurst and her followers in the Women’s Social and Political 
Union, which was founded by Christabel’s mother, Emmeline, in 1903. Prior to the First World War, members of 
the WSPU used militant tactics such as breaking windows of government buildings and destroying pillar boxes (and 
their content) to demand the attention of authorities and raise awareness of the WSPU’s presence and their quest for 
women’s suffrage. The Iron Cross Sid refers to was a military decoration originally established by King Friedrich 
Wilhelm III of Prussia. The Cross was awarded to German soldiers in both the First and Second World War.  
35 The First World War saw the suspension of the Pankhursts’ militant tactics and a clear split between the family 
members. Christabel and her mother, Emmeline, came to support the war and “adopted a fervently patriotic stance, 
supporting their former enemies, the liberal politicians, and campaigning for the war effort” in their publication, 
Britannia (formerly titled The Suffragette) (Smith, “The Pankhursts 104). Sylvia and Adela, the two younger 
Pankhurst daughters, were socialists, and they “became pacifists and opposed the war especially Britain’s role in 
within it (Purvis 142). Sylvia argued publicly against the war in her periodical, The Woman’s Dreadnought (Smith, 
“The Pankhursts 104).  
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inane” (93), although this is perhaps because she cannot bear it. Alix wonders if such discussions 
in similarly modest homes were all the same: “[n]ot argument, not ideas, not facts. Merely 
statements, quotations rather, of hackneyed and outworn sentiments, prejudices second-hand, yet 
indomitable, unassailable, undying” (92-93). All the same, Alix does feel for Miss Simon and is 
sorry to recall her shocked face as each knocked her down with their own stalwart response, 
Alix’s being her silence. Alix’s decision at the conclusion of the novel to join her mother in the 
quest for peace suggests that, in becoming an active participant in this cause, rather than a 
passive observer, there is hope that she may openly support other campaigns, such as women’s 
suffrage, despite the strength of the opposition faced. The novel is as much an antiwar novel as it 
is a call to those who are inactive in their pursuit of ideals to become involved and actively 
campaign for what they desire, despite the possibility of failure.   
Published in 1918, Rebecca West’s The Return of the Soldier centres on one soldier’s 
shellshock-induced amnesia and how the three women who love him assist in his recovery. Tylee 
remarks that, starting with Non-Combatants and Others, the theme of the “incommunicability” 
of combatants’ experiences has continued in women’s fiction that considers the First World War. 
In West’s novel, the theme of incommunicability is expressed in Chris’s repression of the fifteen 
years leading up to the novel’s present day, including the entirety of his war experience. The 
insight of West’s novel into the domestic effects of the First World War has only recently been 
appreciated. In 1980, Motley F. Deakin, in his book about West, remarked that, “despite its title, 
The Return of the Soldier does not give us any authentic sense of what war is about. As a 
statement about World War I it lacks the significance Robert Graves, Edmund Blunden, and 
Siegfried Sassoon gave to their war memoirs” (132). This statement is, of course, ludicrous, not 
only because it fails to acknowledge that for the duration of the war social conditions were 
totally changed, but also because it questions the authenticity of all war texts which are not 
combatants’ memoirs, which includes all First World War women’s writing. Critical interest in 
West’s first novel has been revived, however, in the last twenty to thirty years as theories of 
trauma have evolved, interest in women’s war writing and modernist texts has developed, and 
critical masculinity studies have built upon and expanded the insights of feminist critique. 
Though the novel avoids the battlefields (apart from what Jenny, the narrator, imagines the 
battlefields to be), the sense of war it creates – in the representation of Chris’s shellshock and its 
effect on the women to whom he returns – is as evocative as those memoirs written in the late 
twenties by male combatants. Like Non-Combatants and Others, West’s novel acknowledges 
that, in addition to the soldiers’ experience in the trenches, the hardship of war is also 
experienced away from the battlefield, by non-combatants.  
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The novel is set in 1916 and is narrated, often unreliably, by Chris’s cousin, Jenny, “who 
is – though she never quite admits it – in love with Chris” (Glendinning 4). Marina MacKay 
suggests that Jenny’s narration denies Chris’s interiority and enacts his “entrapment in the 
conventional masculine role” (130). Through Jenny, West acknowledges the weight of social 
expectations of gender roles on both women and men. Jenny experiences and imagines Chris’s 
suffering throughout the novel: she dreams of the battlefield and broken bodies littered on the 
ground: 
[b]y night I saw Chris running across the brown rottenness of No Man’s Land, 
starting back here because he trod upon a hand, not even looking there because of 
the awfulness of an unburied head, and not till my dream was packed full of 
horror did I see him pitch forward on his knees as he reached safety – if it was 
that. (13-14)  
Chris, suffering from shellshock, has no recollection of his marriage to his present wife, Kitty – 
who “looked so like a girl on a magazine cover that one expected to find a large ‘7d.’ somewhere 
attached to her person” (11) – nor does he recall the death of their toddler son, Oliver. Suzette 
Henke suggests that both Chris and Kitty have “‘walled off’ the death of their two-year-old son 
Oliver, whose filial ghost abides as a melancholic fantasy associated with denial and ‘impacted 
grief’” (Modernist 161).37 Jenny experiences Chris’s agony on his first night returned from war 
at Baldry Court, when he discovers the house and its occupants much changed. She reveals that 
she “had felt his agony all the evening like a wound in my own body” (66). Unlike Alix in Non-
Combatants and Lily in To the Lighthouse, Jenny is not an artist, but in many ways her gaze is 
that of the artist-observer. Often depicted looking out a window, watching the doomed romance 
between Chris and Margaret rekindle, Jenny has the role of the outsider, though it is from her 
vantage that the story is told. This view represents and reinforces, as it does in Non-Combatants 
and To the Lighthouse, the divide between the masculine and feminine experience of war (the 
feminine experience being a kind of anti-experience), crystallising starkly and on a huge scale 
the hegemonic expectation of male and female roles, and the connection between the figure of 
the female artist or observer character and the author.    
The news that their beloved Chris has been wounded reaches Jenny and Kitty from a 
woman named Margaret Grey, a working-class visitor whose dishevelled appearance and bad 
tidings arouse suspicion in the minds of Jenny and Kitty, who assume she is seeking money. 
Margaret eventually explains her connection to Chris – that she had known him fifteen years ago 
as a close friend of her family, but that they “had lost sight of each other. It’s fifteen years since 
we last met” (34-35). She had recently received a telegram addressed to Margaret Allington (her 
                                                
37 Henke cites Judith Herman, in Trauma and Recovery (69). 
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maiden name) explaining Chris’s illness and whereabouts. Chris’s cousin, Frank, confirms that 
Chris “has had shell-shock and although not physically wounded is in a very strange state 
indeed” (40). On Frank’s visiting him, Chris had revealed to his cousin “that he was in love with 
a girl called Margaret Allington” (42), “a shy country thing” (43), and had been in such a state 
since he had stayed with his Uncle Ambrose after he’d completed his degree, which, Frank 
realises, was fifteen years earlier. Frank is initially shocked and horrified that Chris has 
maintained an affair with this woman for such a long period, but eventually understands that 
Chris is unaware that he is already married and had been so for eleven years. Chris’s path to 
recovery leads him away from boyhood romance to masculine responsibilities. In order to regain 
his memory he has to accept the death of his son, his marriage to a beautiful but cold society 
woman, and the destruction of the pre-war world as he had known it. 
Chris’s amnesia becomes apparent as he tells Jenny of how he knew Margaret on 
Monkey Island fifteen years ago. He recounts to Jenny the night their romance blossomed, when 
they visited a small Greek temple in which he told Margaret that his love was changeless. 
Margaret’s body “melted to nothingness in his arms” and then the scene “tottered and dissolved,” 
until Chris finds himself “lying in a hateful world where barbed-wire entanglements showed 
impish knots against a livid sky full of booming noise and splashes of fire and wails for water, 
and the stretcher bearers were hurting his back intolerably” (86). Margaret tells Jenny that 
shortly after the night on which they declared their devotion to one another, Chris and Margaret 
had a bitter argument over his petty jealousy, and Chris left the island at his father’s request for 
assistance in the family business. His falling out with Margaret is what Henke refers to as Chris’s 
“inaugural traumatic experience” (162), and it is significant that his shellshock blocks Chris’s 
memory of all events up to this traumatic experience, consequently erasing his education and 
development into the noble and upstanding masculine figure of Chris Baldry. Recalling Basil 
Doye’s sentiment that “‘being out there [on the battlefield], and seeing people smashed to bits all 
around the place, and getting smashed oneself, makes one long for people like that, sane and 
healthy and with nothing the matter with their bodies or minds’” (122), Chris’s psychological 
return to a time fifteen years earlier, before his and Margaret’s argument, before his marriage and 
the loss of his child, and prior to the war experience which triggered his memory loss, signifies 
his unconscious desire to return to a time when he considered he was “sane and healthy” with 
nothing the matter with his body or mind. Henke posits that, for Chris, “shell shock triggers an 
amnesia that obliterates faith in British public-school ideas and conjugal commitment” 
(Modernist 161), which indicates his psychological loss of Edwardian notions of manliness. At 
the time of Chris’s education, the “muscular Christianity” model of manliness that was popular 
in the mid-nineteenth century had evolved into the “secular and more aggressive ideals” of 
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Edwardian masculinity (Roper 347). Valued above all other qualities was a sense of duty: to 
one’s family, to God, King, and country. 
In Non-Combatants and Others, on his return from war Basil Doye desires a simple, 
untainted woman, one associated with innocence and nature. The question, however, is whether 
such a woman existed. A parallel can be drawn between Basil’s changed desire and Captain 
Chris Baldry’s renewed devotion to his childhood sweetheart in West’s The Return of the 
Soldier. Before Margaret is reacquainted with Chris, Jenny predicts his horror at the changes 
fifteen years has wrought upon Margaret’s appearance. Observing Margaret, Jenny “constantly 
contrasted her appearance with the new acquisition of Kitty’s decorative genius . . . a shallow 
black bowl in the centre of which crouched on hands and knees a white naked nymph” (116-17). 
Beside the ornamental bowl, Margaret is physically offensive and needy, “a cancerous blot on 
the fair world” (117). For Jenny, Margaret’s contrast with the ornament is a damning foretelling 
of the coming encounter, because this ornament is “a little image of Chris’s conception of 
women” (118):  
[e]xquisite we were according to our equipment; unflushed by appetite or passion, 
even noble passion; our small heads bent intently on the white flowers of luxury 
floating on the black waters of life; and he had known none other than us. With 
such a mental habit a man could not help but wince at Margaret. (118)  
But Jenny misunderstands that Chris’s amnesia has returned him to a time when he held a 
different conception of women and had known a passionate woman, before assuming the 
responsibilities of his sex and class. The image of woman as a thing of beauty, a small-headed 
purveyor of luxury, is how Chris the soldier – a man whose unhappiness is apparent to the 
reader, though Kitty and Jenny maintain that living with them at Baldry Court “[h]e could not 
have been happier” (19) – sees women. This statement recalls Mrs Ramsay’s belief in To the 
Lighthouse that her family, “were happier now than they would ever be again” (22). In both 
instances, the female characters observe what they perceive to be the happiness and satisfaction – 
for they have all they could want – of the male characters before the war. The reader, however, is 
aware that despite possessing everything deemed necessary for a “happy” life, neither the male 
characters, nor the female characters, are happy. As with Basil Doye, Chris’s experience of war 
alters his image and perception of what a desirable woman is. Both men’s perceptions of women 
regress in some way. Basil before the war preferred the company of progressive or enlightened 
women, but the experience of war turns him away from intellectual women, to women who are 
simple-minded and physically beautiful – he responds to the call of what Basil calls “the eternal 
masculine” (155). Chris’s shell-shock-induced amnesia turns him from Kitty’s “cold as 
moonlight” (56) beauty, “her decorative presence” (133), her childish selfishness and 
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shallowness, to Margaret’s wholesomeness and good company, “her accurate mind that would 
have made her a good engineer,” and her ability, “when she picks up facts,” to give them “a 
motherly hug” (74). Chris’s appreciation of Margaret’s motherly nature is significant. Jenny later 
reveals that Chris and his mother had not been close, and that his inquisitive intelligence was not 
appreciated in his family (167). Both Chris and Basil seek comfort and simplicity, ease and 
peace. Jenny rationalises Chris’s departure from the present, the world of Kitty and herself: 
in Kitty he had turned from the type of woman that makes the body conqueror of 
the soul and in me from the type that mediates between the soul and the body and 
makes them run even and unhasty like a well-matched pair of carriage horses, and 
had given himself to a woman whose bleak habit it was to champion the soul 
against the body. (134-35) 
For Jenny, the social construct of the soul is a force in competition with the body. In her view, 
the noble humanitarian and the passionate bohemian are champions of the soul. In a sense, the 
soul is immune to, and critical of, the enforced hegemonic social expectations of gender and 
class. The body, conversely, is a controlling, restricting force, which shapes its disciples into 
social conformists. While Jenny sees herself as mediated by this binary opposition, Kitty and 
Margaret are polar opposites. Jenny finds herself unable to comprehend the truth of the moment 
of Chris’s decision. In the context of the present, she sees it “as a conjunction of calamitous 
images” (135) on a battlefield, in the soldier Chris’s domain. Jenny imagines a war-devastated 
town in France with a general store in which the soul of Chris stands at the counter: “facing 
across the counter [is] an old man in a blue blouse, with a scar running white into the grey 
thickets of his beard, an old man with a smile at once lewd and benevolent, repulsive with dirt 
and yet magnificent by reason of the Olympian structure of his body” (136). Jenny imagines him 
to be “the soul of the universe” (136), thus revealing her perception that the universe is often 
abject and cruel. When Chris’s body lies at the end of the road in the rain, his spirit is offered a 
choice of two crystal balls: in one there is a vision of Margaret as he had known her, in the other 
there are Jenny and Kitty whose images are not transfigured in any way, for, Jenny notes, “we 
are as we are and there is nothing more to us. The whole truth about us lies in our material 
seeming” (137). Chris’s soul, without the reason and control of his mature body, chooses the 
crystal ball image of Margaret without a second glance at the ball containing Jenny and Kitty, 
which is smashed to the ground “in a thousand pieces” (137). The poignancy of this scene is not 
only in Jenny’s realisation that the world she and Kitty inhabit is far from the desires of Chris’s 
soul, but also in Jenny’s image of Chris’s decision to choose Margaret as one made by his soul 
and not his body. His body, his reason, his education, his control, and his sense of duty absent, 
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Chris is driven by what Jenny defines as the desires of his soul, and he returns to a time when he 
had been happy. 
The cure for Chris’s amnesia proves to be elusive: hypnosis, amongst other treatments, 
fails to return Chris’s mind to the present. In a recent article, Steve Pinkerton claims that in spite 
of the frequent accusation that Chris’s “cure” in The Return of the Soldier “fails the tests of both 
narrative and psychoanalytic plausibility” (1), the novel is “a remarkably prescient testament . . . 
to much later theorizations that render Chris’s cure far more palatable as narrative resolution and 
psychological event” (2-3). Throughout the novel, West indicates that the origin of Chris’s 
trauma is spatially and temporally un-locatable (Pinkerton 3). While his amnesia returns him to 
his original time with Margaret on Monkey Island, suggesting that their falling out was the 
source of his trauma, there are hints throughout the novel that the inaugural traumatic event 
occurred before that. At the arrival of Dr. Gilbert Anderson,38 Jenny feels “a cold hand close 
round my heart” (150), as she has come to realise that as long as Chris and Margaret exist in 
their separate idyllic world of the past, despite the hurt it caused both Kitty and herself, “they 
could not send him back into the hell of war” (147).  
Dr. Anderson describes Chris’s condition as a “‘complete case of amnesia . . . His 
unconscious self is refusing to let him resume his relations with his normal life, and so we get 
this loss of memory’” (163). Anderson believes that locating the original source of the trauma is 
key to Chris’s recovery. If Chris’s trauma is, however, a response to the growing magnitude of 
social responsibilities imposed upon him, his escape from the burden of social expectation and 
patriarchal responsibility, there is little pleasure to offer in the world that Chris’s recovery would 
deliver to him. Kitty proposes that Chris would cure himself if he “would make an effort” (163). 
This suggestion is founded in the Victorian and Edwardian belief that self-control and will power 
were pivotal in not succumbing to psychological illness. As a Freudian-trained physician, Dr. 
Anderson is quick to correct Kitty, explaining that: 
[t]he mental life that can be controlled by effort isn’t the mental life that matters. 
You’ve been stuffed up when you were young with talk about a thing called self-
control – a sort of bar-maid of the soul that says, ‘Time’s up, gentlemen,’ and 
‘Here, you’ve had enough.’ There’s no such thing. There’s a deep self in one, the 
essential self, that has its wishes. And if those wishes are suppressed by the 
superficial self – the self that makes, as you say, efforts and usually makes them 
with the sole idea of putting up a good show before the neighbours – it takes its 
revenge. (163-64) 
                                                
38 West’s biographers comment on the physical likeness of Dr. Gilbert Anderson to H.G. Wells, West’s lover.  
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Dr. Anderson, pursuing the origin of Chris’s “discontent” (166), questions Jenny, because she 
has known him the longest. Jenny reveals that, “‘[n]othing and everything was wrong . . . I’ve 
always felt it’” (167). On Dr. Anderson inquiring about Chris’s relationship with his parents, 
Jenny explains, “‘[h]is father was old when he was born, and always was a little jealous of him. 
His mother was not his sort. She wanted a stupid son, who would have been satisfied with 
shooting’” (167). Jenny suggests that Chris’s mother desired of Chris what Kitty did: both 
women wished him to assume control of his estate with alacrity and contentedness, to desire no 
more than the day-to-day responsibilities and pleasures of upper-class manhood. For these 
women, the life they imagine for Chris is what they imagine will please him. Margaret and Jenny 
both understand that this life for Chris could never give him happiness. While “the novel seems 
neither to discourage nor wholly to embrace this tracing-back of the trauma to unreachable 
origins” (Pinkerton 3), it is clear that Margaret, and the time she and Chris spent together, her 
role as Chris’s solace and escape, would prove to be instrumental in Chris’s cure. But Margaret 
realises that curing Chris of his amnesia would not cure him of his sadness. “‘Doctor,’ she said . . 
. ‘You can’t cure him. . . . Make him happy, I mean. All you can do is to make him ordinary’” 
(168). This appears to be the crux of West’s novel. The “return” of the soldier is the desertion of 
Chris as Margaret and Jenny had once known him, before he was hardened and shaped by manly 
responsibilities into the pleasant but passionless patriarch of Baldry Court. The return of the 
soldier also more than likely signifies the soldier’s return to the battlefront, the place where his 
body had figuratively rested while his soul returned to a happier time. Jenny notes that when 
Chris “had lifted the yoke of our embraces from his shoulders he would go back to that flooded 
trench in Flanders under that sky more full of flying death than clouds” (187). Dr. Anderson 
commiserates with Margaret when he explains that, while it is his “‘profession to bring people 
from various outlying districts of the mind to the normal,’” since the general social convention is 
“‘it’s the place where they ought to be,’” he himself sometimes doesn’t “‘see the urgency’” 
(168). Regarding psychotic episodes – what he considered a journey to the inner-world – R.D. 
Laing would ask in 1967 if “this voyage is not what we need to be cured of, but that it is itself a 
natural way of healing our own appalling state of alienation called normality?” (44).39 In a 
Laingian interpretation, Chris’s amnesia is his self’s cure for his passionless life in the external 
world, a life of service, duty, and domestic responsibility which, when compounded with his 
experience at war, become too much for Chris to bear.  
                                                
39 For Laing, “[t]he condition of alienation, of being asleep, of being unconscious, of being out of one’s mind, is the 
condition of the normal man. Society highly values its normal man. It educates children to lose themselves and to 
become absurd, and thus to be normal. Normal men have killed perhaps 100,000,000 of their fellow normal men in 
the last fifty years” (24).  
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 It is Margaret who returns the soldier Chris to the present. Also having experienced the 
death of her toddler child, Margaret knows that showing Chris his child’s treasured toys will 
engage a strong enough association to bring him back and release him from his amnesia. But 
before leaving the child’s nursery with Oliver’s belongings, Margaret begs Jenny to reconsider 
the plan the doctor and the three women had concocted. “‘I can’t do it. Go out and put an end to 
the poor love’s happiness! After the time he’s had, the war and all. And then he’ll have to go 
back there! I can’t!’” (180). In passionate fervour, the two women resolve to leave Chris in the 
pleasure of his deception. Jenny, however, recalls with bitterness that:  
there is a draught that we must drink or not be fully human . . . one must know the 
truth. . . . when one is an adult one must raise to one’s lips the wine of the truth, 
heedless that it is not sweet like milk but draws the mouth with its strength, and 
celebrate communion with reality, or else walk forever queer and small like a 
dwarf. Thirst for this sacrament had made Chris strike away the cup of lies about 
life that Kitty’s white hands held to him, and turn to Margaret with this vast 
trustful gesture of his loss of memory. And helped by me she had forgotten that it 
is the first concern of love to safeguard the dignity of the beloved. (182) 
There is a sad paradox in Jenny’s interpretation of Chris’s actions that symbolically reveals the 
divide between the impossible desire of Chris’s soul and his manly responsibilities. Chris’s 
experience of war, the raw brutality and relentlessness of trench life, and his resulting shellshock, 
leads to his rejection of the life of lies he lives with Kitty; but the life he returns to with Margaret 
is fictitious – one life of lies is replaced with another. Jenny knows that both her and Margaret’s 
wish to enable Chris’s happiness, keeping up a façade of lightheartedness and share his joy, is a 
deception that will eventually hurt them all, but none more so than the un-manned Chris. 
Margaret, armed with Oliver’s toys, meets Chris in the garden, and, in an exchange to which the 
reader is not privy, Chris’s memory is restored. Looking out the window, Jenny perceives 
Chris’s change: “[w]ith his back turned on this fading happiness Chris walked across the lawn. 
He was looking up under his brows at the overarching house as though it were a hated place to 
which, against all his hopes, business had forced him to return” (186-87). Jenny notes that, “[h]e 
wore a dreadful decent smile . . . He walked not loose limbed like a boy . . . but with the soldier’s 
hard tread upon the heel” (187). This thought triggers Jenny’s realisation, that though she and 
Kitty and what they represent are far from Chris’s wants, they “were yet not the worst 
circumstance of his return” (187). She recalls the battlefield as she imagines it to be and remarks 
to Kitty, who is asking desperately how her husband looks, that Chris appears, “[e]very inch a 
soldier” (189). For better or worse, the body of Chris has regained control and his soul’s desires 
lie dormant once again.       
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Feminist readings of returned soldiers’ trauma in the domestic settings of women’s 
novels redefine the repercussions of war experience and offer an insight into the interplay 
between the triggers and manifestations of trauma and hegemonic masculinity. Margaret 
Higonnet writes that “by applying feminist methods and insights to the symptoms, therapies and 
texts of male hysteria, we can begin to understand that issues of gender and sexual difference are 
as crucial to understanding the history of masculine experience as they have been in shaping the 
history of women” (Introduction 14). Often women’s novels do not depict the war as concluding 
with the Armistice: the war for many continued indefinitely beyond 1918, so that Margaret and 
Patrice L. R. Higonnet suggest that “a feminist revision of time can make the history of war more 
sensitive to the full range of experience of both men and women” (46). These ideas are key when 
considering Woolf’s Mrs Dalloway, which, unlike the first two novels discussed in this chapter, 
is set in post-First World War London: the events of the story take place over one day in June in 
1923. J. Hillis Miller posits that Mrs. Dalloway “may be described as a general day of 
recollection” whereby “[t]he revivification of the past performed by the characters becomes in its 
turn another past revivified, brought back from the dead, by the narrator” (Fiction 188). Reliving 
the past, and the cyclical nature of time, particularly traumatic time, is a theme that Woolf 
employs again in her next novel, To the Lighthouse. Her fascination with this concept and its 
implications for the novel points to Clewell’s understanding that Woolf “sought not to heal 
wartime wounds, but to keep them open” (198). Unlike Macaulay’s and West’s novels, Woolf’s 
novels were not written or set during the war, but her re-vision of events enables the past to 
permeate the present and the experience of the war to frame each character’s perception of the 
present.  
Woolf’s modernist techniques in Mrs. Dalloway, particularly her skilful manipulation of 
narrative point of view, help to illustrate what she intended: the close and permeable relationship 
between sanity and insanity and the shared consciousness of two of the principal characters, 
Clarissa Dalloway and Septimus Warren Smith, Clarissa being Septimus’s “double” (Miller, 
Fiction 198).40 Septimus is a returned soldier, but unlike what threatens Macaulay’s and West’s 
soldiers, there is no pending physical return to the war for Septimus: the war is over, more than 
four years in the past. As a young, naïve man whose England “consisted almost entirely of 
Shakespeare’s plays and Miss Isabel Pole [his teacher],” Septimus had been “one of the first to 
volunteer” (94), and, in his time in the trenches, “he developed manliness; he was promoted; he 
drew the attention, indeed the affection of his officer, Evans by name” (94). While Septimus 
survived the war, Evans, a man “undemonstrative in the company of women” (94), but with 
                                                
40 Miller here quotes from Woolf’s preface to the Modern Library edition of Mrs. Dalloway. 
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whom Septimus developed an intimate kinship, died in Italy just before the Armistice. The 
relationship between the two men was:  
a case of two dogs playing on a hearth-rug; one worrying a paper screw, snarling, 
snapping, giving a pinch, now and then, at the old dog’s ear; the other lying 
somnolent, blinking at the fire, raising a paw, turning and growling good-
temperedly. They had to be together, share with each other, fight with each other, 
quarrel with each other. (94) 
Joanna Bourke notes that combatants during the war clung to affective relationships which were 
both ‘fatherly’ (that is, hierarchical and empowering) and ‘mothering’ (inspiring and comforting) 
(An Intimate 151). The death of a close friend in battle, as Alix’s brother experienced in Non-
Combatants prior to shooting himself, particularly if one is witness to the death, is perhaps one 
of the most grievous of psychological blows. Septimus, however, prides himself on his lack of 
emotional response:  
far from showing any emotion or recognising that here was the end of a 
friendship, [he] congratulated himself on feeling very little and very reasonably. 
The War had taught him. It was sublime. He had gone through the whole show, 
friendship, European War, death, had won promotion, was still under thirty and 
was bound to survive. He was right there. The last shells missed him. He watched 
them explode with indifference. (94-95) 
What is clear is that Septimus’s indifference is his mind’s defence against the incomprehensible 
horror of his experience. Unlike Chris Baldry, Septimus recalls his time at war with precision; he 
can recount events in detail. Yet Septimus is suffering a kind of emotional amnesia, whereby he 
cannot feel, experience, or react to what would be considered under any circumstances traumatic 
stimuli. His self-congratulation on his lack of feeling is a disturbing byproduct of his graduation 
to manliness; he is empowered by his indifference and sees himself as invincible. His grasp of 
this “sublime” sense of control is not strong, though, and the conclusion of the war delivers to 
Septimus “sudden thunder-claps of fear” (95) at his own disconnection from reality and his 
inability – while some of his sensory perception is intact – to feel, taste and appropriately react to 
external stimuli. “He could reason; he could read . . . he could add up his bill; his brain was 
perfect; it must be the fault of the world then – that he could not feel” (96). A comparison can be 
drawn between the male and female characters in To the Lighthouse – the former sex depicted as 
rational, logical characters and the latter as emotionally driven characters – and Septimus’s 
extreme, pathological dependence on reason. His deduction that outside forces are responsible 
for his total insensitivity, and his calculated logic that if his rationale is functioning, then the 
problem is outside of him, provide evidence of his disturbance. Septimus performs actions that 
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he believes will induce his own emotional responses. He marries Lucrezia, “the gay, the 
frivolous” (95) Italian girl, the younger of two sisters in whose house he was billeted. Indeed his 
proposal to Lucrezia took place “one evening when the panic was on him” (95), when he 
discovered that he was impervious to emotion. Septimus’s attraction to Lucrezia is remarkably 
like Basil Doye’s desire for Evie. Lucrezia’s youth and gaiety, her occupation as a milliner 
(comparable to Evie, who dresses hats in a fashionable boutique), and her relish for things of 
beauty, help to mask Septimus’s own emptiness. “But beauty was behind a pane of glass” (96) 
for Septimus, and, though Lucrezia shows Septimus the beauty around him, he observes the 
world with a scientific detachment and nothing awakens his deadened sensitivity.       
Assuming his pre-war life and occupation, Septimus receives praise and promotion, 
taking “admirable lodgings” (97) with Lucrezia and returning to his reading. Dante, Aeschylus, 
and Shakespeare, however, speak to Septimus as he had never before heard them, revealing how 
they “loathed humanity” and, to Septimus, “the message hidden in the beauty of words” is 
unveiled (97).  Septimus comes to believe that he is the bearer of a greater truth of which other 
humans are unaware or choose to ignore: “human beings have neither kindness, nor faith, nor 
charity beyond what serves to increase the pleasure of the moment. They hunt in packs. Their 
packs scour the desert and vanish screaming into the wilderness” (98). Notions of Darwinism 
underlie Septimus’s new understanding of humanity. Like animals, the fittest survive – an insight 
surely revealed through participating in war. While Lucrezia yearns for children, a son like 
Septimus, he struggles to rationalise the possibility that he may be heading towards madness, and 
eventually gives in to the desire to admit his own inadequacy as a man. “Now he had 
surrendered; now other people must help him. People must be sent for. He gave in” (99). 
Septimus’s submission to treatment does not result in any kind of diagnosis of shellshock. 
Conversely, Dr. Holmes, the Smith’s landlord’s physician, assures Lucrezia that Septimus “‘had 
nothing whatever seriously the matter with him but was a little out of sorts’” (23). Dr. Holmes 
recommends that Lucrezia must make her husband “‘notice real things, go to a music hall, play 
cricket . . . a nice out-of-door game, the very game for her husband’” (27). He explains that when 
he felt as Septimus does, he “‘took a day off with his wife and played golf’” (99). The novel does 
not reveal the conversation between Septimus and Dr. Holmes which leads to this diagnosis (or 
lack thereof), but the doctor’s sympathising that “[w]hen he felt like that” suggests that Septimus 
is unable to express precisely the nature of his malaise and the doctor is not trained to recognise, 
or perhaps acknowledge, the magnitude of his psychological disturbance. He explains to 
Septimus that “health is largely a matter in our own control” (100), and tries to jolly Septimus 
out of his funk. On another visit, after Septimus threatens suicide, Dr. Holmes questions 
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Septimus’s motivation in frightening his wife so. He asks Septimus, “‘[d]idn’t that give her 
[Lucrezia] a very odd idea of English husbands?’” (100-101).   
Holmes’s diagnosis serves to alienate Lucrezia further from her husband. She becomes 
increasingly distraught at what she perceives as his unwillingness to control his own actions. To 
her, he appears ignorant of her suffering in a foreign country without her family, and 
disinterested in her loneliness without his companionship. She is at a loss to cope with the severe 
trauma of her husband whose spells of odd comportment, tears and strange outbursts, 
hallucinatory conversations, bizarre scribbling of notes and encryptions, nightmares, and morbid 
listlessness are increasing in frequency and severity. She fears constantly that “[p]eople must 
notice; people must see” (16); his behaviour is the centre of her universe since she knows very 
few people in London, and she worries that his oddness isolates the two of them even more. 
Sitting in the park together, Septimus struggles to control his image of the elm trees in the park 
“rising and falling” (24):  
[b]ut they beckoned; leaves were alive; trees were alive. And the leaves being 
connected by millions of fibres with his own body, there on the seat, fanned it up 
and down; when the branch stretched he, too, made that statement. . . . Sounds 
made harmonies with premeditation; the spaces between them were as significant 
as the sounds. A child cried. Rightly far away a horn sounded. All taken together 
meant the birth of a new religion–. (24) 
Roger Poole suggests that Woolf’s own bouts with mental illness gave her “overt sympathy for 
Septimus” (82) which the other characters lack, and enabled her, adopting a “[m]odernist 
onslaught on the official version of World War I” (81) to depict war-induced madness with 
deftness. As with Kitty’s belief that Chris can help himself if he would make an effort, Lucrezia 
is advised by Holmes that Septimus could control his emotions and urges, if he would only try. 
Lucrezia is unable to comprehend that Septimus cannot control his thoughts and actions, and this 
leads to her perception that Septimus is selfish. As a young woman who – like most well 
brought-up women – had been raised to believe she would always be taken care of by a man, 
Lucrezia is at a loss as to how she will continue without her husband. Once proud of her 
husband’s medals and bravery, Lucrezia is shamed by what she perceives – largely because of 
Dr. Holmes’ diagnosis – to be cowardly, irrational fears.  
The longer Septimus continues without treatment, the more permeable the barrier 
becomes between past events and present, between what is real and what he hallucinates. He 
becomes convinced of his own guilt, of his involvement in a crime he struggles to recall, for 
which the only suitable punishment is death. Karen DeMeester claims that Septimus has not 
come to terms with the trauma he sustained during the First World War. Consequently he: 
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[a]pprehends the traumatic event as ever-present, and his memories of the event 
often exist in present consciousness as encapsulated images and fragments of 
thought that are juxtaposed with other nontraumatic memories but do not 
meaningfully relate to them sequentially or chronologically. (651) 
His hallucinations that Evans is haunting him reveal a seeping of the past into his present. His 
belief that he has somehow committed a grave crime and wiped it from his memory is his means 
of rationalising Evans’s presence. Septimus’s threats, his claim that he intends to end his life, are 
perceived as cowardly by Lucrezia, for “he would not kill himself; and she could tell no one” 
(25) of her despair. She comes to believe that the man beside her is not her husband, for 
Septimus, the man she married, had been a brave man who fought in the war and had been 
honoured – and this man is not brave. His eyes constantly “had that look of apprehension in 
them” (15), and nothing she introduces to him rouses his interest. To be told by Holmes that her 
shell of a husband was simply in need of a freshened perspective and light entertainment is salt 
in the wound of her marriage. “Far rather would she that he were dead!” (24-25) Lucrezia is 
helpless to enter Septimus’s world, but “[s]he could not sit beside him when he stared so and did 
not see her and made everything terrible” (25). Septimus can no longer feel, thus he is unaware 
that it was “she who suffered” (25). In a sense, Lucrezia outwardly suffers for both of them. 
Lucrezia’s limited understanding of Septimus’s condition, like Kitty of Chris’s, is shadowed by 
her own despair.        
Their troubles are compared to the efforts of Clarissa Dalloway to do the last-minute 
touches for her party that evening. Although Clarissa is not reliving the war as vividly as 
Septimus – and consequently Lucrezia – do, she does, however, feel the fading presence of the 
war in the streets of London as she walks to buy flowers for the party. Gazing into a shop 
window she thinks: “[t]his late age of the world’s experience had bred in them all, all men and 
women, a well of tears. Tears and sorrows; courage and endurance, a perfectly upright and 
stoical bearing” (10). She recalls, for example, Lady Bexborough, “who opened a Bazaar, they 
said, with the telegram in her hand, John, her favourite, killed; but it was over; thank Heaven – 
over” (5). But while the action has ceased on the battlefront, the war itself, four years on, is very 
much present in Clarissa’s mind, colouring her perception of the city. An undercurrent of death 
runs beneath her observations, suggesting that the war is not really over, not for many. Clarissa is 
sentient in many ways. Her observations and musings foreshadow Septimus’s suicide, news of 
which reaches those attending Clarissa’s party. Clarissa, who believes “[d]eath was defiance,” 
does not pity the young man who killed himself, not “with all this going on” – “this” being life 
itself (204). Indeed, Clarissa “felt glad that he had done it; thrown it away while they went on 
living” (204). Death is a solace that life cannot give and Clarissa feels very close to this unnamed 
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young man who threw himself from a window, for they shared an understanding of the cruelty of 
life and time, and the punishment of difference.  
Marina Mackay notes that until 1986, when Alex Zwerdling published Virginia Woolf 
and the Real World, critical interest in Woolf’s politics was comparatively limited. Prior to this, 
Woolf was perceived by critics to be “disengaged and apolitical, only interested, in a rather 
unworldly way, in art and personal relationships” (127). Considering the strength of Woolf’s 
anti-war message in Three Guineas, this perception was decidedly misguided. Levenback 
attributes this misinterpretation of Woolf to her nephew Quentin Bell’s biography in which he 
remarks that Woolf showed little interest in wars, and speaks of Woolf’s disinterest in becoming 
actively involved in the national war effort of the First World War (Levenback 1). A disinterest 
in the national war effort is not, however, indicative of a disinterest in war, but rather a stance 
against belligerence, violence, and imperialism. Woolf’s interest in the war, as is demonstrated in 
her novels, was not in the national war effort but in how grievous the extent of the trauma of war 
would be. Woolf’s depiction of Septimus and the treatment (or lack of it) that he receives reveals 
how deeply engaged Woolf was in the politics of war, but it is a particular type of engagement – 
one that speaks of the horrific and lasting repercussions of war, and the collective suffering of all 
parties involved – men, women, and children; combatants and non-combatants; enemies and 
allies. Woolf’s war-riven characters are “irrefutable proof of her direct concern with one of the 
most tangible aspects of her contemporary political situation” (Hussey 10). In her novels, Woolf, 
like Macaulay and West, considers the war’s continuing reverberations in the domestic sphere 
and addresses how some women’s lives were further limited by the practice of war. 
The novels discussed in this chapter illustrate their authors’ consideration of the 
relationship between men’s and women’s social roles and responsibilities, and the experience of 
the First World War. Each novel depicts the conditions of the war as exacerbating ideals of 
femininity and masculinity on the domestic front, and subsequently isolating those whose gender 
comportment strayed from the normative. For several of the male characters, the psychological 
effects of the trauma they sustained in battle ultimately kill them. Macaulay, West, and Woolf all 
portray their soldier characters sympathetically, but their novels are not sympathetic to war, only 
to its victims, which continued to be numbered in the generation which followed. 
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Chapter Two 
A Soldier’s Daughter: The Autobiographies and Autobiographical Fiction of Janet Frame and 
Doris Lessing 
 
Yet from the way people talked I knew the War wasn’t a place like San Francisco 
or Honolulu, it was something which moved like an iceberg or a cloud; it was 
invisible, not moving in the same direction, like a river or keeping the same shape 
like a train on the railway line, but always changing, perhaps growing arms and 
legs and a face then losing them or having them blotted out; perhaps putting down 
a root into the garden or the road or into water – the seas, rivers, and staying 
there, growing tall, blossoming, then withering; blown here and there by the wind; 
entering people, becoming people, stealing from them, adding to them, changing 
the shape of their lives: that was the War. It pursued forever, while people tried to 
escape from it; they sang Pack Up your Troubles and Oh My I don’t want to die, I 
want to go home. 
But was there anywhere to go? How could you go home if you were already 
home? 
Or was home some place out of the world? 
   (Janet Frame, Towards Another Summer 76) 
Janet Frame and Doris Lessing were daughters of First World War returned soldiers, and in the 
authors’ childhoods and households the war, and its effects, were an underlying presence. This 
chapter discusses the autobiographies and some fiction of Frame and Lessing, and explores how 
they depict the domestic repercussions of war. It is my contention that Frame’s and Lessing’s 
fathers’ service in the First World War shadowed each author’s childhood and significantly 
influenced their writing. Further, in the texts discussed, both authors depict the war from a 
daughter’s perspective. While this vantage point has some similarities with the female artist or 
observer perspective discussed in chapter one, neither author experienced the war years. As a 
result, Frame’s and Lessing’s understandings, interpretations, and representations of war focus 
on its long-term and intergenerational domestic effects. In a reading of Frame’s three-part 
autobiography,41 referred to here as Janet Frame: The Complete Autobiography (1989), and her 
novella, Towards Another Summer, which was written over a six-week period in 1963 and 
published posthumously in 2007, I discuss how Frame writes her own and her characters’ 
                                                
41 The three parts of Frame’s autobiography, To the Is-land (1982), An Angel at My Table (1984), and The Envoy 
from Mirror City (1985), were published in quick succession between 1982 and 1985. They were published 
collectively as Janet Frame: The Complete Autobiography and An Autobiography in 1989, and, posthumously, as 
An Angel at My Table in 2008. 
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childhood perceptions of war and how such perceptions haunt and shape her own and her 
characters’ memories. I compare these two Frame texts with two texts by Frame’s contemporary, 
Doris Lessing: Under My Skin (1994), the first book in Lessing’s two-part autobiography,42 and 
Alfred and Emily (2008), a story about her parents, Alfred Taylor and Emily McVeagh, whose 
lives were irrevocably changed by the events of the First World War. I also consider Lessing’s 
second novel, Martha Quest (1952), which Lessing claimed was “autobiographical” (Alfred 
178). Since Frame and Lessing were daughters of returned soldiers and were raised in British 
Dominions amidst the growing patriotic fervour of the Second World War, both authors are what 
Lessing calls “children of violence.”43 In addressing Frame’s autobiographies and Towards 
Another Summer, I propose some potential origins of Frame’s recurrent inclusion of returned 
soldier characters in her novels: the pervasive presence of these returned soldiers is the subject of 
the chapter which follows. In discussing these texts, I draw on dominant understandings of post-
First World War gender and family roles, as well as theories of transgenerational haunting, 
scriptotherapy, and postmemory.  
The fiction of Frame and Lessing I consider to have many interesting similarities and 
parallels, and overlaps with the authors’ autobiographies, and I approach this fiction as being 
imaginative autobiography in which actual historical events from the authors’ lives are depicted 
in a fictional world. Doris Lessing has written extensively throughout her career about her own 
life experiences and, in commenting on Lessing’s use of a “variety of autobiographic forms,” 
Gillian Whitlock suggests that Lessing “holds on to the different forms of truthfulness which are 
enabled by these various genres and styles of autobiographic writing, and refuses to privilege 
Under My Skin as more authentic or truthful” (192).  
In an interview with Frame in 1988, Elizabeth Alley suggested that Frame does not make 
“very strong distinctions between the genres of fiction and autobiography” (An Honest 161). 
Frame responded:  
[w]ell, I am always in fictional mode, and autobiography is found fiction. I look at 
everything from the point of view of fiction, and so it wasn’t a change to be 
writing autobiography except the autobiography was more restrictive because it 
was based in fact, and I wanted to make an honest record of my life. But I was 
still bound by the choice of words and the shaping of the book, and that is similar 
to when one is writing fiction. I think that in writing there’s no feeling of 
                                                
42 The second volume of Lessing’s autobiography, Walking in the Shade, was published in 1997 and tells the story 
of her life between 1949 and 1962. 
43 Lessing’s Children of Violence series, comprising five novels, is the story of the protagonist, Martha Quest, and 
her contemporaries, who are children of the First World War and who grow up anticipating the coming Second 
World War. The first novel in the series, Martha Quest, is discussed in this chapter.  
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returning to or leaving a definite form, it’s all in the same country, and within 
view of one’s imaginative home so to speak, or in the same town. (161) 
The concept of “found fiction” has greatly interested Frame critics as it suggests Frame’s 
awareness and possible manipulation of the fact that all truths are subjective and their telling is 
governed by the writer’s perspective. The idea of being bound by the shaping of the book allows 
the author certain liberties: evaluating the relevance and significance of events, including some 
details and omitting others, constructing the world from her view and embracing what Frame 
refers to as “the desire . . . to make myself a first person” (“An Honest” 155).44 Although Frame 
stated that her wish for the autobiography was to write an honest record, a story “based in fact” 
(161) Gina Mercer points out that “it would be ridiculous to expect a ‘simple truth’ from Janet 
Frame, even if it were a reasonable expectation from any autobiography, which it isn’t” (“A 
Simple” 42).45 I would suggest that Frame, like Lessing, had previously depicted parts of her life 
by writing autobiographical fiction, such as Faces in the Water (1961) and Towards Another 
Summer, although she did not publish the latter. Frame was able to take events and experiences 
from her past and venture into imaginative territory by creating alternate narrative identities: in 
Faces in the Water, that of Istina Mavet, and in Towards Another Summer, that of Grace 
Cleave.46  
For both Lessing and Frame, the process of writing and depicting events and experiences 
from their lives in their fiction and autobiography, was a means of coming to terms with their 
pasts. “Scriptotherapy” pertains to “the process of writing out and writing through traumatic 
                                                
44 This comment was made by Frame in a 1983 interview with Elizabeth Alley. The two interviews, one in 1983, the 
other in 1988, were published together under the title “‘An Honest Record’: An Interview with Janet Frame.” Susan 
Ash has noted an apparent contradiction, between Frame’s opinion of her autobiography and the process of writing 
it, in the 1983 and 1988 interviews. In the former, which took place after the publication of the first volume, To the 
Is-land, Frame commented that her autobiography is “ordinary me, without fiction or characters,” and in the latter, 
conducted after Frame wrote The Carpathians, her final novel, she stated “autobiography is found fiction . . . I look 
at everything from the point of view of fiction” (Ash 22).   
45 Frame said in interviews that the process of writing her autobiographies was “‘conservative,’ ‘frustrating’ and 
‘restricting’”(qtd. in A Simple 44). 
46 For Leili Golafshani Towards Another Summer seems, of all Frame’s novels, the “closest to her life and 
experience,” sharing “much similar material” with her autobiography, though “they differ from each other in style, 
tone, and theme” (“Self” 107). Jan Cronin, in The Frame Function, states, “no right-minded critic would claim 
Towards Another Summer is non-fiction, but it is heavily autobiographical (in terms of the inner life of its 
protagonist) in a way that exceeds the biographical quotient of Frame’s other fictive works” (170). Cronin writes:  
[i]t is clear that Grace Cleave is based on Frame’s experiences; the events of the novel are 
blatantly autobiographical. Yet it is equally clear that we should not read the novel as 
autobiography. What is more, rather than asserting Frame’s first volume of autobiography, To the 
Is-land, as the authoritative version, the relationship between Towards Another Summer and To 
the Is-land (whereby we find the same foundational biographical tenets producing alternative 
texts) asserts the capacity for multiple reflections, multiple “mirror cities,” and renders . . . such 
categories as “fact” “fiction” and autobiography largely irrelevant to Frame’s creative processes. 
(175) 
Cronin is here suggesting that the authoritative version of Frame’s life lies somewhere between her autobiography 
and Towards Another Summer. This authoritative version is not a simple chain of events but a multifaceted 
reflective entity.    
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experience in the mode of therapeutic reenactment” (Henke, Shattered xii). Suzette A. Henke 
considers both Frame’s autobiography and Faces in the Water to be enactments of 
scriptotherapy.47 The former, Henke believes, “successfully liberates the author/ narrator from 
her tormented past, as she self-consciously escapes the prison of trauma through testimonial acts 
of narrative recovery” (101). The purpose of narrative recovery is “to evoke both the recovery of 
past experience through narrative articulation and the psychological reintegration of a 
traumatically shattered subject” (Henke, Shattered xxii). To clarify, the process of writing an 
autobiographical text, regardless of its form, allows the author to regain the sense of herself as a 
subject, a sense which had previously been lost or damaged as a result of traumatic experience. 
Henke suggests that the process of writing Faces in the Water “finally released her from 
persistent symptoms of post-traumatic stress disorder” (98) and allowed Frame “to defuse the 
power of haunting traumatic memories” (100).48 Towards Another Summer reveals incidents 
from Grace Cleave’s childhood that were difficult. The nature of the memories of her parents’ 
relationship and her father’s distant unhappiness, and its association with his war service, suggest 
that particularly traumatic incidents have continued to haunt Grace throughout her life, returning 
to her present when she is most alone. It is my contention that writing Towards Another Summer 
was also a kind of scriptotherapy for Frame, allowing her to immerse herself in memories, both 
painful and bittersweet, as a means of alleviating her anxiety. Similarly, writing Martha Quest 
and Alfred and Emily was a therapeutic exercise for Lessing; the former was “part of the trying 
to get free” from her oppressive childhood, particularly the control of her mother (Alfred 178); 
the latter was, in a sense, for her parents, since she writes, “I have tried to give them lives as 
might have been if there had been no World War One . . . I hope they would approve the lives I 
have given them” (Alfred vii-viii). It is clear that Alfred and Emily, and the exercise of writing it, 
had a special resonance for Lessing herself, as she said that “enough is enough” and that it was to 
be her final novel (qtd. in Farndale n.p.).   
Janet Frame: The Complete Autobiography and Under My Skin begin with the authors’ 
depiction of their ancestry, including mentions of each author’s father’s service in the First 
World War, and follow a chronological or teleological approach to revealing the stories of their 
lives. In her autobiography, Frame concludes her task of “returning to each year of my life to 
                                                
47 Faces in the Water was a novel written on the advice of Frame’s psychiatrist, R.H. Cawley. It reflects Frame’s 
period of institutionalisation in various mental hospitals in New Zealand. 
48 Henke’s claim that Frame was suffering from post-traumatic stress disorder is, perhaps, medically questionable, 
particularly since Frame’s depiction and memories of her own life – in her autobiography – are the basis of Henke’s 
argument. The symptoms of post-traumatic stress disorder Henke attributes to Frame’s eight-year incarceration in 
New Zealand asylums and the death by drowning of two of her sisters in separate incidents. The contribution of 
other experiences from Frame’s difficult childhood should not, however, be underestimated. Frame was initially 
diagnosed as schizophrenic in Dunedin, New Zealand in 1945. Twelve years later, at the Maudsley Hospital in 
London, Frame was told that she had been misdiagnosed, and that she did not suffer from schizophrenia (King 186).  
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collect the treasures of my experience . . . set[ting] them down in their own home, their own 
place” (433-34), in the mid-1960s on her return to New Zealand, after seven years abroad. Under 
My Skin is Lessing’s story of her life in what was then Southern Rhodesia, prior to her move to 
London, and the publication of her first novel, The Grass Is Singing, in 1949. Both writers 
conclude their story with a sea change, a migration; in Frame’s case she returns to the country of 
her youth, her institutionalisation, and the remaining members of her family; in Lessing’s, she is 
“fleeing” (419) her family and the stifling conservatism of Southern Rhodesia.  
Frame was born in 1924, five years after her father sailed home from the First World 
War, to parents Lottie Clarice Frame (née Godfrey) and George Samuel Frame. Being the child 
of a First World War soldier was a common experience for New Zealand children of Frame’s 
generation, since this Dominion proportionally sent more of the white male population to the 
First World War than any other country in the British Empire, excluding Britain herself (Phillips, 
A Man’s 160). Approximately 124,000 New Zealand soldiers served, a figure that equates to 
roughly fifty-one percent of the men of military age (both Maori and Pakeha) (Phillips, A Man’s 
159).49 Frame’s father married her mother on 25 March 1916, just one week before he sailed to 
Egypt for military training. In early 1917, he was sent to the Western Front with the New 
Zealand Engineers Corps to work on the construction and maintenance of trenches (King 15-16). 
A month before the Armistice, George contracted pneumonia and was invalided out of the army 
and sent to England, where he met a nurse with whom he fell in love. George wrote to Lottie, 
who had been waiting for him for almost three years, telling her of his desire to remain in 
England and asking to be freed from their marriage. But Lottie refused (King 16); and, much like 
Tom Livingstone, the returned soldier character in Intensive Care, George did not pursue his 
relationship with his nurse and returned to New Zealand and his wife.  
Doris Lessing’s parents’ relationship was also shadowed by the First World War; 
however, rather than their marriage becoming physically and emotionally riven by the 
experience of war, as was the case with Frame’s parents, Lessing’s parents, Alfred Taylor and 
Emily McVeagh, who were both born and raised in England, were brought together by the war, 
their mutual grief and suffering creating a common ground upon which they forged a union. 
Captain Alfred Taylor was a First World War returned soldier, whose leg was shattered by 
shrapnel shortly before the battle of Passchendaele. Despite his leg being amputated and his 
being hospitalised in London for close to a year, Taylor was relatively fortunate in war since, in 
addition to missing Passchendaele, his appendix burst just before the horrific battle of the 
                                                
49 Phillips adds, in his article “The Quiet Western Front: The First World War and New Zealand Memory,” that of 
these men, around one hundred thousand served overseas and eight percent of New Zealand men of military age 
died: “a higher figure than for any country in the empire except Britain” (239). 
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Somme in 1916. In both of these battles, Taylor’s entire company was killed by enemy fire 
(Under 6). On returning injured to England in 1917, Alfred was nursed by Emily McVeagh. 
Coupled with his physical injuries, he was a victim of what Lessing claims would now be 
diagnosed as post-traumatic stress disorder (Alfred 153); in Under My Skin, Lessing wrote that 
her father “was suffering from what was then called shell shock” (6). This contrasts, however, 
with what Lessing writes in Alfred and Emily: that her father’s doctor had suggested to him 
while he lay in hospital that he was “lucky to have avoided shell shock” (154). Though he may 
not have received a medical diagnosis, his nightmares, bouts of depression, and flashbacks were 
enough to convince his daughter that he was a victim of shellshock. Lessing recalls her father 
saying, “‘I was inside a dark cloud. It clung to me. You see, the men who were killed and 
wounded, the men in my company, oh, they were such fine chaps. I couldn’t stop thinking of 
them. There was such a weight on my heart’” (Alfred 154). Lessing’s parents married in 1918 
and moved to Persia, where Lessing was born in 1919, although they had been advised by 
doctors in the early days of their marriage to refrain from having children, due to her father’s 
lingering depression.  
Lessing’s mother was also haunted throughout her life by her wartime experiences. As a 
nurse at the Royal Free Hospital in London for the duration of the First World War, she 
witnessed many horrors and also received news of the drowning of her “great love,” a doctor, in 
the English Channel (Alfred vii), for lack of a lifeboat (Under 48). Lessing writes, “[i]t took me 
years – and years – and years – to see it: my mother had no visible scars, no wounds, but she was 
as much a victim of the war as my poor father” (172). In part two of Alfred and Emily, Lessing 
recounts her mother’s trauma: 
[f]or the years of the war, my mother nursed the men wounded in the Trenches  
. . . After the great battles, all the London hospitals were on alert for the influx of 
men, who would arrive in ambulances, lorries, even carts, to be put along the 
corridors and in any space available. “We had no room, you see,” she would 
mourn. “There was no space for them. We didn’t have enough beds. They were so 
young, you see, so dreadfully young, those poor boys. They were dying. They 
were sometimes dead when they arrived. We did what we could. We would make 
wards for them out of the corridors. But they died, you see, and often we could do 
nothing. That was the awful thing. Sometimes there was nothing we could do . . . 
I remember once we ran out of morphine and that was so terrible. It was so 
terrible, do you see . . .” . . . “It never seemed to end.” . . . “And the worst, you 
see, the worst was when they were calling for their mothers. They were just boys, 
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eighteen, but he was just . . . He died calling for his mother,” . . . and Sister 
McVeagh, all those years later, wept, remembering how she had pretended to be 
his mother. (170-72)  
Lessing’s mother eventually suffered a nervous breakdown after the family moved to Southern 
Rhodesia; she was bedridden for months. Lessing recognises in Alfred and Emily that the 
breakdown was brought on by a culmination of years of panic and anxiety while nursing the 
wounded, and her mother’s realisation “of everything she had been and was” (159). Lessing also 
recalls that, as a child, her mother’s taking to her bed and her self-pity caused Lessing to feel 
“outraged, in a rage, furious, and of course desperately sorry for her” (157). This breakdown 
signified for Lessing the death of her mother, “the real Emily” (Alfred 192), who was replaced 
by a shell of a woman to whom Lessing never could relate and with whom she clashed and 
battled throughout her life. 
 Both Lessing and Frame grew up resenting their family lives. Although each had 
different reasons for, and means of expressing, their frustration, both authors in their 
autobiographies and autobiographical fiction portray their mothers as women whose lives were 
vastly worsened by their marriages and children. Each woman had once desired things for herself 
that family life rendered improbable, if not impossible, and her own private desires transformed 
into aspirations for her children. Lessing’s mother had been a talented nurse, an excellent pianist, 
and loved to socialise. Lessing recalls her mother “whimpering in her sickbed, ‘Pity me, pity’” 
(Alfred 159), when she realised that her life in Southern Rhodesia was not to be as she had 
foreseen. Like Lessing’s mother’s, Frame’s mother’s talents were shelved in favour of 
motherhood and family life. In her autobiography, Frame mentions her mother’s love of poetry. 
She had published poems, many expressing her “reverence of motherhood,” and had had a book 
of poems accepted for publication; she couldn’t, however, afford the associated costs (76). 
Frame perceived this accepted publication as being her mother’s “overwhelming might-have-
been,” a kind of solace for her, and a subject for daydreams (76). Frame sensed that, when she 
began writing poetry in earnest, her mother “saw the birth of something she had mourned as lost 
from her life” (76). Frame recounts visiting her mother in hospital after she had suffered a heart 
attack. When Frame realises that, for the first time, she is seeing her mother “as a person,” she 
feels “afraid and resentful.” She asks, rhetorically: “[w]hat had we done to her, each of us, day 
after day, year after year, that we had washed away her evidence of self, all her own furniture 
from her own room, and crowded it with our selves and our lives” (Janet 220). As a teenager, 
Frame noted that she “had begun to hate” her mother’s habit of waiting “martyrlike, upon her 
family.” She claims, “I now felt the guilt of it, and I hated her for being the instrument of that 
guilt” (Janet 129). Writing reflectively, Lessing and Frame both perceive their mothers’ lives as 
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pitiable, and as being significantly limited by the demands of marriage and children. Their 
husbands and children became the lens through which they viewed success and happiness, but 
were also responsible for delivering a steady flow of condescension, disappointment, and 
sadness.   
As Pierre Bourdieu argues, the family has: 
played the most important part in the reproduction of masculine domination and 
the masculine vision; it is here that early experience of the sexual division of 
labour and the legitimate representation of that division, guaranteed by law and 
inscribed in language, imposes itself. (85)50  
Both Frame and Lessing represent their mothers as women who have succumbed to masculine 
domination. Lessing, more so than Frame, depicts her mother as trying to cajole her daughter 
into participating in what Bourdieu calls the “reproduction” of masculine domination. She 
claims, “I was in a nervous flight from her ever since I can remember anything, and from the age 
of fourteen I set myself obdurately against her in a kind of inner emigration from everything she 
represented” (Under 15). Hindsight made Lessing more forgiving of her mother, and she 
explains, “[n]ow I see her as a tragic figure, living out her disappointing years with courage and 
with dignity” (Under 15). Lessing follows in what Gilbert and Gubar have identified as a 
tradition of women writers who found, in the words of Emily Dickinson, that “infection in the 
sentence breeds” (52). For Lessing, this meant that in the mother characters in her fiction, and 
their desires for their daughters, she wrote the extreme dis-ease of her mother’s traits, as her 
means of overcoming her mother’s overbearing and dictatorial manner.  
While Gilbert and Gubar’s landmark study, The Madwoman in the Attic (1979), focussed 
upon nineteenth-century authors, they suggest that all women authors to some extent are 
shadowed by Dickinson’s words. They quote a 1976 essay by Annie Gottlieb, in which the 
author claims: “[w]hen I began to enjoy my powers as a writer, I dreamt that my mother had me 
sterilized! (Even in dreams we still blame our mothers for the punitive choices our culture forces 
on us)” (52). In Alfred and Emily, Lessing refers to Martha Quest as a “cruel book,” claiming it 
was “the first no-holds-barred account of a mother-and-daughter battle” (178). Rather than 
sympathising with their mothers’ situations, each author admits to being angered by their 
mothers’ endless submission to their fathers’ needs. In Frame’s autobiographical writing, her 
father is depicted as a domineering bully who required constant attention; in Lessing’s, her father 
is portrayed as being emotionally distant and self-pitying. Yet both writers, to an extent, pity 
their fathers. In her autobiography, Frame recalls a journey home from college on which she 
                                                
50 The “sexual division of labour” Bourdieu notes, was, as discussed earlier, greatly exaggerated by the First World 
War. 
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imagined she “could see her father as a helpless character struggling against the buffeting winds 
of a cruel world” (161). There is a clear difference between the two fathers, in that Frame’s 
father suffered the additional oppression of belonging to the working class, while Lessing’s 
father, although he struggled to support his family, was a landowner, and was raised in a middle-
class family.51 Both men were traumatised by their war experience, and this, coupled with each 
man’s difficulty in maintaining a steady income, exacerbated their socially constructed “need” to 
assert their patriarchal authority in the domestic sphere. Lessing’s and Frame’s autobiographical 
texts depict the family home as a threatening, unhappy, and repressive environment. Their 
fathers’ memories of war significantly contributed to this unhappiness and, particularly in 
Frame’s case, the role of past war experience in domestic despair is a pervasive entity in her 
fiction.  
Marina Larsson comments in Shattered Anzacs: Living with the Scars of War, that “[a] 
returned serviceman’s mental state changed the atmosphere of the household, and pervasively 
reached into the inner emotional and psychological worlds of his family members” (139). Both 
Frame and Lessing were raised in households where one or both parents were traumatised, 
mourning the death of friends and the mind-numbing devastation of war, and this experience 
shaped both authors’ understanding of and attitude to war. Lessing speaks freely and directly of 
her mother’s and father’s traumatic experiences of war in Under My Skin, Alfred and Emily and, 
indirectly, in some of her more autobiographical fiction (in Martha Quest and A Proper 
Marriage, for example). The candour with which she discusses her parents’ war involvement and 
their consequent trauma is testament to the openly acknowledged presence of the war in her 
childhood. In Alfred and Emily, Lessing writes in detail about her parents’ roles in the war and 
suggests that her relationship with them was forever shadowed by the war years. She asserts, “for 
a long time I knew I had never known my father, as he really was, before the war, but it took me 
years to see that I had not known my mother, as she really was, either” (192). Her parents’ 
relentless retelling of war stories meant that “at times two streams of war horrors went on 
together,” her “mother’s ‘Oh, the poor boys’ like a descant to the Trenches” (Alfred 172).  
In Martha Quest, Martha’s parents display many similarities to Lessing’s, one relevant 
likeness being Martha’s father’s participation in the First World War. Like Lessing’s father, 
Captain Quest is driven to speak of the days of the First World War, his fellow soldiers and the 
war’s embittering consequences with a passion and relentlessness that both embarrasses and 
angers Martha, while arousing in her an unwanted and uncomfortable sense of guilt and pity. 
                                                
51 In Alfred and Emily, Lessing claims that her mother’s “chief and dearest demand” on moving to Southern 
Rhodesia, was to live on a block where the neighbouring landowners were people “of their kind” – “[m]iddle class, 
music loving, caring about literature and politics – which meant Tory” (176). Lessing’s mother was, however, 
disappointed with their family’s working-class neighbours and she was considered “snobbish” (Alfred 177). 
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Martha’s unwillingness to listen to her father’s constant war stories angers him. He accuses, 
“[w]e came out of the trenches, and then suddenly the war was bad form. The Great 
Unmentionable, that’s what you called it” (33). The “you” Mr Quest refers to here is Martha, as 
a child of the twenties, the decade in which some, he believes, “refused to honour the war” and 
the sacrifice those who fought had made (33). Eric Leed notes that in the years immediately 
following the First World War there was little literary response or social commentary, in fact this 
period is remembered as a time when the war was “consciously [and officially] forgotten,” 
largely because of the shock of so much death and devastation (“Fateful” 89). The war was not 
to be properly mourned or remembered in Britain or her dominions until the late 1920s and early 
1930s (“Fateful” 93-94). 
While Captain Quest does have diabetes, he is also a hypochondriac suffering from 
countless other ailments, and Martha secretly believes that “he wanted to be ill, he likes being ill, 
now he’s got an excuse for being a failure” (25). He becomes for his daughter someone who is 
“completely absorbed in the ritual of being ill, he talked of nothing else – his illness and the war, 
the war and illness” (32). She also believes her father to be unaware of and uninterested in her 
mother and herself. Speaking about her father to her mother, Martha complains, “[h]e doesn’t 
even notice we’re here. He hasn’t seen us for years” (25). She also fears that her father has 
progressively “the fatal lethargy of a dream-locked figure” (31), one completely absorbed in the 
past, in fantasies of what had been or what never was. Martha is both defensive about and 
embarrassed by her father’s condition. In explanation to her soon-to-be first husband she states, 
“‘[a]bout my father. He wasn’t actually wounded or anything, or at least not much, just a flesh 
wound, but – well, the war seems to have got hold of him. He doesn’t think about anything but 
war and being ill’” (253). Of course Lessing’s own father, Alfred Taylor, received much more 
than a flesh wound, he almost died after losing his leg. But there are many other similarities 
between the two men and it is notable that, although Lessing borrowed much other inspiration 
from her father’s life to create the character of Captain Quest, she diminished the severity of his 
injury to a “flesh wound” that physically did not warrant the attention demanded. Perhaps in 
writing Captain Quest’s physical injuries as minor ones, Lessing aimed to emphasise the degree 
to which he was psychologically wounded. It was not because of physical injury that Captain 
Quest was consumed by the past but because of psychological trauma.       
In contrast to Lessing’s frequent discussion of her father’s war service and its effects on 
her family, Frame’s references in her autobiography to her father’s participation in the First 
World War, and how the experience changed him, are infrequent, and lacking in detail, and her 
mentions of his service appear incidental. Frame writes, “Mum and Dad . . . were married at the 
Registry Office in Picton three weeks before Dad sailed to the Great War. When Dad returned 
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from the war, he and Mother set up house in Richardson Street, St Kilda, Dunedin, helped by a 
rehabilitation loan of twenty-five pounds” (9). Unlike Lessing, Frame does not mention her 
father’s rank, placement, period of absence, nor his illness and hospitalisation. Michael King’s 
biography of Frame, Wrestling with the Angel, gives some details of George Frame’s war 
service, which he obtained from George’s New Zealand Defence Force personnel service file. 
King also notes that Lottie Frame, as a follower of the Christadelphian faith, was a pacifist. In 
her autobiography Frame frequently mentions her mother’s dislike of violence and fighting.52 
There are several possible reasons for Frame not including details of her father’s war service in 
her autobiography: perhaps she did not see the relevance of providing such information about her 
father in the story of her life. Yet Frame’s father’s war service and its effects on his life were 
undeniably influential on Frame’s fiction. Her twelve novels are pervaded by war imagery and 
references to war, and the figure of the returned soldier, often a First World War returned soldier, 
is a recurring, troubling character. Frame’s worldview was clearly informed by her father’s 
simultaneous infatuation with and fear of the harsh conditions of war, of which Frame writes in 
her autobiography. 
Another explanation is that Frame writes little explicitly about her father’s war 
experience because her father said little about it, and as a result, her understanding of his 
experience was intuitive. Alistair Fox claims that New Zealand men “are notoriously self-
contained and private, being reluctant to talk about their personal feelings, and highly 
embarrassed at the thought that any private emotional difficulties they might be experiencing 
could be exposed to critical examination” (13). Lessing’s understanding of the war, which was 
gained from her parents’ (sometimes obsessively) repeated tales, contrasts significantly with 
Frame’s. Perhaps the difference between how the two authors came to understand the war’s role 
in their parents’ lives explains the difference in the representation of war in the authors’ 
autobiographies and autobiographical fictions. While Lessing forthrightly addresses the 
inexorable pain of her parents’ war memories and its effect on her childhood and adolescence, 
war in Janet Frame’s autobiographical works is a mysterious undercurrent. 
George Frame’s reticence about his participation in the First World War – what Joy 
Damousi would refer to as his “soldierly silence” (Living 100) – was far from unique, as 
“histories of war have often been discussed in relation to questions of silence” (99). Damousi 
notes “the interminable struggle to talk about the grotesque, bleak experience of war” as “a 
theme that has overshadowed many survivor narratives,” since it was the case that “a language 
could not be found, let alone spoken, that could adequately convey the ghastliness of what they 
                                                
52 At the time George left New Zealand for the Eastern Front, Lottie’s brother, also a Christadelphian, was under 
suspicion as a conscientious objector (King 16). 
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[the soldiers who returned] had witnessed” (Living 99). Larsson explains that “wounded soldiers’ 
reluctance to reveal their own trauma and distress was informed by Edwardian codes of 
manliness which dictated that men refrain from openly sharing their feelings or showing signs of 
emotional weakness” (51). Woolf’s, West’s, and Macaulay’s returned soldiers, discussed in the 
previous chapter, are all depicted in varying ways as reluctant to reveal emotional trauma. 
George Frame’s “soldierly silence” and the emotional strain it caused him are hinted at in 
Frame’s autobiography, where she recounts the declaration of the Second World War: 
[t]here was a flurry of anticipation in our home as both my father and my brother 
thought of being soldiers. Dad searched out the “puttees” which he’d brought 
home from his war and which had lain untouched in an old suitcase. “My 
puttees,” he said with a new affection, demonstrating how they were used by 
winding them over his trouser legs. “Keep out the mud of the trenches,” he said 
knowledgeably. He’d seldom talked of the trenches before. The word was only 
used by Mum to explain why Dad was so often either sad or angry, “Your father 
fought in the trenches, kiddies,” and by us at primary school in scoring points of 
prestige, “My father fought in the trenches.” (Janet 122) 
That George Frame seems to regard his puttees with “a new affection” is a telling phrase: the 
affection he shows for his puttees is unfamiliar to his children, and is provoked not by them, but 
by the spirit and prospect of what war signifies to him. The puttees are a war souvenir and carry 
for their owner a special significance. “Souvenirs authenticate the past; they trigger memories 
and connect them indexically . . . to a particular place and time” (Hirsch and Spitzer 367). But 
for those who do not have a direct connection with the souvenir, its significance can be opaque, 
and the souvenir becomes what Hirsch and Spitzer term a testimonial object, a remnant that 
carries “memory traces from the past” (355). As explored in my next chapter, Frame’s returned 
soldier characters often possess souvenirs from their time at war, and for the reader and Frame’s 
other characters these mysterious objects speak their secrets in tongues.   
The schoolyard “points of prestige” Frame recalls, which were scored because of her 
father’s war participation, suggest that First World War service had (as it still has) great 
resonance in New Zealand national and cultural identity. Jock Phillips writes that in the decades 
following the First World War:  
people continued to regard their soldiers as heroes, whose triumphant manhood 
was seen as proving New Zealand’s very nationhood. Instead of undermining the 
role of war in defining male achievement, the Great War established the soldier as 
the shining personification of the New Zealand male, and indeed of New Zealand 
itself. (A Man’s 163) 
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Yet Frame’s memory of her father as often being “either sad or angry” points to the notion that 
however heroically soldiers had acted on the battlefield, the domestic repercussions of battle 
experience were, for soldiers and their families, often very different. John Weaver and David 
Wright claim that, although measures were taken by the New Zealand government to treat the 
most severe cases of shellshock, “there was wider and deeper trauma than any government could 
help heal. Men could not find or hold jobs; families could not understand their sons, brothers, 
husbands, or fathers” (33). Moreover: 
[e]motional anguish lay dormant beneath the surface of everyday routines. When 
it was unleashed, it often found its fullest expression in violence, with some men 
demanding that their wives and their children bear witness to, experience, and in 
some cases, internalise the force of their own guilt and trauma . . . Silence masked 
an anguish that was often left unarticulated, but when it did find an expression, it 
left an enduring legacy on the families of returned men. (Damousi, Living 100-
101) 
Frame’s memory of her father is echoed in King’s depiction of George Frame as resentful and 
emotionally abusive, and a man who, “on occasions, threatened bankruptcy and suicide” (King 
34). Frame’s mother was consistently apologetic and accepting of any fault, and her siblings 
were hit by such a barrage of unfortunate events and accidents that Michael King, Frame’s 
biographer, referred to her family as “an anvil on which disasters fell” (9). George Frame’s 
emotional debilitation is clear, as is his desire to regain a sense of control. When Frame’s mother 
has a heart attack, Frame talks of the “blows” her mother had thus far suffered in life, one of 
which is the misfortune of having a “frail husband made strong only by his intermittent potions 
of cruelty” (Janet 220). In her autobiography, Frame represents her mother as worn and 
downtrodden, by care, conflict, and subservience. Lottie Frame is the eternal housewife, 
sacrificing everything she possibly can for her husband and children, never allowing herself a 
moment’s rest.  
The mitigation of a sense of powerlessness with cruelty, violence, and other varieties of 
abuse, are described by psychiatrists as symptoms of post-traumatic stress disorder. Though this 
term was not officially used until 1980 when it appeared as a diagnostic category in the third 
edition of the American Psychiatric Association’s Diagnostic and Statistical Manual, the study 
of traumatic reactions to witnessing horrific events had begun more than one hundred years 
before this (Silva 218).53 Padmal de Silva notes that the earliest empirical studies of stress-
induced trauma were conducted with soldiers in the aftermath of First World War. It is now 
                                                
53 Chapter one of this thesis discussed the beginnings of psychological diagnosis and treatment of trauma, 
particularly in relation to First World War experience.   
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known that an incident which typically results in an onset of post-traumatic stress disorder 
involves “the experience of loss of control of self” (Harney et al.; Calhoun and Tedeschi, qtd. in 
Fox and Pease 18) and “a consequential inability to master oneself and one’s circumstances,” 
which can “leave men ashamed and unable to speak as men” (Fox and Pease 23). In an effort to 
regain a sense of control over themselves and their situation, victims of post-traumatic stress 
disorder often assert power over others, using whatever means they find necessary. After the 
Second World War, a cross-cultural study by R. R. Grinker and J. P. Spiegel of soldiers 
experiencing trauma as a result of exposure to combat revealed that among the most common 
symptoms were irritability and aggression, depression and personality changes (qtd. in Silva 
220).    
Frame recalls her father singing the war songs “– Tipperary, Blightie, Mademoiselle from 
Armentières – and the one which wrung our hearts with pity for him and the other soldiers, ‘Oh, 
my, I don’t want to die / I want to go home’” (Janet 19). The memories of her father singing 
these songs are associated with her father’s musical capabilities, his singing and bagpipe playing, 
rather than the mystery of his war service. This contrasts significantly with how Grace, the 
protagonist in Towards Another Summer, tells her memories of her father’s war songs, as 
expressed in my epigraph (to be discussed below). Also noted in her autobiography is Frame’s 
memory of taking from the top drawer of her parents’ duchesse – “their most hallowed keeping 
place” (10) – some coins “‘brought back from the war,’” only to discover when attempting to 
buy chewing gum that these Egyptian coins were worthless (24). The coins, and the gas mask 
mentioned below, were testimonial objects for Frame’s father, mementos with special 
significance for him. Frame recalls that, as an eleven-year-old, she and her siblings would recite 
their favourite poems in the evening. At this time, Frame’s father found his own “pastime to 
while away his evening” (Janet 63), a series of cruel exercises in which he frightened his 
youngest daughters, Isabel and June, and humiliated Janet. They would begin in this way: 
He’d look at Dots [Isabel] and start to sing the song which, we all knew, terrified 
her: 
Don’t go down in the mine, Dad, 
   dreams very often come true. 
Daddy, you know it would break my heart 
   if anything happened to you. 
. . . Isabel began to cry and crept under the table . . . Dad would then take the gas 
mask he had brought home from the war and, putting it over his face, advance 
towards Chicks [June], to frighten her because everyone knew that was her 
special fear, and Chicks, seeing the monster and stranger approach, would also 
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hide and cry. The game with me was to stand me in the middle of the room, where 
everyone could observe my twitches and tics and the funny faces I pulled, and the 
more I tried to stop, the harder it became. “Just look at her, look at her, she’s got 
St Vitus’s Dance,” Dad would mock. (63)54 
Such “games” reveal Frame’s father’s bullying temperament. Frame’s psychiatrist in London, Dr 
Miller (her psychiatrist before she became a patient of Robert H. Cawley), told Frame “frankly” 
that he thought her father “was a bully” (Janet 396). George Frame’s desire to instil fear in his 
children, as a means of maintaining authority, suggests a need to feel in control, powerful. The 
cruelty of using a First World War gas mask to frighten a child is written of by Frame in 
Intensive Care, when the character of Naomi Livingstone, daughter of Tom Livingstone, a man 
“with clear links to George Frame” (King 353), recalls her father’s enjoyment of wearing his gas 
mask and how he showed her “the first aid kit with the bandages still dark with blood and the 
paybook with your will written at the end, and the puttees you wound around your legs to keep 
them dry in the mud of the trenches” (111). Frame’s ideas of her father’s war experience are thus 
constructed through memories of her father’s behaviour, the significance of certain mementos, 
and the poignancy of what was not said, rather than what was. 
Transgenerational haunting is the term used by Abraham and Torok to depict how 
unspeakable traumas are passed from one generation to another through a void in 
communication, through silences pregnant with what cannot be articulated, there exists a 
phantom which haunts “the gaps left within us by the secrets of others” (Abraham 287). The very 
fact that her father could not speak of his war experiences significantly contributed to Frame’s 
relentless fascination with, and her pursuit of, the repercussions of war and the possibilities of 
trauma in her novels. In an interview with Elizabeth Alley, Frame responds to the question, 
“What are the sparks that feed imagination that are important to you?” by claiming that “the 
thing that prompts you to sit down and write must be something which haunts you. You would 
savour it even without knowing, then it comes to mind, it comes to mind again, and you look at 
it” (160). Frame’s continuing interest in the rippling psychological repercussions of war 
experience is apparent throughout her writing career. As I explore in the third chapter of this 
thesis, Frame repeatedly wrote about people (often, but not always, returned soldiers) whose 
lives had been forever changed by their war experience and the domestic consequences for the 
families of these characters. Frame’s father’s role in initiating this haunting is apparent. 
In Alfred and Emily, Lessing suggests that “that there are two kinds of old soldier, those 
who cannot stop talking about their war, and those who shut up and never say a word” (169-70). 
                                                
54 The song Frame’s father sings, “Don’t Go Down in the Mine, Dad,” was composed in 1910 by Robert Donelly 
and Will Geddes, and is thought to be inspired by a mining disaster which took place in St Genard, South Wales in 
1907 (Green 115).   
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Lessing’s father was clearly an example of the former; she writes that “even as a child” she 
“knew his obsessive talking about the Trenches was a way of ridding himself of the horrors” 
(Alfred 170). In Frame’s autobiography, George Frame appears to fit more convincingly into 
Lessing’s second category of soldier: one who spoke little of his experiences. While Frame 
portrays her father as one who maintains an air of “soldierly silence” about his time at war, the 
father character in Frame’s autobiographical novel, Towards Another Summer, frequently speaks 
of his life at war. Grace Cleave in Towards Another Summer depicts her father in a similar 
manner to Lessing’s depiction of hers – as one who speaks frequently and mournfully about his 
war experience. There is, apparently, a marked difference between Frame’s portrayal of her 
father and Grace’s portrayal of hers.  
Lessing’s Alfred and Emily is part fictional biography, part memoir – what Virginia Tiger 
refers to as a “hybrid text” (22) – and is a story that focuses on the lives of two people, Lessing’s 
parents, and on how the First World War changed them. In the foreword to Alfred and Emily, 
Lessing writes, “[t]hat war, the Great War, the war that would end all war, squatted over my 
childhood. The trenches were as present to me as anything I actually saw around me. And here I 
still am, trying to get out from under that monstrous legacy, trying to get free” (vii). Alfred and 
Emily is divided into two parts; the first, titled Alfred and Emily: A Novella, is a fictitious tale of 
her parents’ lives, in which Lessing creates a world based on the premise that the First World 
War had never happened. In the “Explanation,” which divides the fictional novella from part 
two, Lessing states that, in relation to the lives she constructs for her parents, the paths she 
chooses, “[w]riting about my father’s imagined life, my mother’s, I have relied not only on traits 
of character that may be extrapolated, or extended, but on tones of voice, sighs, wistful looks, 
signs as slight as those used by skilful trackers” (139). A passage from D.H. Lawrence’s Lady 
Chatterley’s Lover is placed as an epigraph to part two.55 It reads:  
[a]nd dimly she realised one of the great laws of the human soul: that when the 
emotional soul receives a wounding shock, which does not kill the body, the soul 
seems to recover as the body recovers. But this is only appearance. It is, really, 
only the mechanism of reassumed habit. Slowly, slowly the wound to the soul 
begins to make itself felt, like a bruise which only slowly deepens its terrible 
ache, till it fills all the psyche. And when we think we have recovered and 
forgotten, it is then that the terrible after-effects have to be encountered at their 
worst. (Alfred 151) 
                                                
55 Lawrence’s gamekeeper character, Oliver Mellors, is also a returned First World War soldier, as is Clifford 
Chatterley, who is paralysed as a result of a war injury. 
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Lessing’s knowledge of her parents’ trauma meant that this passage became especially resonant 
for her. It was not, as she had once thought, about thwarted love and heartbreak, but was about 
the devastating experience of war and the impossibility of recovering from its horror. In 
Lessing’s introduction to Lady Chatterley’s Lover, she writes that to her the novel is no longer a 
love story but has become “one of the most powerful anti-war novels ever written” (qtd. in 
Sperlinger 66). For Lessing, the “wounding shock” represents the First World War (66), which 
slowly consumes its victim until, as for Lessing’s father (and perhaps to a lesser extent her 
mother), the war becomes their constant referent and reality. The memory of the horror of war, 
its “wounding shock,” may be inherited by the children of those who experienced its devastation, 
as was the case with Lessing, who became a victim of her parents’ trauma. I will return to this 
idea. 
 Part two of the novel, Alfred and Emily; Two Lives, is a collection of memories of her 
parents and her upbringing in Southern Rhodesia. Part two recalls many of the incidents detailed 
in Under My Skin, written fourteen years prior to the publication of Alfred and Emily. There is, 
however, a difference in how Lessing presents these events and the tone in which she details 
them. Sidonie Smith and Julia Watson explicate this difference, when they suggest that “it is 
impossible to construct a single unchanging self capable of remembering and reciting the totality 
of the past because each of us lives in time and takes ever-changing perspectives on the moving 
target of our pasts” (357). Under My Skin is the story of Lessing’s early life. Alfred and Emily is 
the story of her parents’ lives, but Lessing writes their lives as a daughter, a child of the First 
World War and writes herself as a consequence of her parents’ grief. This is particularly 
apparent in the novella, when the absence of the First World War results in her parents never 
marrying, though they do know one another, and in Lessing herself never being born. The First 
World War is a definite presence in part two of the novel, particularly in her parents’ memories 
of the war and in their grieving for those they lost.  
Towards Another Summer was published posthumously in 2007, three years after 
Frame’s death in 2004. The book was written between mid-March and May in 1963, while 
Frame was in London and in the midst of writing her fifth novel, The Adaptable Man. Towards 
Another Summer is not mentioned in her autobiography, nor does Frame write of the weekend in 
early February 1963 which inspired its story, a time that “had such a strong flavour of New 
Zealand” that it “provoked . . . a ‘roots crisis’” (King 243) causing Frame to fear that, “[i]f I 
don’t get back to New Zealand I’ll die, or, which is equivalent to death, my writing will get 
worse and worse” (Letter to John Money, qtd. in King 243). Around the same time, and further 
contributing to Frame’s anguish, was the news Frame received from New Zealand that both her 
brother and her youngest (and only surviving) sister were in hospital, her sister having suffered a 
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brain haemorrhage. This series of events clearly drew Frame’s imaginative focus away from her 
current novel and her solitary life in London to her family and her home country, and inspired 
her to write Towards Another Summer.56  
The sense of urgency Frame expresses in her letter to John Money, the short period of 
time over which the novel was written and the autobiographical nature of the fiction she 
produces as a result of this traumatic time in her life, suggest that writing Towards Another 
Summer was a cathartic experience that served a scriptotherapeutic purpose for Frame. King’s 
Wrestling with the Angel mentions that Frame called Towards Another Summer “embarrassingly 
personal,” and this piece “was put away with other unpublished – and she [Frame] believed, 
unpublishable – manuscripts” (245).57 Why Frame considered this novel so personal and 
refrained from publishing has been questioned and hypothesised by several critics and reviewers, 
one of whom – David Gates in the New York Times Sunday Book Review – suggests “she may 
simply have wanted to protect her hosts, since Grace does nothing more shocking than confide to 
Anne Thirkettle [her host for the weekend] that she once had what she exoticizes as an ‘affaire,’ 
in an awkward attempt to present herself to this married woman as a fellow sexual creature” 
(BR6). There is also the possibility that Frame’s insight into Grace’s extraordinary self-
consciousness and constant fear of being socially awkward perhaps revealed more than the 
author wished about her own social difficulties and introversion at that early time in her career. 
Given that Faces in the Water was published in England the previous year, in 1962, Frame may 
have wished to avoid the further autobiographical connections critics would undoubtedly make.58   
Towards Another Summer is based on a weekend Frame spent in Lancashire with the 
journalist Geoffrey Moorhouse and his wife, Janet. In the novel, Grace travels to the town of 
                                                
56 The novel’s title and epigraph are taken from Charles Brasch’s poem, “The Islands.” It begins: “ . . . and from 
their haunted bay/ The godwits vanish towards another summer.” In the novel, Grace imagines that she is 
transforming into a migratory bird, a godwit, which is native to New Zealand and travels seasonally, following the 
summer. As a migratory bird, Grace imagines herself to be one who belongs nowhere and is continually caught 
between the lonely freedom of one space and the stifling familiarity of another. The use of the godwit’s migratory 
flight as a metaphor for escaping the repressive provincialism of New Zealand was first employed by Robin Hyde, 
in her novel which has some autobiographical elements, The Godwits Fly (1938). Leili Golafshani claims, “the 
power of the trope of the migratory bird lies in its ambivalence and its resistance to closure, completeness, or 
arrival” (“Reading Authority” 184). When Frame wrote Towards Another Summer, the idea of the migratory bird in 
was not a new trope in her novels. She also mentions the migratory bird in Faces in the Water, where the 
protagonist, Istina Mavet, contemplates the brutal truth of her fate: “[s]o Dr Portman had changed his mind; he had 
decided they would bore two holes in the side of my head for my unsuitable personality to fly out like a migrating 
bird to another country and never return” (210). 
57 In the “Acknowledgements” to the novel, Frame’s niece and chair of the Janet Frame Literary Trust, Pamela 
Gordon, writes that though Frame had “made it clear that it was too personal to publish in her lifetime” she left no 
instructions regarding the Towards Another Summer manuscript. The trust concluded, using what Rachel Cooke in 
her review of the novel calls “the Larkin defence” (21), that the two bound copies of the typescript kept in separate 
locations indicated that Frame “anticipated posthumous publication” (241-42). 
58 To Elizabeth Alley, Frame explains that, “Faces in the Water was autobiographical in the sense that everything 
happened, but the central character was invented” (155). The novel was published in the United States and New 
Zealand in 1961. 
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Winchley, to spend the weekend with Philip and Anne Thirkettle and their two young children. 
As stated, Towards Another Summer shares many similarities with events and characters from 
Frame’s autobiography: sometimes names and places are different from those of the counterparts 
in the autobiography, other times not. For example, Grace’s parents are named Lottie and George 
(nicknamed Curly by Lottie), as are Frame’s parents; however, Grace’s siblings have different 
names from Frame’s siblings, though they have many of the same experiences. Grace’s 
memories reveal the effects her father’s war experience and her parents’ difficult relationship 
had on her upbringing and her chosen solitary life, in a way that differs from Frame’s depiction 
of her past in her autobiography. The weekend passes without any dramatic event, but centres 
rather on Grace’s despair over her own awkwardness, her fears regarding her ineptitude in social 
situations and what she believes is her own propensity to cause discomfort. Her dreadful unease 
repeatedly propels Grace into memories of her childhood.  
 Susan Ash proposes that the difference in the narration between Frame’s autobiography 
and her autobiographical Faces in the Water, is that, in the former, “the narration of its 
character’s consciousness . . . the consciousness of the written Janet” is almost entirely avoided. 
Ash notes that while “both narratives reflect retrospectively on the past, and both split the ‘I’ into 
a writing subject and written object” (28), a comparison of a passage from each of the texts 
demonstrates that Faces in the Water uses present tense to recount events, as if the narrator is 
entirely immersed in reliving the experience. In contrast, in the autobiography, “the voice of the 
retrospective speaking ‘I’ dominates,” and this voice “performs the narratorial functions 
associated with conventional realism, summarising, explaining and offering authorial 
judgement” (29). In Towards Another Summer, Frame uses a similar technique of writing some 
past events in the present tense, though the reader is very conscious that it is a reflection. 
Golafshani notes that when Grace recalls memories of her childhood, there is a shift from 
omniscient narration to first person, thus her memories of this period are told in the same voice 
as her autobiography (“Self” 108). Grace recalls particular events from her childhood in a first-
person voice, but then uses direct speech rather than reported to express dialogic exchange. This 
“flashback” technique combines the past and present, the reflective and the immersive in a 
manner that is both effective and evocative, and which acts as an authentication of the 
significance of the event in the narrator’s past. An example of the integration and exchange of 
different narrative voices can be seen in chapter 22, which begins with the words “[w]ait. It was 
this way, she said. I remember it was this way” (180). The “she” here is the third-person Grace, 
who is now being narrated by the first-person Grace. The first-person reflective Grace then tells 
of her family’s move to Oamaru when she was six years old.  She recalls: 
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[t]hat was Oamaru; everything and everybody swiftly made clear with names and 
nicknames, nicknames for the admired and friendly, nicknames for the mad, 
passing slipper-slopper at the end of the street, shaking fists and cursing. The new 
world was so full of fearful and pleasurable excitements that the movement of 
them overflowed in me. I blinked, made funny faces, and my mother and father, 
looking me up in the green-covered “Doctor’s Book” said, 
      —St Vitus Dance. 
 —Stop making those faces, my father said. —You’ve got St Vitus Dance. 
. . . My nose wobbled like a rabbit’s nose. 
      —I’ll put you out in a burrow with the rabbits if you don’t stop making those 
faces. Look at her, just look at her. 
My shoulders and arms jerked up and down like pump-handles. (183-84)  
Grace’s memory in this passage mirrors the incident Frame recalls in her autobiography 
(mentioned in this chapter above). Grace’s father’s jeering comments, his threat to put Grace out 
in a burrow “with the rabbits” is a transition into direct speech. Although a past tense is 
maintained for most of the passage, the present tense of her father’s threat indicates the vividness 
with which Grace recalls his words, so much so that she relives the incident and particularly, her 
father’s anger at something she could not control. This incident is not summarised or analysed in 
the manner Ash attributes to Frame’s autobiography, but recalled with accuracy. Grace’s father’s 
frustration with her inability to control her body is reminiscent of Frame’s father’s belief that 
Frame’s brother, Bruddie, could control his frequent epileptic fits if he wished to. Grace’s father, 
like Frame’s, is a strong advocate for maintaining self-control. Frame recalls in her 
autobiography that while her mother took Bruddie to various doctors, her father, on someone’s 
suggestion, tried to whip the illness out of him on one or two occasions. Frame reports, “[t]his 
failed of course, but Dad maintained that Bruddie could ‘stop it if he wanted to.’ The answer, he 
said, was discipline and willpower” (Janet 55). Frame’s portrayal of her own father and 
similarly, Grace’s father, suggests that both men hold fast to the values espoused by Edwardian 
masculine ideology. As I mention in both my first and fourth chapter, self-control was central to 
ideals of hegemonic masculinity in early and mid-twentieth century Western society (Meyer, 
“Separating” 7). Physical or psychological illness or vulnerability was perceived to be a 
weakness which was considered unmanly, since control of the self was essential to the 
maintenance of patriarchal authority.   
In Towards Another Summer, Grace’s reflections on some parts of her childhood, though 
she is recounting the same events as “Frame” in To the Is-land, are often richer in detail. Like 
George Samuel Frame, Frame’s father, Grace’s father was a First World War returned soldier. 
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But, as stated above, the marked lack of detail Frame gives of her father’s war involvement and 
his memories of war stand in poignant opposition to Grace’s recollections of her father’s war 
participation and his trauma regarding his experience. Part one of the story, “The Weekend,” 
concludes with Grace saying goodnight to the Thirkettles and retreating to Anne’s father’s room, 
where she is to sleep. Part two then opens with, “I remember, she said to herself, lying in the 
cold dark room at Winchley” (63), and then the narrative voice shifts to fifteen pages of first-
person narration in which Grace recounts events from her childhood, particularly her childhood 
fears. She recalls: 
[t]here were so many places and things forbidden and to be feared – the flood, the 
war, the magazine, the swamp, bulls, rats in the wall, drunk men, swaggers, the 
strap, uncles and aunts who threatened, “We’ll put you in a sack and throw you in 
the sea.” (68) 
The reference to “the war” here, is to the First World War, for Grace is only a child. It is 
interesting that “the war” is grouped with these other threatening elements: an event that took 
place at least ten years previously in a different country is considered by Grace and her siblings 
something to be feared. 
The epigraph to this chapter suggests that, as a child, Grace imagined war to be both 
metamorphic and anthropomorphic. It could ominously and unpredictably shape-shift, “perhaps 
growing arms and legs and a face then losing them,” and it irrevocably changed its hosts, 
“entering people, becoming people, stealing from them, adding to them.” The question, “was 
home some place out of the world?” is eerie in that Grace is questioning if home is a place ever 
to be found again after the experience of war (although the pre-war home was never the haven 
she imagines it might be), as if to imply that, despite having returned from war, the soldiers are 
already living in some kind of afterlife, doomed to be haunted by the horror of their war 
experience for what remains of their post-war lives. Grace’s fear of the war can perhaps be 
attributed to the manner in which her father spoke about the war while they lived in Wyndham, 
as revealed when she recalls: 
[h]aving so many neighbours we now had more visitors, a Mr and Mrs from here and 
there almost every night, and while my mother talked about children and the 
government with the women, the men exchanged reminiscences of the War. My 
father adopted a special voice for speaking of the War.  
—Yes, we were in the War. We were in the trenches.  
—Oh, the trenches. Don’t Curly, my mother would say, growing pale and putting her 
hand over her heart. I wasn’t sure what the trenches were but I knew they must be 
terrible places. 
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—Mademoiselle from Armentierres, parley-vu, my father sang. Pack Up your 
Troubles in your old Kit Bag and smile, smile, smile. Carry me back to Blighty. 
I found it very strange and frightening to be at the War with my father singing. (75) 
The mystery surrounding the war, the great influence it has had on her father and his 
temperament, and the “special voice” he adopts, convince Grace that the War was an isolating, 
disconnecting experience, one that for her is both perplexing and ominous. Andrew Bennett and 
Nicholas Royle, remarking on the “peculiar nature (the ‘trick’) of a person’s voice” (71), write 
that, “there is something strange in the idea that an adult’s speech should be, in a dream like or 
hallucinatory fashion, haunted by the past” (71). But in the company of his fellow soldiers and in 
the world of adults, Grace’s father’s voice reveals his being haunted and the result for Grace is 
the revelation of the unfamiliarity of her father, an experience that both unsettles and alarms her. 
Damousi, in a discussion of a returned soldier’s silence about his war experience, comments that 
“relating to this vocabulary of silence is the fact that it has not been socially acceptable or 
appropriate for men to grieve openly and in public . . . The silence became a pact between them 
that could be broken only in the company of an elite few” (Living 100). This elite few comprised 
fellow soldiers, those men who had experienced combat, witnessed, and participated in, the 
horror of war. “In many family stories, a father’s tendency to relate war stories only to his soldier 
friends was accepted as another aspect of male camaraderie born out of extraordinary 
circumstances” (Damousi, Living 100). Grace’s mother’s fearful admonishment, “‘[o]h, the 
trenches. Don’t Curly,’” indicates her unwillingness to listen to Grace’s father’s war stories, but 
suggests that this subject is one he visits frequently, much to her dismay.  
 Grace recalls her father singing: 
  “I want to go home 
  I want to go home, 
  I don’t want to go to the trenches no more 
  where the bullets and shrapnel are flying galore.  
  Take me over the sea 
  where the Allemand won’t get at me, 
Oh my, 
I don’t want to die, 
I want to go home!” 
We all knew that when our father sang that song he was at the War; there was 
something in that song which mattered here, now, in Ferry Street Wyndham 
Southland South Island New Zealand Southern Hemisphere the World the 
Universe; the meaning of what mattered showed in the two lines, 
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  “Oh my, I don’t want to die, 
  I want to go home!” (75-76) 
For Grace’s and Frame’s fathers, and for other returned soldier characters in Frame’s fiction, war 
songs were a mournfully evocative means of remembering. In her autobiography, Frame does 
mention the war songs her father sang, but although the reference to war songs in To the Is-land 
has “the same foundational biographical tenets” (Cronin, The Frame 175) as Grace’s reflections 
above, Grace gives a far more detailed, emotive account of her father’s war experience than does 
Frame. This song appears elsewhere in Frame’s longer fictional works; in Intensive Care, 
Naomi, daughter of the First World War returned soldier, Tom Livingstone, recalls her father 
“never singing” of the war, and then recites the lyrics of “Oh, My, I don’t want to die,” with 
revealing accuracy (111). Grace reflects that there was something in the song her father had sung 
that was relevant to the time and place he sang it, in New Zealand, after the war. “The meaning 
of what mattered showed in the two lines, ‘Oh my, I don’t want to die, I want to go home’” (76). 
Perhaps what mattered is that home, or the nostalgic idea of home he creates, was never to be 
returned to: the experience of war changes places and people, thus home becomes a place of the 
past, unfamiliar and without the comforts once known. In his 1919 essay, “The Uncanny,” Freud 
discusses the overlap in signification between the German words heimlich (homely) and 
unheimlich (unhomely) in particular circumstances. The homely and familiar can conceal 
elements of the unheimlich, which reveal themselves mysteriously or suddenly, leading the 
victim to experience a sensation of the uncanny. What was once his home, a place for which he 
longed and romanticised, becomes for Grace’s father, on his return, a place that has been 
irreversibly altered through changes in his own perception. This returns us to Grace’s questions 
from the passage with which I began: “[h]ow could you go home if you were already home?” 
and “[w]as home some place out of this world?” What Grace’s father longs for is not his home in 
New Zealand, but his home in New Zealand before the war that had changed everything and 
before he, himself, had changed. Was this home, however, a kind of fantasy that had never 
existed? Perhaps there is an irony in Frame’s depiction of Grace’s father’s memory of “home” as 
a safe haven. Grace’s words, “[w]e all knew that when our father sang that song he was at the 
War,” reveal a kind of absorption in the past, a reliving or repetition of events that speaks of 
sustained trauma. The songs Grace mentions, particularly, “Oh my, I don’t want to die” function 
as a kind of memory trigger, which catapults Grace’s father into his war past.       
For Grace’s mother, her husband’s singing of the trenches and the harrowing words of 
the war songs, evoke fears for her husband’s safety. Grace muses, “when my mother heard him 
singing I knew by her face that she didn’t ever want my father to die but she was afraid that 
perhaps – who knows – look what happened to Tommy Lyles – perhaps he might die, any day, 
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today, tomorrow . . .” (76). Tommy Lyles was the Cleaves’ neighbour at Ferry Street, Wyndham. 
Tommy worked as a railway ganger and was run over by a train on the tracks near the Cleaves’ 
house, and he died on the way to the hospital. Grace reveals that while her mother had acted 
heroically, tearing up sheets to bandage Tommy’s wounds, “it was my father who drove the train 
that killed him” (75). Frame writes in her autobiography that the Frames also had a neighbour at 
Ferry Street, Wyndham, who was a railway ganger: his name was Tommy Miles (Janet 22). 
Tommy Miles, too, was killed in a horrific train accident, but, on this occasion, Frame’s father 
was not the driver of the train that killed him. Frame’s decision to include the incident of 
Tommy’s death in Grace’s memories of her childhood, but to paint the incident as one in which 
Grace’s father is the source of violence as the driver of the train (although it was not his intention 
to hurt anyone), and Grace’s mother is the administrator of care that cannot heal the wounds her 
father inflicts, is revealing in terms of Frame’s perception of her mother’s and father’s role in her 
childhood, and the domestic environment. It appears at the time of writing Towards Another 
Summer that the mother figure, for Frame, is one who bandages wounds, soothes harsh words 
and apologises for hurts inflicted by others, while the father is the bullying perpetrator, hurting 
others both with and without intention, whose cruelty and unkindness disguise a weakness, a 
need to be minded, another child for the mother to nurse.   
 In her memories of her childhood, Grace is aware of her father’s dissatisfaction with his 
present life. She recalls that the man from the “Welfare” who came to inspect their house “had 
not enough perception to discern the roots of love in the wild untidy blossoming; nor, Grace 
remembered, had their father” (46). Her father’s simmering, bullying anger and her mother’s 
constant but fruitless efforts to appease her husband, control her children and maintain an 
organised household in the face of ever-looming poverty, leave Grace forever fearing the 
potential violence of her parents’ relationship. Spending the weekend with the Thirkettles gives 
Grace the strange sensation that she has become a child again, sitting at the table, waiting to be 
served by Anne, her mother. The family environment is threatening for Grace, and the potential 
for violence is ever-present. At dinner, Philip teases his wife that as soon as the children are old 
enough, she will return to teaching and he will “retire to the attic and write” (128). Grace feels an 
immediate alarm at his words, for she feels that Philip is addressing her and threatening her with 
the most frightening possibility of returning to teaching, which she, like Frame, had abandoned 
in her twenties. “Not being a human being and not being practised in the art of verbal 
communication, Grace was used to experiencing moments of terror when her mind questioned or 
rearranged the established ritual” (129-30). Grace comes to realise that Philip is addressing 
Anne, but she worries that Anne’s joking response, “[w]e’ll see about that” (130), is a challenge 
that may result in an explosive argument.  
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Grace prayed to any God who might have been near, Let them not kill each other, 
please let them not kill each other. He is angry, she is afraid. He will kill her, and 
be hanged for murder . . . Let all the world be calm, Grace thought. Let Philip not 
murder Anne. This is my plate, my cheese on toast, this is my coffee in the yellow 
cup, and – oh my god! – Philip and Anne will kill each other. You see, they are 
my mother and father. (130) 
Though she attempts to talk herself out of her mounting fear, to accept the teasing nature of 
Philip and Anne’s conversation, Grace’s sense of a dark undercurrent, however much it is of her 
own creation, is too great. The relationship between husband and wife became for Grace, as a 
child, one that perpetually teetered on the edge of accusations and violence, and this perception 
Grace carries with her still. In another conversation over coffee and cigarettes, Philip asks his 
wife not to put her cigarette out in the coffee saucer, for it may melt the melamine. This request 
is a warning for Grace and she waits: “[t]ense, trembling, Grace looked out the window, 
pretending herself into invisibility” (201). As the minor disagreement is resolved with Philip’s 
words, “[a]ll right, love” (202), Grace, wondering if it is if fact “over,” allows herself to become 
visible again; but the incident has taken her again on “the everlasting ticket to Fifty-six Eden 
Street,” Oamaru, her home from the age of seven, and she is once again immersed in memory. 
 On the bookshelves in Anne’s father’s room, Grace finds a book titled The First War Rifle 
Brigade. As she begins to read the chapter titled “War in the Trenches,” Grace hears “her father 
singing defiantly, trembling with fear, with disbelief that what was so, was so” (141). A child 
seeing her father weak with fear – at the prospect of something unknown to her – is a 
disconcerting experience, one that could, Larsson comments, “awaken deep fears within children 
about the mortality of their father” (Shattered 133). As she read, Grace: 
thought about the First World War, reliving the squalor and terror of it, for though 
she had not been born until six or seven years after the end of the War, by the 
convenience of Hollywood, and by the quiet more obscure imaginings gained from 
her father’s talk of war, and the songs he sang about it, she had believed, as a child, 
that she lived during it, that she had, in fact, “been to the War,” fought in the 
trenches, suffered wounds by gas and shrapnel. (142) 
What is startling about this passage is the effect that an event that Grace herself did not live 
through has on her, the ability of her imagination to immerse her so completely in a past that was 
not directly hers. The mystery of the war, her father’s “obscure imaginings,” only add to Grace’s 
fascination with the war and found her childhood belief that she had been there with him. At the 
heart of this we can read a desire to know her father and understand why he is the way he is. 
 Frame’s connection with her father’s experiences can be explained by Hirsch’s theory of 
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postmemory, which is “a structure of inter- and trans-generational transmission of traumatic 
knowledge and experience” (“The Generation” 106). Postmemory “describes the relationship of 
the second generation to powerful, often traumatic, experiences that preceded their births” (103), 
and Hirsch considers that the experiences the child of a trauma sufferer “remembers” are 
constructed: 
by means of the stories, images, and behaviours among which they grew up. But 
these experiences were transmitted to them so deeply and affectively as to seem to 
constitute memories in their own right. Postmemory’s connection to the past is thus 
not actually mediated by recall but by imaginative investment, projection, and 
creation. (106-107) 
One consequently wonders if Frame’s frequent depictions of the victims of war, which I discuss 
in the chapter that follows, are an imaginative projection of Frame’s postmemory. Lessing’s 
work that I address in this chapter is also imbued with the influence of her parents’ traumatic 
memories of the war. In Towards Another Summer, Grace comes to believe through the stories 
she overhears, through her father’s singing, and through his anger and sadness, that she herself 
had been there at war, in the trenches. When Grace’s father sings “Oh my, I don’t want to die,” 
he returns to the battlefields of the First World War, and when Grace hears her father sing such a 
song, she herself becomes absorbed in the experience of the First World War as she has 
constructed it.  
Doris Lessing’s experience of postmemory is depicted in both Under My Skin and Alfred 
and Emily, when she reflects on how her father’s memories affected her. Lessing recalls, in the 
former, the emotional legacy of her childhood as being “an old darkness of dread and of anguish 
– my father’s emotion, a very potent draught, no homeopathic dose, but the full dose of adult 
pain.” She then wonders “how many of the children brought up in families crippled by war had 
the same poison running in their veins from before they could even speak” (Under 10). In Alfred 
and Emily, Lessing writes that, as a child, she “had the full force of the trenches, tanks, star-
shells, shrapnel, howitzers – the lot . . . and felt as if the black cloud he talked about was there, 
pressing down on me” (170). She acknowledges, “I think my father’s rage at the Trenches took 
me over, when I was very young, and has never left me . . . It is as if that old war is in my own 
memory, my own consciousness” (257-58). Lessing also recalls her reluctance to listen to her 
parents, her fury at them for their need to speak again and again of the war. She remembers 
huddling in the bush, hands covering her ears, trying to escape her parents’ incessant need for an 
audience to listen to their plaguing memories. “I won’t, I will not. Stop. I won’t listen” (170). 
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As Lessing writes of the constant stream of her parents’ respective war memories that 
echoed throughout her childhood, Martha, too, in Martha Quest, experiences the “twin litanies of 
suffering” her parents speak of with their friends, for these war memories:  
had been murmuring down her childhood as far back as she could remember, and 
were twined with her deepest self. She was watching, fearfully, the effect on 
herself of the poetry of suffering; the words “no man’s land,” “star shells,” 
“Boche,” touched off in her images like those of poetry; no man’s land was the 
black and wasted desert between the living forces; star shells exploded in 
coloured light, like fireworks, across her brain, drenched in reminiscence; Boche 
was fearful and gigantic, nothing human, a night figure; the tripping word 
“Gallipoli” was like a heroic dance. She was afraid because of the power of these 
words, which affected her so strongly, who had nothing to do with what they 
stood for. (32-33)  
Martha, like Grace, having not experienced the First World War, but repeatedly exposed to it 
through her parents’ (or father’s, in Grace’s case) reminiscences, creates her own visual 
interpretation of the war that both frightens and enthrals her. For Martha, the words of the war, 
“Boche,” “no man’s land,” and “star shells” are perhaps more frightening because her 
imagination is responsible for creating their image. Martha leaves her parents’ property at the 
age of seventeen for the nearest town and a job as a secretary. Her parents, unhappy with her 
decision, follow her to inspect the appropriateness of her housing arrangements, and Martha 
arrives at her new home to find her parents talking with her landlady, Mrs Gunn. As she enters, 
Martha hears her father speaking of the First World War, of Passchendaele, to Mrs Gunn, whose 
husband had died of gas poisoning after the war, and Martha recognises that the familiar words 
were “becoming a monologue” (102). For Martha: 
[t]hat these words should be following her still made Martha feel not only 
resentful but afraid. In spite of herself, even as she isolated each traffic sound in 
an attempt to assimilate it . . . she was seeing, too, the landscape of devastation, 
shattered trees, churned and muddy earth, a tangle of barbed wire, with a piece of 
cloth fluttering from it that had once been part of a man’s uniform. She 
understood that the roar of a starting car outside had become the sound of an 
approaching shell, and tried to shake herself free of the compulsion. She was 
weighted with a terrible, tired, dragging feeling, like a doom. It was all so 
familiar, so horribly familiar, even to the exact words her father would use next, 
the exact tone of his voice, which was querulous, but nevertheless held a 
frightening excitement. (102) 
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Martha’s recognition of the exact tone of voice her father uses for the war, mirrors Grace’s 
recognition of the voice her father adopts for recalling his war days. But the “frightening 
excitement” detectable in his voice is recognisable in many of Frame’s characters as they 
contemplate and engage in memories of war.59 What is also interesting in this passage is that 
reliving the war has become a compulsion that Martha, who did not experience the war, must try 
valiantly to avoid. Hirsch’s theory of postmemory explains how Martha experiences what she 
experiences, and why the series of images she conjures seem doomed to proceed in the same 
faithful pattern. Lessing comments in part two of Alfred and Emily, particularly in relation to her 
portrayal of her mother, that Martha Quest was a cruel book, but necessary in that the process of 
writing it “was part of the trying to get free” of her mother and her childhood (178). Writing this 
autobiographical novel may thus have served scriptotherapeutic purposes for Lessing and helped 
to alleviate the weight her parents’ war burden inadvertently placed upon her.  
Lessing’s constructed childhood “memories” of the war are significantly informed by her 
father’s constant recollections, and, to a lesser degree, by her mother’s. Her memories are vivid 
and emotionally charged: they are also, Lessing reveals in her autobiography, full of anger. 
Alfred Taylor, like many returned soldiers, “[u]ntil he died would see England . . . as a country 
that had betrayed its promises to its people, as cynical, as corrupt . . . full of complacent crooks 
who had got rich out of the war and of stupid women who gave white feathers to men in civvies, 
half dead from the trenches, and then spat at them” (Under 36). Lessing writes, “[m]y father was 
not the only soldier never, ever to forgive his country for what he saw as promises made but 
betrayed: for these soldiers were many . . . Old Soldiers who kept that bitterness till they died” 
(Under 7). Many years after her father’s death, which Lessing maintains was caused by the First 
World War, she claims: “any music from the First World War, or scenes in a film, or those old 
photographs or shots from the Trenches that we see again . . . again – and up springs the anger as 
fresh as it ever was. But whose anger is it?” (Under 372-73). Even decades later, Lessing is 
taken aback by the force of her father’s anger, the fact that it became her own and must somehow 
be assuaged. In writing Alfred and Emily, particularly part one, the novella, Lessing was perhaps 
attempting a kind of exorcism – giving her parents a life without the war that destroyed their 
futures as they had once envisaged them. Lessing’s suggestion in the foreword, that she hopes 
her parents “would approve the lives” (vii) she creates for them, returns us to Henke’s concept of 
scriptotherapy, and the possibility that writing painful memories, and, in Lessing’s case, creating 
a fictional life for her parents, can have the therapeutic benefits of Freud’s talking cure, without 
the presence of a therapist or the necessity of spoken exchange. 
                                                
59 This “excitement” about war is discussed in the third chapter of this thesis, particularly in regard to the characters 
of Tom Livingstone in Intensive Care (1970), Hercus Millow in The Carpathians (1988) and, more peripherally, 
Edward Glace in Scented Gardens for the Blind (1963). 
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Frame and Lessing undertake the process of scriptotherapy in Towards Another Summer 
and Alfred and Emily by constructing possible worlds for their characters that integrate both 
fictional and nonfictional aspects of the two authors’ lives. Brian McHale suggests that the 
creation of “possible worlds depend on somebody’s prepositional attitude: that is, in order for 
them to be possible, they must be believed in, imagined, wished for, etc., by some human agent” 
(34). In Lessing’s case, Alfred and Emily: A Novella explores the possibility of a different life for 
her parents, without the experience of war that, she believes, “did them both in” (vii). In the 
fictional world of Alfred and Emily Lessing combines her knowledge of her parents’ pre-war 
lives, their relationships, their home life, and their personal and occupational aspirations, with 
the absence of the event which she believes defined them both and in many ways profoundly 
limited their choices. Lessing has, however, furnished the possible world that her parents’ 
counterparts inhabit with fictional details and reversed those decisions that she sees as 
contributing to their mutual unhappiness. One of these decisions is her parents’ marriage, which 
never takes place in the fictional world, as it is one of the outcomes of her their war experience, 
and one that unites their grief. The absence of the war markedly changes the course of both 
Alfred and Emily’s lives.  
How then, does Lessing construct this world of difference and create lives for her parents 
that she believes would satisfy them? Growing up in England, Lessing’s father had wished to be 
a farmer in Essex or Norfolk, (a disappointment to his mother who wanted him to be a bank 
clerk) and was a talented cricketer; her mother was an excellent student and gifted pianist but her 
decision to pursue nursing, rather than attend university, greatly disappointed her father who told 
her to never darken his doors again (Alfred 8). In the fictional possible world, Alfred and Emily 
are acquaintances, who meet through their mutual friend Daisy (who in the historical world is 
Emily’s lifelong best friend), before the war – when Alfred is farming and Emily is nursing. 
Lessing’s decision for the fictional Alfred and Emily to know one another but not to become 
romantically involved is telling: clearly she did not perceive her parents to be well suited.60 In 
the historical world, Alfred was, at this time, working at a bank in Luton, a time Lessing refers to 
in the fictional world as Alfred’s counterpart mentions one reason why he’s “glad not to be off to 
Luton or somewhere” (17) and that he “would rather die than be a bank clerk” (14). Alfred’s 
fictional counterpart is invited by Emily’s friend, Daisy, to a nurses’ dance, where he meets his 
future wife, a nurse who was trained by Emily, the fictional character of Betsy Somers (29). 
Betsy is soft and loving and Lessing writes in the “Explanation,” that she “enjoyed giving him 
                                                
60 In an interview for the Telegraph with Nigel Farndale in 2008, Lessing claimed “[m]y mother and father should 
never have been married . . . They didn’t understand each other at all” (n.p.). This interview was republished by the 
Telegraph on the news of Lessing’s death, on 17 November 2013. 
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someone warm and loving” (140), implying, of course, that Lessing’s mother was decidedly 
lacking in these qualities.  
Emily marries in 1916, just after Alfred’s wedding, a wealthy cardiologist named 
William Martin White, a fictional character whom Lessing based on the picture of her mother’s 
lost love who drowned in the war, which always sat defiantly on her mother’s dressing table 
(Alfred 140).61 While Alfred’s marriage is successful and he and Daisy have twin boys, Emily is 
unhappy in her marriage, is unable to fall pregnant and becomes something of a socialite. This is 
an interesting decision made by Lessing: giving her father’s counterpart children, but denying 
her mother’s counterpart any of her own. One wonders if Lessing is pointedly recalling the 
lifelong antagonism between mother and daughter, or suggesting that her mother’s desire to bear 
children was a result of war. Lessing wrote in her autobiography that her own desire to have a 
second child was prompted by certain events in the Second World War. “Can there be a more 
basic, not to say primitive, reaction,” she asks, to “the news of death, death, thousands of dead” 
(Under 246) than to wish to bear a child?  
In the fictional novella, Emily’s husband’s death leads to her investing his money, her 
tireless energy, and formidable efficiency (viii) in schools and education programmes for 
disadvantaged children. In this way, Lessing grants her mother a life of constant company, daily 
challenges, and endless tasks upon which she thrives. The fictional Alfred and Emily remain 
lifelong acquaintances, if not friends; although Emily lives in the city, she often visits the 
country town of her childhood where Alfred’s farm is established. When the fictional world 
Emily dies, “hundreds of people” (138) attend her funeral, paying tribute to a life of 
accomplishment. This is in contrast to the life of Emily in the historical world, in which, Lessing 
suggests, she suffered in isolation, caring for her feeble husband, worrying endlessly about 
money, and attempting to live vicariously through her wilful and vastly disappointing daughter. 
Alfred’s counterpart, Lessing writes “was a very old man when he died” (138) and though his 
life is not without challenges, he is granted far fewer crosses to bear than the historical Alfred 
who died an old man at sixty-two. The fictional Alfred has no desire to die, unlike his real-world 
counterpart, who questions, “[y]ou put a sick old dog out of its misery, why not me?” (152). 
In this chapter I have suggested that Frame and Lessing’s autobiographical writing 
reveals that their fathers’ and, in Lessing’s case, her mother’s, traumatic experiences in the First 
World War had long-lasting domestic repercussions. In the writers’ youths, war was the source 
of emotional distance, resentment, and sadness. In the Frame household, the war was also, at 
least partially, an excuse for Frame’s father’s bullying, ridicule, and depression. While neither 
                                                
61 In the Telegraph interview with Nigel Farndale, Lessing notes that she had always been sceptical of her mother’s 
story about her lost love who drowned in the Channel, because the photograph of him sitting on the dressing table 
was from a newspaper. This prompts Lessing to wonder, “[w]hy wouldn’t she have had a proper photograph?” (n.p).   
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author had herself seen combat, war became a subject in their writing that they returned to 
frequently, and almost always it was portrayed through the family lens, and written as an 
experience which exposed the gendered conditions of family life. At times in their 
autobiographies and autobiographical fiction, both Frame and Lessing claim that their fathers’ 
memories had somehow become their own. Each author found writing about their childhoods 
and their parents’ lives to be a kind of scriptotherapy, and, particularly in their autobiographical 
fiction, exploring the role of the First World War in their parents’ pasts was key to understanding 
their own childhoods. The chapter that follows addresses the character of the returned soldier in 
Frame’s fiction. I focus particularly on Frame’s pervasive depictions of the returned soldier’s 
role in the domestic domain, depictions which in their very recurrence, suggest Frame wished to 
subvert notions of heroism associated with war service, and highlight war’s ongoing 
repercussions for the family, long after the battles concluded.  
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Chapter Three 
Janet Frame’s Subversive Representations of Returned Soldiers: A Haunting Presence 
 
Returned soldier characters appear in all of Janet Frame’s longer fictional works. Frame’s 
writing is haunted by the experience of war, often personified by a character whose post-war life 
is an epilogue to his war past, and, in writing her soldier characters in such a fashion, Frame was, 
at some points tacitly, at others overtly, writing against the glorification of war and the 
exaggerated masculinities and femininities idealised by capitalist societies at war. While my 
previous chapter explored Frame’s representation of her father’s war experience and its domestic 
repercussions in her autobiography and autobiographical novel, Towards Another Summer, this 
chapter concentrates on the returned soldier in the eleven novels Frame published in her lifetime. 
These novels are rich in war imagery and allusions to war, and the figure of the returned soldier, 
usually a First World War returned soldier, is a recurring, disturbing character who forms part of 
the structural framework of Frame’s novels. Unlike most of the novels discussed in my first and 
fourth chapters, Frame’s novels are not, with the possible exception of Intensive Care, “about 
war.” The soldier characters’ war experiences are not necessarily significant to the plot of the 
novels; war is a part of the soldiers’ pasts, which is a past reality in Frame’s fiction, and, as my 
previous chapter explored, in her life. For Gina Mercer, “Janet Frame has always written from 
the position of the other. Her perspective is that of the outsider, the marginalised, the oppressed 
and repressed” (Janet 1). In considering the soldiers’ role in Frame’s novels, I argue that part of 
Frame’s approach to unmasking the glorified image of the soldier is to situate the returned 
soldier character in a position of figurative isolation from other characters, particularly within the 
family, as though the experience of war destroys each character’s misconception that the family 
is a safe and protective shield from the world.    
As a child and young woman, Frame was aware of the significance of her father’s war 
experience in his life, and she spent the early years of her adolescence amidst the growing 
patriotic fervour of the late 1930s and the onset of the Second World War. Frame’s fiction is not 
simply informed by these experiences: the returned soldier characters in Frame’s novels suggest 
that what Nicholas Abraham calls a phantom lurks in her writing. This phantom is not, however, 
so much the spirit of one deceased, but of one invented by the living to objectify “the gap that 
the concealment of some part of a loved one’s life produced in us . . . the gaps left within us by 
the secrets of others” (287). This leads me to suggest that Frame’s awareness that her father’s 
frequent bouts of anger and sadness in her childhood were a product of his time in the trenches, 
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of which he seldom spoke, fostered her interest in the returned soldier trope and significantly 
contributed to the pervasiveness of war-torn characters in her fiction.  
The mythologising of the soldier’s experience is a common theme in Frame’s fiction; her 
representations, however, which are ambivalent in their often ironic representation of the 
ceremony of war commemoration, problematise the dominant ideology which depicted the 
soldier as a heroic and admirable figure.62 In her allusions to soldiers’ traumatic pasts, her wry 
critiques of the sentimental memorialisation of military feats and acts of bravery, and her 
creation of narratives in which the narrative’s “reality” “functions as an amputated remnant of a 
violent history that has always already happened” (Cronin and Drichel xxii), Frame subtly 
addresses the destructive legacy of war. Marc Delrez claims that, in Intensive Care, Frame 
“universalises the theme of war, assessing its relevance in domestic circumstances where it 
assumes the status of a metaphysical disposition. In times of peace, war-like attitudes stand for 
the deadening of the imagination” (“Conquests” 139). I suggest, however, that Frame’s 
universalising and domestication of war is not limited to Intensive Care, but is true, to varying 
extents, of all her novels. War is an undercurrent in Frame’s writing, a constant. Its ominous 
presence resonates in the dynamic of each of the families in her novels.  
Throughout her fiction Frame represents war as a ubiquitous entity: war is war, the 
experience is bloody and lasting, and affects all those who witness it and their families. Frame 
draws, however, in what Gina Mercer refers to as her “anti-nuclear novels” (Janet 84) – Scented 
Gardens for the Blind and The Edge of the Alphabet – and in Intensive Care, a tenuous line 
between the destruction caused by the twentieth-century wars in her and her own family’s past, 
and the potential for nuclear wars in the future. As particularly seen in the final third of Intensive 
Care, set in a post-nuclear war society awaiting a day of final reckoning, when the Human 
Delineation Act is implemented, a sense of foreboding about the future of warfare is expressed. 
The message, if it exists, is fatalistic; it appears that in Frame’s view, war is inevitable.63 Delrez 
questions, in regard to The Rainbirds, “what difference is made by the centrality of the war 
metaphor in the economy of a novel otherwise set in an environment best described as politically 
innocuous?” (“Conquests” 145) Since I suggest that all Frame’s fiction is, to varying degrees, 
                                                
62 In the interwar years in New Zealand, “the idea of war as a test of manhood and a proof of nationhood continued 
to retain its hold” (Phillips, A Man’s 192). Although in the 1930s the majority of the western world was focussed on 
the horrors of war, rather than its glorification – largely because of novels such as All Quiet on the Western Front, 
Phillips notes that in New Zealand, “works which emphasised war’s horrors rather than the soldiers’ courage and 
self-sacrifice were criticised as libelling the soldiers” (A Man’s 193). Only three New Zealand novels that 
highlighted the devastation of war were published; among these novels was Robin Hyde’s Passport to Hell (1936).  
63 Interestingly, in the 1972 preface to The Golden Notebook, Lessing expresses a similarly fatalistic sense that 
humanity may destroy itself. She claims, “I don’t think that Women’s Liberation will change much . . . because it is 
already clear that the whole world is being shaken into a new pattern by the cataclysms we are living through: 
probably by the time we are through, if we do get through at all, the aims of Women’s Liberation will look very 
small and quaint” (8).  
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preoccupied with the theme of war, and, acknowledging that her novels are far more centred on 
the familial than the “political,” this question is not only significant for The Rainbirds but for all 
Frame’s novels. The very fact that war is so prevalent in her fiction suggests that, when 
considering war, Frame dissolves the boundaries separating the private experience of war from 
the public, to the point where the experience of war is a domestic reality in her fiction, a 
haunting backdrop substantially materialised in the presence of returned soldier characters. But 
how does Frame’s view of the human world as a legacy of violence, a place that offers the 
pretence of a haven from a heartless world but harbours violence for women and children, affect 
the creation of her novels? I wish to expand on what Delrez has postulated and suggest that this 
theme of war and its relationship with domesticity, what he refers to as a “metaphysical 
disposition,” is identifiable to varying degrees in all Frame’s novels. Further, the character of the 
returned, and often traumatised, soldier is a harbinger of violence in her novels, a remnant of past 
catastrophe whose presence serves to caution against participation in the deception of peace. 
 In Frame’s novels, the domestic environment is both threatening and psychologically 
poisonous. R. D. Laing believed that “one must study the family, not only the individual” in 
order to understand madness (Collier 148). For Laing, whose understandings of psychological 
disorders were built from psychoanalytic theory, the beginnings of sanity and madness are 
attributable to one’s childhood, and the family environment in which one is reared (Kotowicz 
23). Laing claimed that: 
[f]rom the moment of birth, when the stone-age baby confronts the twentieth-century 
mother, the baby is subjected to those forces of violence called love, as its mother 
and father have been, and their parents and their parents before them. These forces 
are mainly concerned with destroying most of its potentialities. The enterprise is on 
the whole successful. By the time the new human being is fifteen or so, we are left 
with a being like ourselves. A half-crazed creature more or less adjusted to a mad 
world. This is normality in our present world. (51) 
Parents, for Laing, are destroyers of individualism. In a similar vein, David Cooper suggests that 
the family’s role in capitalist societies is to be one of “inducing the base of conformism” in 
children (12-13). He depicts the family as the “system which, as its social obligation, obscurely 
filters out most of our experience and then deprives our acts of any genuine and generous 
spontaneity” (8). In Frame’s Scented Gardens for the Blind, Edward Glace, one of the three 
narrators, becomes increasingly obsessed with tracing the lineage of the Strang family: 
[t]he Strangs haunted him. They persisted about him, their voices echoing, 
whispering. They were an ordinary family – he had been particular about tracing the 
lineage of an “ordinary family” because he was aware that families, so described, 
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share the common nightmare, put poison in one another’s food, bed, and brain, and 
make love with the taste of death in their mouth, breathing it into their partner’s face 
or trying to get rid of it by first swallowing little green tablets coloured like silkworm 
dung. An ordinary family, in the chain-gang of the human race, linked in the ordinary 
way with doom. (49) 
Edward’s desire to unravel the particulars of the Strang family, “who share the common 
nightmare” of families and poison each other, as is the ordinary way, is one of many examples of 
how the family operates as a disturbed entity in Frame’s novels. Gina Mercer claims that, “[i]n 
most of her fiction, Frame’s families are negatively portrayed. They tend to be fractured and 
incomplete . . . or seemingly whole, yet composed of lonely individuals who are unable to care, 
support or communicate with one another” (Janet 84). The influence one family member has on 
another in Frame’s fiction is rarely, if ever, positive, and a distinct distance is often found 
between child and parent and what each desires. There is an interesting interplay between 
Laing’s analysis of violence and the family,64 and Delrez’s suggestion that a sense of past 
violence is embedded in Frame’s novels. War, in Frame’s novels, is a lens through which the 
world is viewed, and is present in many forms: in frequent battle metaphors, Anzac Day 
celebrations, images of gravestones, war memorials, and tales of family histories in which the 
mighty have fallen. Nothing is more striking, though, than the persistent image of the returned 
soldier, a peripheral character for the most part, but significant in his absorption in the past.  
Approaching the returned soldier characters from different perspectives, Frame’s novels 
encode new understandings of the domestic effects of war. Both First and Second World War 
soldiers appear in Frame’s novels; there are, however, some discernible patterns in their 
positionality. For example, in the novels that depict a character who experienced the First or 
Second World War, the older soldier characters in the novels are returned soldiers from a war 
that the protagonist did not experience or was too young to recall. These characters are often 
consumed by their memories of their time at war. Furthermore, in Frame’s later novels, the 
soldier characters are most often returned from (or perished in) the Second World War. This is 
largely because Frame did not write novels that were set in the past although she did recount 
characters’ memories of significant events in their lives. As Frame grew older, her characters 
remained contemporary, and as a consequence, the older characters became veterans of the 
Second World War, not returned soldiers of the First.  
                                                
64 R.D. Laing defines violence as something which “attempts to constrain the other's freedom, to force him to act in 
the way we desire, but with ultimate lack of concern, with indifference to the other's own existence or destiny” (36). 
In addition to violence in the nuclear family, Laing’s idea also applies on a larger scale to the oppressions of 
colonialism and imperialism.  
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Before discussing the soldier characters individually – and chronologically as they appear 
in Frame’s novels, I will briefly identify each as they are found in her fiction.65 In Frame’s first 
novel, Owls Do Cry (1957), Bob Withers, father and husband, is a First World War returned 
soldier. Dr Stewart, survivor of a Second World War German prison camp, and Len, a male 
patient who participated in the Italian Campaign in the Second World War are both found in 
Faces in the Water (1961). Bob Withers, the father in Owls Do Cry, reappears in The Edge of the 
Alphabet (1962), which centres on the story of his son, Toby. Sammy Festing, whose legs had 
been shot off during the First World War; Betty, whose war-time name in the Second World War 
was Tim; and the decorated war veteran who is the captain of the ship on which Toby sails to 
England, are also characters in The Edge of the Alphabet. In Scented Gardens for the Blind 
(1963), Edward, father of Erlene, has a box of toy soldiers that he uses every day to enact battles, 
awarding medals and “spilling each day’s necessary blood” (154) and Edward’s cousin was 
wounded, the top of his head shot off, during the war.66 Bert Whattling, pensioner and gardener, 
was a soldier in the First World War, while Botti Julio, who fought against the anti-fascist party 
in Italy in the Second World War, was held captive in a French concentration camp in The 
Adaptable Man (1965). Malfred Signal’s “lost lover” (35), Wilfred, was killed in the Second 
World War in North Africa and he haunts her in A State of Siege (1966). Godfrey Rainbird’s 
mother, in Yellow Flowers in the Antipodean Room (1968),67 is killed in the bombing of London 
in the Second World War and Godfrey’s father, it seems, is also killed in or during the War, for 
Godfrey, just a child in the Second World War, is raised by his sister, Lynley, because he lost his 
father “just when he needed him” (99). Tom Livingstone in Intensive Care (1970) is a returned 
First World War soldier whose adoration of war and violence, and infatuation with power, 
infects his family transgenerationally. In Frame’s subsequent two novels, Daughter Buffalo 
(1972) and Living in the Maniototo (1979), Lenore’s father was a doctor in the Nazi party in the 
former, and in the latter, Theo, house guest of Alice Thumb, tells of his father who fought in the 
First World War. In addition, Theo’s wife, Zita, was a child in Hungary at the end of the Second 
                                                
65 With the exception of Towards Another Summer, the composition of Frame’s novels was identical to their order 
of publication, although there was some overlap between The Rainbirds and Intensive Care because Frame decided 
to rewrite the former while in the midst of composing the latter. In Wrestling with the Angel, King recounts that 
Frame, in a letter to John Money, writes of The Rainbirds manuscript, “I was so appalled by it that I decided to 
rewrite it . . . It’s a dreary task, as you know . . . to type, first, four hundred pages, then another four hundred with 
carbons” (King 328).  
66 I have assumed that this war is the Second World War, given that the story appears to be set in the 1960s and the 
character is Edward’s cousin, not his father or grandfather, which might suggest the First World War. Of course, he 
might also have participated in the Korean War and sustained his injuries there, but the number of New Zealand 
soldiers who served in the Korean War – 4700 – was relatively few.    
67 Yellow Flowers in the Antipodean Room was published in the United States in February 1969, but it had come out 
the previous year as The Rainbirds in the United Kingdom and New Zealand. Yellow Flowers was Frame’s preferred 
title, and her US publisher, George Braziller, was happy to oblige Frame. Her UK and New Zealand publishers, 
however, thought the title, Yellow Flowers in the Antipodean Room, was too lengthy and not commercial enough. 
Consequently, the novel was published under two different titles (King 331). 
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World War. Last, in The Carpathians (1988), Hercus Millow is a retired Sergeant Major who 
survived a German prison camp in the Second World War, while Mattina (the protagonist) has a 
husband in New York, Jake, who was a soldier who fought at the conclusion of the Second 
World War and assisted in maintaining order in post-war Germany. 
 Bob Withers is Frame’s first returned soldier character,68 and he is the patriarch of the 
Withers family in both Owls Do Cry and The Edge of the Alphabet. He is a miserable, angry, and 
helpless man, described in her diary by his youngest daughter, as “the little hopping man of 
cruelty, tyranny, and child-like dependence” (Owls 118). Bob Withers’ service in the First World 
War is mentioned only once, briefly but significantly, in Owls Do Cry:  
[e]verything in the room was quiet when Mr Withers spoke. The kettle was 
knocking and panting but Mrs Withers didn’t dare get up and see to it, or put a 
new shovel of dull coal on the fire. The children . . . sat still, looking at their 
father and his shadow that was cut in two, lying across the edge of the table and 
then sitting up against the wall and across the calendar that told the day of the 
month and when the bills were due and the rent and the electric light; and lying 
across the table, his shadow had the shape of a fern, like the one he wore in his 
coat for he was a returned soldier and had been gassed in the war, the First War, 
there are too many wars. (32) 
What is seemingly a passing mention of Mr Withers’ war service is very pointed, for his 
tyrannical behaviour and his demands for obedience and admiration from his unruly children and 
cowed wife are emblematic of Frame’s perception and metaphorisation of the effect of war on 
each family member. Jennifer Lawn suggests that the narrator’s voice in Owls Do Cry “is itself a 
‘mosaic’ of other voices” (88). In this passage, the voices of Mrs Withers and her children are 
clearly identifiable, but Mr Withers’ voice is unheard. The image of his shadow “cut in two,” one 
part “against the wall and across the calendar that told the day of the month and when the bills 
were due and the rent and the electric light” and the other “the shape of a fern, like the one he 
wore in his coat for he was a returned soldier,”69 reveals a fracture in his character. The dogmatic 
patriarch lording his power over his family is both distinct from, and a creation of, the soldier 
who is consumed by his past, and free from the confines of domesticity. Simultaneously, the 
image of the split shadow links Frame’s portrayal of the returned soldier with the depiction of 
the working class in her fiction. After lamenting that, “there are too many wars,” the narrator 
continues, “it is all money and putting things down on the bill and making your way in the 
                                                
68 Gina Mercer suggests that Frame chose the surname Withers for the family in Owls Do Cry as a reference to the 
Withers family in Greville Texidor’s story “Anyone Home?” (1945). Texidor’s story is about a soldier, who, after 
returning from war, visits his “pre-war fiancée” and her family and struggles to relate to them (Mercer, Janet 32). 
69 New Zealand soldiers wore fern leaf badges in the First World War. 
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world” (32), as if the plight of the returned soldier is not only the burden of memories but his 
entrapment in a maelstrom of working-class domesticity.   
 Mr Withers is a simultaneously terrifying and pathetic man, struggling to wield power over 
his family, and helpless to prevent the stream of disasters that befalls them. He lives through the 
death of his eldest daughter, Francie, in a fire; his eldest son Toby’s debilitating epilepsy and his 
wife’s constant and fruitless search for a cure; his daughter Daphne’s committal to an asylum, 
where she eventually undergoes a leucotomy; his wife’s death from heart failure; and, as 
revealed in the epilogue, the “murder” of his daughter, Teresa, by her husband.70 And yet, in 
Daphne’s view, her father thrives on conflict and misfortune because he carefully guards his own 
misery and fears the implications of peace. For Bob, peace represents submission, a means of 
allowing others to assume control in his domain. Only through conflict, through his ability to 
maintain a state of domestic disruption and despair, can Bob garner his strength and further 
assure himself of his authority. In the asylum, prior to her leucotomy and awaiting her father and 
brother’s visit, Daphne thinks, “[m]y father is disappointed whether he sees me or not, because 
he is sitting in his hut on the swamp, with a licence to die held in his hand and his gun ready to 
fire at the first sign of peace” (166). The soldier becomes, for his daughter, an image of violence 
in the domestic sphere, inhabiting his own place, shut off from his family, “in his hut on the 
swamp.” He is, for Daphne, a loaded gun,71 poised and ready, threatening to fire, if anyone in 
their unhappy family attempts to rock the boat of drudgery and forbearance he tenuously but 
belligerently steers.  
 Unlike Owls Do Cry and many of Frame’s other novels, Frame’s second novel, Faces in 
the Water, is not centred on dis-ease in domestic life. Rather, it was written with the 
encouragement of Frame’s psychiatrist, Robert H. Cawley, whom Frame met in London at the 
Maudsley Hospital, and it imaginatively reflects on her periods of hospitalisation in New 
Zealand.72 Frame writes in her autobiography that Cawley believed “I was obviously suffering 
from the effects of my long stay in hospital in New Zealand, I should write my story of that time 
to give me a clearer view of my future” (Janet 384). Thus Frame wrote her painful story: some 
aspects, such as the names of institutions and staff, were disguised, and horrific experiences were 
downplayed, lest people might doubt her. In her autobiography, Frame claimed, “were I to 
rewrite Faces in the Water, I would include much that I omitted because I did not want a record 
                                                
70 It is unclear in the novel if Teresa is literally murdered by her husband. The epilogue states: “And their names 
were Teresa and Timothy Harlow, though the paper said other names” (172).  
71 In this image one recalls Emily Dickinson’s poem, “My Life had Stood – A Loaded Gun.” Like Mr Withers, the 
speaker in Dickinson’s poem resents the social limitations imposed on her, in her case, as a woman, in Mr Withers’ 
case, as a working-class man with what are in his perception, insurmountable domestic responsibilities.  
72 Interestingly, the Maudsley was built in the early years of the First World War, and was originally a place of 
treatment for shellshock victims (King 183). 
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by a former patient to appear to be over-dramatic” (Janet 216). The narrator and protagonist’s 
name became Istina Mavet, a character Frame strove to make more “credibly ‘mad’” than she 
felt she herself had been (Janet 387). As the setting of Faces in the Water is two asylums for the 
insane in New Zealand, the war or returned soldier characters are, for the most part, severely 
traumatised by their war experience, which is the reason for their incapacitation. Istina describes 
another patient, Maria, whose arms are scarred from her time in a concentration camp in Europe, 
but whose mind is more severely scarred. “[T]he nurses, moved by the novelty of her foreignness 
and the indisputable, appalling evidence of her body scars, at first addressed her kindly and tried 
to calm her, nothing seemed to help her; not when every summons to go upstairs meant a last 
visit to the torture or the gas-chamber” (94). Istina also questions the paleness of Dr Stewart and 
wonders, “[p]erhaps he was suffering from a secret disease. Hadn’t he been in a prison camp in 
Germany during the war?” (158) That war trauma is a “secret disease” for Istina suggests some 
association with shame and private suffering. The progression from secret disease to war 
participation is telltale in that it highlights a common, pervasive possibility for any person 
returned from war. Istina also describes a male patient, Len, “heavily-built, dark, gloomy and 
sweating,” who was “‘half-Italian’ and kept thinking he was still in the Italian campaign in the 
Second World War” (160). A female patient, Hilary, who desperately wishes to marry and 
discovers a likely candidate in Len at a patient dance, claims that in spite of his trauma, “he was 
having treatment, and would be cured soon, and then Hilary would be marrying him” (160). But 
Istina, who sees no escape for Hilary, or for Len, or for any of them, says to herself:  
  [i]f I could cage the human race   
  And teach it what it is to face 
  Never-Get-Out. (160)73 
This sense of helplessness, of no possibility for escape, is echoed by the “hoarse whisper” of 
Margaret, a tuberculosis patient, who talks relentlessly about the First World War (32). During 
Istina’s time in the Cliffhaven hospital, she often hides in the linen-cupboard and from there she 
listens to the voice of Margaret: “[s]he pleads with anyone who passes in the corridor to help her 
evict the enemy from her room . . . Looking at her you think, She is dying. Yet she goes on 
living, year after year” (32). Margaret is a haunting and haunted presence. Unable to realise that 
the enemy in her room is a figment of her imagination, she is a reminder of the ceaseless 
repetition of trauma and the isolation experienced in the depth of personal suffering.  
 The soldier is a far more pervasive figure in Frame’s third novel, The Edge of the Alphabet, 
which focuses upon the Withers family, whom Frame first depicted in Owls Do Cry. The Edge of 
                                                
73 Istina’s sense of their collective entrapment is reminiscent of the hellish afterlife the characters in Sartre’s No Exit 
experience. 
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the Alphabet is, most centrally, Toby Withers’ story and it begins with the death of his mother, 
Bob Withers’ wife. Toby’s fascination with his father’s war experience, partly a result of Bob’s 
reverence for his war memorabilia and his knowledge of a place outside of Waimaru, is 
manifested in Toby’s desire to travel away from where he is known and depended upon by his 
father. “Could I, Toby wondered, could I perhaps travel to the other side of the world and spend 
my money, for it is my money, I found it in the pocket of my father’s old soldier uniform; find’s 
keeps” (33). The money he finds is reminiscent of George Frame’s coins, which are discussed in 
chapter two. In her autobiography, Frame recalls discovering her father’s coins in the top drawer 
of her parents’ duchesse, and attempting, unsuccessfully, to buy sweets at the local store. The 
Shopkeeper, Mr Heath, “looked sternly at me. ‘This money won’t buy anything,’ he said. ‘It’s 
Egyptian’” (Janet 24). Perhaps as a child Frame assumed these coins were valuable both because 
she had little to no experience with money, and because they were considered special and given 
pride of place in the duchesse. But their currency was one of memory, memory that was 
unavailable to her, and could not be exchanged for material purchases. Gabriele Schwab, 
expanding on Marianne Hirsch’s structure of “postmemory,” claims that “the recipients of 
transgenerational trauma need to patch a history together that they have never lived by using 
whatever props they can find, including photographs and stories or letters” (282). The coins 
Frame discovers can be considered such a prop because they speak of an experience in which she 
had no part. They are something visible and tangible that can aid the desperate curiosity about 
the war experience that becomes evident in her novels.  
 In The Edge of the Alphabet, the narrator, Thora Pattern, informs Toby that the coins he 
wishes to spend are worthless: “the coins of fantasy mean nothing, have no rate of exchange or 
any value; they do not even deceive by being counterfeit. Simply, few people will accept them, 
not even on the other side of the world. Only at the edge of the alphabet are they legal tender” 
(33). Judith Dell Panny writes that the edge of the alphabet is “the infinitesimal yet infinite space 
separating speech from silence, light from darkness, and life from death” (“I Have” 46). For 
Janet Wilson, the “narrative spaces” in Frame’s fiction, “the fissures and silences which appear 
in the textual landscape,” establish her “authorial signature by decomposing the narrative voice 
and point of view, gesturing towards eradicated segments of reality” (“The Lagoon” 125). Where 
the story’s “reality” is absent, time and space become convoluted, non-linear, allowing past 
experiences to seep into the gaps in the present. In Frame’s novels, such spaces separate memory 
from reality, the present from the past. The coins Toby treasures have value in memory but 
nowhere in the present; they are a remnant of Mr Withers’ war past.  
 As he travels on the boat to England, Toby recalls a sweet factory in Waimaru, which he 
describes as being:  
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near the Hall of Memories where the boys used to assemble on Armistice Day to sing   
     —O Valiant Hearts Who to Your Glory Came 
     Through Dust of Conflict and Through Battle Flame 
     Tranquil You Lie Your Knightly Virtue Proved, 
     Your Memory Hallowed by the Land You Love, 
  That was the soldiers. Dad said they all got medals to keep them quiet. (129-30) 
Mr Withers’ suggestion that the prestige of a medal is appeasement for a soldier’s sacrifice, and 
a soldier’s silence, a necessity when upholding the myth of the glory of war, shows his complex 
relationship with, and understanding of, his war experience. His ambivalence includes the 
sacrifice he made, what he perceives as a lack of recognition, yet the beginning of the Second 
World War sees him telling war stories, joining the National Reserve and “polishing his soldier 
buttons and buckles” (119). Bob represents the dissolve between the man and the mythology that 
Frame so often writes in her soldier characters: the contrast between the plaques and memorials, 
the statues and the war songs, and the men who returned, broken in body or spirit, often pathetic 
in their transparent stoicism.  
 Toby also remembers that “[i]n the park there is a statue of a soldier from the First World 
War; he is turning green; when royalty came the mayor had the soldier cleaned and polished with 
Brasso; like a tea-urn; or fire-tongs” (130). This statement acknowledges the neglect of 
memorials (and the public’s neglect of those they remember), intermittently punctuated with 
fervent memorialisation when King and Country call. Similarly, Delrez has noted that, in Yellow 
Flowers in the Antipodean Room, Frame depicts New Zealand as a country where there is a 
“mindless frequentation” of the War Memorials, as they are built as “public lavatories or tea 
kiosks” (“Conquests” 136).74 But more than this, in her representation of such war 
memorialisation and of some soldiers who returned, Frame alludes to the shortcomings of war 
glorification and its central role in the formation of national identity, the meaninglessness of this 
memorialisation for many of those who did not serve and its irrelevance and inadequacy for 
those who did.  
 Toby is prompted to travel overseas in part because he discovers that the woman he wishes 
to marry, Evelina Festing, already has a boyfriend. Evelina’s father, Sammy, is a returned First 
World War solder, and, initially, Toby had visited the Festings “to keep Evelina’s father 
company, for Sammy’s legs had been shot off in the war and he could not go out much to meet 
his cobbers” (26). Sammy’s incapacitation is contrasted with the situation of the Captain of the 
Matua, the ship on which Toby sails to London. “The Captain was decorated during the War. He 
has medals, and letters after his name” (128), and his decoration serves to fill his passengers with 
                                                
74 Delrez takes this passage from Frame’s Yellow Flowers in the Antipodean Room 233. 
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a sense of confidence and admiration, so that they believe that everything is as it should be and 
he has made it so: “[w]e are safe. How safe we are! There is no War” (128). Characters such as 
the Captain, who are manly and heroic returned soldier characters, are decidedly rare in Frame’s 
fiction. Typically, her soldiers are written as visions of flawed masculinity. Preoccupied to the 
point of obsession with their time at war, violent in both manner and action, Frame’s soldiers are 
often desperate to exert power, however small it may be, over their family, in an attempt at 
finding safety and security. The Captain is an ironic figure in this novel, his presence starkly 
announcing the inferior masculinity of Toby’s father whose memories and keepsakes are pitiful 
in contrast with the Captain’s decorated heroism.       
 Betty, a “clerk from Nottingham” (90), is another character in The Edge of the Alphabet 
who recounts her experiences of the war. Betty preferred to be addressed by the name of Tim, 
which everybody in the army called her. She “talked often about the War, with nostalgia, as 
people recall their childhood, a past holiday or a dead love-affair” (91). For Betty, the war was a 
travelling adventure, a series of triumphant encounters with danger, and a time when everyone 
was friendlier and fond of her. Betty’s fondness for remembering the war is similar to that 
expressed by the women with whom Zoe Bryce, another central character whom Toby meets on 
the ship to England, becomes friendly at the student hostel in which she works as a cleaner:  
I sit with the others round the conference table with our thick slices of bread and 
margarine and our mugs of tea, and we talk about the War, the War, the bombs, 
the raids, the lootings, the bodies that were never recovered – the general and 
universal War which sometimes like a sea invading a private inlet engulfs one of 
us, and, receding, leaves a tide-mark of personal encounter which is described 
again and again, measured, explored, with all the beachcombing resources of 
memory. Our conference centres on the War.  (154) 
Zoe’s likening of the War to “a sea” suggests she considers the war omniscient, extraordinarily 
powerful, and willing to invade “a private inlet” of humanity, for that is its role and what it exists 
to do. That the sea “engulfs one of us, and, receding, leaves a tide-mark of personal encounter,” 
suggests that Zoe considers living through war an experience which marks individuals, some 
more so than others, and often permanently, rendering them submerged in the sea, unable to 
resist the constant temptation to recount and relive the experience which shaped their post-war 
lives.  
 This discussion of the experiences of war, the reliving of the events, marks the difference 
between how Frame often depicts a soldier’s recollection of war as a private trauma, to be 
discussed only with other soldiers who were over “there” (as I discussed in my previous 
chapter’s analysis of Towards Another Summer), and how civilians, who are not engaged in 
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active combat, experienced war as something shared and unifying. In her autobiography, Frame 
refers to a time when she finds herself “unexpectedly living as if during the days of the Second 
World War” (309), when the “tide-mark[s] of personal encounter” were presented again and 
again for discussion and comparison. Whilst working temporarily at the Battersea Technical 
College Hostel in London, she recalls: 
day after day the women talked of the war, reliving horrors they had never mentioned 
and could only now describe, while I, with a shuddering eerie sense of the 
overturning of time that one is often persuaded may flow so neatly from past to 
present to future, sat silently listening, feeling a growing respect for the 
relentlessness of experience that like a determined, pursuing, eternally embracing 
suitor will at last secure its match with speech, even if the process, as here, takes 
fifteen years’ work in its refining, defusing, washing, drying of tears, change of 
content and view, preserving, discarding, undergoing death and rebirth. Perhaps if 
the war had not been a shared experience the memories might not have had the 
combined force that enabled them temporarily to abolish the present. (Janet 309)   
Hayden White draws a likeness between the “emplotment” of historical events – the “encodation 
of the facts contained in the chronicle as components of specific kinds of plot-structures,” that is, 
how a particular series of factual events are adapted into narrative form, and the 
psychotherapeutic treatment of patients who suffer from traumatic memory. He writes: 
[t]he set of events in the patient's past that is the presumed cause of his distress, 
manifested in the neurotic syndrome, has been defamiliarized, rendered strange, 
mysterious, and threatening and assumed a meaning that he can neither accept nor 
effectively reject. It is not that the patient does not know what these events were, 
does not know the facts; for if he did not in some sense know the facts, he would 
be unable to recognise them and repress them . . . in his consciousness. On the 
contrary, he knows them all too well. He knows them so well, in fact, that he lives 
with them constantly and in such a way as to make it impossible for him to see 
any other facts except through the coloration that the set of events in question 
gives to his perception of the world. (281-82) 
White’s comparison, between the narration of historical pasts and the methods applied in 
psychotherapeutic treatment, considers the exaggerated degree of emphasis patients place on 
particular past events and how this affects their recovery from a traumatic experience. White 
claims that a patient can be encouraged to realise that they have: 
overemplotted events . . . charged them with a meaning so intense that, whether 
real or merely imagined, they continue to shape both his perceptions and his 
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responses to the world long after they should have become “past history” . . . The 
therapeutic process is an exercise in the refamiliarization of events. (282)  
In the passage above in Frame’s autobiography, for fifteen years the women had polished and 
perfected their memories of their war experiences, “reliving horrors they had never mentioned 
and could only now describe,” and the audience with whom they share their stories is a knowing 
and receptive one. The experience of war lives with the women “constantly and in such a way as 
to make it impossible” for them “to see any other facts except through the coloration that the set 
of events in question” gives to their perception of the world (281-82). It is with relief that the 
women breathe through the drowning absorption of their memories and share the trauma of what 
they have constantly relived, the effect of which is the abolition of the present and return to the 
war years in London. Frame herself was not there with them, but the clarity and vividness of 
their recollections take her back to a past that is not hers, leaving her in awe “of the 
relentlessness of experience” (309). But, as Frame depicts in Zoe Bryce’s experience in The 
Edge of the Alphabet, it is consistently the women who share their experiences together, just as 
the men in Frame’s fiction prefer to share their experiences exclusively with other combatants. 
War is a gendered and gendering experience, one that divides the sexes based on their roles: the 
men as protectors, combatants and largely absent figures, and the women as “the handmaidens, 
madonnas and patriotic mothers” (Bourke 297) who keep the home fires burning, an idea which 
has been examined in the fiction discussed above.  
 In Frame’s fourth novel, Scented Gardens for the Blind, Frame’s depiction of soldiers and 
their war involvement is more obscure than in her previous novels. The story is told by three 
narrators, Edward Glace, his wife Vera, and daughter Erlene, who are revealed at the conclusion 
of the novel to be three voices of the same character: Vera. Most of the references to war are told 
in Edward’s narration, in his nightly re-enactment of battles with toy soldiers. An explanation of 
Edward’s obsession with his soldiers, such as some kind of past experience in war, is not offered. 
Edward worships war, the violence and thrill of battle and conquest. In Intensive Care, Tom 
Livingstone is similarly enthralled. Edward lives in England, away from his wife and daughter, 
who has recently and suddenly become mute. Alone in his apartment, Edward forges great 
battles between allied and enemy soldiers, planning attacks, counting the casualties, distributing 
medals for glorious bravery: 
Edward Glace knew the attack would be successful. He had planned it the night 
before when he lay alone in his double bed in the hours after midnight. Every 
weakness of the enemy had been calculated . . . It was a glorious campaign, 
lasting hours, and in the end the battlefield was strewn with the bodies of the 
enemy, the dead, and the wounded who were left to die, and the trumpets of the 
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victorious army sounded muffled by the red haze of smoke drifting across the 
field. Rainwater and mud were mixed in the small pools left by the storm of two 
days ago; there was blood on the thistle heads and the wild flowers, and the 
weapons now being gathered and stored for use in the next campaign. The 
inescapable litter of war depressed Edward . . . The excitement of the battle over, 
Edward grew more depressed. He found that he could not rejoice over the success 
of his plans. He did not even count the corpses, or send orderlies to collect the 
wounded. He sighed. He did not know how to award the honours. There would be 
no triumphal procession through the streets of the city of the kingdom with the 
bands playing, the flags flying, cheering men and women greeting the returning 
forces. The warriors who returned would limp home unnoticed, in rags, and the 
watchdogs at the gates of the city would be set upon them to tear them to pieces, 
and those heroes who evaded the dogs and passed through the gates of the city of 
the kingdom would be greeted as strangers by their wives; none would recognise 
them. Besides, the battle would be forgotten, it was best forgotten, the people 
would say, while on the wide stretches of lawn which covered the outskirts of the 
city the new armies would be training, marching, practicing manoeuvres, and that 
would be called Peace. (35-36) 
Edward’s simultaneous appreciation of and disillusionment with the exactitudes of war suggests 
a deep need to exert power and receive praise for his efforts, to rejoice in the violence of the 
bloodshed, but avoid the necessary aftermath and consequences, “the inescapable litter of war” 
(29). Edward does not want to see the warriors unrecognized for their triumph and bravery, nor 
does he want the people to forget their men’s sacrifice and give the status of “used” or no longer 
“useful” to the returned soldiers. Later in the novel, Edward finds that, “[i]n the evenings now 
when the battles were fought, none of the soldiers would accept a medal for bravery” (197). 
Despite the ever-spilling blood on the battlefield, or perhaps because of it, the soldiers are no 
longer willing to receive praise for their bloody pursuits. The soldiers’ rejection of medals is 
reminiscent of Bob Withers’s claim in The Edge of the Alphabet: “they [the soldiers] all got 
medals to keep them quiet” (130). Edward’s soldiers have fought too long and seen too much to 
continue the imposed silence. 
 Edward’s understanding of “peace,” as a time when an army is training, preparing for 
future battles, is pertinent because in saying this he suggests that peace is a temporary state, a 
kind of waiting room, before the reality of war returns. For Edward, conflict and bloodshed are 
intrinsic to his perception of humanity and he “lived, as he wished to fight with his plastic 
armies, by remote control. Also he liked power; he liked to be able to make the awards now, to 
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judge personally” (61).   
 It is not a coincidence that although the three narrators are all voices of the one female 
protagonist, Frame has written Edward, the only male voice, as the operator of the battlefield. As 
noted so far, Frame writes of war as something that traumatises both men and women, but her 
novels largely depict the desire for violence as a normative masculine characteristic, which, in 
some men, is exaggerated. For Bourdieu:  
[m]anliness, understood as sexual or social reproductive capacity, but also as the 
capacity to fight and to exercise violence (especially in acts of revenge), is first and 
foremost a duty. . . . a ‘real’ man is someone who feels the need to rise to the 
challenge of the opportunities available to him to increase his honour by pursuing 
glory and distinction in the public sphere. (51) 
In Frame’s novels, women are largely represented as victims of the violence of men. They are 
depicted as being more inclined to recall the losses war brings, and the domestic changes which 
resulted. This suggestion is further discussed below in reference to Intensive Care. As Edward 
considers his growing obsession with his soldiers, he admits to himself, “I am truly at war now” 
(114):  
[t]he hobby of a gentleman (yes, a gentleman) became first his passion, then his 
excuse for escape, then his excuse for survival, for grafting himself like the extra, 
inadequate bit of human skin that he was, upon some part of humanity where he 
would not need to prove his gallantry, his manliness, his unselfishness; and now it 
has become his battlefield with death encroaching on all sides, piercing defences, 
destroying communications . . . while the soldier weeps plastic tears. (114)  
Edward admits his belief in his own inadequacy as a man, his sense of being a castrated or 
feminised man, as a result of his lack of participation in a war and his consequent need to 
continue the nightly battle performance as an assertion of his masculinity. The surreal bodily 
imagery that illustrates Edward’s perception of himself as an “inadequate bit of human skin,” 
suggests, ironically, that he regards himself as an incomplete or unfinished model shamefully 
aware of his insufficiency. He longed “to be wearing an artificial limb” and “envied people 
whose flesh and blood could learn to live in such apparent harmony with wood or metal” (206-
207). His cousin, who, in battle, had the top of his head sliced off by a bullet, had “a metal cap 
which would sit there for the rest of his life, like a precious lid to his dreams” (207). For Edward, 
this metal cap is romanticised, an admirable appendage, to be worn like a badge of honour, a 
symbol of bravery and sacrifice. Edward has no battle wound or marks of courage, so he is 
forced to make do with his toy soldiers, resenting or grudging them their plastic tears and their 
unwillingness to accept the medals he carefully and lovingly chooses for them. 
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 Erlene, the child of Vera and Edward, quite suddenly loses her ability to speak and 
becomes locked in her private world, with only a beetle, Uncle Blackbeetle, on her windowsill 
for company. Erlene is taken to see a psychiatrist, Dr Clapper, but as her appointment progresses, 
she loses interest in watching him: “she was away in a field full of poppies with a legend of 
death kept practical by an array of speaking tombstones and a cipher” (170). The field of 
poppies, an image embedded in Western twentieth-century war commemoration, and the 
presence of a cipher, to decode the encoded individual experiences of war, expresses Erlene’s 
desire to know, and intimately understand, the stories of the soldiers. With Uncle Blackbeetle, 
Erlene discusses the pending death of humankind. Mercer claims that “the death drive evident in 
British culture in The Edge of the Alphabet” concludes itself in Frame’s fourth novel, Scented 
Gardens for the Blind, where “the desire for cultural suicide has reached cataclysmic fulfilment” 
(Janet 87). In this novel, Mercer writes, Frame “suggests that perhaps the most hopeful 
possibility for the human race is to begin all over again; her various narrators are very 
pessimistic about the chances of preventing a global nuclear holocaust” (Janet 87-88).75 In a 
conversation between Erlene and Uncle Blackbeetle, Erlene hears an unfamiliar sound and asks 
Uncle Blackbeetle what it is. He responds: 
“It’s the soldiers passing in twos and threes, with iron bands round their foreheads 
and little sachets of diseases and lavender flowers tied to their waist, and their 
teeth cleaned with white ash.” 
“Wood-ash?” 
“People-ash.” 
“And swords of ribbonwood?” 
“No swords.” 
“And medals, uniforms with medals, bright-red uniforms?” 
“No medals, no bright-red uniforms, only the soldiers thin as the wind, in twos 
and threes in the dark.” 
“Is it death then?” 
“Yes,” said Uncle Blackbeetle. (83-84) 
The lack of medals and uniforms – the absence of the glory of war, the presence of people-ash 
and the “sachets of diseases” all indicate nuclear or germ warfare, perhaps a premonition that 
                                                
75 Patrick Evans has recently read a connection between Frame’s perception of the Holocaust and her experiences in 
psychiatric hospitals. He claims that this is not a straightforward comparison, “that psychiatric hospitals are like 
Nazi concentration camps or that one institution is a metaphor for the other.” Rather, he suggests, these links “are 
based, clearly, in an empathetic identification, one in which her own institutional experience drew her closer to 
another that was even worse. She seems to have seen her experience as one manifestation of the reckless, 
unanchored scientific rationalism of western modernity and the Holocaust as another” (“Modernity” 515). While 
Evans’s latter point is valid, his first idea perhaps simplifies the subtlety of Frame’s suggestion of encoded meaning.  
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Black-beetle and Erlene share as they listen to the sound of the foot soldiers. This premonition 
contrasts with Edward’s fixation on the warfare of his generation, the spilling of blood rather 
than reduction to ash. Unlike Edward, Erlene sees no glory in war, only a legend of death and the 
inevitability of much greater destruction. But she understands the fact that the tombstones she 
imagines cannot speak and that there is no cipher – there is silence rather than warning – that 
prevents this legend of death from ever being extinguished. 
 As mentioned in chapter two above, Frame’s writing of The Adaptable Man was 
interrupted by her desire to write Towards Another Summer. After penning this autobiographical 
novel at the beginning of 1963, she was able to return to The Adaptable Man, which, like the 
novels that preceded it, is rich in war imagery. Set in the fictitious East Suffolk town of Little 
Burgelstatham, the story is narrated or “observed” (Mercer, Janet 91) by a witch novelist (The 
Adaptable 3) who is sometimes guilty of misrepresenting and imagining the events that take 
place in the townspeople’s lives. The murder of Botti Julio by Alwyn Maude, a university 
student, is the first event central to the plot, for it is the murder of someone who is a complete, 
never before seen stranger, “a man whose only qualification for being murdered was that he 
belonged to the human race” (149). Alwyn, who identifies himself as “a product of the twentieth 
century” (149), believes that the act of murder without reason will signify that he “has taken the 
first step towards being the truly Adaptable Man, a Child of his Time” (149). “As a twentieth-
century man, Alwyn does not feel guilty because he has killed,” and supposes that “his own 
murder of Botti Julio had been such a normal twentieth-century act of a twentieth-century man 
that no suspicion had been attached to him” (147). Botti Julio, who had worked for the anti-
fascist party in Italy in the Second World War and was consequently imprisoned in a 
concentration camp in France (16), travels to England from Andorra, in the hope that “he might 
be given permission to stay forever in England” (17). Botti is under the impression that in 
England, “when you were wounded and your wounds were bleeding, and you asked someone in 
the street, ‘Can you send for help?,’ they did so at once” (19), the irony of which is brought to 
light by his murder.76   
 Alwyn’s brutality is symptomatic of his rearing in an age where “genocide is the basis of 
survival” (149). He believes that “simply by belonging to the twentieth century I’ve been granted 
so much experience as a birthright” (62), and that his birthright is a legacy of violence. Alwyn’s 
mother, Greta, a nurse during the Second World War, muses that “[t]here had been no crisis for 
her when war came, when she witnessed so many deaths occurring with such violence that they 
seemed more a part of a festival, a celebration, an explosion of lives in a firework of blood and 
                                                
76 In A State of Siege, Malfred Signal is found, dead, holding a stone, which is wrapped in paper and on which the 
words “Help Help,” are written. In Frame’s fiction, cries for help, often go unanswered. 
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flesh” (80). Her hardening and hollowing out is completed in the war years, when she 
experiences “a sense of timelessness” (79), and is able to fulfil her desire to do more than 
observe life (79). Her decision to marry a dentist on leave from the war, Russell Maude, comes 
shortly after her first fiancé disappears, presumed dead, in the Middle East. The child of this 
quickly established union is Alwyn. Russell returns, on leave, after his child’s birth to a wife 
who discovers that, “the war had made him into an old man. His body and mind seemed to have 
sagged, like an exhausted double bed” (82). His involvement in the war results in Russell 
wishing to escape “this modern age” (83), but his wife and son far prefer the modern ideals of 
adaptation and progression. War is, as in so many of Frame’s novels, a divisive presence in the 
household, signifying loss and unhappiness, regret and envy. 
 Alwyn’s uncle, Aisley, who is staying with the Maudes in Little Burgelstatham, overhears 
his nephew, Alwyn, and Alwyn’s girlfriend, Jenny, “talking and laughing” (56): 
[s]ometimes it seemed to Aisley, listening to their enjoyment, that the time and place 
swarmed with youth entwining and copulating with the shameless abandon of troops 
who kill and die (embracing enemies and death) on a permanent battlefield, who 
possess all the force, the power to destroy, the sealed commands, the knowledge of 
the objective, of the target; who simply wipe the blood from their eyes and the semen 
from between their legs and get on with the war. (55-56)     
When Aisley, a clergyman who is aware that his ideas are considered old-fashioned, mentions 
“the time and place,” he refers to the modern age, in which, he believes morality, expectations of 
repercussions, and forethought have all been abandoned in favour of immediate gratification. 
Aisley’s likening of youth copulating to the shameless abandon of troops who kill and die – of 
those who are aware of, and resigned to, their imminent and inevitable death and grimly and 
methodically follow orders – suggests that his vision of youth is as of the last descendants of a 
race in the throes of death, indulging in desperate and detached pleasure before their demise. All 
the Maudes’ foibles are written as symptoms of twentieth-century social decline, the lynchpin of 
which is modern warfare. 
 Another returned soldier character in The Adaptable Man is Bert Whattling, a pensioner, 
First World War veteran, and member of the British Legion. Apart from his time in the war, Bert 
has been a lifelong inhabitant of Little Burgelstatham, and he often feels his presence is 
overlooked simply because of its constancy. Bert contemplates the perils of aging: due to his 
shortness of breath, the stiffness of his knees, and the hazards of riding his bicycle he realises 
that “[it] was no help . . . to remember that he’d once been a soldier . . . Danger seemed not as 
simple as it used to be” (34). This is not a comparison of the gravity of danger between the past, 
at the time of the First World War and the present, but the complexity of danger. Bert believes 
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that the dangers of modern society are pernicious and deceptive, perhaps because of the seeming 
lack of accountability that concerns Aisley. In this novel, Frame’s soldier characters foster a 
violent continuum that finds expression only in the triumphant act of murder without motive or 
regret, the realisation of which personifies a truly adaptable man. 
 After the series of novels produced during what Patrick Evans refers to as Frame’s 
“European period”77 (“They Kill” 88), Frame returned to her native country and wrote the novel 
A State of Siege, set in New Zealand. Malfred Signal, Frame’s protagonist, is a retired art teacher 
who, after her mother’s death, moves from the south island of New Zealand to a holiday house or 
bach in the Northern sub-tropical island. Malfred’s desire to immerse herself in an exploration of 
“the room two inches behind her eyes” is thwarted by a haunting she experiences, a knocking on 
the door of her new, precious place. Desperate to identify the perpetrator, Malfred, in stream-of-
consciousness narration, “invokes memories and manifestations of the significant individuals in 
her life” (Cronin, The Frame 39), and, among these ghostly figures, the soldier is found. But 
Malfred cannot identify the knocker and she is found, three mornings after her death, holding a 
stone that had been thrown through her window, which was bound in paper and scrawled with 
the words, “Help Help” (197-99).  
  In Malfred’s story, the reader encounters several soldier characters that return to haunt 
Malfred. Of these, the most significant is Wilfred Anderson, her “lost lover” (35), “who had been 
killed . . . in North Africa” (53) during the Second World War.78 Malfred becomes “one of the 
many schoolteachers, unmarried, who throughout their career attracted the rumour, fantasy or 
fact, that their ‘boys’ died in the war” (52). The reader is first introduced to Wilfred when 
Malfred is deciding which photographs to hang on the wall of her new bach. She admits to 
herself that she had kept the photograph of Wilfred only in order “to aid her memory when she 
felt in a sentimental mood,” and she realises that, “when people die, even those one has loved 
dearly, their image fades in time” (35). But the presence of the prowler, knocking on her door, 
leads to Malfred recalling Wilfred, frightening herself with the thought that he was the knocker 
“returned from the dead” (101). Her fright is, however, mingled with surprise, when she realises 
that, “however hard he knocked at the door, and however long he stayed, she would never let 
him in” (101). This is an interesting twist on the figure of the returned soldier in Frame’s fiction 
whereby the return is undertaken through a kind of haunting. Avery Gordon explains haunting 
as:  
                                                
77 During this period, Frame was living abroad, based in London, and wrote, in quick succession The Edge of the 
Alphabet, Faces in the Water, Scented Gardens for the Blind, and The Adaptable Man (Evans 88). All, excluding 
Faces, are partly or entirely set in England. As mentioned in chapter two above, Towards Another Summer was also 
written during this period.  
78 Malfred notes that Wilfred’s brother, David, is also killed in the Second World War (102). 
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How that which appears to be not there is often a seething presence, acting on and 
often meddling with taken-for-granted realities . . . the ghost is not simply a dead or a 
missing person, but a social figure, and investigating it can lead to that dense site 
where history and subjectivity make social life. (8) 
For Malfred, who meets him two years before the outbreak of war in Europe (102), Wilfred is 
the war: the development of their relationship (however uncertain Malfred’s interest) is mirrored 
by the Nazis’ advance through Western Europe. Malfred realises that in her memory she has 
“nothing of Wilfred alone, of his ‘essence,’” and wonders: “[i]f he knew, would he protest at my 
inability to isolate him, to give him his lonely place on a dais, throne, scaffold, or anywhere that 
a man may stand alone in glory or guilt?” (166). Wilfred does not stand alone for Malfred 
because he becomes invisible to her, shrouded in mythology. The anonymous presence Wilfred 
represents is found in many households – simply another soldier lost in the wars – and this is a 
presence Malfred does not welcome in her bach. The narrator recalls: “[w]ith the rumours of 
war, the movement west of the Nazis, the speeches by the Prime Minister that where Britain 
went New Zealand would follow, Malfred’s relationship with Wilfred became closer” (109). 
Their “teasing friendship where both surveyed the darker undercurrent with pleasure and fear but 
made no move to plunge into it” (107) is propelled into a sexual encounter a month before 
Wilfred sails to war, the imminence of his departure, the possibility of his not returning perhaps 
intensifying Malfred’s first, and only, sexual experience.79 But, if the intruder is her lost love, 
Malfred is unwilling to open the door to him. She does not wish to see him: he is, like the war, 
finished and forgotten, “part of the desert” (53) and a part of her life with which she does not 
wish to re-engage. And yet, listening to the knocking on the door of her bach, Malfred is 
reminded that during air-raid practice in the war her pupils had played, “Knock Knock. Who’s 
there? A game where the fear was hidden in light-heartedness” (51). Her wartime fears return 
ominously, for the question of who is knocking is tremulous rather than light-hearted, her fear 
evident. She realises that “the knocking may go on forever” (112), and that she may never escape 
the incessant hammering of her past.   
 Malfred notices a small box of photographs in the bach, belongings of the previous owner, 
also a single older woman, who, incidentally, had died suddenly in the bach, in which she finds 
photographs featuring two men, whom Malfred imagines were the previous owner’s father and 
fiancé. These men bear a curious likeness to Malfred’s own father and Wilfred: the father is 
standing atop a mountain, wearing mountaineering clothes (Malfred’s father had been an 
                                                
79 Malfred comments on their sexual encounter in the fernhouse, “the white specks and spatters on the fern looked 
like a new kind of mildew, a disease that the ferns had caught through being there, in the fernhouse, at that moment” 
(111-12). It seems likely from this, that rather than the two having intercourse, Wilfred masturbated on the ferns; 
however, later in the novel, Malfred describes this encounter as when “they came together.”  
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explorer),80 and the fiancé is dressed in a soldier’s uniform, and has “something indefinably 
unpleasant about him, though it’s really hard to see him so clearly, for the photo is specked with 
mildew” (121). The specks of mildew on the photograph are uncomfortably like Wilfred’s semen 
on the fern, which “looked like a new kind of mildew” (111-112). Malfred sees Wilfred and her 
time with him as a distasteful period in her past, but a period which her decision to become more 
engaged with the “room two inches behind her eyes” has recommenced. Perhaps because of the 
abrupt and final dissolution of their time together brought by the war, a haunting of sorts has 
begun.  
 A soldier appears in Malfred’s room, and she acknowledges that, though he resembles 
Wilfred, he is not Wilfred: “[i]t is another Wilfred, in another place, a snapshot I do not keep; it 
is Wilfred and the war” (168).  Derrida asks, in his discussion of spectres, “What is a ghost? . . . 
Is there there, between the thing itself and its simulacrum, an opposition that holds up?” 
(Specters 10) Here Malfred identifies one opposition between the Wilfred she once knew and his 
simulacrum: his experience at war. Expressed in Malfred’s words is a sense of how unavailable 
the experience of war is to her, the isolating experience of being a woman in a country far from 
the battle fronts, as well as her resignation that because of these factors she was in most cases 
considered unable to grasp the physicality, the brutality, the nightmare of war.  
 In the text, the image of the soldier who has appeared is enclosed in parenthesis: “(sand in 
his uniform, blood over his heart, his face scarred and burned, his lips swollen, suffering the 
cliché indignities in a way that distracts attention from the invisible unremarkable horror)” (168). 
The parenthesis implies a redundancy or lack of importance in the description, as if merely by 
saying the word “soldier” this image of “cliché indignities,” which masks the “invisible 
unremarkable horror,” is readily evoked, utterly predictable, and subsequently deemed unworthy 
of normal discourse.81 That Malfred describes such horror as unremarkable suggests it is a mark 
borne almost uniformly by those who return from war: the absence of this mark would be 
                                                
80 There is also a question of whether Malfred’s father was a First World War returned soldier; Frame does not 
explicitly say this, however there is evidence to suggest this may be the case. Malfred recalls:  
[d]rinking fountains, seats, gates, foundation stones, trees, all had been named after Francis Henry 
Signal. He was on the Mayoral roll in the Town Hall, in the records of past library committees 
(Athenaeum and Mechanics Institute) and the Boys’ High Honours Board. He had been a legend that 
Malfred found hard to reconcile with the slight, shy, brown-eyed man that she knew. He’d climbed 
mountains, too, named peaks in the Southern Alps, had been mentioned in the country’s history; yet 
Malfred remembered most clearly his gentleness, his long silences, his body that did not seem to have 
the right shape, for he walked as if one of his legs were shorter than the other, and his head dropped to 
one side…The sculptor had shaped him as a conventional Hero, and had got away with it, Malfred 
supposed, because her father, in life and death, had been treated as time treats so many heroes: his 
exploits had been given physical expression. (6)         
     That her father was sculpted and shaped as “the conventional Hero”, memorialised and celebrated, may suggest 
that in addition to being an explorer, Francis Henry Signal was a soldier. His long silences and misshapen body are 
also suggestive of the characterisation of soldiers Frame writes in her other novels.  
81 Frame’s portrayal of the soldier in parenthesis recalls the narrator’s perfunctory depiction of the deaths of Mrs. 
Ramsay, Prue Ramsay, and Andrew Ramsay in Woolf’s To the Lighthouse. 
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remarkable. But, as the soldier begins to talk to her, spilling platitudes (169), Malfred muses: 
“[o]ne of the crimes of war is that the macabre shocking experiences it brings will shrivel the 
seed of originality until the withering shows itself even in a man’s language” (168). Wilfred is 
what Malfred describes as the “old soldier home from the wars” (119), nondescript, almost 
faceless, and lost to what defined him before the war as unique. For Malfred, the horrific 
experience of war, and the mythologising of the soldier into the “shining personification of the 
New Zealand male” (Phillips, A Man’s 163), strips of their individual essence those who return, 
whether corporeally or spiritually.   
 Throughout A State of Siege, Malfred frequently mentions the motif of “old soldiers home 
from the wars” – “[h]ow my mind returns to that old soldier!” – the notion of which initially 
arises when, contemplating the oddity of someone knocking on her door in the middle of the 
night, in the midst of a storm, she acknowledges that:  
[i]t is only those legendary “old soldiers home from the wars” who knock at doors in 
the middle of the night when a storm rages outside; and then, in the story, the door is 
opened to them, they are made welcome, given a bowl of hot soup (steaming is the 
word used), they are stripped of their ragged uniforms, their wounds are bathed and 
bound, they are put to bed between fragrant sheets, with their heads resting on feather 
pillows . . . And the owner of the cottage, going downstairs to attend the fire and bolt 
the door for the night, knows the tenderness and pride of possession as she touches 
the stained uniform and moves the tall, mud-caked boots out of direct range of the 
fire’s flames . . .It was ever thus, and never as it has been, with the soldiers not old, 
but young, and not going to bed at once but drinking whisky to drown their 
memories, and then weeping because the whisky made them remember, and then 
stamping on their experience, giving a hearty good-natured shout, catching the early 
bus to town to fill in the form for the Rehabilitation Grant. (119-20)  
Here Malfred contrasts the age-old motif of the “old soldier” with the young soldiers with whom 
she, as a child of the twenties and thirties, is well acquainted. The returned soldiers familiar to 
Malfred are physically and psychologically traumatised, desperate to escape their memories but 
unable to, for such memories shape their very perception of the world (White 282). By 
“stamping” on his memories he is rallying himself, cursing his effeminate indulgence in tears, 
attempting to put to rest what will follow him for the rest of his life. The image of the soldier 
home from the wars is transformed throughout the novel, from the old, wounded hero seeking 
refuge from his heroic adventures, to the young traumatised soldier seeking his Rehabilitation
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Grant,82 to the final image of a vagrant, wearing an RSL badge, an out-of-date newspaper poking 
out of his pocket (189). This final soldier, whose presence foreshadows the violence of Malfred’s 
death, is quite distasteful to Malfred, who thinks:  
[s]o this is the old soldier home from the wars – does not the R mean ‘returned?’ – 
the man who used to charm princesses from sleep, who could dance all night in an 
underground palace, row home across an underground stream, and not suffer the 
twinges of an old man’s rheumatism . . . There’s some mistake, some mistake, I 
think, and I shut my eyes, blotting the dream from the dream; and then, suddenly, 
this old soldier home from the wars begins to work his mouth like the preparation of 
guns to fire a volley, and in a swift movement he thrusts his head forward, jetting his 
butt, globed with spit, to the ground at my feet. (181) 
This character, void of all charm and mythologised fantasy, is a disappointment and disgrace to 
Malfred. She realises that, “old soldiers home from the wars are not as I dreamed them to be” 
(184). She had romanticised the soldier, softened his coarse edges and his resentment towards 
the debt he is owed by society, and created a figure whose gratitude at returning outweighed the 
misery he had suffered. All the soldier images in the novel are manifestations of Malfred’s 
imagination, but the final soldier has the most resonance because he illustrates Malfred’s fear of 
returned soldiers: their harboured violence, tarnished ideals and horrific experience that she 
cannot understand. Her final soldier image illustrates, as Bob Withers does in The Edge of the 
Alphabet, the opposition between the man and the mythology. 
 In The Frame Function, Jan Cronin refers to the novel that followed A State of Siege, 
Yellow Flowers in the Antipodean Room (The Rainbirds), as “among the most neglected of 
Frame’s novels” (51) and writes that Frame herself, acknowledging the datedness of the novel, 
claimed it is “obviously pre-feminist and narrow in outlook” (qtd. in Cronin 51). In an interview 
with Gina Mercer, Frame suggested that she had become more aware of the oppression of 
women while she was in the process of writing her autobiography. She claimed, “I myself have, 
become more conscious of the problems of women, and this is through writing my 
autobiography and writing about my mother” (Mercer, “‘A Simple’” 237). And yet, in the 
historical trajectory of war references and soldier characters in the domestic setting in Frame’s 
novels, this story is undeniably pertinent. Godfrey Rainbird spends his early childhood, in the 
Second World War years, as an evacuee in the Trossachs, in Scotland. It is during these years 
that his mother is killed, buried alive under “the collapsing building of the bombed station” (59) 
                                                
82 In New Zealand, the Rehabilitation Act 1941 enabled a Rehabilitation Board to determine the assistance which 
was required by discharged servicemen, or the relatives of those who were killed in service, for their civilian lives 
(McLintock, n.pag). 'WAR – REHABILITATION', from An Encyclopaedia of New Zealand, edited by A. H. 
Mclintock, originally published in 1966). 
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in London. Godfrey is haunted by this time in his youth, recalling how he had “looked up at the 
misty Trossachs and feared with his head spinning that the mountains would fall on him, might 
bury him in their playful avalanche” (59), as his mother had been buried. As an adult:  
[w]hen the memory of his mother’s death in the bombing came to him, with the 
image of the lonely raining valleys and its mountain clouds and indistinct faces seen 
as lofty as clouds from the height of a five-year-old boy, Godfrey would panic and 
take a bus or the tube to Camden Town to visit Lynley, his sister. (3) 
There is some mystery surrounding Godfrey’s father’s death, since Godfrey “lose[s] his father 
just when he needed him” (102), and was raised by his sister. Given the timing of his death and 
his absence, it seems likely that Godfrey’s father died in the war, but, tellingly, the nature of his 
death remains undisclosed. Godfrey leaves Lynley and emigrates to New Zealand, but his desire 
for a change is thwarted somewhat when he comes to realise that his chosen country, far though 
it is, is rich with its own memories and commemorations of war.  From the “Centennial or War 
Memorials that are public lavatories or tea kiosks” (233), and Anzac Day “most solemn: khaki 
and poppies” (113), “stiff… on their stems of black wire” (198), to the conversations of his 
workmates who resent the visiting Generals, who visit Christchurch “to tap its people on the 
shoulder with a long braided arm of remembered fellowship in suffering” (5), but skip Dunedin 
(the town where Frame spent her early childhood), the war is ever present. Godfrey is unable to 
avoid his own memories, “[t]hough it was all so far away now, Godfrey had brought much of it 
with him, in his luggage, on his back, in his heart; often its heaviness weighed on him” (11). He 
realises, as Malfred does, that war has the power to strip uniqueness from individuals, that it is 
all “lies and platitudes” (144). But Godfrey also acknowledges (as does Tom Livingstone in 
Intensive Care) that he is lovingly drawn to war; that, more than just “Lies and Platitudes,” it is 
also “Cursing and Loving” (144). Godfrey muses:  
[y]ou curse war but once you get the hang of it you love it, it gets you, killing gets 
you, you hate it but it’s part of the game isn’t it? Isn’t it? Fair’s really fair. Isn’t it? 
And the frightful consequence of creating the platitudes is that we fit our life to suit 
them. You hate war but it gets you, in the public interest you love it in the end. (144) 
Godfrey’s belief in the ability of war to “get you,” to ensnare individuals in a kind of collective 
mindset where war and killing are “part of the game,” suggests that he feels his preoccupation 
with war is far from unusual but a common malaise. Although Godfrey’s life in New Zealand 
takes place in a time of relative peace, he is consumed, as his sister is, as his workmates are, by 
his “war-like” state of mind, which, Delrez asserts, “stand[s] for the deadening of the 
imagination that accompanies the embrace of a one-sided outlook on the world” (“Conquests” 
139). Again we are reminded of Malfred, who, in the latter years of middle age, abandons the 
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town of her family, rich with war associations and memory, to escape to an untarnished place of 
her own where she wishes to devote her time to exploring the room two inches behind her eyes. 
Despite her refusal to open the door to the incessant knocking of her past, she cannot overcome 
the “one-sided outlook on the world” that has shaped her life. In both Godfrey’s words and 
Malfred’s story we can read an acknowledgement of “the deadening of the imagination” that is 
provoked by a “war-like attitude.” Yet neither wilfully and consciously “embrace[s]” this 
attitude (in fact, Malfred is repelled by it). Interestingly, both characters die; Godfrey, however, 
is mysteriously revived. For Malfred and Godfrey, the adoption of a war-like attitude appears 
less a chosen embrace, as Delrez suggests, than a resignation to a state of being.  
  Godfrey Rainbird is killed, knocked down by a car, and his body is taken to the morgue; 
however, miraculously, a few hours later, he recovers consciousness. But in many ways it is too 
late: his wife and children have been told, his sister has been called in England, he had, 
officially, been pronounced dead, and the course of his life had thus been altered. On learning of 
this pronouncement, Godfrey realises: 
[h]ow fearful, irrevocable pronouncements were! The Air Ministry has made a 
pronouncement. The War Office. Pronouncements, Bulletins, the details of the raids; 
the casualties; all the official words webbing themselves around the idea of 
pronounced death. That was that. Dead. No further words to waste or web. (55) 
Godfrey comes to understand that “he seems to have been granted a reserve of time which 
exceeds the limit normally granted to human beings” (Delrez, Manifold 186), but that the 
pronouncement of his death and this pronouncement’s irrevocability has changed how he is 
perceived socially. Although he is alive, he feels he has been left behind, that his presence is 
bothersome and that he is no longer useful to society. Touching a wound on his face after the 
accident, Godfrey wonders if he is now:  
a faceless man? He had read about such men, how many that had been afflicted 
during the war now crept about in darkness, turning their face away so as not to 
terrify. Some, he had read, wore masks that were unexpectedly torn from their 
faces to reveal their deformities in blazing light. Others had new skin grafted to 
their face, had become patchwork identities. (41-42)   
Despite his fears, Godfrey’s appearance is relatively unscathed. But he has not avoided 
becoming a faceless man: his experience, like the experience of war, has stripped him of his 
identity and he has become a patchwork of others’ perceptions of his experience. He sympathises 
with Joe Treacher, another survivor about whom Godfrey reads, who had been pronounced dead 
after spending “three days in the bus tomb,” and subsequently confessed that “he felt nostalgia” 
(212) for this time. Joe “spoke of the feeling of fellowship, the enhanced joy and agony 
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experienced by those in battle or living through great danger” (212), and Godfrey acknowledges 
that though “[i]t was an alarming confession . . . it was being made every day” (212). Godfrey 
recalls that when:  
he left the Trossachs for London he himself had sensed the anticlimax of living, the 
restlessness that came from being faced with commonplace happenings miscalled 
news when the only real news was death.  News of birth could not give the same 
satisfaction and release as news of death. Birth was a past experience. Death lay in 
wait. (212) 
But, for Godfrey, death has passed, is past, and anticipation of his own death no longer exists. 
No more satisfaction can be exacted from his life, because it was made redundant the moment he 
was pronounced dead. Godfrey is thus haunted by the experiences of his pre-death self, who had 
perceived the life after his war childhood as an “anticlimax of living.”    
 Following Yellow Flowers in the Antipodean Room, Frame wrote a series of novels 
which Patrick Evans refers to as Frame’s “American Fiction.” Evans suggests there is “a change 
of tone” in Frame’s American novels, and notes that, although Frame’s “earlier fiction had its 
occasional quirky moments . . . in these later works there is a lightness and playfulness far from 
the grim tone of, say, Scented Gardens for the Blind” (“Modernity” 516). Evans particularly 
highlights the playfulness of Living in the Maniototo. He counters, however, that despite the 
“ludic aspects” of Intensive Care, Daughter Buffalo and The Carpathians, there is “no lessening 
of Frame’s earlier concerns with the workings of Western modernity; rather there is an 
enhancement of her expression of them” (“Modernity” 516). Evans refers specifically to Frame’s 
“explorations of Holocaust themes” (513), such as what is seen in Intensive Care, when, in a 
post-apocalyptic society, the Human Delineation Act is implemented.  
In a review titled “Back to Nightmare,” the Canadian edition of Time magazine referred 
to Intensive Care as a novel that depicts history as “a hereditary malignancy that engulfs the 
present and dooms the future to madness, loneliness and death” (“Back to” 68). As mentioned, 
Intensive Care is Frame’s novel which “addresses the theme of war most frontally” (Delrez, 
“Conquests” 138) and it does so, first, by exploring the transgenerational influence of one man’s 
First World War experience and the violence it perpetuates, and, second, by concluding the novel 
in a post-nuclear war New Zealand. The two soldiers whom I discuss below are brothers, Tom 
and Leonard Livingstone, but it is Tom whose war experience and war love shapes the violent 
future of the Livingstones. In Wrestling with the Angel, Michael King notes several 
autobiographical connections between the Livingstones and the Frames: Tom, like George 
(Frame’s father), “works as a furnace operator and has an undiagnosed ulcer”; Leonard, “a 
bibulous bachelor, is in some respects a recreation of Uncle Charlie Frame”; and Colin, Tom’s 
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grandson, “murders his lover and his lover’s parents, as Bill Frame had done” (King 353). The 
nightmarish history of the Livingstones echoes Frame’s own disaster-stricken family. Tom 
returns from the First World War with a certainty that his “wife of two days and one night, 
Eleanor Madigan, thirteen-thousand miles away, an image dissolved many months ago by the 
chemical action of spilled blood, would never have understood” (3) his attachment to his 
precious gas mask, his symbol of his experience. The only person who, he believes, could 
understand this is his nurse, Cecily Everest, who becomes his, and Frame’s, symbol of the war, 
and whose name he uses as an alias for and a champion of the war. She is “the first person he 
had seen on waking from his drugged sleep,” and, as a result, she becomes for him the “only 
person to love, to be haunted by” (4). Haunting and loving thus evolve into synonyms for Tom. 
Like the war, Cecily is “seemingly golden, vivid, glorious, worth fighting for, and dreaming 
over, to a whole generation of innocent young men” (Mercer, Janet 171). She is the great love of 
his life, and what plagues him in spite of his apparently successful and respectable existence.  
The novel begins and is frequently interrupted by Tom’s daughter Naomi’s stream of 
consciousness omniscient prophesising, as she lies waiting to die from cancer. She reminisces 
about childhood events, fictional or otherwise, and she recalls, her father “never” singing of the 
war (111). Naomi claims her father “never” sang: 
 I want to go home I want to go home 
 I don’t want to go to the trenches no more 
 Where the bullets and shrapnel are flying galore. 
 Take me over the sea  
 Where the enemy won’t get at me. 
 Oh my I don’t want to die 
 I want to go home. (111) 
The irony is that Naomi knows the song so well as to recite the words. This is, of course, the 
song that Frame’s father sang, as shown in her autobiography, and Grace Cleave’s father sings in 
Towards Another Summer. The repetition of motifs in Frame’s work, such as this song, is 
significant. Bruce Fink notes that at one level, repetition “implies the ‘return’ of something that 
would be different the second time but for the signifier. You can only step in the same river 
twice because you have a word or name for it” (224). While the soldier characters who sing the 
war songs come from different families and belong to different narratives, they are joined by a 
common experience, which, as Malfred Signal perceives in A State of Siege, renders them a 
cliché. In singing this song they join a chorus of men “spilling platitudes.”  
As mentioned in chapter two, Tom Livingstone also “never” showed his daughter all his 
wartime souvenirs: “you did not show me the gas mask and the first aid kit with the bandages 
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still dark with blood and the paybook with your will written at the end, and the puttees you 
wound around your legs to keep them dry in the mud of the trenches” (111).83 Naomi recalls that 
on Guy Fawkes Day, when she was fourteen and had invited a boy, Donald, to their family 
bonfire, her father, was “very understanding, you did not mock me, you were not jealous, oh no, 
you smiled your approval” (113), thus disclosing that Tom had done just the opposite. Tom had 
arranged a performance, in which, Naomi tells Donald, “‘[t]here’s a mask he likes to wear, and a 
few weapons, a rifle, a bayonet, and so on…and sometimes he likes to dress in soldier’s uniform, 
you’ll love my father, Donald, he’s kindness itself’” (114). But Tom’s performance, in which he 
wears his treasured gas mask and Naomi is encouraged to “Kill, Kill, Kill” (116), in a kind of 
bayonet practice, is a disturbing enactment of Donald being murdered, a performance which 
foreshadows the young man’s later suicide. Naomi and Pearl (Tom and Eleanor’s other daughter) 
both leave their parents and unhappy family home as soon as they are able, never visiting, 
keeping in touch occasionally with only cards and letters. Pearl’s only child, Colin, who, “unlike 
his grandfather Tom Livingstone, had no war to blame for his foundering upon a new passion” 
(168), leaves his wife for another woman. But the woman, Lorna, excuses their affair as 
something that “went away more or less suddenly, like a headache” and refuses to see him any 
more. Colin, “mad in love as all the Livingstones were” (3), buys a “rifle and a supply of 
ammunition” (193) and murders Lorna, her mother and her father, and then kills himself. The 
family home is a place where violence is bred. Colin is severely poisoned by his mother’s 
acrimony. His mother was a victim of her father’s adoration of war. Colin cannot respond to 
Lorna’s rejection of his love without violence.    
Hearing of her mother’s death, Naomi says in elegiac fashion, “Eleanor is dead . . . in a 
marriage where love lasted less than a week followed by forty-four years of heartbreak” (65). On 
his wife’s death, Tom returns to London to find Cecily, who has haunted him since he was 
eighteen, and encounters her, dying, in a cancer ward. “Rage came over him that a woman who 
had spread so wide in his world, for so many years that she had sucked up his life as the sun 
sucks up the sea and all the streams and rivers, should be lying so near him and yet make no sign 
to him” (18). He smothers his nurse with a pillow, overpowering her with his fury. For him, she 
is the war that had forgotten him: that he had lived his life for but which refused to acknowledge 
his devotion. The tone in which this violent act is told is matter-of-fact. For Tom, the answer is 
simple. There is a debt he is owed, an appreciation he deserves, and Cecily’s apparent ignorance 
of this must be punished with violence.  
                                                
83 We can recall a similar demonstration of the function of puttees when Frame recounts in her autobiography her 
father’s reaction to the declaration of the Second World War. 
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Tom dies quite suddenly from a stomach ulcer – his obituary reads “‘Another Soldier 
Passes’” (125) – and his new girlfriend and his brother discover in Tom’s things a “trunk 
containing three soldier uniforms including hats, puttees, overcoats, badges; two identity discs, 
an old first-aid kit, a rifle complete with bayonet” – the bayonet had recently been polished – and 
a “German gas mask with ribbed grey tubing attached to the snout, and windowed eyes” (141). 
Leonard wonders:  
[w]hat had Tom been thinking of to treasure these things? But of course all the 
chaps brought home souvenirs, Some from the dead, their own or the enemy’s. 
They picked the dead clean, like crows. What else was there to do? He’d done it 
himself, a boy of eighteen. You had to have some kind of loot. He’d expected 
more than the War gave him. (141) 
Leonard is also a returned First World War soldier, but unlike his brother, who strived to 
maintain a respectable social facade, Leonard “had spent his life wandering through the country 
working as a garage mechanic, engineer in electric power projects, rabbiter, rouseabout on farms, 
often being fired for his drunkenness” (69). For most of his life Leonard had been without a 
home and though he moves in to the cottage on Tom’s property after Eleanor dies, his 
possessions are meagre, as if he had never stopped living as a soldier. He brings with him “his 
“old leather kitbag of tools, his few clothes, his radio, the sugar sack of old family photographs 
that had been sent to him when one of his brothers died;” he “made up his bed with the four dark 
grey army blankets from the army surplus stores,” and in the kitchen he “arranged his army-style 
pots and pans” (68-69). The R.S.A. (Returned and Services’ Association) Memorial Hall is the 
only place “where he could pass the time of day in human company” (72), and is his “second 
home in any town” (164). Leonard ritually drinks until he cannot remember his loneliness, and 
died, three years after Tom, “rejected, negated, extinguished, yet recovered, for his death 
reclaimed in some the affirmation of memory” (166).   
 In contrast with Intensive Care, which is centred upon individual men’s responses to war 
trauma, Daughter Buffalo’s references to soldiers and war all point to a recent but largely 
undisclosed past. Daughter Buffalo is a meditation on legacies of death and their inheritance, and 
highlights the haunting presence of war in societies living in its aftermath. “Death education” – 
the means through which we accumulate “a supply of public and private deaths as numerous and 
memorable as our supply of loves” (Daughter 41) – and human extermination are pervasive 
themes in the novel; although there still remain references to those old soldiers who are:  
remembered as men of marble and stone, on horseback in parks and squares and 
marketplaces, the poor sick mad old men who wander the streets of the city . . . 
the rememberers who look through their memory as through a telescope to 
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magnify and make immediate the happenings that were far away and long ago. 
(22-23) 
The reference to “the remembers” and their memory “telescopes” returns us to some of Frame’s 
other “rememberers,” such as Grace Cleave’s father in Towards Another Summer, whose voice 
adopts a special cadence for reminiscing about the First World War, and the women with whom 
Zoe Bryce works in The Edge of the Alphabet, whose “tide-mark[s] of personal encounter” are 
“described again and again, measured, explored, with all the beachcombing resources of 
memory” (154). In The Carpathians, discussed below, Hercus Millow, who was “a prisoner of 
war in Germany” (41), admits that though his memory has worsened as he has aged, the war 
remains one of his clearest memories (41). He claims, “[l]ast week – now last week’s gone 
forever. But the war – for me, it’s still here. Other chaps experienced it this way. It’s still here, 
but distant. Some experience it as now – they’re the ones gone crazy” (41). The nature of 
memory and the compulsion to repeat is, ironically, a recurring theme in Frame’s novels. For 
Frame, memory “is not history. The passing of time does not flow like a ribbon held in the hand 
while the dancer remains momentarily still” (Janet 331). Traumatic memories, particularly war 
memories, become objects of fixation for Frame’s characters. Whether recalled with love or 
anguish, they are powerful enough to overcome the rememberer and catapult them into their 
past. 
 The first of two narrators in Daughter Buffalo, Turnlung, who soon “will give up the first 
and second hand furniture of memory” (xi) (an interesting turn of phrase when considered in 
relation to Hirsch’s theory of postmemory), first encounters the second narrator, Talbot Edelman, 
on a bench in New York, thus beginning their odd, vaguely sexual relationship. Both Talbot and 
Turnlung are drawn to studying death. After his Jewish grandfather dies, Talbot changes his 
specialisation in his medical studies from embryology to death (11), and Turnlung has left his 
native country of New Zealand to “take a closer look at death” (20), specifically, at his own, in 
“a country of death” (21). Talbot admits to himself that he had become:  
obsessed with elderly men in each of whom I saw the grandfather I never knew  
. . . and I saw myself as an old man, I was face to face with myself and I did not 
know how to act. My first impulse was sexual. I wanted the old men to enter me 
with all their baggage of history, their own past and the past of their ancestors . . . 
I attributed much of this feeling to my having been deprived of experience of 
death. I wanted the old men to give me, free, their deaths. (20) 
Talbot’s craving for familiarity with death is something he feels, as a male child, of the twentieth 
century, he deserves. An intimate knowledge of death is, for Talbot, his assumed birthright and a 
source of arousal. The sexual nature of Talbot’s desire for “the old men to enter me with all their 
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baggage of history” can be likened to the confusion of love and war as synonyms experienced by 
Tom Livingstone, whose time at war stimulated his post-war arousal at scenes of brutality and 
morbidity. And yet, having experienced no world war of his own, fought in no great battles nor 
assisted in concealing mass genocide, Talbot bemoans the inadequacy of his death education. 
Unlike Tom, who craves the familiar exhilaration unique to holding the power to end another’s 
life, Talbot aches to know this experience personally, to consume it and feel it is his own. 
Talbot’s girlfriend Lenore’s father was a doctor in the Nazi party, and Talbot feels that this “was 
one of the attractions she had” for him (130). “Whether or not she wanted it to be so, death, 
through the eyes of her father, looked out of her eyes” (130). The death Talbot sees in his 
girlfriend’s eyes is the death of old men, who “precede and shadow the young throughout their 
life” and “rehearse their death for them” (22); they are, thus, preparing the young for the burden 
of past horrors and their inevitable perpetuation. Recalling Delrez’s argument that a violent 
history can be read in The Rainbirds – “the memory of a catastrophe which has already happened 
and which reverberates in the diminished present” (“Conquests” 137) – it becomes apparent that 
Daughter Buffalo also has a violent history, a sense of reverberating catastrophe. But Talbot’s 
lack of direct experience with death, his relative innocence, has left him feeling cheated and he 
longs for the intimacy with death his forefathers had experienced.    
  The references to soldiers and war are less frequent in Living in the Maniototo than in 
Frame’s other American fiction, particularly in comparison with her two preceding novels, but 
the telltale war memories and experiences remain. The novel is set in both New Zealand, in the 
fictional suburb of Blenheim, Auckland and in the United States, in Baltimore and Berkeley.84 
The “multifaceted narrator” (Cronin, The Frame 180), most commonly, Mavis Furness/ Barwell/ 
Halleton (Wilson, “Post-Modernism” 114),85 claims that in Blenheim:  
the streets are named after battles with never a sign of who lost or who won or how 
many died, and certainly, though the generals were named, no names of any of the 
warriors. The streets tell the names of the battles but it is literature and our 
imagination which tells us about those who fought. (41) 
Perhaps we can read in this Frame’s acknowledgment of her own contribution to telling tales of 
those who fought, her literary preoccupation with the soldiers who received far less recognition 
than their superiors, but suffered equally.  
                                                
84 Blenheim is actually a town in the South Island of New Zealand where, Janet Wilson notes, the poet James K. 
Baxter “collapsed and died in the street” (“Post-Modernism” 125). Cronin claims that the fictional suburb of 
Blenheim that Frame creates, “is clearly a version of Glenfield on Auckland’s north shore” (181). 
85 Jan Cronin notes, that while the narrator’s “most common manifestions” are Mavis Barwell-Halleton, Alice 
Thumb, and Violet Pansy Proudlock, “the reader relies on the figure of Mavis Barwell as something of an anchor” 
(The Frame 180). Cronin suggests that Mavis is far from an anchor, because “she is just as baffled as the reader” 
(180). In my discussion, I refer to the narrator as Mavis. 
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 The narrator, “Mavis,” inherits the house in Berkeley, in which she is house-sitting, when 
the owners (the Garretts) are killed in an earthquake in Italy. Mavis’s alter ego, Alice Thumb, 
finds herself with four houseguests who had been friends of the Garretts and had been invited to 
stay.86 One of the guests, Theo, tells the story of his family. His father “who came home 
unwounded except for the usual shrapnel relic from the first world war” (145), and his mother, 
“were forever optimistic about making a fortune, and each evening . . . the takings for the day 
were set on the kitchen table to be counted, beside the feeling of doom that lay there, almost 
visible, as a kind of auxiliary payment . . . ” (145). But, we might wonder, who was this payment 
to? Theo states his father is unwounded but he does not say unhurt or unharmed. The reader can 
only surmise from the feeling of doom Theo recalls that his upbringing was not a joyous one. 
Mavis recalls, “I used to wonder how people survived their childhood: I know now that few 
survived it” (107).  
 Theo’s wife, Zita, recounts to the group the story of her childhood in Hungary after Theo 
had shared his. Zita remembers:  
some years after the second world war . . . terror, and lights blazing, and being in a 
camp with my parents and brother, waiting to be chosen, approved of, by the New 
Zealand government . . . [e]veryone said you had to be extra clever and beautiful and 
good and healthy to get into New Zealand, therefore most people did not try, so 
many of them were sick, with limbs missing, and sores, and lice, and you weren’t 
approved of, if you were sick or had limbs missing or were dirty; and some who’d 
been angry and violent were also not wanted. (147)     
Here we are reminded of those who did not die but were still forgotten, the unwanted debris of 
war, those disfigured, diseased, resentful, unromanticised “old soldiers” (as referred to by 
Malfred Signal); the “inescapable litter of war” (as thought by Edward Glace), who have lost 
their place in society. Zita and her family were “chosen” to enter New Zealand and when asked 
if she would ever return to Hungary, though she responded with “perhaps some day,” “she knew 
she would be afraid. She remembered the way the soldiers formed in the streets in a webbed 
pattern that prevented escape, and how she had seen the escaping people shot…” (202). Zita does 
not wish to return to the site of the trauma of her past, the trauma of her generation and her 
century, but like many of Frame’s characters, she is unable to evade the return of her haunting 
memories.   
 In The Carpathians, Frame’s final novel, Mattina Brecon from New York travels to 
Kowhai Street in Puamahara, New Zealand, which is home to the legend of the Memory Flower, 
                                                
86 Later in the novel, the Garretts, much to Mavis’s surprise, return to their home (having not died in an earthquake), 
and Mavis’s four houseguests are revealed to be “fictions” (Wilson, “Post-Modernism” 121).   
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for the purpose of buying some land and exploring the legend. Mattina’s husband, Jake, a 
novelist whose first book was entitled The Battlefields of New York, was a Second World War 
soldier who was among those who assisted in “clean[ing] up Europe” (176). Although he claims 
that “his war experience of death in the midst of death bore little conscious weight,” that the 
“heavy burden melted, vanished when the war ended and the world convinced itself it had 
returned to ‘normal’ times” (188), Jake insists that the horrors and resentments of war are not 
easy to move beyond, for “those things are not forgotten” (190). The “retired sergeant-major” 
(64) Hercus Millow, one of Mattina’s new neighbours, explains that to her that though he had 
not been to New York, he had been other places, “during the war” (41):  
[t]alking about the war, Hercus Millow showed his excitement. His eyes gleamed, he 
leaned forward: the war, the old fire, yesterday’s fire warmed him through his lonely 
widowhood, his lameness, the constant pain in his leg, the prescribed pills that 
fuddled his mind and caused him to walk sideways, now and then, like a crab; 
walking towards the war. (41)   
As in the case of many of Frame’s soldier characters discussed in this chapter, Hercus is 
captivated by war, which was the most memorable experience of his life. Like George Frame’s 
puttees, Bob Withers’ Egyptian coins, and Tom Livingstone’s gas mask, the binoculars Hercus 
treasures are “one of his relics” (64) from his war and although they are not powerful enough to 
“see into the real distance” (64), they are more than adequate for staring into other people’s 
houses on Kowhai street.     
 Hercus is a lonely soul, a widower, and most of his friends had died in the War Veterans’ 
Home. Those who are alive tell him, “‘Hercus . . . you’ve too much time on your hands’” (67). 
But his time is occupied: listening to the news still captured Hercus’s “full attention” as it 
“retained for him its wartime urgency . . . listening closely he identified enemy and ally and 
marvelled that although the Second World War had finished forty years earlier, the announcers, 
while not identifying ‘the enemy,’ still used the language of war” (68). And, for “several hours 
of each day and night” he was “the commander and the prisoner in the German camp” (65), 
“back in World War Two territory” (99), “languishing with his platoon” (121). Reflecting on his 
memories, Hercus muses: 
 [l]ooking out at the fallen kowhai blossom, and the flower-filled peaceful landscape, 
the blessed sky, he wondered and knew why these were not etched as deeply in his 
mind as his landscape as a prisoner and soldier. He knew the commonplaces, many 
of them fallacies, about the comradeship of war. He knew that in times of suffering, 
memories are formed that as the years pass have the capacity to spread under the 
seismic impact of their own stress, causing other memories to disappear and new 
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details of the time, new scapes, to reappear in the present. The details of the prison 
grew as clear as the plants in his garden. (65) 
This returns us to Hayden White’s argument that traumatic memory has the capacity to 
overshadow and shape “any other facts” rendering us incapable of processing new events 
“except through the coloration that the set of events in question gives to his [our] perception of 
the world (281-82). Hercus lives in a kind of half-present whereby his absorption in his past is so 
consuming that snippets of his past, “new details” of his time at war, come to exist in his present 
world. Despite his obsession with reliving his war experience, and his vehement insistence that 
he is not a pacifist (68), Hercus “contradicts himself by acknowledging that anyone who declares 
or fights war is mad. Plain mad” (68). Hercus is aware of his fixation with war but feels that his 
age at the time of his war participation (he was in his thirties) placed him in better stead than “the 
youngsters of nineteen and twenty” who were “starry-eyed” and “wrapped up in whatever 
patriotic garb (and garbage) was tossed to them to keep out their fear” (69).   
[t]hey’d all seen too much in the war, but Hercus, being older than the men he 
commanded, had been able to withstand the mask of glory, the imposter war, while 
the younger men, transformed into imposter soldiers, came home full of anger and 
hate not at the declared enemy but at their own country and themselves. They had 
been promised freedom and peace, an end to evil ideologies, both visible and 
invisible; they felt betrayed as if they had travelled a great distance to extinguish a 
fire, then returned to find the same fire burning in their own backyard, flourishing 
everywhere. They’d helped put paid to Hitler’s evil in the mistaken belief that Hitler 
owned it: their disillusionment came when they realised that wars won or lost are 
instruments of reminding, not of forgetting, and so on their return they could not 
wipe their hands and their backsides and say “That’s that,” and get on with the 
everyday pleasures of living in God’s Own Country; they had to keep guard over 
what they felt they had won in the war; they had killed men and women and children, 
laid waste to lands, forgetting or too young to realise the nature of evil. In reality they 
fought a war to keep the munition companies solvent. (69) 
Here Hercus excludes himself from those youthful soldiers who returned “full of anger and 
hate,” and believes he withstood “the mask of glory” that the younger soldiers could not; yet the 
passion of this tirade suggests that Hercus was not unaffected by the disillusionment, resentment, 
guilt, and horrific memories others faced on return. To “keep guard over what they felt they had 
won in the war,” thus maintaining a sense of justification for the brutality of their actions, was 
essential to each soldier’s own sanity. But Hercus is not immune to his own diagnosis and his 
suffering is apparent in his absorption in the past and his daily reliving of the war. He feels that 
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he, and all the young naïve soldiers, were duped by those in charge into believing they were 
putting an end to “evil ideologies,” only to discover that they were defending and maintaining 
those same ideologies. Hercus’s thoughts in this passage stand apart from those of some of the 
other soldier characters discussed. For Hercus, the enemy is not other soldiers but rather the 
permanent arms economy. Though his war was the Second World War, the emotions Hercus 
attributes to the young, impressionable returned soldiers are reminiscent of those adopted by 
Tom Livingstone who was “only eighteen and he had been shaving for only eleven months” 
when he was wounded in the First World War. “When he returned from the War he was a 
frightened man,” and he conceals his fear with anger, belligerence and dogmatism.  
 The Carpathians, as the final novel Frame published in her lifetime, does nothing to 
undervalue the centrality of the theme of war and the presence of returned soldiers in Frame’s 
novels. If anything, in Hercus’s close to complete absorption in his war past, we can read a 
renewed fascination in Frame’s approach to war trauma in The Carpathians. It becomes apparent 
that in her later novels, Frame focussed more on the figure of the Second World War returned 
soldier, perhaps because these novels were set later in the twentieth century and those soldiers 
from the First World War were elderly or dead. Soldiers and those affected by war remain 
pervasive in her novels; while the narratives move around them, the soldiers are fixed entities, 
locked in their own war pasts, reliving the experience that shaped their lives. The following 
chapter discusses four novels by two contemporary novelists. The depictions of the soldier 
characters in these novels contrast with Frame’s depictions, in that the soldiers’ stories are 
central to the narratives’ plots. Nevertheless, these soldiers, like Frame’s, cannot escape the 
horror of their pasts.          
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Chapter Four 
Returned Soldiers in Contemporary Women’s Fiction: Pat Barker’s and Brenda Walker’s 
Representations of Traumatised Masculinity 
 
This chapter explores how the contemporary novelists Pat Barker, in Britain, and Brenda 
Walker, in Australia, depict returned First World War soldiers in some of their fiction. While 
Janet Frame and Doris Lessing were daughters of returned First World War soldiers, Barker and 
Walker are granddaughters of returned First World War soldiers, and are another generation 
removed from the experience of this war. Their novels also benefit from the feminist scholarship 
that has publicised women’s war novels and read war writing from a gender-aware perspective. 
My contention is that because Walker and Barker are both writing in the wake of contemporary 
understandings of gender, these feminist novels explicitly draw attention to the role that 
hegemonic expectations of gender played in the male and female experience of the First World 
War and its domestic outcomes.87 As a consequence, these novels point to and highlight the 
“exposés of gender myths” (Higonnet, Introduction 13) made by women novelists writing at the 
time of the First World War – exposés which had, until recently, been “submerged” (13) by 
publishers and readers privileging the supposed authenticity of male-authored war novels set in 
the trenches over women’s novels set primarily on the home front. The contemporary women’s 
novels I examine contribute to and encourage the continuing interest which emerged in the late 
twentieth century in rediscovering, reimagining, and rereading the First World War in order to 
acknowledge and investigate the non-combatants’ perceptions of the interaction between 
hegemonic notions of gender and experiences of war. In a reading of Barker’s Another World 
(1998), Life Class (2007), and its sequel Toby’s Room (2012), and Walker’s The Wing of Night 
(2005), I identify common themes and motifs in the novels and explore the relationship between 
their contemporaneity and their depictions of matters of gender. Such themes and motifs, when 
read in comparison with those found in the novels discussed in earlier chapters of this thesis, 
expand upon and crystallise the subversions of gender norms that I have explored in the earlier 
novels.  
                                                
87 Considering that Frame’s last novel, The Carpathians, was published in 1988, and Lessing continued to publish 
frequently until her final novel, Alfred and Emily, in 2008, one wonders if Lessing’s and Frame’s later novels, 
discussed in the second and third chapters of this thesis, might also draw attention to the hegemonic expectations of 
gender. I would suggest that while Lessing’s and Frame’s later novels do expose such expectations, their portrayal is 
much more subtle and personal than Barker’s and Walker’s representations. In Alfred and Emily and The 
Carpathians, for example, wars are addressed only in memory, even though the memories themselves are all-
consuming. Conversely, Barker’s and Walker’s novels, with the exception of Another World, are set during the First 
World War, and through the thoughts and experiences of the characters of both sexes, the authors explicitly question 
how social expectations of gender, which were crystallised by the war, shaped the characters’ lives.  
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The novels discussed here address the First World War from different historical vantage 
points. The Wing of Night, Life Class, and Toby’s Room are all “historical” novels, and are set in 
the early twentieth century: the first begins in 1915 and ends in 1922; the latter pair are set 
between 1912 and 1917. The Wing of Night is a novel largely about mourning, while Barker’s 
two most recent novels, like Non-Combatants and Others and The Return of the Soldier, 
conclude before the Armistice, and the war continues as the novels end. The Wing of Night is, 
according to Nicholas Birns, “a new kind of war novel” due to the fact that while “most of the 
action takes place in Western Australia,” and revolves around the life of a female character, 
Elizabeth Zettler, whose husband is killed at Gallipoli, “this is not a ‘home front’ novel; it is 
about war” (232). Birns’s distinction between home front novels and war novels – one type 
apparently being “about war” and the other not – points to the dominant assumption that 
women’s novels set away from the battlefield have less to say about war than novels centring on 
combat. Birns’s assertion that The Wing of Night is “a new kind of war novel” is valid in that this 
novel, like Life Class and Toby’s Room shares the narrative point of view between male and 
female voices. The plights of different characters, those away at war, and those at home, are 
given equal authorial attention and sympathy, and the female authors discuss with some 
authority both the domestic and the battle front. In contrast to the setting of the other novels, the 
story in Another World takes place in the final decade of the twentieth century and the returned 
soldier character is one of the few remaining First World War combatants, a one-hundred-and-
one-year-old man named Geordie, who is the grandfather of the protagonist, Nick. All four 
novels have male and female protagonists who take the narrative point of view at different 
moments, revealing not only masculine and feminine interpretations of events and their 
consequences, but also the female authors’ contemporary understandings of gendered 
perspectives. The female authors’ depictions of masculine points of view in all the novels 
discussed in this thesis are central to the texts’ questioning of the social expectations of gender 
roles in the early decades of the twentieth century. The contemporary novels read in this chapter 
are significant because they are informed by the feminist scholarship of the last thirty to forty 
years, and because they all approach the experience of the First World War from both combatant 
and non-combatant perspectives. The Barker and Walker novels, unlike those discussed in the 
previous chapters, depict battle scenes from the soldier’s point of view.  
As addressed in chapter one, recent understandings of the First World War and 
shellshock, coupled with a newfound appreciation of women’s novels written in the past that had 
not been republished and had limited circulation, have fostered an interest in women’s 
perspectives on and literary representations of war. As Linda Anderson notes, “women cannot 
simply be added on to history – expanding the boundaries of historical knowledge empirically – 
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without putting under pressure the conceptual limits that excluded them in the first place” (130). 
The stories that women told alluded to and critiqued the system that oppressed them. Women 
writers are now reimagining the war, taking into account the “plurality of contrasting and 
competing histories” (Bentley 129) that we find today in their literary representations. As a 
consequence, the literature produced starkly exposes the centrality of a particular regime of 
gender in both private spaces, such as the domestic spheres, and public spaces, such as the 
battlefield. In addition, such women’s novels acknowledge the powerful influence of hegemonic 
ideals of masculinity upon men’s behaviour in, and their emotional responses to, war.88  
The novels under discussion reflect the authors’ gendered understanding of, and 
approaches to, war writing and consequently undermine the conventions that once typified war 
stories and their characters as both limiting and exclusionary. In her discussion of neo-Victorian 
novels, Kate Mitchell situates historical novels as “acts of memory” (13), and poses two 
questions relevant to my present analysis: “why does the text invoke this aspect of the past, in 
this way and in this form, now?” and “[h]ow does it function as a technology of cultural 
memory, shaping our historical consciousness?” (13) While Mitchell’s first question is 
something I explore throughout this chapter, I begin by noting that both Barker and Walker write 
fiction which is consciously concerned with gender; both women are also granddaughters of First 
World War returned soldiers. In addressing the First World War from a feminist perspective, 
writing chiefly about domesticity in mourning, and sharing the point of view of shell-shocked 
soldiers whose masculinity has been wounded by war, Barker and Walker reveal the 
contemporary framework of their novels.89  
Barker was raised primarily by her grandparents (Brannigan 6), and claimed, in a 1992 
interview with Rob Nixon:  
I’d always wanted to write about the First World War. One of my earliest 
memories was of my grandfather’s bayonet wound and his stories of the First 
World War. I knew I wanted to do that. I also knew I had to wait until I'd got a 
way of doing it that wasn't just a copy of what had already been done. It takes a 
long time to have an original idea about something which has got whole libraries 
devoted to it. (6)  
                                                
88 This is an area of particular interest in masculinity studies. See, for example, Masculinities in Politics and War: 
Gendering Modern History, edited by Stefan Dudink, Karen Hagemann, and John Tosh; Gabriel Koureas’s Memory, 
Masculinity and National Identity in British Visual Culture, 1914-1930; and Joanna Bourke’s Dismembering the 
Male: Men’s Bodies, Britain and the Great War.  
89 Since Barker’s early novels, such as Union Street (1982), and Blow Your House Down (1984), were published in 
the early nineteen eighties, they were not informed, as her more recent novels are, by theorisations of masculinity. 
These early novels are, however, consciously concerned with gender and the oppression of women.  
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In both her settings and characters, Barker’s historical novels depict the war from original 
viewpoints. While in the Regeneration trilogy Barker’s originality was grounded in her setting of 
the novels in the Craiglockhart psychiatric hospital during the First World War, Life Class and 
Toby’s Room approach the war from the perspectives of student artists at the Slade School of Art 
in London. Elsewhere Barker has claimed that neither her grandfather nor her disabled stepfather 
(who had also fought in the First World War and been gassed) spoke of their war experiences. 
She explains, “So there were wounds and there was silence and that silence invited imaginative 
exploration” (“Pat,” Foyles n.pag.). Barker’s upbringing, the silence and the resulting 
“imaginative exploration,” is similar to the childhood experiences of both Janet Frame and Doris 
Lessing, even more so Frame’s, as Frame’s father, like Barker’s, spoke little of his time at war, 
while Lessing’s father was inclined to speak obsessively about his experiences. Barker, however, 
was born in 1943, and her war novels (and novels that speak about war but are not in the stricter 
sense war fiction, such as Liza’s England), and her depictions of soldiers reflect her status as a 
female writer in her seventies, who trained as a historian in the nineteen sixties.  
Walker was also raised in a household where the First World War was an integral part of 
the family story. Her grandfather fought in both Gallipoli and France, and both of his brothers 
died at war. His presence in her household was in her grandmother’s photographs and the kit 
bags her grandmother saved, as he did not live a long life. At Pozières, Walker’s grandfather’s 
face was half destroyed. To Jane Sullivan from the Age, Walker explains, “‘[t]hey brought him 
back to the dressing station and cobbled his face together. When he got back to Australia, he 
married the sister of his best friend, who was killed in the same battle’” (3). Walker’s mother, 
Shirley, who, like her daughter, is a feminist critic and writer, has recently written the story of 
her mother-in-law, Brenda Walker’s grandmother, who experienced both world wars from the 
domestic front and married the above-mentioned facially disfigured returned soldier in 1918. 
Shirley Walker’s The Ghost at the Wedding (2009) is a memoir, grounded in truth, though in the 
author’s note she states: “[w]hile I have been able to establish the literal truth of events through 
letters, diaries, service records and family documents, I have had to imagine the inner life of each 
character.” Brenda Walker’s family stories have also contributed to The Wing of Night (Sullivan 
3). Walker’s characters, however, are fictional, although their experiences are based on historical 
events.    
Mitchell’s second question, regarding how such writing shapes historical consciousness, 
is similarly complex in that it highlights a fascination with memory, particularly traumatic 
memory, which has sparked critical contemplation for the last thirty or so years. Theorisations of 
trauma in the last two decades – in victims and their families, in individual and collective 
memory, and in narrative – have explored what Cathy Caruth describes as “the legacy of 
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incomprehensibility at the heart of catastrophic experience” (Unclaimed 58).  The role of gender 
in understandings of the recording, rationalising, and sustaining of traumatic experience has been 
central, particularly for female authors who have worked to identify and understand women’s 
role in experiences which had previously been perceived as male-centred. In Another World, 
Barker draws attention to the modern interest in, and explanations of, traumatic and collective 
memory by including a character named Helen, a historian interested in the nature of Geordie’s 
memories of his First World War participation. Helen’s book, in which Geordie’s recollections 
are recorded, is titled Soldier, from the Wars Returning, and its focus is “on the interaction 
between the individual veteran’s memories of his combat experience, and the changing public 
perception of the [First World] war” (81). While Geordie had suffered from shellshock for years, 
had spoken little and rarely of his war experience, and sustained a dreadful stammer, as the 
century progressed he gradually spoke more willingly of his time at war, losing his stammer. His 
“own rarity value grew” as the other veterans died (82). Nick, Geordie’s grandson, explains:  
Helen was interested in the reasons for these changes, in the social forces that had 
obliged the young Geordie to repress his memories of fear, pain, bitterness, 
degradation, because what he had thought and felt at that time was not acceptable  
. . . Towards the end of the published interview, Helen attempted to get Geordie to 
see that he still hadn’t been able to talk about class, the different experiences of 
officers and men, profiteering, the whole idea of the war as a business in which 
some people suffered and died to make others rich, though this bitterness, as 
much as the anguish of grief for lost comrades, had shaped and framed his 
experience of the post-war years. . . . She tried to get Geordie to frame his war 
experience in terms of late-twentieth-century preoccupations. Gender. Definitions 
of masculinity. Homoeroticism. Homo-what? asked Geordie. Helen, with her 
Oxford First. Geordie, with his board-school education, shovelled into one dead-
end job at the age of fourteen and then, aged eighteen, into another. It was an 
unequal contest. Geordie won. (82-83) 
Here Barker contrasts history and historiographic analysis, witnessing and researching 
vicariously (even with the finely-tuned research skills an Oxford First would produce). In doing 
so, she acknowledges the limitations of theorising what one has not experienced and the inability 
of words to explain or mediate the horror. Simultaneously, Barker demonstrates her own 
knowledge of contemporary theory and the difficulty of writing and thinking outside one’s own 
critical framework. Perhaps it is ironic that Barker’s depictions of soldiers are infused with late-
twentieth-century ideas about the role of hegemonic masculinity in war trauma: as I discuss 
below, several critics have noted the influence of Elaine Showalter in Barker’s war fiction. There 
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is a kind of doubling meta-effect in the above passage. Barker writes about writing about 
soldiers, but she also writes soldiers and their trauma herself. This irony is one of which Barker 
is aware. She consciously notes the chasm between the experience of a traumatic event and its 
retrospective psychological explication: understanding or theorising such an experience does not 
erase its ability to profoundly hurt. 
 The hardship of the post-war years, the poverty and psychological distress some soldiers 
and their families suffered on the soldier’s return, is also depicted by Walker in The Wing of 
Night. Ramsay, the father of the protagonist, Elizabeth, is a magistrate in Perth who, in 1920, 
faces a barrage of guilty men and women who have committed crimes necessitated by 
destitution. The crimes of the men were mostly petty or related to self-harm: “[t]hey’d stolen 
food, they’d annoyed someone who had previously overlooked their begging or their drink, 
they’d tried to open their wrists with razor blades or drink corrosive fluid. . . . Their legs were 
marked with ulcers or cheap alcohol or the old shrapnel of the war” (83). The women’s most 
common crime, foeticide, which was often prompted by their inability to feed their living 
children, was more severe. Leaving the courthouse, Ramsay encounters a young man wrapped in 
a grey army blanket who invites Ramsay to join him for a cigarette. The soldier reminds Ramsay 
that Ramsay had told him to “steer clear of knives” and then “lifted his beard and turned his neck 
so that Ramsay could see the thick purple gathering of scarred flesh under his ear. A failed 
suicide” (86). Ramsay had let the man off lightly, believing that a gaol sentence would have been 
a “terrible thing to inflict on a man who was already staring into nothingness” (86). As Ramsay 
finishes his cigarette, he recalls a line from a war poem (published in The Anzac Book in 1916) in 
which a man speaks to his pipe. He recites two lines and the soldier takes it up and completes it: 
‘Grey smoke of yours, grey thought of mine,/ Seem strangely both in one accord 
today.’ . . .   
‘Perhaps it is that croon-song of the pine,/ Recalling memories dear and far 
away.’ (86) 
Although the men smile at each other, enjoying the shared memory, neither mistakes the 
melancholy of the poem that lingers. Ramsay had worried about the war from its beginning, not 
because his illness prevented his enlistment, but because he believed that, “[t]hou shalt not 
follow a multitude to do evil” (87).90 “Perhaps his illness had weakened him, but he did not think 
he was less of a man because he was frail, or because he secretly opposed this war” (88). From 
Ramsay’s point of view, Walker suggests his disapproval of the muscular Christianity, espoused 
by the generation younger than Ramsay’s own, and the assumptions of cowardice that others, 
                                                
90 From the King James Bible, Exodus 23:2.
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both men and women, made about men who were infirm or ethically opposed to the war and 
could or would not fight.  
Some interesting parallels are apparent when women’s texts written at the time of the war 
and those telling similar stories, which have been written in the last twenty years, are compared. 
The experience of the First World War has been greatly mythologised; and when exploring these 
modern women’s war novels one must be conscious of the influence of such mythologising on 
the author. In his study of Willa Cather’s writing, Jonathan Goldberg reads and compares 
Cather’s One of Ours (1922) and Barker’s Regeneration trilogy.91 He claims that: 
[a]lthough it simplifies matters considerably to say that Barker’s writing makes 
explicit certain salient aspects of Cather’s, it is perhaps because Barker’s is a 
historical project that it provides terms that explicate Cather’s writing situation. 
Moreover, Barker’s novels offer metacritical leverage here precisely by including 
real historical figures who were themselves writers whose central preoccupation 
was the war. (104)  
Goldberg’s approach is relevant for this chapter in that it acknowledges the significance of 
critical reciprocity – interpreting how the novels speak to each other – between texts of the past 
and contemporary texts, both of which focus on exploring the same experience. The 
“metacritical leverage” of which Goldberg speaks is less important, but still relevant to my 
present discussion. While the Regeneration trilogy centres on the lives of those real figures 
inhabiting the Craiglockhart hospital during the First World War, particularly the experiences of 
W.H.R. Rivers, Siegfried Sassoon, and Wilfred Owen, and Barker artfully weaves fictional 
character, such as Billy Prior, into the narrative, the novels discussed in this chapter have almost 
an opposite dynamic at work. All the novels include “real historical figures,” but these are 
largely peripheral characters;92 the main characters are all fictional.  
The passing of almost one hundred years has meant that the combatant’s experience of 
the First World War no longer belongs to a group of men; this has not been possible for some 
time. It is no longer possible for novelists to write about the experience of the First World War 
                                                
91 The Regeneration trilogy, comprising Regeneration (1991), The Eye in the Door (1993), and The Ghost Road 
(1995), is Barker’s most acclaimed work to date. The Eye in the Door won the Guardian First Book Award, and The 
Ghost Road was awarded the Booker Prize. 
92 In The Wing of Night, Walker includes the historical figures Lieutenant Colonel N.M. Brazier and Major General 
John Anthill. Brazier was the Commander of the 10th Light Horse Regiment from Western Australia, and Walker’s 
characters Louis Zettler and Joe Tully are both under his command. It was under Anthill’s instruction that Brazier 
ordered his men – though he tried to change Anthill’s mind – to continue their doomed attack at Gallipoli. In Life 
Class and Toby’s Room, Barker includes several historical figures, among them Henry Tonks and Harold Gillies. 
The former was a surgeon and artist, who was a professor at the Slade School of Art in London. During the First 
World War, Tonks returned to his medical training to assist in the war effort, drawing portraits of patients, pre, mid, 
and post-surgery, who had suffered severe facial disfigurement. Tonks worked with Harold Gillies at the Queen’s 
hospital Sidcup. Gillies was a surgeon during the First World War who pioneered plastic surgery techniques on the 
mutilated soldiers’ faces (Barker, Life 248).      
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from personal physical or emotional involvement. Of course this was also true for those of Janet 
Frame and Doris Lessing’s generation (and Shirley Walker’s), who were born in the years 
immediately after the war; their childhood and teenage years in the interwar period, the relative 
temporal proximity of the First World War, as well as the experience of the Second World War, 
suggests however that these authors were far more deeply and tangibly influenced by the First 
World War than novelists of the generations following. The division between those who fought 
in the First World War and wrote of their experience, and those who remained on the home front 
and did the same, no longer dictates which war experiences are suitable for women’s fictional 
depictions and which are suitable for men’s. As Rita Felski asserts: 
[m]ale and female literary traditions are not sealed off from each other by an 
insurmountable wall. Writers of both sexes draw on a common pool of motifs, 
metaphors, story lines, stylistic techniques; they are immersed in the same world, 
breathing in many shared beliefs and taken-for-granted assumptions. (Literature 
98-99)  
While male and female authors have experienced and fought in other subsequent wars, writing 
about the experience of the First World War now means that both female and male authors can 
only rely on their research, their imagination, and the stories of others. The fact that women 
writers are now imagining what their female and male ancestors experienced during, and in the 
aftermath of the war creates an interesting curve in the historical trajectory of women’s First 
World War writing. Can we now draw a distinction between men’s and women’s First World 
War literature which has been written and published in the last twenty or thirty years? I believe 
we can, as certain features of women’s writing about the First World War and women’s 
depictions of soldiers are entrenched. Rather than diminishing with time, some trends and motifs 
are magnified in contemporary female depictions of the war, such as the author’s attention to the 
suffering of both female and male characters in times of war and how social expectations of their 
gender role contributes to, dictates, founds, or exploits such suffering. Bourdieu suggests that, 
“[i]f women, subjected to a labor of socialization which tends to diminish and deny them, learn 
the negative virtues of self-denial, resignation and silence, men are also prisoners, and 
insidiously victims, of the dominant representation” (49). As a powerful gendering tool, war 
crystallises the effects of “the dominant representation” on social expectations of both male and 
female comportment, and these contemporary women’s novels effectively depict such effects.     
 How contemporary women’s writing highlights gender oppression is apparent in Barker’s 
addressing of homosexuality among soldiers, the physical expression of which at the time of the 
First World War was a punishable offence under British law. The open critical discussion and 
acknowledgement of homosexuality amongst soldiers is a thoroughly modern exploration. A 
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sexual act between two men was not a legal practice in England until 1967, and in the military – 
one of, if not the “manliest” of gendered spheres – such a subject was entirely taboo.93 In terms 
of women writing about homosexuality, one need only recall the trial of Radclyffe Hall’s The 
Well of Loneliness to understand the degree to which homosexuality was submerged in literature, 
perhaps particularly in war novels (although various critics writing in the last thirty or so years 
have suggested that Woolf’s Septimus Smith was sexually attracted to Evans, his officer who 
died). In Toby’s Room, Barker is frank in her depiction of the limited choices available to the 
protagonist Elinor’s brother, Toby, when her friend Kit Neville reports to their company’s Padre 
that Toby had been engaging in a sexual act with one of the stable boys, who “‘couldn’t have 
said no even if he’d wanted to’” since Toby was a medical officer (249). Kit’s repulsion at male 
homosexuality, his “extreme hatred of what he described as ‘effeminacy’ or ‘degeneracy’” (249), 
and his resentment of Toby’s extraordinary bravery – particularly in retrieving the dead and their 
identity discs, a practice that Kit believes to be pointless (243) – lead Kit to justify his action to 
Paul Tarrant, another soldier and a friend of Elinor’s, as “the right thing to do” (249). In the 
vehemence of Kit’s condemnation of homosexuals, and Paul’s perception of jealousy on Kit’s 
face as he describes the stupidity and ugliness of Toby’s stable boy, Barker subtly suggests that 
Kit was attracted to Toby, that his repulsion is a shield protecting his own sexual confusion. 
Rather than being arrested immediately, as Kit had predicted, Toby is offered an alternative, 
which Kit recounts to Paul, setting the scene by explaining that he and Toby were alone in a 
trench on a mission to retrieve the dead: 
“[h]e said the CO had offered him the chance of an honourable way out and he’d 
decided to take it, he knew what was waiting for him, he couldn’t bear the idea of 
putting his family through it. Then he got a revolver out – he didn’t normally 
carry one . . . and . . . he just stood up. I remember the first sunlight falling on his 
head and shoulders. And then he turned to face the German lines and started firing 
shots into the air. Nothing happened. . . . He just looked down at me and 
shrugged. Then he put the revolver in his mouth and blew the back of his head 
off.” (251) 
The “alternative” Toby had been offered was death, which had appeared preferable to the young 
upper-class man in comparison with “the disgrace” (252) his family would have suffered. Paul’s 
protest that Elinor would not have seen his actions in such a way prompts Kit to retort, with 
justification: 
                                                
93 In Australia, the repealing of laws forbidding sodomy was the responsibility of state governments. In 1975, South 
Australia was the first state to allow private sex acts between men. In 1997, Tasmania was the last Australian state to 
repeal the law against sodomy for consenting adults. 
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“[n]o, but her parents would, their friends would. Let’s face it, Tarrant, everybody 
would – except for a few nancy boys in bloody Bloomsbury. I thought it was right 
to spare his family and I still think it’s right. He blew his brains out to save them 
from it.” (252)  
In addressing the punishing reality of the repercussions of Toby’s homosexuality, and the fact 
that death was the nobler choice, Barker shows the lack of acceptance and the subjugation of 
abhorrent masculinities, which the conditions of war exacerbated.  
In the “Acknowledgements” to the novel Regeneration, Barker credits Elaine Showalter 
and her discussion of W.H.R. Rivers and shellshock in her 1987 study, The Female Malady, and 
Eric Leed, whose work on shellshock is founded in the disorder’s relation to dominant 
expectations of masculinity and the conflict between fear and duty. Historians, in particular, have 
taken issue with Showalter’s work on male hysteria and the influence it has had on women’s 
contemporary depictions of shellshock in narratives. Esther MacCallum-Stewart claims that 
Showalter’s work “has had a disproportionate impact on women’s war writing in the later stages 
of the twentieth century, most notably, Pat Barker’s Regeneration trilogy” (79). MacCallum-
Stewart believes that Showalter’s conception of trauma or shellshock and male relationships is 
“explicitly gendered” (92), and that Barker’s reliance on Showalter serves to present modern 
ethical perspectives on the First World War in this historical context. This is, however, 
symptomatic of the nature of novels that recount a historical event such as war, for how can a 
“historical novel” – a literary representation of the past – not provide a “re-vision of the past” 
(for which Adrienne Rich called), given the author’s positionality? These novels reinforce that 
there is grounds for debate on the topic of shellshock and gender. 
Jessica Meyer is also sceptical of Showalter’s understanding of the history of shellshock, 
and considers her interpretation of the perceived connection between effeminacy and shellshock 
to be too narrow, in that it discounts the equally popular perception that shellshock was 
indicative of immaturity, and a condition suffered by boys, not by men (“Separating” 2). At the 
core of these historians’ concerns is the fact that contemporary popular understandings of the 
First World War and shellshock have largely been shaped by literature – personal memoirs, 
poetry and fictional reimaginings – some of which serve to perpetuate clichéd images of the lost 
innocence and the futile deaths of the best of a generation. Tracey Loughran notes that, in 
Britain, “the First World War has been remembered perhaps above all through the literary 
endeavours of eloquent participants,” since this “was a war fought by literate soldiers, 
individuals who were readers and often writers” (“Shell-Shock” 97). MacCallum-Stewart claims 
that women authors and critics have been “instrumental” in perpetuating the mythology that it is 
“poetry and literature, not history, that defines the ‘truth’ of the war,” largely because “female 
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authors often privilege issues of social behaviour and responses to conflict, rather than the action 
itself” (79). This “truth” which MacCallum-Stewart derides, refers to the human experience of 
the events and consequences of war rather than the events and consequences on the battlefield. 
As discussed in my first chapter, the women who experienced the war from the homefront also 
imaginatively recorded their own interpretations of the war and its effects, and these novels have 
been influential in their own right. Loughran also comments on the “thoroughly modern 
fascination with trauma which informs recent historical fiction” (“Shell-Shock” 97). Loughran’s 
reference to the “modern” here is interesting in that she both comments on the literature of the 
last thirty or so years and simultaneously invokes the preoccupation in modernist literature with 
figures and tropes of mourning, notably in Virginia Woolf’s novels. The modern fascination with 
trauma and memory has resulted in a barrage of contemporary First and Second World War and 
Holocaust novels.  
What identifies the novels read in this chapter as contemporary women’s novels, and how 
the depiction of soldiers in these novels differs from those earlier depictions of soldiers explored 
in my previous chapters, is Barker’s and Walker’s ability to write fiction that has been informed 
by theoretical developments in critical masculinity studies. Such studies investigate women’s 
and men’s experiences which had not previously been considered, or were deemed less essential 
to the making of the war’s legacy than the combatant’s tale. Novels such as Barker’s (and 
Walker’s The Wing of Night), focus on the traumatic experiences of soldier characters in the First 
World War, and as a result may be accused of depicting historically biased understandings of the 
war. These novels still, however, as Virginie Renard notes, “have much to say about our 
necessarily mediated relationship to that conflict” (286). She continues:  
[m]aybe unsurprisingly, these narratives, written three generations after the Great 
War, interrogate the extent of our knowledge of the first global and industrialised 
conflict and explore the exercise, the uses and abuses of memory. They 
demonstrate an acute awareness of their retrospective position in relation to this 
part of British history [and for Walker’s novel, Australian history] and ask 
whether and how we can access the past of the war, what we can know of it, and 
what we choose to remember or forget. (286) 
How, then, do the contemporary women’s depictions of returned soldiers and their memories of 
their experiences in my present discussion differ from and relate to those I have explored in 
previous chapters? Claire Tylee claims that, in spite of all the available resources of soldiers’ and 
officers’ memoirs:  
the matter that evades every woman’s imagination is the one matter most men are 
reticent about: what it is actually like to kill other men . . . The taboo on murder, 
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the stigma on the murderer, acts like a shutter on women’s imagination, 
preventing them from exploring this essential aspect of men’s experience of war. 
It is part of the forbidden zone on which they do not trespass. (257)  
This statement is rather sweeping, particularly considering that some women have fought in wars 
in many places, and presumably recorded their experiences; it should not be assumed that the act 
of killing another “evades every woman’s imagination.” Recalling, however, the portrayal of 
soldiers and their experiences in the other novels discussed in this thesis, the act of killing is not 
depicted in any of these novels, although death and the associated mourning is frequently 
explored. This can perhaps be attributed to the fact that most of the stories are narrated from and 
through the female gaze; the male characters discussed throughout are often peripheral, or their 
recollections of the war have been elided somehow, from insanity for Septimus Smith, to 
amnesia for Chris Baldry, to death and anger and silence for Frame’s characters. Tylee wrote the 
passage above in her 1990 edited volume, and, since its publication, there have been several 
novels written by women that do approach and enter this forbidden zone, including Barker’s 
Another World and Walker’s The Wing of Night. The manner in which these novels recount the 
killing of another, however, upholds the defining features of women’s First World War writing, 
in that they reveal murderous episodes as traumatic and morally uncertain events which have 
dramatically affected the soldier character and his loved ones’ lives on the homefront, thus 
continuing to focus on the “ripples” of the war referred to by Lynne Hanley.94 The act of killing 
that is recounted in each novel is not one of an anonymous enemy who is bearing arms, but of 
someone helpless, and there is nothing victorious in either act of violence.    
In Another World, Geordie is haunted by the memory of his brother Harry’s death in 
1916, just before the battle of the Somme. In the final pages of the novel, after Geordie has died, 
his grandson Nick visits Helen (the historian mentioned above), who had recorded Geordie’s 
memories of his First World War experience. Helen plays for Nick what she had previously – on 
Geordie’s request – refused to: the tape on which Geordie speaks of his role in his brother’s 
death: 
after the shells coming over died down a bit you can hear this scream, and it goes 
on and on and on. I know I’ve got to go out . . . Harry shouts – I’m virtually sure 
this is true – “Don’t come out.” But of course I keep going. Just as I’m crawling 
the last few feet a flare goes up, he’s screaming, all I can see is the mouth, little 
blue slitty eyes, and his guts are hanging out. I touch his leg. He knows I’m there 
because he goes still. I suppose he might have thought I’d come to take him back. 
                                                
94 As an interesting side note, Lessing’s third novel in her Children of Violence series is titled A Ripple from the 
Storm, and is set during the Second World War.  
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And then he starts screaming again and that’s easier because I know I’ve got to 
stop him making that noise. I’m crawling up his side, all I can see is the open 
mouth, and my fingers are digging into his chest, finding the right place and then I 
ram the knife in and the screaming stops . . .  
HELEN: It must be terrible to kill somebody you love. 
GEORDIE: Yes, it must be. (262-64) 
While Geordie had, in the last thirty or forty years of his life, begun to speak of his memories of 
the war, Helen was the only person who ever knew of his role in Harry’s death and how this 
memory had haunted him for the rest of his life. As he slowly dies from cancer, Geordie’s 
memories become confused with his present reality, and night-time returns him to Belgium more 
and more frequently as he once again suffers from the battle nightmares that had not troubled 
him for years. His last words are “‘I am in hell’” (246), a statement both Helen and Nick believe 
does not refer to the physical pain brought on by his cancer-riddled body, but rather refers to his 
uncertainty bordering on conviction that he murdered his older brother, his mother’s favourite, 
whom he believes he had hated since they were children. While Helen reassures Geordie on the 
tape, “[y]ou didn’t hate him . . . You were proud of him,” Geordie counters, “I was proud of him 
when I was a kid, some of the time. The rest of the time I hated him” (264). Throughout his life, 
Geordie is haunted by a fear of his own impulses, of whether he had exploited the circumstances 
of war to take his hated brother’s life, or whether killing Harry, ending his pain, was the only 
possible measure he could have taken. Unlike the childhood memories of his relationship with 
Harry, Geordie’s memory of the moments preceding the seconds in which he killed Harry are 
recorded in his senses. “I don’t remember the mud on my face, I feel it, it’s cold, gritty. And I 
see everything like that until I get to Harry’s wounds” (265). At this moment Geordie’s memory 
fails him, replacing the image he had once seen with something less painful but no less vivid, a 
caricature of one disembowelled, “like fatty meat coming out of a mincing machine” (265). His 
mind’s trick confirms for Geordie his suspicion that he can never know if he could have saved 
his brother’s life. If he cannot recall the exact moments of his brother’s death, how does he know 
he could not have saved him? Geordie’s “hell” is the possibility that he used the war as an 
excuse to kill a brother whom everyone loved. In telling no one for decades, in never being told 
that he “did the right thing” (265) and that his act was humane, not murderous, Geordie endured 
a life of horror and remorse.     
Joe Tully in Walker’s The Wing of Night returns from the Eastern front of the First World 
War to outback Western Australia deeply traumatised by his experience and unwilling to discuss 
the little he remembers, or his disturbing hallucinations. Until the closing pages of the novel, just 
prior to his suicide in 1922, Joe is unable to recall large period of his time at war, in particular 
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the traumatic episode that triggered the repression of the memory of much of his time at 
Gallipoli. When asked by two young boys (Annie’s sons), if he had killed anyone at war Joe 
replies, “‘Lord, no. My sights were out’” (146). His attempt to edit the reality of the war for the 
boys’ sake is not particularly far from the truth, for Joe “couldn’t remember shooting anyone. He 
must have killed someone. If he’d shot wide for the whole war Brazier would have had a word or 
two to say to him” (146). Joe realises that he is mentally unstable: like Geordie, he woke from 
nightmares, wet from sweat and his own urine, and “he’d listen, sickened, to his own heartbeat, 
which sounded like the footsteps of a fully laden soldier walking through earth wet with blood” 
(136-37). Once, when he had been at war, a “nerve doctor talked and talked to him”: he was 
“talked into getting better” (153), so that he could continue fighting. Joe knows that the 
aeroplanes that fly overhead as he works, building a fence for Annie, are not real. He convinces 
himself, however, that “[b]eing mad was only a problem if you talked. If you kept to yourself, 
you could watch an aeroplane out of the corner of your eye. It wasn’t breaking any branches 
because it wasn’t real” (153). If the branches were to break, Joe’s grasp on the real would falter. 
As long as he can recognise, even retrospectively, that his hallucinations are hallucinations he 
can maintain the appearance of normalcy. For Joe, to stop moving, to settle in one place and 
accept the existence of the hallucinations which plagued him, was a fear that, if overcome, could 
lead to a flooding realisation of many other fears. To be loved and relied on, to be responsible for 
the livelihood of others, to realise once more the inability to escape from the responsibilities of 
being a man, was an unfathomable terror. Joe arrives on Elizabeth Zettler’s farm with the 
knowledge that she is in need of a workman. He finds a woman as bereft as he is, for Elizabeth’s 
husband, Louis, had died at Gallipoli, and, as Joe and Elizabeth nurse each other’s wounds, 
treading softly around their shared but isolated pain, they become lovers and Elizabeth falls 
pregnant. Enmeshed, like Joe, in her own “net of grief,” Elizabeth’s pregnancy leaves her 
negotiating a “precarious balance of loss and hope, sadness and restitution” (Spittel 31). 
Elizabeth’s pregnancy locks Joe into his new responsibilities, but this triggers an 
amplification of his trauma.95 He fears his psychological instability, deeply embedded in and 
revealed by his war experience, will be hereditary and that he will perpetuate a cycle of 
misfortune. His own mother had suffered a “slow collapse of the temperament” (17), which 
compounds his fears that some kind of mental disturbance will live on through his child. On the 
birth of Elizabeth’s child, Joe lies in a local gaol cell, due to the fact that he drank himself into 
unconsciousness, was robbed, and then suspected of vagrancy. Joe is haunted by a hallucinatory 
soldier figure, a second self who remembers what Joe had hidden from himself, what had 
                                                
95 The amplification of Joe’s trauma at the news of Elizabeth’s pregnancy recalls a comment made by Lessing in 
Alfred and Emily, when she claims that her parents were advised against having children in the early years of their 
marriage, because of her father’s lingering depression. 
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happened at Anzac Cove: something so monstrous that his conscious mind had refused to 
acknowledge it for seven years. He pushes a belt into Joe’s hands. “‘You’ll be needing this,’ said 
the other voice. ‘When I’ve finished with you.’ . . . ‘There’s a lump in the wall above your head. 
I’ll help you, when the time comes’” (231). Then he tells Joe what he had done. Lieutenant-
Colonel Brazier (one of the historical counterparts Walker includes in the text) had placed Joe in 
charge of a prisoner, a Turk, who was “young and smooth-skinned, with very white teeth. Not at 
all like Joe and the other fellows had expected. Not a man with a sash and a great curved sword. 
This was the shock of it. So many of the enemy were lithe and young and pale” (238). He forces 
Joe to comprehend that he had murdered this Turkish prisoner, a young man like himself with 
whom he had shared some condensed milk and a cigarette before both men fell asleep in the 
shallow trench. Joe had woken hours afterwards, to see the moving shadow of the Turk. 
Believing he was attempting escape, Joe took his gun, and “when his hands closed upon it 
somehow his whole body accepted the shape of it; his fingers slid into position and he fired. He 
shot the bound prisoner at such close quarters that the body fell in front of him” (238). Moments 
after his death Joe realised that rather than intending escape, the Turk had been attempting to 
urinate. The following morning, Joe is congratulated on his marksmanship and offered the 
opportunity of becoming a sniper: “Joe could think of nothing better than leaving the company of 
his fellow soldiers for the solitude of the sniper’s world” (239). Joe’s desire to escape any chance 
of interaction, of forming any relationships that most likely would be destroyed (as was the fatal 
nature of war), is indicative of the degree of trauma sustained from his unintentional murder of 
the prisoner. He convinces himself that becoming a human automaton, an eye and a trigger 
finger, will create a great enough detachment from the horror of watching people, real people 
with personalities and weaknesses and people who love them, die, and that he will become 
impartial. But years after the war the full horror of his memory of murdering the Turkish 
prisoner resurfaces and it overcomes him. The realisation that he had killed illegitimately, 
without provocation or threat, offers Joe only one alternative. He hangs himself in the gaol cell 
with his belt, his hallucinatory alter ego explaining the necessity of the measure.  
Both Barker and Walker venture into what had previously been very much the territory of 
male authors writing about the First World War. However, unlike the typical male First World 
War fiction, both Another World and The Wing of Night are largely set away from the war, 
Barker’s in the 1990s in Northern England and Walker’s in the 1920s in Western Australia. Both 
are mostly narrated by characters who had not seen the war and are distracted by their own grief, 
which is independent of the returned soldier characters’ grief. The male characters’ role in the 
death of another, be it intentional or not, is something which haunts them throughout their lives, 
in spite of their reluctance to talk of the incident (as seen in Geordie’s case), or their mind’s 
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unwillingness to recall it (as experienced by Joe). In the final moments of their lives, they both 
relive their role in the death of another, once again experiencing their own guilt, which is 
magnified by the passage of time and the unforgiving inexorability of retrospect.        
In her early novels, Barker frequently depicted what she called, “voices that had not been 
listened to” (Nixon 2). Rob Nixon remarked in his interview with Barker that Regeneration 
marked a change in the direction of her writing (2). The setting of Barker’s novels did change 
with Regeneration, as also did the focus shift from, as Nixon notes, mainly female “working-
class women from England’s industrial north” to “young, male, upper-class First World War 
officers” (2). The focus of Barker’s character depiction, though, her interest in those voices 
which “had not been listened to” continued in Regeneration, as it does in both Life Class and 
Toby’s Room. Barker’s approach to writing about First World War characters and experiences is 
to choose figures or events from the past not previously creatively explored and to write these 
stories with a view to challenging popular misconceptions and assumptions about those 
experiences. While Barker has frequently made references to war in her novels since writing the 
Regeneration trilogy, Life Class is the first time she has returned to a First World War setting, 
and, in an article in the Guardian, Susanna Rustin referred to Life Class as “a kind of postscript” 
(n. pag.) to Barker’s Regeneration trilogy. In writing about the First World War Barker is 
returning to familiar territory. The narrative, however, is significantly different from the 
Regeneration trilogy in both the scope of its setting on the domestic and the Western front, and 
its characterisation. Barker noted, in an article by Kennedy Fraser for the New Yorker that:  
[i]n the end, I think about war from a very feminine perspective. In all my books, 
there’s a great emphasis on the long-term damage to the individual and to the 
family. There are male carers, for veterans, but the overwhelming burden of 
caring for someone who will never be the same again falls on women. I've always 
been aware of the psychological damage inflicted on families, sometimes not 
clearing for several generations. (n.pag.) 
 Despite the historical setting of Life Class and Toby’s Room, Barker manages to imbue the 
novels with a sense that the wounds of the war will be carried decades into the future. The 
characters note the changes the war brings in themselves, and Paul admits that: “[i]t had become 
a preoccupation of his – almost an obsession – working out how the war had changed him; other 
people too, of course” (Toby’s 88). The sense that the war will never end for those who lived 
through it has further resonance because the narratives’ audience is contemporary and thus the 
audience is aware that, even today, the First World War and its legacy continue to haunt. 
Barker’s awareness of her perspective on war as “feminine” articulates one of the key parameters 
of contemporary writing about the First World War and, particularly, shellshock.   
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While in the six years since the publication of Life Class it has attracted some critical 
attention, Toby’s Room was published in 2012 and, consequently, little has been written about 
the novels together, as a complete story. In this chapter, I discuss the two as one narrative. Life 
Class begins in early 1914 at the Slade School of Art, where the students struggle to assert the 
merit and validity of their work before the war interrupts their lives. Toby’s Room in a sense is 
both a prequel and a sequel to Life Class in that it reveals some events in Elinor Brooke’s life 
that shaped her character as a young woman in 1912, and then skips to 1917, two years after Life 
Class concludes. In the two novels, Barker’s three protagonists, Elinor Brooke, Kit Neville, and 
Paul Tarrant, are fictional, but their characters were inspired by four artists who attended the 
Slade School of Art in the years before the First World War: Dora Carrington, Paul Nash, 
Christopher Levinson, and Mark Gertler. Barker notes biographies of Nash, Levinson, and 
Gertler in Life Class’s “Acknowledgements” as useful in her research for the novel. In an 
interview with David Whetstone, Barker explains that Elinor Brooke’s “real life counterpart” is 
Dora Carrington (n.pag.). The similarities between Dora Carrington, who wished, once at the 
Slade, to be known and referred to only by her surname, and Barker’s Elinor Brooke are 
numerous. (Incidentally, Elinor reveals to another character that she “‘used to use her surname at 
college sometimes.’” When asked why, Elinor replies, “‘I suppose it’s a way of saying, Take us 
seriously. It’s hard, you know, for girls to be taken seriously as artists’” (Life 183). Like 
Carrington, Elinor wears her hair in a scandalous cropped style;96 she is pigeon-toed, poor at 
spelling, and a talented artist; she has arresting blue eyes, and is the despair of her conservative 
mother.97 Only in London, away from her family, is she able to free herself from the strictures of 
the Victorian femininity her mother advocates. 
In Elinor’s relationship with her mother throughout both novels, Barker is able to depict 
the challenges faced by women who did not fit, and were not interested in fitting into the moulds 
of traditional Western womanhood that maintained patriarchal order in the early twentieth 
                                                
96 Elinor notes, “[m]ore that anything else, more than anything she’d ever said, the cutting of her hair had made 
mother realize she was serious about painting” (Life 79). Simon Avery thus suggests that Elinor’s decision to crop 
her hair is “a symbol of rebellion against traditional femininity” (142). This assertion is valid but it does not allow 
for (and nor could it) what Barker reveals in Toby’s Room: that Elinor’s determined chopping of her own hair was 
preceded by two sexual encounters with her brother, Toby, the first she had fought against, but later that evening she 
had initiated the second. More than rebelling against traditional femininity, in cutting her hair Elinor rebels against 
her own sexuality, her disgust at herself, the trap of her own beauty. “When she’d finished cutting, she raised both 
hands to the nape of her neck, feeling the dangerous freedom of the shorn ends. Her hair lay in coils and question 
marks around her feet” (Toby’s 20). The Victorian and Edwardian repression cultivated in the Brooke household 
results in both Toby’s and Elinor’s sexual confusion and exploitation of the taboo act of incest. It is later revealed 
that Toby is homosexual. 
97 Carrington was portrayed as a character in the fiction of several novelists who were her contemporaries. In 
Wyndham Lewis’s The Apes of God, she is depicted as “a tiny sex therapist,” in Aldous Huxley’s Chrome Yellow 
she is written as an “ultra-modern girl out to lose her virginity, and in D.H. Lawrence’s Women in Love, which 
“makes free and ruthless use of Bloomsbury characters,” Minette Darrington is based on Carrington (Gerzina xvi-
xvii).  
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century. Life Class begins when Elinor has been studying at the Slade for a number of years; 
Toby’s Room’s beginning, in 1912, portrays one of Elinor’s initial weekend visits to her family 
home after she has established herself in London and begun studying at the Slade. Her weekend 
is spent chiefly defending herself as she struggles to make her family – particularly her mother 
and her elder sister Rachel – understand the life she has chosen and its permanence. After a 
family dinner, when the women, as was customary in upper-middle-class families, had left the 
room and adjourned to the drawing room, Rachel cautions Elinor that she must be careful, 
“‘[l]iving in London on your own. You don’t want to get a reputation  . . .’” To which Elinor 
replies she does in fact want a reputation – “‘as a painter’” (5). Recalling how her family had 
teased her over the meal about the young men with whom she studied, Elinor wonders: 
[w]hy couldn’t they leave her alone? All this nonsense about young men . . . It 
was just another way of drilling it into you that the real business of a girl’s life 
was to find a husband. Painting was, at best, an accomplishment; at worst, a waste 
of time. She was trying to hold on to her anger, but she’d suppressed it so long it 
was threatening to dissipate into depression. As it so often did. (Toby’s 6) 
Elinor’s brother, Toby, to whom she is very close, explains to her that her sister’s criticism is 
fuelled by the jealousy of one who had “settled down a bit too early” (Toby’s 7). In Life Class, 
Rachel is Elinor’s example of a reason why not to get married: “[s]he only had to turn around 
and look at Rachel, nodding off in the armchair. Rachel, who before her marriage had been a 
promising pianist, and now sat with the baby on her knee, picking out nursery tunes with one 
finger” (Life 107). The typically Victorian upper-class lives of Rachel and her mother both serve 
to convince Elinor that she must have a different kind of life; their disparagement, however, is 
difficult to suffer. Elinor believes herself to be a great disappointment to her mother, whom she 
regards as a “a reticent woman – or vacant . . . though she was inclined to favour vacancy . . . It 
was almost as if her mother’s beauty, which even now was remarkable, had taken the place of a 
personality” (Toby’s 16). This is reminiscent of Jenny’s depiction of Kitty in West’s The Return 
of the Soldier, a woman whose perfect appearance successfully masks her shallowness until the 
war temporarily shatters this illusion. Elinor thus considers both her mother and sister to be her 
foes, and often finds herself in the dark in women’s matters, her mother sharing “mother-
daughter chat[s]” with Rachel only. Elinor recalls that, “[t]he bare minimum of information that 
had been imparted . . . when she reached the age of thirteen had been conveyed by Rachel, in 
this, as in all other things, their mother’s deputy” (Toby’s 16).  
Elinor’s ambition to become a painter is complicated by her perception of her own 
sexuality. Her determination that “[n]o man was ever going to entice her into a cage to mope and 
contemplate her mouldy feed and peck at her own feathers till her chest was bald” (Life 80) does 
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not render her sexless: she is not the “mermaid” (Life 109) without reproductive organs, that Kit 
Neville accuses her of being, nor is she the “brilliant, egotistical boy” (Toby’s 93) to whom Paul 
likens her. Desperate not to be trapped into marriage, Elinor prefers to live with sexual 
dissatisfaction, occasionally feeling “diminished. Neutered” (Life 94), although she admits in her 
diary that, “being pursued is always rather nice, however little one may wish to be caught” 
(Toby’s 70). Of Kit and his proposal, Elinor thinks, “[s]he didn’t want to marry him, or anybody 
. . . marriage changed everything. It had its own logic, its own laws, and they were independent 
of the desires and intentions of those who entered into it” (Life 107). Given her own parents’ 
marriage, which she refers to as a separation (one so skilful that most people, including their own 
son, remained unaware of it), Elinor wonders at how “against this background she was supposed 
to believe in marriage” (Life 93).  
Elinor, as Carrington also did with Levinson and Gertler, finds herself to be the object of 
two men’s affection, both of whom declare their wish to marry her, both of whom she lies to 
(often unnecessarily), and neither of whom believes (as she does) that marriage would inevitably 
and uncompromisingly result in the end of her artistic career. In a conversation between Kit and 
Paul, Kit, whose misogyny is apparent throughout the novel, refers to Elinor as “‘Our Lady of 
Triangles’” (Life 208). Elinor also, like Carrington, tries to avoid the war at all costs, is unwilling 
to become involved in the war effort or let the war influence her art, and increasingly keeps 
company with the Bloomsbury circle, while maintaining a cynical regard for their motivations. 
In her biography of Carrington, Gretchen Gerzina remarks, “Carrington seemed strangely 
detached from the war, rarely mentioning it in her letters, even though there was little else on the 
world’s mind” (80). Carrington’s three brothers, Sam, Noel, and Teddy, all volunteered for war 
service before conscription commenced in 1916 (Gerzina 80). Her other sibling, an elder sister, 
Lottie, was married. Although there was an expectation that Carrington remain with her parents 
at the family home, Carrington preferred the company of her friends and she spent a lot of her 
time visiting and spending nights with her circle (Gerzina 80). Teddy, whom Carrington adored, 
was killed in 1916 at the Somme (Gerzina 7); Sam returned from war severely shell-shocked (7); 
Noel was shot in the elbow and narrowly avoided having his arm amputated (Gerzina 80). 
Gerzina notes that Noel’s return from the war and the stories he told of the battlefield 
“brought to life a war that hitherto she had been unable or unwilling to imagine” (56). 
Carrington’s father died in December 1918, four months after the war officially ended, and the 
“dutiful daughter’s role” of becoming her mother’s companion fell to Carrington, the unmarried 
daughter (Gerzina 140). Such a role was “utterly unthinkable” for Carrington and, despite 
disappointing her sister’s expectations, and the accusations of selfishness from her mother, she 
refused (140). In Toby’s Room, the death of Elinor’s brother and the frequent absence of her 
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father puts Elinor in the same position as Carrington, since in mourning Elinor’s mother requires 
a companion and carer. Elinor, like Carrington, refuses to be caged by convention and lose her 
independence. Ignoring the remonstrations and accusations of her family, she lives alone. 
Analysing novels that depict female artists’ experiences of the First World War reveals 
perspectives of resistance to notions of gender normativity. Such novels explore how women 
artists push against the boundaries imposed upon their sex, mostly by these characters resisting 
marriage and focusing on their art. For the early twentieth-century female artist, living in the 
family home was an experience which provoked great anxiety, since “[i]t is the feminized 
domestic interior that is often considered hostile to the aesthetic impulse”  (Smith, “Framed” 14). 
Pat Wheeler has recently drawn a comparison between Life Class and two of Virginia Woolf’s 
novels, claiming that:  
Life Class is most strongly influenced by Virginia Woolf’s Mrs Dalloway, so 
many are the echoes and resonances between the two novels, but ultimately 
Barker’s novel also reflects the fate of Lily Briscoe in To the Lighthouse in 
choosing art over marriage, in the implied incompatibility of a woman’s artistic 
vision with the demands of marriage. (22) 
The difficulties faced by Barker’s Elinor are also very similar to those experienced by Alix in 
Macaulay’s Non-Combatants and Others. Both female protagonists (and the men they love) are 
artists and both despise the war and refuse to let it interfere with their lives; both women have a 
brother who is killed in the war and the circumstances of both deaths are revealed to be the men 
shooting themselves; both narratives are set in the war years, and the uncertainty of the war’s 
duration and the sense of its seeming endlessness for the protagonists is almost tangible; both 
address the polemic of pacifism. In addition, both stories are strongly dialogic with omniscient 
narration that takes the points of view of several of the central characters. Barker’s novels are, 
however, clearly contemporary revisions of past events, and this is apparent to the reader.     
In Life Class and Toby’s Room, the war sends the three protagonists, Elinor, Kit, and 
Paul, in vastly different artistic and ideological directions. At the declaration of war, both Kit and 
Paul are determined to become combatants and enter the fray. Neither of them is, however, in 
good health, and both are unable to enlist immediately, prompting each to find means of making 
alternative ways to the Western front: Kit volunteers for ambulance driving for the Belgian Red 
Cross and Paul becomes an orderly at a makeshift hospital near Ypres. Paul and Kit are both 
eager to join the war, but the motivations for their eagerness are significantly different and 
reflect each character’s sense of himself as a man. Kit’s father is a war correspondent who has 
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received medals in two wars and his mother is a suffragist.98 At lunch with Kit’s family, Paul 
perceives that Kit is “in awe of his father” (Life 41) and “desperate to measure up” to his father’s 
gravitation “towards violent conflict” (42). Kit, while a talented artist, was a clumsy and difficult 
child who developed into an argumentative and aggressive man, whose arrogance does little to 
disguise his insecurities. Paul deduces that Kit’s hero worship of his father: 
made sense of the younger man’s preoccupation with virility in art. Paul had read 
a couple of Kit Neville’s articles now and both of them were full of the need to 
stamp out the effeminacy of the Oscar Wilde years. You’d think, the way Neville 
wrote about it, that the Wilde trials had taken place last year, not a generation ago. 
(Life 42)  
Aware that he has not, in the opinion of some, chosen the manliest of professions, Kit is 
perpetually compelled to both protect and assert his manhood. He recalls that as a child, he had 
covered himself in tar stains; his nanny had been irate, but his father “seemed relieved, if 
anything. He was afraid I was turning into a sissy. Still is, for that matter. Oh, he’d die rather 
than admit it, but underneath that’s what he thinks” (Life 83).  
Avery remarks that “the father-son dynamic in the Neville household raises all kinds of 
anxieties to do with masculinity and vocation which are clearly reactionary rather than 
progressive” (138). Kit’s paintings reflect his support of The Futurist Manifesto, the 1909 
document by F.T. Marinetti, which, in English translation from the Italian, declares at one point, 
“[w]ar is the only health-giver of mankind” (104). Elinor is puzzled by Kit’s faith in futurism. 
For one who had been so supportive of her painting and, she believed, understanding of “the 
problems a woman encountered in being taken seriously as an artist” (Life 107), he spoke equally 
fervently, “about the need for virility in art,” claiming “Virility was the essence of great art; 
effeminacy had to be extirpated at all costs” (107). Neville, who frequently butts heads with 
Henry Tonks, professor at the Slade, has difficulty understanding the methodology of the 
teaching imparted at the school. To Elinor, his tirades are familiar and she tolerates his rants “on 
the uselessness of drawing from the Antique, the blind worship of the past . . . and, above all, 
Tonks’ deplorable tendency to devote too much time to teaching women and useless men” 
(Toby’s 41). Her tolerating such opinions is perhaps because she is aware that Kit is a bully, “a 
bullied boy, a bullying man” (Life 107), and, in order to conceal any hint of weakness or any 
behaviour or traits that could be construed as effeminate, Kit is overly masculine and often treats 
women as entirely disposable and far from competition in the art world. When he is first 
introduced to Paul in Life Class, his eyes “alight with a blue, dancing truculence” (15), Neville 
                                                
98 Mrs Neville insists to her family that she is a “suffragist,” not “gette.” However, Neville believes that “‘gette’s on 
the way.’” Mrs Neville responds, “‘Well, if the moderates don’t make progress, what do you expect? Obviously 
people are going to be attracted to more extreme tactics’” (Life 41). 
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explains that part of Tonks’ dislike for him was born out of his refusal “to be fathered” when a 
model with whom he had been sleeping fell pregnant (16). Paul marvels as to whether Neville’s 
statement displays “either unlimited egotism or a talent for self-destruction, or both” (16). His 
paintings reflect his artistic ideals, noisy and violent and depicting industrial scenes of northern 
London, trains and progress. Neville views the war as an opportunity for artistic inspiration, a 
chance to publicise the virility of his art, and getting close to combat is his means of gathering 
raw visual material to which others are not privy. 
 In contrast to Kit and Elinor’s privileged upbringings, Paul is a working-class character, 
whose attendance at the Slade is the product of an inheritance from his penny-pinching “slum 
landlord” grandmother (Life 6). He reflects that his grandmother would be aghast at his choice of 
career: “[h]ave nowt to do with nancy-boy stuff like art, there’s no money in that, and if you’ve 
got tangled up in it, lad, get out as fast as you can” (6). The ambition of becoming an artist 
would definitely be placed in his grandmother’s category of “What ‘people like us’ . . . didn’t 
do,” which Paul notes was one of her favourite topics: “the pincers used to nip off any green 
shoot of hope and ambition one or other of her children might have been cherishing” (Life 11). In 
writing Paul, Barker returns to the working-class characters of her early novels; his 
grandmother’s attitude to life and class boundaries is similar to that of Louise, the protagonist’s 
mother’s attitude in Liza’s England (1996). While Paul understands Kit’s need to prove himself 
to his father, he has little sympathy for Kit, whom he considers “distinctly childish” (Life 42) in 
everything except his art. Paul’s desire to enlist in the armed forces is perhaps less selfish than 
Neville’s – he feels it is his duty – but his sense of responsibility is, like Kit’s need to prove his 
manliness to his father, the product of hegemonic masculine social expectations, a subconscious 
performativity that is not to be questioned.   
Paul and Kit remain throughout the two novels wary of each other: in the beginning, they 
are far more competitors for Elinor’s affections than close friends, and when both are sent to 
Belgium, neither makes an attempt to meet despite their close proximity to one another. To Paul, 
Kit is “a fat, moist silkworm perpetually spinning the legend of himself” (Toby’s 192); while Kit 
thinks, “[t]here wasn’t much to recommend Tarrant, except his looks of course” (Life 84). Yet 
the two men are continually drawn together, united by the shocking happenings of war and the 
need to conceal its secrets, as well as by their desire to depict its horror. Their accidental meeting 
in a cellar bar in Ypres reveals an intimacy perhaps prompted by their shared and distant past. 
Kit admits to Paul that his rheumatism had resulted in his lasting less than a week driving an 
ambulance, and that he was now quite capably caring and translating for wounded German 
soldiers. When Kit asks for Paul’s discretion, “Paul was puzzled until he realized that nursing 
enemy soldiers, however necessary, and even admirable, the work might be, didn’t fit in very 
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well with Neville’s desire to present himself as a daring war artist risking his life daily” (Life 
206). Kit reveals throughout both narratives that he feels comfortable confiding in Paul, perhaps 
because of Paul’s working-class background and the fact that he doesn’t see Paul as a serious 
artistic competitor. He sees Paul’s art as “[a]naemic pastoral” with “[n]o originality” and “[n]o 
force” (Life 85). 
Paul’s path to Belgium is hindered by his having recently suffered pneumonia.  His army 
medical assessment results in his rejection; in fact the doctor comments on his file “Query TB” 
(Life 112). He writes in a letter to Elinor of his temporary inability to enlist: 
[w]omen whose sons haven’t enlisted are given quite a hard time by the other 
ladies. Beryl [his stepmother] tucks the rug around me with great assiduity 
whenever they’re here. 
   When I’m better I’ll have to enlist. I thought at first I’d be able to stay out of it, 
but now I don’t think I can, and I don’t want to. I’m not sophisticated like Neville. 
To me it all seems simple. If your mother’s attacked, you defend her. You don’t 
waste time weighing up the rights and wrongs of the matter or wondering if a 
confrontation could have been avoided if only the batty old dear had been a bit 
more sensible. (Life 112) 
Paul’s gallant likening of his country to a type of mother figure that must be defended, and his 
self-assessed lack of sophistication represent the kind of working-class masculinity Barker 
depicted in her character of Billy Prior. At the Slade, Paul mixes with the privileged middle and 
upper classes; he often feels out of place and unsure of the comparative quality of his work. 
Professor Tonks, another of the historical figures Barker includes in her novel, suggests that, 
while technically he is improving, Paul has “nothing to say” (Life 29). The war gives Paul an 
artistic voice but one that evokes images of abject horrific realism, which he views with both 
fascination and disgust, wondering at how he has produced such work. In a somewhat heated 
conversation between Elinor and Paul regarding the place of art in war, the ethics of artistic 
representation and responsibility, and Paul’s growing interest in painting wounded soldiers from 
the field hospital at which he works, Paul asks Elinor, “‘[w]hat’s your solution, then? Ignore 
it?’” To which Elinor replies in the affirmative: “‘[t]he truth is, it’s been imposed on us from the 
outside. You would never have chosen it and probably the men in the hospital wouldn’t either. 
It’s unchosen, it’s passive, and I don’t think that’s a proper subject for art’” (Life 176). Despite 
Elinor’s reluctance to depict the war, to imagine it artistically, as the years pass the war’s 
apparent endlessness, and its insidious tunnelling into every aspect of the independent life she 
had established before the war, gradually weaken her resolve. 
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In the early months of the war, Elinor attends an afternoon tea at the home of Lady 
Ottoline Morrell, and writes to Paul about this experience. She notes of Ottoline: “[y]ou feel 
she’s listening, not just waiting for the chance to make some clever remark herself like most of 
that Bloomsbury crowd” (Life 200). She is also disappointed to realise that the topic of war 
“seems to be unavoidable even with people like her who hate it as much as I do” (Life 200). 
Unlike many of her friends, who initially “were by no means anti-war,” the historical Ottoline 
Morrell and her husband, Philip, had regarded the war “from the final days of peace in 1914 . . . 
as ‘absolute madness’” (Atkin 41). In her diary on 9 August 1914, Ottoline penned, “[i]t amazes 
me how without any compunction the whole of Europe throws aside the moral and human code 
that has been built up by years of civilised life” (Atkin 42). She did, however, engage in her own 
form of “war work,” by housing Belgian refugees, working for the Friends of Foreigners 
organisation (which assisted the families of German fathers and husbands who had been 
interned), and offering her new home, Garsington Manor, as “a pilgrim’s rest for individuals 
seeking escape from the war” (Atkin 42). When Elinor visits the fictional Ottoline, Ottoline’s 
comment that, “it was pointless trying to stop it [the war],” is faintly and dishearteningly 
amusing to Elinor, who sees the war as vastly and intangibly bigger than herself (Life 200). 
Ottoline’s sense of her own influence is both impressive and absurd to Elinor. Jonathan Atkin 
suggests that: 
[i]n Lady Ottoline’s response to the war we find echoed many of familiar themes 
of reaction . . . observed in association with male writers and artists: a 
championing of the individual and personal consciousness, an awareness of the 
diminishment of creative capacity, the blunting of individual sensibility and a fear 
for the wreckage of civilisation. (43) 
While Elinor expresses a similar understanding of the war’s destructive effects, she does not 
actively attempt to combat the war in any way. Atkin’s belief that Ottoline’s response to the war 
and her call for pacifism was similar to the reaction exhibited by male artists and writers is 
pertinent. There is an underlying suggestion that war activism, whatever form it took, was 
typically male.    
While in Life Class Paul admits that he is not “in the least militaristic,” part of him still 
“wants the adventure” (115) of war. He writes to Elinor, “if I could wave a magic wand and be 
out there now, I wouldn’t hesitate” (Life 115). He also worries about how he appears to the 
people in his hometown:  
I walk into town and there are newly enlisted men going to the railway station, 
men I went to school with, some of them, and I can’t help thinking everybody’s 
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looking at me, wondering why I haven’t volunteered. Perhaps I’m being 
oversensitive, but I seem to see that question now on every face. (Life 113-14)   
In Kit and Paul, Barker depicts a myriad reactions to the declaration of war, at the heart of which 
is the need to meet the expectations of others, in their participation, in their bravery and in their 
art. 
In The Wing of Night, Brenda Walker similarly notes the subconscious social masculine 
obligation in the British colonies to go to war in Elizabeth Zettler’s observation of her husband, 
Louis. “Duty covered everything. Duty to the red thread of human kinship. It was a slogan that 
had sent the men to war. The crimson thread of British kinship runs through us all. Her husband 
had been drawn away from her on the end of a leash of red” (7). Walker also considers the 
persecution of those who didn’t fight by including a character named Annie. Annie and her 
husband moved to the country, away from the bustle of the city, to try to escape from the death 
of their young daughter. “Then white feathers began turning up in folds of paper on the 
verandah. ‘Join up,’ said the women in the street outside the post office. Someone crept to the 
house with vicious notes in envelopes” (104). The words that follow begin a single-sentence 
paragraph: “Annie’s husband was killed in France” (104). Walker’s technique here – in a precise 
yet nondescript sentence, unadorned and brief in its delivery of fact – conveys how Annie herself 
regards the death of her husband. Her husband died because of those who made him feel it was 
his duty as a man to fight for his country. She and her sons are alone and destitute because of 
these women.  
Elizabeth’s husband, Louis, recalls that, at his wedding, as he spoke with the other men, 
who agreed that there would be a European war. “The weak were made to be devoured by the 
strong, or so a German general said. None of the men at Zettler’s wedding numbered themselves 
among the weak” (56). Before he enlists in 1915, Louis attends a local country dance alone. 
Drinking beer and talking with other men about the war rouses and stirs something inside Louis, 
so that when a fight broke out, “he stood in the circle around the struggling drunks and surprised 
himself with his longing to let fly himself, or even take a hard knock or two” (70). Such surges 
of violence and frustration are common also in the wartime London of which Barker writes in 
Life Class. Before Kit and Paul leave for the Western Front, on a night out with Elinor and her 
friend, Catherine Stein, whose father is German, a young man stumbles into Catherine, knocking 
her, his grin suggesting that it was not an accident. In response, Kit brutally head-butts the man 
in the face, and Paul notes, as the scene dissipates and they depart in a cab, how exhilarated Kit 
is. Elinor is shocked by how Kit had enjoyed the violence, but when she voices her concern to 
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Paul, he laughs that, “it wasn’t exactly Queensbury Rules” (Life 123). Whether or not Paul is 
affected by Kit’s enjoyment of inflicting violence, he would not admit this to Elinor.99  
Elinor’s decision to focus on her career, and avoid the demands of both her mother and 
the men in her life, does not alleviate her sense that she belongs nowhere, a sense that attending 
the Slade had once dissipated, but the war and its demands reassert and exacerbate. Avery’s 
suggestion that “Elinor’s donning of other identities enables Barker to draw sharp attention to the 
specific problems associated with dominant social roles for women at the time” has great 
resonance in terms of her search for a place in which she belongs. Elinor’s experimentation with 
different identities is performed both consciously and subconsciously, in that a change in her 
identity may be perceived by other characters such as Paul and Kit, or it may be one which she 
adopts and with which she experiments. At different times throughout the two novels Elinor 
enacts the role of a volunteer nurse, a “Sladette” at Bloomsbury gatherings at Garsington and 
Charleston (Vanessa Bell’s country home), a seductive modern woman, and a patriot or perhaps, 
more accurately, a defender of those who choose to fight. Travelling to Ypres to visit Paul, 
Elinor disguises herself as a nurse in order to enter this zone, forbidden to civilian visitors. Elinor 
concocts a story to tell to anyone who asks and, chatting to some other nurses on the same route, 
Elinor reveals her rehearsed tale after listening to their stories: 
[s]everal of them had brothers who’d joined up, one or two of them sweethearts, 
and so of course they had to do their bit too. It was all represented as duty and 
patriotism, but even after an almost sleepless night, their eyes were still shining 
with excitement. Elinor produced a neatly matching story. Yes, she had a brother 
who’d joined up, and yes, a sweetheart too. . . . Before all this, she’d been an art 
student, she said, but of course now . . . 
     Everybody agreed. Yes, of course, now. 
   Elinor was left wondering why, when her story was accurate in almost every 
respect, it should be so far from the truth. The difference, she decided, was that 
these girls needed the war and she didn’t. The freedom they were experiencing on 
this trip to Belgium she experienced every morning as she walked into the Slade. 
(Life 166) 
Elinor’s perception of these women’s excitement, their hidden pleasure at the adventure war has 
given them, is a kind of solace, a salve for her guilt at the selfishness of her motivations. 
                                                
99 There is a scene at the beginning of Life Class in which Paul becomes involved in a fight with a man in the park 
whom Paul believes is intending to pursue a young, intoxicated woman. Paul obtains immense satisfaction from the 
violence of their encounter, particularly because it afforded him an outlet from the frustration he was experiencing 
as a result of his own lack of artistic progress (6-9). Like Kit’s attack on the man who pushed Catherine, Paul’s 
gallant attempt to save the staggering (and seemingly oblivious) young woman gives him a sense of control over one 
aspect of his life.  
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Simultaneously, Elinor is slightly derisive when describing these women, whom she deduces to 
be volunteers, since “[p]rofessional nurses didn’t look like that” (Life 164). She refers to them as 
“very young and fresh and pink-looking” (Life 164) and believes herself to have reached the 
emotional and physical independence that the war offers these women. This independence, 
however, had been hard won, and the war, with its constant reminders that she is female, and 
thus dependent on the men fighting, threatens to take her independence away from her. She 
doesn’t need or want the war in any way; unlike the possibilities the war offers the volunteer 
nurses, for Elinor it serves to inhibit her freedom, reinforcing gender roles and delivering to her 
the expectation that she must make sacrifices. As Laurel Forster notes, “women were expected to 
be contributing to the war effort in some way whilst also accepting a more passive role 
embodying the image of those remaining stolidly at home, being fought for and thus giving the 
sacrifice at the front a purpose” (230). In Elinor’s perception of the difference between her own 
motivations for travelling to the battlefront and the nurses’ motivations, Barker conveys some of 
the ambivalence associated with women’s furtive enthusiasm for the opportunities war afforded, 
and those it took away from others.  
On the night Germany declared war on Russia, 1 August 1914, Elinor has invited Paul, 
Kit, and her friend Catherine to her parents’ house for the weekend. Catherine is unable to 
attend, leaving Elinor with two “unattached young men,” as Rachel calls Kit and Paul. It is clear 
to Paul that in her family home, Elinor is “awkward and gauche as she never was in London;” he 
notes her shoulders relaxing when her mother leaves the room (Life 82). To dinner, Elinor wears 
an old dress she takes from her sister’s wardrobe, one that, in her perception, transforms her: 
“[h]er breasts were hoisted up by the stays. She looked down at them, feeling her breath hot on 
her skin, excited, though more by the imagined reaction of men than by any desire of her own” 
(Life 94-95). At this moment Elinor becomes what she wants to be perceived as, an attractive, 
modern woman to whom people are drawn. But in donning such a dress she unwittingly 
provokes the wrath of both her mother and sister, her mother’s tightening lips “suggested she 
didn’t find her an altogether pleasing sight” (Life 103), while her sister claims the dress to be “far 
too low cut” to be worn without a stole and besides, Elinor “was too thin to carry it” (Life 105).  
Kit, on the other hand, realises that in the dress, Elinor “looked, for almost the first time 
in all the years he’d known her, like a woman” (Life 100) and kisses her passionately, much to 
Elinor’s alarm. “Somehow, in this ridiculous dress, she’d sent out the wrong signals. She thought 
she was doing something rather clever, turning herself into a parody of a young lady dressed for 
the marriage market, but . . . She’d slipped into being the person the dress dictated, and now she 
was going to have to pay, in hours and hours of embarrassment” (Life 107). It is clear from her 
initial response to the dress, to the pleasure it brought her, that Elinor’s intention had been far 
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from parody – she had wanted to defy her mother and attract the appreciative attention of all the 
men at the table – but she had not wanted declarations of love; in a sense, she had wanted to defy 
convention and be attractive without there needing to be repercussions, she had wished to wear 
the dress on her own terms. The implicit question Elinor asks is why shouldn’t she look and feel 
beautiful without experiencing guilt for being and doing so? She justified her actions to herself 
by naming her intention as parody, unable to face the self-accusation that she had wanted to be 
admired for both her talent and her beauty. 
Elinor attempts to find a place for herself in London at war and to articulate her opinions 
about the war to others, and to herself, reveal her own internal conflict. Staying at Charleston, 
with both Vanessa Bell and Virginia Woolf, as well as several “conchies” who work on the fields 
during the day, Elinor is pushed by “one of the conscientiously objecting young men,” named 
Michael, to ask why he wasn’t in France. She recounts in her diary: 
[w]hen he pushed, I said it didn’t concern me. As a woman, it didn’t concern me. 
To be honest, I was copying something I’d heard Mrs Woolf say last night after 
dinner, about how women are outside the political process and therefore the 
war’s got nothing to do with them. (Toby’s 71) 
As mentioned in my first chapter, Woolf referred to the war as a “preposterous masculine 
fiction” (“To Margaret” 76), and Barker’s metahistorical references to Woolf’s opinions about 
the war seek to acknowledge Woolf’s presence and significance, yet not to fictionalise her. To 
Kennedy Fraser, Barker admitted that while she had considered writing Woolf as a character, she 
couldn’t “fictionalize a character who has already become fiction” (n.pag.). Other historical 
counterparts such as Henry Tonks, whom Barker fictionalises, have had far less novelistic 
reconstruction. Immediately after Elinor responds to Michael, she questions her own repetition 
of the fictional Woolf’s words: 
I started thinking about women in Deptford hurling bricks through the windows of 
‘German’ shopkeepers – they aren’t German, they’re Polish or Russian or 
something, but the name’s foreign and that’s enough – and about the girls who 
handed white feathers to Toby when he was called back to London to complete his 
studies. All the medical students got white feathers, that’s why in the end they had 
to let them wear army uniform. And I thought, No, it’s not true, women aren’t 
more peaceful than men. It pains me to say it, but one thing this war has shown 
conclusively is how amazingly and repulsively belligerent women are. Some 
women. (Toby’s 71) 
Elinor’s attention to the belligerence of some women, the pressure they placed upon men to 
uphold their duty to their country and fight is also apparent in Walker’s novel, when Annie notes 
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the white feathers she and her husband received. Elinor recalls at the beginning of the war, as she 
watched the regiments mustering in Green Park for a crowd of thousands, how the three girls in 
front of her demonstrated their excitement, “screaming and waving flags and one of them 
jumped up and down so much she wet herself” (Life 111). Elinor, far from being caught up in the 
patriotic fervour, observes those around her with puzzlement and alarm. The responses of 
women in the war’s early weeks frighten Elinor; she witnesses both bloodthirsty excitement, and 
shocked silence. In a letter to Paul, Elinor reports that the Café Royal is:  
full of frightened old men who think their day is over . . . and overexcited young 
men who jabber till the spit flies, though it’s only stuff they’ve read in the papers. 
The women have gone very quiet. It’s like the Iliad, you know, when Achilles 
insults Agamemnon and Agamemnon says he’s got to have Achilles’ girl and 
Achilles goes off and sulks . . . and the girls they’re quarrelling over say nothing, 
not a word, it’s a bit like that. I don’t suppose men ever hear that silence. (Life 
111) 
Elinor reports an extreme gender difference in the reaction to war. Perhaps Elinor wishes Paul to 
deny her observations, or tell her the difference in response is not as definite, nor as divisive, as 
she perceives. Her final sentence is fraught with the sense that she, as a woman, is powerless, 
and that her opposition to the war is inconsequential. Elinor perceives that the Café Royal, a 
place that had once offered her and her artistic circle of friends of both sexes a place to meet and 
discuss their work on somewhat equal sexual terms, has been riven by the war. The women are 
driven to silence by the exclusivity of the men’s engagement with each other and their 
excitement at the novelty of war.   
In The Wing of Night, Elizabeth, like Elinor, has been struck silent by the war, although 
she maintains the appearance of one who accepts the womanly responsibility of supporting 
men’s endeavours and sacrifice for their country. Unlike Elinor, Elizabeth maintains a supportive 
demeanour, since she feels any expression of her great trepidation would be disloyal and 
unpatriotic. She cannot communicate the images of black ash about which she dreams and 
imagines, nor her sense of impending disaster. To her neighbour Bonnie, as they both watch their 
men sail from the Western Australian harbour to the Eastern Front, Elizabeth claims that she is, 
“‘[p]erfectly fine’” and asserts “‘what a great day this is for the men of Western Australia’” (6). 
Yet she will not meet Bonnie’s eyes, and she sounds to Bonnie “like the Mayor of the city, not 
like a woman who had just parted from her husband” (6). Rather than staying with her father in 
the city, Elizabeth remains alone on her and her husband’s farm. She grimly acknowledges that if 
her husband’s duty is to leave and fight, then her “duty” is to stay on the farm and cook for the 
workman. Travelling home on the train, however, “Elizabeth hoped there would be a God at the 
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end of this war, a God who’d had to fight his own exhaustion, who knew what it was to feel the 
slow drainage of his own blood into the bodies of countless parasites” (9). These words are a 
reference to the fledgling crow whose life Elizabeth saved a few months before her husband left 
for the war, the “blood-filled mites” running up her arms as she nursed it (9). This crow becomes 
her companion throughout the war, hopping along beside her in her husband’s absence. The God 
for which Elizabeth hopes on the day her husband sails to war is one that feels the suffering of 
individuals enough to want to stop their pain, a God who doesn’t witness experiences but feels 
them and is, as a result, merciful.  
Elizabeth’s decision to remain on the farm unites her with many others, for “[a]ll over the 
south-west, soldiers’ wives were learning to sleep alone. Sleeping themselves back into the 
nights before their weddings . . . [t]hey were afraid of wandering swagmen, of rape and robbery” 
(41). Here Walker presents the threat of isolation inherent in Australian rural areas as an 
additional fear Australian women had to accept when their men left for war. In Australian bush 
mythology, the wild and untamed outback is a masculine arena, and “the idea of women doing 
‘men’s work’ is immensely problematic and fraught with anxiety” (Rowley 76). Ramsey, 
Elizabeth’s father, is troubled by her decision to remain on the farm after Louis has left for war. 
She wonders, “[d]idn’t her father want her to go back down to the country? To wait for her 
husband on his land like any farmer’s wife?” (7) Sara Mills notes that in “the Colonial context 
there has often appeared to be a fear, at a stereotypical level, of white women being alone in the 
wilderness” (Mills 78); the wilderness, as well as mountains and the outback regions are 
frequently depicted as “alien to women” (Mills 63). Elizabeth was not raised on a farm, nor had 
she hardened to the perils of the outback like many of the female characters depicted by Henry 
Lawson. She is, however, determined to perform her duty.  
In her depictions of Elizabeth and Joe (and, more peripherally, Ramsay, Louis, and 
Bonnie), Walker subverts and critiques dominant expectations of gender which existed at the 
time of the First World War. Donna Coates claims, in her discussion of the First World War 
fiction of the Australian authors Lesbia Harford, Gwen Kelly, and Joan Dugdale, that these 
authors “challenge the assumptions about both war and gender that have informed the aesthetics 
of the prevailing canon of Great War literature in Australia” (158). Coates suggests that in the 
novels of the three female authors, the “women on the home front are as confined as the German 
men locked away in camps” (160).100 In Elizabeth’s decision to remain on the farm because it is 
her “duty,” her outward appearance of being staunchly in support of the war, Walker’s novel 
similarly expresses the social obligations that confined women. Coates also notes that the male 
                                                
100 In the three novels Coates discusses there are German characters who are interned in Australia during the First 
World War. 
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characters in the novels subvert notions of ideal masculinity by challenging the image “of the 
Almighty Antipodean” by either excluding the voice of the Anzac from the novel, as does 
Harford, or depicting soldier characters who have “overwhelmingly negative experiences at 
war,” as do Kelly and Dugdale (159). Like Kelly’s and Dugdale’s soldiers, Walker’s character of 
Joe, and the returned soldiers he encounters moving between towns in Western Australia (which 
I discuss below), subvert dominant ideals of Anzac masculinity. These men are destroyed by 
their war experience, drink to escape their memories, and cannot settle in one place.  
It is in vain Elizabeth awaits her husband’s return, for he is killed at Gallipoli in 1915. 
“My husband has gone. It was like losing a sense. Your hearing. Like standing in the street with 
everything crackling and booming about you, and riding within your body in a heavy silence” 
(76). After her workman leaves the farm to enlist, Elizabeth stays on, working without direction 
or purpose, alone, until Joe arrives on her farm, seeking work. Joe works his way slowly around 
the township where Elizabeth lives, doing odd jobs. “There were always other soldiers on the 
road. Months and months after the end of the war, some of them still couldn’t sleep under a roof” 
(135). Some of them, like Joe, “almost never spoke” (134), others “wouldn’t look him in the eye, 
or else they buttonholed him and kept him standing with the sweat building up under his hat, 
listening” (135), telling tales of their conquests in war, showing pieces of collected bones (135). 
For Higonnet, “such macabre human fragments bear witness to the wartime discursive practice 
of debasing the enemy,” and the violence in the act of acquiring the souvenir “dehumanizes the 
enemy at the very moment that it enacts the soldier’s own brutalization” (“Souvenirs” 67). These 
testimonial objects as Hirsch and Spitzer suggest, are darkly reminiscent of those often kept as 
sacred objects by Frame’s characters: binoculars, Egyptian coins, gas masks. Barker’s Geordie 
also keeps and continues to use throughout his life his “looking-glass made of steel” (56), 
though, like Joe, he had for most of his life wanted nothing to remind him of the war.  
These objects of reverence are remnants of war experience, so that Joe’s advice to the 
returned soldier who shows his piece of bone is to “leave it on a fencepost. To walk away” (135). 
The macabre man, who had been pleased with his piece of “Turk” or possibly his bit of 
“German” (135), does not take kindly to Joe’s suggestion, and bellows “‘Fuck you’” in Joe’s 
face (136). Joe himself though, has his own war souvenirs, a pocketful of mosaic tiles he had 
taken from the floor of what the Padre suggested may have been a piece of “the early Church” 
(148-49), picked up “[s]omewhere along the way” in the deserts of Palestine (132). Revealing an 
eerie sense of foresight, Joe keeps the tiles, “to prove to himself, later, that what he had seen 
existed” (132), as if he had known that what was real and tangible and what wasn’t would later 
become vastly uncertain. Joe’s tiles, which had lain in one place for over a thousand years, 
“moved about randomly in his pocket under his touch. They were never still” (149). The 
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relentless movement of the tiles in his hand symbolises Joe’s belief that the war has irrevocably 
changed his world, and perhaps the natural order of events. Turning the tiles over in his hand, 
feeling their rough edges, means that the war never leaves his mind, even though there are large 
gaps in his memory, which worry Joe more than the moments he recalls.    
While Elinor despises the War and the belligerence it rouses, her reaction to some 
conscientious objectors reveals that, at some level, she is not immune to the common association 
between cowardice and a lack of war participation without good cause. At Charleston, Elinor is 
the first to defend the actions of both Paul and Kit when the possibility that they may both be 
commissioned as war artists is discussed over dinner. When Michael, the young man with whom 
Elinor had walked in the fields, says, “he didn’t know what he thought about war artists. Wasn’t 
it just propaganda?” Another man, Philip, remarks that, “‘[a]t least it’ll get them out of the 
war’” (Toby’s 73). This angers Elinor (who had had her fill of rum punch) and she recalls: “I 
said I was sure that was the last thing on either of their minds. And I pointed out that Paul was 
back home wounded so getting out of it wasn’t an issue for him, and then I said, ‘They did both 
volunteer.’ What a thing to say in a room full of conchies” (Toby’s 73-74). It is clear that while 
Elinor deplores the war, she also, as the war continues year after year taking her male friends and 
relatives away from her, struggles to accept the position of conscientious objectors, and then 
cannot reconcile her own difficulty with this position when she has adopted, if there is such a 
thing, the female equivalent in refusing to nurse, or knit socks, or even remain in the family 
home with her mother.  
In my first chapter, when discussing Macaulay’s novel, I referred to the guilt and sense of 
humiliation experienced by women who remained on the homefront, without families with 
whom they could busy themselves, with no desire to volunteer as a nurse or contribute to the war 
effort in some other way. Elinor, like Macaulay’s Alix, wants no part in the war, and this 
translates into her inability to maintain regular correspondence with Paul, to whom she had once 
been so close. In her diary, she admits:  
[e]ver since he volunteered to fight, we’ve been drifting further and further apart. 
Sometimes I wonder if there’ll be anything left when we do, finally, meet. And 
then I feel terrible because while he was out there I virtually stopped writing to 
him altogether. Just couldn’t do it anymore, couldn’t bear to spin out the 
trivialities of my life. . . . And yet there’s so much guilt: always another letter 
needing to be written. And when you do write you can’t say any of the things you 
want to say – I can’t, anyway – because it might be the last thing they read. So 
you have to be nice, you have to be cheerful, you haven’t to mention anything that 
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might upset them. It’s horrible for them, but it’s horrible for us as well. (Toby’s 
69)   
The popular conception of letter writing in times of war was that it was very difficult for men to 
pen something that would make it through the censors and not horrify and deeply worry their 
relatives and friends: their masculine responsibility was to reassure their loved ones that life at 
war was almost pleasant. Here Elinor reveals the difficulty some women also experienced in 
trying to express something truthful about life on the home front which wouldn’t upset, perplex, 
or be perceived as astoundingly selfish, given that the men, as they were constantly reminded, 
were serving their country for their women. This is reminiscent of Alix’s response in Non-
Combatants and Others to letters she received from the front. She reflects, after quickly reading 
a letter from her once-close friend Basil, “It bored her. It concerned the things she least preferred 
to read about. That was, of course, the worst letters from the front. Life . . . was full of letters 
from the front. They seemed to Alix like bullets and bits of shrapnel crashing into her world” 
(13). Alix, however, like Elinor, has no one with whom to share such a sentiment, for to do so 
would be considered entirely selfish, unwomanly, and disrespectful. 
The war exacerbates the feud between Elinor and her mother and sister, throwing into 
relief the expectations placed on women to make sacrifices for their men at war. For Elinor, this 
becomes particularly apparent when the Brookes receive a telegram stating that Toby is 
“Missing, Believed Killed” (Toby’s 82). Mrs Brooke’s grief renders her incapable of caring for 
herself, and it is the opinion of all who knew that it is Elinor’s duty, as the unmarried, childless 
daughter, who has so far avoided any kind of involvement in the war effort, to sacrifice her life 
of painting in London, and take care of her mother. Elinor, however, refuses, replying to 
Rachel’s accusation “I don’t think I’ve ever met anybody as selfish as you,” that she needed to 
be selfish (Toby’s 78). Without her commitment to her painting, Elinor fears she will be sucked 
into a domestic nightmare, replete with marriage, housekeeping, children, and submission. Mrs 
Brooke is taken to Rachel’s house, and Elinor, like Elizabeth on her husband’s farm, remains in 
the family home, able to work there without the presence of her mother. “Painting numbed the 
pain; nothing else did” (Toby’s 82). While she “couldn’t bear the weeping and wailing that 
punctuated her mother’s long silences,” Elinor’s own approach to Toby’s death borders on the 
delusional, for she believes that, “[g]rief was for the dead, and Toby would never be dead while 
she was alive and able to hold a brush” (Toby’s 80). The decision to paint Toby’s portrait is at 
once her means of remembering Toby, and her attempt to create a resting place for her brother 
and understand his death, for his body has not been found.  
Toby’s spare uniform, with all the accoutrements “reeking of the same yellow-brown 
stench” (Toby’s 81), is delivered to the family not too long after the fateful telegram is, and 
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Elinor takes it upstairs, out of sight, and hides it in the attic. But as the time passes and Elinor 
continues painting Toby, the stench of his clothes uncannily begins “to invade the lower rooms” 
(Toby’s 83), becoming more pungent with time. This calls to mind what Kristeva refers to as the 
abject, which is at once “a massive and sudden emergence of uncanniness” (2), but “more 
violent, too, abjection is elaborated through a failure to recognise its kin; nothing is familiar, not 
even the shadow of a memory” (5). For Elinor, there is nothing that is Toby about the smell: the 
smell reeks of experiences of which she knows nothing; it both repels and excludes her. 
Returning to the attic, Elinor lays out the clothes on Toby’s bed in the position they would be in 
if he were wearing them:  
[t]he smell was getting stronger again. Nothing else, nothing, could have made 
her want to imagine how he’d died. No words, no photographs, would have been 
powerful enough to break the taboo she’d imposed on herself: that the war was 
not to be acknowledged. But now smell, the most primitive of the senses, the one 
most closely linked to memory and desire, had swept all that away. 
   Bullet wound, bayonet wound, shrapnel? She saw him staggering on a few 
paces before collapsing, lying under the patient stars, alone. Only that was 
nonsense, of course; if he’d died like that there’d have been a body. . . . What she 
couldn’t grasp was the idea of a human being disintegrating; nothing left, not 
even a pile of greasy bones. And in only a second. Painless, everybody said. Yes, 
but also inhuman. Outside the natural order of things. (Toby’s 84-85) 
Toby’s disappearance, coupled with the smell that she believes is responsible for her obsession 
with how he died, reveals how Toby’s death begins to haunt Elinor, but this haunting opens the 
door to the war itself haunting Elinor. Only Toby’s death allows the war to enter Elinor’s life. 
Once again, Elinor’s mourning for her brother is reminiscent of Alix’s mourning for hers in Non-
Combatants and Others. While Alix accidentally learns of the self-inflicted gunshot wound that 
led to her brother’s death, though she had suspected his temperament would not be suited to what 
she imagines the combative environment to be, Elinor actively and manipulatively seeks answers 
to the mystery of Toby’s death. Jacques Derrida writes of mourning that it “consists always in 
attempting to ontologize remains, to make them present, in the first place by identifying the 
bodily remains and by localizing the dead” (Specters 9). The dearth of remains, the 
disintegration of Toby so that there was “nothing left,” and Elinor’s inability to conceptualise 
how this could be possible, complicates her mourning process.  
 The mysterious and plaguing smell of mud and death that invades Elinor’s home works 
as a kind of ghostly reminder which, rather than dissipating with time, becomes stronger and 
more grotesque. This sensory haunting, where past traumas insinuate themselves into the present 
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through the senses, is an idea Barker has explored in several of her novels. In her discussion of 
the gothic in Another World, Judith Seaboyer claims that:  
the Gothic becomes productive when the dark secrets of the past leak into the 
present . . . Visual and auditory hallucinations that might be explained 
scientifically as triggered by physical and/or emotional stress, or by tricks of the 
light, begin to look a lot like phantoms bearing individual and shared catastrophic 
psychic wounds. (66) 
A pertinent example of such leaking in Another World is Geordie’s belief that he is dying of the 
bayonet wound he sustained during the First World War, rather than the cancer with which his 
body is riddled. During his stay in hospital, when Geordie’s doctor informs Geordie’s grandson, 
Nick, that the cancer is inoperable, the doctor expresses concern that Geordie believes the pain in 
his stomach is the result of his bayonet wound. Nick explains to the doctor: 
“[w]hen he came back from the war they had a memorial service for his brother, 
who was killed. And as they were leaving the church his mother, my great-
grandmother, turned to him and said, ‘It should have been you.’” . . . “I think he 
needs to believe it’s the bayonet wound that’s killing him.” (59) 
Nick is a psychologist and his ability to analyse his grandfather’s actions and motivations 
from a professional or educated standpoint is a scientific means of explaining Geordie’s 
“confusion.” Geordie is, however, a sharp man, far from senile, and so Barker injects the shadow 
of doubt that perhaps Geordie is correct, that he is dying from a past wound. Similarly, in Life 
Class, the makeshift hospital in which, as Paul notes, “[e]verything stinks: creosote, bleach, 
disinfectant, soil, blood, gangrene” (129), is just minutes from the battlefields. Paul rents a studio 
in Ypres where he goes as frequently as possible to paint and escape. Paul becomes frightened of 
his own painting, which depicts a scene at the field hospital where he works. The gowned figure 
who operates in the picture is so heavily masked that he looks inhuman as he begins the task of 
irrigating and dressing a horrific gangrenous wound with hydrogen peroxide. The figure “was so 
wrapped up in rubber and white cloth . . . that it had no individual features. Its anonymity, alone, 
made it appear threatening. No ministering angel, this. A white-swaddled mummy intent on 
causing pain. The patient was nothing: merely a blob of tortured nerves” (Life 203).  
While working at the hospital Paul cuts himself, and the severe infection he contracts 
from the wound he had been dressing causes him to hallucinate vividly. His hallucinatory state, 
coupled with his fear of the grotesque authority of the painting he had created, makes him feel he 
must not turn his back on the painting in the corner of his room. As he “hovered on the edge of 
sleep” he is “dimly aware that the shrouded mummy in his painting had stepped out of the frame 
and was standing by his bed” (Life 209). This ghostly hallucination conjures Derrida’s 
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estimations of the spectre: “a paradoxical incorporation, the becoming-body, a certain 
phenomenal and carnal form of the spirit. It becomes, rather, some ‘thing’ that remains difficult 
to name: neither soul nor body, and both one and the other” (Specters 6). The horror of this 
faceless spectre, watching over Paul as he battles with sleep, suggests that Paul is questioning the 
nature of the help he is providing the patients for whom he cares. Is the adopted mental “safety 
curtain that protected him from the worst” (Life 138-39) of what he witnessed in the hospital 
mistaken by the patients for cruel indifference? Is he furthering the pain and torture these young 
men have experienced at war? He is the creator and the victim of the spectre, and he is haunted 
by what he is capable of creating. After recovering from his illness, Paul writes to Elinor that 
although he knew the infection was the result of his cutting himself, “part of me still believes I 
caught it from the [paint] brush” (Life 212). This infiltration of the ghostly into the present, or the 
delusion of a ghostly presence that is roused by the unrest of the unconscious mind, both alarms 
and reassures Barker’s characters that there are repercussions for their and others’ actions and 
decisions.     
The intersection between art and war, and how each of the characters introduced at the 
beginning of Barker’s narrative responds to the war artistically, is a central theme in both novels, 
and one that reflects the characters’ artistic development. Studying art works produced during 
the war is “a means of revealing the private ways that individuals endured its hardships” (Fox, 
“Conflict” 831). For Paul and Elinor, representing the war artistically, as they perceive it or as it 
has affected them, in paintings not created for exhibition, is a form of mourning. While in the 
early months of the war, before the war irrevocably changed Elinor’s life, Elinor could not have 
imagined allowing the war to change her art, but all three protagonists eventually come to depict 
the war in their work. Toby’s Room sees both Kit and Paul severely wounded and commissioned 
as war artists. Elinor moves towards sketching portraits of facial disfigurement under the 
guidance of Tonks, once her professor at the Slade (not to mention her constant inclusion of a 
ghostly representation of Toby in her paintings).  
Kit becomes the subject of Tonks’s sketches when he is taken to Queen’s hospital with 
shrapnel wounds to his face (Toby’s 125). While in his conscious moments Kit is his typical 
arrogant, defiant self, when he is vulnerable there is a sense that Kit believes he is being 
punished for his betrayal of Toby. In his nightmares and morphine haze, Kit says Toby’s name 
and utters phrases such as: “‘[i]t wasn’t my fault, he knew the risks’” (Toby’s 170). Kit suffers 
the emasculating humiliation of wetting the bed during battle nightmares, being fed, and having 
a pedicle attached to where his nose had once been. He describes himself as the “‘[f]ucking 
Elephant Man’” (Toby’s 145), a “gargoyle” (Toby’s 187), and cries what he calls “big, fat baby 
tears of anguish and despair” (Toby’s 144). After arranging to meet Paul at the Café Royal, Kit 
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arrives wearing a tin mask painted with the image of the war poet Rupert Brooke,101 which he 
claims facetiously is, “‘[v]ery popular, apparently. The Rupert Brooke’” (Toby’s 186), and 
enjoys Paul’s discomfort at the anonymity Kit is afforded: every expression is concealed. The 
mask is menacing to Paul, it is a “featureless, silvery oval hovering in the half darkness, as if a 
deranged, wandering moon had somehow strayed into the building” (Toby’s 186). The mask 
gives Kit a power that had been taken from him but it is eerily ominous in that it is a 
representation of the dead Rupert Brooke, worn on the ravaged face of a living man.  
While Barker does not shy away from the abject, both she and Walker compare the 
horrors of war with the intensity of relationships forged by war, grief, and traumatic experience: 
relationships between women, and between men. Through their characters, Barker and Walker 
describe one of the extraordinary paradoxes of war: that for all the horror, anger and brutality, 
the relationships that grew between soldiers were often domestic and caring, while the 
relationships between women were warm, confiding, and empowering. The men were forced to 
feed and clothe each other and care for the sick and wounded. In The Wing of Night, Joe Tully 
and Louis Zettler (Elizabeth’s husband) cradle each other for warmth by the fire on the eve of 
their Gallipoli attack. “Zettler moved over to the other man. They leaned into one another, chest 
to back. It was Joe Tully, who swept up butts and sawdust from the pavement outside the pub. 
Zettler might have flicked him a shilling on the street back home” (24-25). There though, with 
the very real fear of death, the men share a bodily intimacy that defies the rules of their 
hometown, to which only one of them returns.  
As noted in my first chapter, Joanna Bourke describes the bonds that formed between 
men at battle in the First World War as “‘fatherly’ (that is, hierarchical and empowering) and 
‘mothering’ (inspiring and comforting)” (151). In Life Class, after a month of adjustment and 
hardening to the gore, stench, and exhaustion of the field hospital, a new orderly is appointed 
under Paul’s guidance. Richard Lewis becomes Paul’s roommate, a situation that Paul, being an 
only child, finds difficult to tolerate. “He’d never willingly shared a bedroom with anybody, 
except a lover. There was something about physical intimacy without passion that he found 
distasteful” (139). But slowly Paul comes to love Lewis, to find comfort in their mutual 
sheltering and caring, their relationship moving from fatherly to motherly. It is clear to Elinor, 
Paul’s lover, that Lewis is in love with Paul. When the two men move closer to the battlefields, 
becoming ambulance drivers, Lewis is killed and Paul wounded. Paul returns to England to 
recuperate, and to Elinor, but she is wary of his intentions, as she is of his passion to return to the 
war. On his mention of Lewis’s death, he says, “‘I only realized how much I loved him when it 
                                                
101 Rupert Brooke, who died of blood poisoning in April 1915 en route to Gallipoli, was a friend of both Virginia 
Woolf and Rose Macaulay. He was known as a particularly good-looking man, to which Barker’s Kit draws 
attention, when he questions Paul, “‘You’ve got to admit he was absolutely stunning’” (Toby’s 186). 
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was too late.’” Startled, Elinor replies, “‘I suppose men do become very attached to each other in 
those circumstances,’” to which Paul says, “‘[n]o, it wasn’t like that. I’d have loved him 
anywhere . . . Don’t worry, I haven’t been converted’” (Life 245). But Elinor is unconvinced, 
certain that Paul’s love for her, if it is a kind of love, is abstract. He does not, she believes, have 
the capacity to love any woman, particularly after his mother’s suicide. Paul’s relationship with 
Lewis reveals the hollowness in the connection between Paul and Elinor, so that Elinor becomes 
aware that she can never know Paul in the way Lewis did.  
 Elizabeth’s grief over the death of her husband in 1915 dissolves the class boundary that 
had once existed between her and her neighbour, Bonnie Fairclough. Like the intimacy Joe and 
Louis shared at Gallipoli when fear, uncertainty, and cold brought them together, Elizabeth’s 
despair over Louis’s death prompts Bonnie to look after the wealthy woman, and gradually the 
two women develop a routine which enables Elizabeth to continue:  
[a]t twilight Bonnie took her bottle of rum up the track to the farmhouse and in 
the course of a single night she listened to all the nonsense of grief: the mad 
control and plans for fences and the stock, the silences, and, once, a spasm of 
vomiting that required her to wash Elizabeth’s face and hair. Finally Elizabeth 
slept. (77)  
The two women live on their individual farms, alone, for five years, helping each other with the 
wash, and eating one of Bonnie’s chickens for a weekly meal together. Walker claims that, 
“there is something desolate about the well-lit spaces of the countryside, inhabited by women 
who have lost what they most cherished” (Sullivan 3). The two women, working side-by-side, 
are both widows and their sorrow is a heaviness they carry which only the other understands. But 
Elizabeth’s father marries Bonnie, taking her away from Elizabeth, and she is once again alone 
and vulnerable, feeling “Bonnie’s absence as sharply as a physical pain” (119). She enters a new 
phase of mourning her husband, without her friend’s counsel.      
Brenda Walker’s The Wing of Night and Pat Barker’s Another World, Life Class and 
Toby’s Room, were all written between eighty and ninety-five years after the Armistice at the 
end of the First World War and they depict the war, as have other previous women’s First World 
War novels, as a traumatic experience for all who lived it, and as one which, for many, did not 
end. These novels return to the events of the war itself, and offer a contemporary gendered 
perspective on how the war illuminated and threw into relief expectations of sex roles that 
ideologically governed western society. In addressing how women’s writing depicts the 
exacerbating effect of war on hegemonic masculinity and femininity, and how this, in turn, 
affected the soldier characters and the female characters and their responses to the traumatic 
experience of war, this chapter highlights the concerns of contemporary criticism and how the 
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authors of these novels have been informed by literature, both critical and fictional, detailing the 
events and effects of the First World War. Unlike Frame’s and Lessing’s mid-century novels, 
these novels featuring First World War returned soldiers are far more sympathetic to the 
soldier’s plight. The returned soldiers are deeply and irrevocably traumatised by their war 
experience, and their silence regarding the war is marked. These poignant stories are a testament 
to the grief of all those who experienced the war, and this grief’s lasting and transgenerational 
effects.   
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Conclusion 
 
As to one’s country, why should one feel any more interest in its welfare than in 
that of other countries? And as to the family, I have never understood how that 
fits in with the other ideals – or indeed, why it should be an ideal at all. A group 
of closely related persons living under one roof; it is a convenience, often a 
necessity, sometimes a pleasure, sometimes the reverse; but who first exalted it as 
admirable, an almost religious ideal?102 
   (Rose Macaulay, The World My Wilderness 142) 
In all the texts discussed in this thesis, families are depicted as broken, flawed, or exclusionary 
entities that isolate those who push against their boundaries in attempts to assert a measure of 
individuality and independence, and seek a measure of peace. In exploring the trauma of the 
returned soldier in the home and family environment, and depicting the presence of war they 
carry with them, these texts point to and highlight a familial dis-ease. In many of the novels, the 
grief and trauma of the war is a haunting undercurrent in the home to which they return; it also, 
however, exposes underlying dissolutions the family that were always already there. In my 
epigraph above, Macaulay’s character questions the nature and necessity of the family, and 
points to the family unit is a social construct. Like Non-Combatants and Others, which I discuss 
in chapter one, The World My Wilderness is an anti-war novel; it was, however, published in 
1950, while Non-Combatants was published thirty-four years earlier, in 1916. Macaulay’s later 
novel intersects interestingly with the fiction published in the 1950s of Janet Frame and Doris 
Lessing, both of whom are daughters of returned soldiers and write novels that critique the 
family’s prescription of roles for both women and men, young and old.103 Such critiques explore 
how these gender roles isolate and marginalise those who resist conformity. 
The seven writers upon whom I focus in this thesis depict the period of the First World 
War as a time that deeply and irrevocably changed the course of the lives of their novels’ 
characters. Many of the conflicts and struggles depicted in the home environment – during and in 
the years following the First World War – are a microcosm of those taking place in the 
surrounding public and “political” practices and the habitus of their various societies. I have 
attempted to show that the authors’ depictions of soldier characters in the setting of the home and 
family draw these texts together, in that the texts, and the representations of soldiers, expose how 
                                                
102 These questions are idly posed by Helen Michel, an English widow who is living in France in the aftermath of 
the Second World War, to her son and Abbé Dinant, a French clergyman. Helen’s husband, Maurice, drowned 
during the war.  
103 My epigraph’s first sentence also recalls Virginia Woolf’s position on the nation: “as a woman, I have no 
country. As a woman I want no country. As a woman, my country is the whole world” (Three Guineas 197). 
Barker’s Eleanor adopts a similar response to the war and to her country in Life Class and Toby’s Room. 
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war crystallised gender conflict and cast into relief dominant Western ideals of masculinity and 
femininity.  
Underpinning all the novels discussed is a sense that the war’s repercussions were far-
reaching and deeply traumatic for both combatants and non-combatants. For the female 
characters who, before the war began, were beginning to experience freedom and independence 
from their families, the war, and their society’s responses to it, set back such independence. 
While the men were called upon to defend the nation, women’s responsibility was to maintain 
social stability on the home front. The declaration of war reinforced the notion that women’s 
place was the home, and that their responsibilities were to upholding notions of ideal femininity, 
so that their men could be proud of those for whom they were fighting – or so the rhetoric 
suggested. Macaulay’s depiction of Alix, in Non-Combatants and Others, and Barker’s of 
Elinor, in Life Class and Toby’s Room, reveal the difficulty experienced by independent women 
who attempted to avoid the war’s insidious infiltration into every aspect of home-front life, and 
continue their pre-war lives. Both characters are accused by family and friends of selfishness, 
and, implicitly, of ignoring their national and familial duty, and neither, at each narrative’s 
conclusion, is able to succeed in escaping the war entirely. Writing ninety years after Macaulay’s 
novel was published, and in light of feminist understandings of war’s gendering effect, Barker 
articulates more explicitly than Macaulay the degree to which the social expectations of 
women’s behaviour were further restricted by the war.   
In the novels discussed, some male characters, too, found their choices profoundly 
limited by war. Several of the authors that I consider depict how men’s resistance to enlisting, 
even before conscription began, encouraged assumptions and accusations of cowardice. All the 
stories compare the propagandistic image of heroic male characters fighting and defending the 
nation with those of male characters who returned suffering physically and mentally from the 
horrors of their experience. In focussing on soldiers for whom the war is a lifelong nightmare, 
and exploring the nature of their perpetual (and perpetuating) trauma, these stories problematise 
hegemonic notions of masculinity and question the desirability of these imposed roles.  
For Woolf’s Septimus, the world is transformed by the war. What was once innocent or 
playful becomes sinister, and he comes to consider that Shakespeare “loathed humanity” – that 
“the message hidden in the beauty of words,” handed on from one generation to another, was one 
of “loathing, hatred, despair” (97). Frame’s Hercus Millow speaks of the young soldiers he 
knew, who “came home full of anger and hate not at the declared enemy but at their own country 
and themselves” (The Carpathians 69). He wonders what, or whose, purpose war serves, and 
concludes, with a wryness that barely masks his bitterness, that “in reality they fought a war to 
keep the munition companies solvent” (69). Similarly, Mr. Quest in Lessing’s Martha Quest, 
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whose eyes peer with “a remote and angry gleam” (255), is angered by the post-First World War 
generation’s ignorance of their parents’ suffering; their disregard for “The Great 
Unmentionable.” Such depictions of traumatised masculinity reveal the grief, anger, and 
bitterness which victims of war, and their families, suffered. 
I grouped the novels according to the period at which the authors wrote, as a means of 
revealing and discussing the evolving understandings of feminism and gender and their 
relationship to notions of the family as depicted in the novels; as well as a means of considering 
developing understandings of the role played by fiction in practices of memory and 
commemoration. That is, in writing about an actual historical experience, and creating characters 
who endure the war from either the battlefield or the home front (or from both fronts, as was the 
case for some), the authors’ historical standpoint or vantage, their class, and their education, all 
come into play. When war is defined as something that takes place only on the battlefield, most 
women are situated in the role of the observer, and are, as Carol Acton suggest, denied “a voice” 
(“Diverting” 55). The novels I discuss reveal how the female characters look at the soldier 
characters’ trauma, and their manliness, and this creates another filter through which the war is 
perceived.  
While all the texts examined have some empathy with the plight of the returned soldier, 
the fiction in my first and fourth chapters recounts experiences of the war, while the texts in my 
second and third chapters reflect upon the war’s repercussions for the families of returned 
soldiers. The autobiographies and fiction of Frame and Lessing are perhaps less tolerant of the 
plight of the individual soldier, and suggest some authorial sympathy, in some interesting and 
contradictory ways, for the mother figures depicted. Each mother’s submission and servitude to 
the demands of the father character, and her vicarious aspirations for her children, result in her 
daughter’s pity, and, more emphatically, a desire never to become what her mother was. Frame’s 
and Lessing’s mother characters are usually represented as being as much victims of the war 
(although in different and perhaps less direct ways) as their returned soldier husbands. I attribute 
these authors’ less sympathetic portrayal of individual returned soldiers to the fact that the war 
was a presence in their lives from their childhoods. For their parents it was a source of great 
sadness and sometimes bitterness, but for Lessing and Frame it was mysterious and evocative of 
emotions and events that they were not capable, at that time, of understanding.  
Growing up in the twenties and thirties, in families riven by economic hardship, neither 
Lessing nor Frame bore the “tide-mark[s] of personal encounter” (Frame, The Edge 154) of the 
First World War years, but they experienced its legacy. In the texts studied in chapters two and 
three, the returned soldier characters are often depicted from the perspectives of other family 
members, and these soldier characters, who are usually fathers, are sometimes cruel, often 
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physically or psychologically damaged, and frequently fixated on their war past and how the war 
changed their lives. These texts are sympathetic to the soldiers’ plight, but not to the individual 
who recalls battles with fondness, who lovingly polishes his treasured war souvenirs, and inflicts 
cruelty to exact a sense of power. Rather, these texts write soldiers collectively as victims of a 
system that did not adequately support those who returned from war, and they critique an 
ideology that suggested that praise for a soldier’s bravery and stoicism was the most appropriate 
response to the great sadness and horror of what they had witnessed and experienced.  
In Lessing’s 1952 novel, Martha Quest, which I discussed in chapter two, the eponymous 
protagonist is, as Lessing was, a child of the twenties, and she resents her parents’ constant 
retelling of war stories, their absorption in a past in which she has no interest. As the world 
readies itself for the coming of the Second World War, one of the peripheral characters, the local 
magistrate, named Mr. Maynard, shakes himself “furiously,” to avoid engaging in “the brutal 
sentimentality which poisons us all in times of war” (271). For Mr. Maynard, who had, like 
Martha’s parents, experienced the First World War, the danger in allowing such sentimentality to 
take hold – to romanticise patriotism, empire, masculine prowess, feminine dependence, and the 
adventure of war – is that the punishing reality of war is rendered all the more painful. Mr. 
Maynard’s shaking himself in order to resist the temptation of war-induced sentimentality is 
reminiscent of Frame’s depiction of her father’s reaction when the Second World War is 
declared. While George Frame’s war experience was, according to Frame’s mother, the reason 
for her husband’s frequent bouts of anger melancholy, the news of another war sparks his 
excitement. He searches out and displays his war souvenirs for his children to admire, and he 
enjoys the taste of bittersweet nostalgia that temporarily overshadows his unhappiness. In this 
moment he gives in to the romanticisation of war that Mr. Maynard reminded himself to resist.  
What is apparent in all the texts discussed above is that, for both the male and female 
characters, the return of soldiers to the home front and to the family was a painful and difficult 
experience, and one that was exacerbated by the war’s effect of vastly accentuating, and even, 
perhaps, making more coercive, the dominant expectations of gender behaviour. The narratives 
subvert such expectations in their depictions of men and women who display aberrant gender 
behaviour, and they critique the perception that existed at the time of the First World War that a 
soldier who revealed his grief, who broke away from the expected stoicism and admitted to his 
horror, exhaustion, and distress, was considered unmanly, according to dominant ideals of 
masculinity at the time of the First World War. In many ways this pressure to mask distress 
exacerbated the trauma experienced by all who lived through the war. 
Further, the novels portray heightened tensions in the relationships between women, 
particularly when women, usually daughters, were unwilling to sacrifice or compromise their 
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own freedom for the responsibilities of war and its repercussions. This is most apparent in the 
stories set during the war, particularly Macaulay’s Non-Combatants and Others and Barker’s 
Life Class and Toby’s Room, but it is also present, in a nuanced fashion, in the narratives by 
Lessing and Frame in which daughters become ensnared in their fathers’ memories of war. This 
prompted both Lessing and Frame to engage in a style of scriptotherapy; in writing their 
autobiographical texts, each author was able to consider the effects of war service, and war 
experience, on the decisions that shaped their characters’ lives. In Alfred and Emily, for example, 
Lessing creates a world in which the First World War did not take place. In this world, the 
fictional Alfred and Emily are somewhat happier people. The fictional Emily is unable to have 
children and, after the early death of her husband, she is able to devote herself to establishing an 
organisation which supports disadvantaged children’s education. Through this occupation, Emily 
finally achieves a sense of personal fulfilment. Through the decisions she makes for the fictional 
Alfred and Emily, it is clear that Lessing believes that the First World War and the stifling 
confinement of marriage and children destroyed her parents’ lives.  
One of the questions raised by my thesis is how we read the presence of soldiers in 
women’s fiction that is not centrally focused on war, but is informed by it. For example, in 
Frame’s novels, the pervasiveness of soldier characters points to a kind of haunting, a lurking 
spectre in the structural framework of her novels, which insinuates itself into the text. As noted 
in chapter one, Woolf’s fiction was haunted by the war and there are recurrent war images and 
motifs in her writing. While all the authors that I discuss consider and problematise the war’s 
aftermath (or its potential aftermath) through the microcosm of the family, by contrast with the 
centrality of the theme of war and the characters’ constant discussion of it in Macaulay and 
Barker’s novels, Frame’s and Woolf’s approaches to exploring war, its victims, and its aftermath 
are perhaps more wide-ranging. A comparative study between Woolf’s and Frame’s 
representations of war might present an interesting subject for future approaches to the work of 
both authors. Margaret Higonnet notes, in regard to souvenirs of war, that “[t]o collect is to 
recollect” (“Souvenirs” 66). The use of testimonial objects as a narrative device in the work of 
Frame and Woolf would provide an engaging angle, and would be an interesting and thought-
provoking addition to the existing scholarship. Another area that I believe would benefit from 
further critical investigation is Rose Macaulay’s changing depictions of war. In comparison with 
Rebecca West and Virginia Woolf, whom I also discuss in chapter one, the scholarly writing on 
Macaulay’s novels and, in particular, their frequent intersections with war, has remained limited.   
 Several of the novels I have examined in this thesis depict the First World War from the 
perspective of the home front, and this reveals how the war overtook family life, and cast into 
relief the strictures of traditional gender roles. Other novels I have discussed above depict the 
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war as a past experience, but one by which the characters and, less directly, their children, are 
haunted. While the different experiences of the First World War are recalled with sadness or 
fondness, bitterness, anger, or, in some cases, excitement, the war experience is consistently 
depicted by these authors as something that marks a shift in the trajectory of their characters’ 
lives. What has become apparent in the reading I advance, is that the authors’ depictions of war 
subvert and deconstruct its glorification, and focus on the reverberations of its devastation in the 
family home. That the First World War, and its victims, continue to be depicted in women’s 
fiction is testament to its centrality in evolving understandings of the historiography of 
masculinities and femininities. Such depictions of war also highlight the notion that the 
Armistice in 1918 marked the beginning of many private wars in the family home, when the 
soldier returned. As the centenary of Britain’s declaration of war on Germany looms, the 
gendered legacy of the First World War continues to unfold in analyses of women’s novels 
which poignantly depict its home-front repercussions.   
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